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Pages 1, 6.   TABLE OF CONTENTS, GOSPEL OF SCIENCE.  
 
Page 7. Apology. 
 
Page 8-9.                                   THEOMATHESIS   

                                                             
            EXODUS 3.14-15, “I AM WHO I AM”, UNITES FIDES AND RATIO TO π 
 
Page 10.  TESTIMONY: THE LORD APPEARED TO ME IN THREE VISIONS:   
 

Page 11-12. Meditation                        Orthodox Easter egg, symbol of Christ’s resurrection. 
 

Page 13-14. 1st Vision Montreal 1957.  Christ’s face with finger-long thorns on a Cross. 
  

2ND vision Albany NY. 03/1977 This Person irradiates me with light symbols & equations;  
 
[Au age universe]  ~~~E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π)                             =  1. 37606041E10   
  
[AM Christ’s birth]~~~1010(π -2) : E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π)           =  5199 ~~~~~ 
 
[AM ]1010(π -2) : ((log(E11log(E11log (E11(log (E11log (E11log π)))))))8 : 0.033             =  5199.000979*         
 
[AM ] ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1010(π -2) : (8e(0.0144817¯¹ : 4) x (ln ln π )2 -1 =  5199.02*   
 
[AM ]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E4 C-1 √1448 x 642                                                                            =  5199.04 * 
 
[AM[  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  10x(0.1447 x 33)4   =  5199  

3RD vision 7/’77. ”Come, play with Me” metanoia peace chess;  5199 IS THE 
LEGAL SIGN; A peace mission unfolds; “Cross the river of squares; With the breath of God, this shall 
go around the world seven times”.  

Page 15-16. Metapontum numbers yield 10x(0.1447x33)^4 = 5199AM [wiki~ab creationi 
mundi] π, Theomathesis, science of divine math. Emanation#1 of God; universe ex π; Proverbs 8.22-31;  
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Page 17-19. DRAISON D’ETRE; DIVINE MATH, SOUL OF UNIVERSE CREATES LIFE.  
[Wis 11-21] The Pantocrator emits 70 [31+39] ‘creation equations’ in ’transcendental e~π codes’. 
 
Page 20-21.  NOTE: calculations equations: CASIO fx-82MS; explanations of equations:  
 
Page 22-27. 7π DAYS AND 7 DAYS OF CREATION [7 days = 7 x 602 x 24 = 604800 seconds]  
 
Page 28-34. PANTOCRATOR’S TWO GIFTS TO THE WORLD; METAPONTUM PEACE CHESS~ 
& THEOMATHESIS TO PROVE CHRIST’S CHRONOLOGICAL BIRTH DATE 5199 AM; Albany 
NY 1977 BRIEF NARRATIVE OF HOW METAPONTUM & THEOMATHESIS CAME TO BE. 
 

“Say, Jim, your chess pieces  are wrongly aligned”.  Well, get them right”, April. 

2nd event a month later. Bees  solved the chess problem in as an ancient war game!  

 Chess  was transformed to Metapontum for Peace.   

June; 3rdevent. Jesus called and said in my heart: “COME…,PLAY  WITH  ME!’  
 
‘METAPONTUM’ BRIDGE TO PEACE, CONVERTS CHESS AS WAR GAME, THE MADNESS 
OF WAR WITH ‘MUTUAL ASSURED DESTRUCTION INTO ‘MUTUAL ASSURED SOCIAL 
SANCTITY AND COOPERATION FOR TRUE PEACE’ WITH A CHRISTIAN PEACE POLICY 
THAT FREES FORM EVIL, GIVES WORK, BREAD, SHELTER & DIGNITY IN AN EDEN OF 
HARMONY IN THE KINGDOM OF GOD IN A REBORN WORLD ORDER WITH MILK, 
HONEY, LAW AND TRUTH FOR ALL.’  
 
 Page 35-44. LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION; OTHER DEVELOPMENTS; 4th-9th event.  
”CROSS THE RIVER OF SQUARES; WITH THE BREATH OF GOD  

‘THIS’ SHALL GO AROUND THE WORLD  SEVEN TIMES”   

5th 6th 7th 8th 9th
&  

 
Metapontum around USA; Earth run; 1mil. min for peace; Peace Palace; In Metapontum & Vatican                                                                    
 
 
 
Page 45-46.  LIST OF NEWSPAPER ARTICLES; Reflection;  
                   www.metapontumforpeace.org or www.Metapontum.nl 
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Vatican Secretariat of State, General Affairs Mgr Peter Wells Assessor 8/20/2011: [p. 91]Letters 

from: H. v. Rompuy Voorzitter van de Europse Raad [p. 92] 28/6/2011. 
 
Page 47-54. Work in Oss;  

   
 
Peace theatre; Metapontum Peace-chess made in India & Nepal; Model of the Cathedral of Peace 

 

 TU/e INT. PEACE CONFERENCE 
 
Page 55–57. THEOMATHESIS ART AND SCIENCE OF DIVINE MEASURE DERIVED FROM 
THE STATISTICS OF METAPONTUM, PEACE-CHESS; A BRIEF TRACTATE #1 ON 
TRANSCENDENTAL MATHEMATICS, THEOLOGY AND QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS; 
 
Page 58–64. SEVEN STEPS IN PYTHAGOREAN SCIENCE, Plato, Einstein.   
 
Page 65.       4000 YEARS CHRONOLOGY OF π     
 
Page 66-71. ALPHABET OF PHYSICAL CONSTANTS & THE PERIODIC SYSTEM OF 
ELEMENTS AND DATA OF COVARIANT e-π-Φ NOTATION; PERIODIC SYSTEM OF THE 
ATOMIC WEIGHTS OF THE ELEMENTS OF MENDELEJEW; VALUE NEW FORMULA 
EQUIVALENT; ADDITIONAL INFO. 
 
Page 72-74.  METAPONTUM DISTANCE [Md] METAPHYSICAL-FIELD-NUMBER 1448 or 1447 
STATISTICS Pythagoras’ a2+b2=c2 

 
Page 75-77.  153 FISH  &  5.48593 E-4  me ELECTRON REST MASS; EQUATIONS   
Note #4 Heuristic; #5 from p2 Mathesis; #6 Cantors def. tn; #7 Davis Measure Circle 
#8 Einstein Relativity; #9 Covariance; #10 Joy of π; #11 Silent pulse. 
 
Page 78. Calculation of the natural logarithm e = 2.718281828. The gauge formula 1010(π -2) a limit; 
human embryos take ±100 e days. 
 
Page 79. RELATION BETWEEN 1010(π-2) = 7.154138007E13, CALLED THE GAUGE FORMULA 
[gf] AND GRAVITY = 6.67384E-11[WIKI ±] & G = 6.67659318E-11 ADJUSTED TO ∏ 
 
Page 80-91. A letter to: Pope Benedict XVI   Subject: Reason removal 5199 Anno Mundi 
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Page 92. Letter from Herman Rompuy; ON THE COVARIANT 22 : 7 = 3.142857143 = [π’ covariant] 

Page 93-95.  CATHEDRAL OF PEACE [COP] BEEHIVE & TIARA; 
equations. 
 
Page 96-107. π AS BRIDGE BETWEEN ASTROFYSICS & THEOLOGY; equations 

Page 108-111. CHRIST’S PASSION~5115~HARMONIZES FAITH & SCIENCE, 
THEOLOGY & MATHEMATICS; ‘QUEENS OF THE SCIENCES’. MYSTIC CITY OF GOD, book 
III; City of God; creation world 5199 § 138; Pilatus crucifies Christ §674; Def. mass in Church & 
physics; equations. 

Page 112.  MATH THEOLOGY  PHILOSOPHY  MYSTICISM  
Definitions:  Mysticism; Theology queen of sciences; Mathematics queen of sciences. 

    
           1~            2~             3~              4~               5~               6~               7~              8~ 
1-2 Mosaic Priest; 3 Theomathesis; 4 Bridge; 5 Philosophy; 6 Science;7 Theology; 8  Mysticism.1~2 
Priest’s Urin & Thummim breast stones =Urin = Doctrine; Thummim = Truth [see OT Leviticus 8-8] 
 
Page 113 – 117. THE PANTOCRATOR, CREATOR UNIVERSE; SIGNIFICANCE SYMBOLS 

הוהו   
  1        2     3       4        5      6     7       8         9       10    11    12   13    14    15     16   17      18 
1= Moses on mount Sinai; 2 Exodus 3.14 JWHW; 3 Annunciation; 4 Christ’s birth; 5 he gospels;  
6 the Pantocrator; 7 his flogging; 8 his crucifixion; 9 the universe; 10the earth; 11 the sun; 12 t, time;  
13 G, Gravity; 14 harmony AHz; 15 Metapontum#1448; 16 Metapontum Laureate; 17 Plato#5040; 
18; Ф = (√5 +1) : 2 = 1.618033 = divine proportion or golden mean.  

Page 118-124.  TETRAGRAMMATON EX 3,13~15 הוהו YHWH; 

TRANSFORMATION OF GOD’S NAME 7π7; equations;  Pythagorean Tetractys merges  with 
the Tetragrammaton.  Equations. 
 
Page 125-127.  The  e√ π - set ^ e√ π - set  = π = 3.141592654 .  Equations. 
 
Page 127-129. Math of Andrew May, √3:2 
 
Page  130. Wiki: 5040 is a factorial (7!), of 4 items out of 10 choices (10 × 9 × 8 × 7 = 5040)  
 
Page 131-135.  What is 10 eπ ; transformations in math; Age earth : 5199 ; Ancient calculations in 
Ireland confirming 5199;  definition Golden Rule - reciprocal. 
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Page 136-137. I believe in ONE God; Daniel; commentary Duns Scotus: Only 
mathematical evidence possesses absolute proof; equations; Definition ontology;  
 
Page  138-144. WHAT IS ± 70 KG IN RELATION TO GRAVITY?.  Equations. 
[139] http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAuGDdAbQes Christmas Mass Our Lady of Glastonbury 
in Hamilton Ontario Canada 24 jan. 2009. Kalenda - In Vigilia Nativitatis Domini; 5199.12 E18 math; 
[141] Euler Masceroni constant  0.57721…..; In Theomathesis all is attuned to π  [143] APOLOGY 
 
Page 145-147. On eπ^4; Equations; STRAIGHT NUMBERS, CURVED NUMBERS AND 
PREFERENTIAL NUMBERS. 
 
Page 148. PLATO: LAWS BOOK X § 892, 893 

Page 149-150-151. ICONS      Plea: Restore 5199 
 
Page 152-153.  Martyrology Nativity of 5199 contemporary biblical scholarship and science  Jesuits Of 
Many Things www.americamagazine. Org Vol. 199 No. 20, Whole No. 4839 Dec. 15, 2008 
 
Page 154-159. Relationship between Fides & Ratio; equations Proverbs 8,31; Christ in hypostatic 
union; analysis, math. 

Page 160-164.  Icons     Equations; 
                                                     LIVING TWO-HEADED EAGLE [163] Gottesfunken 155. 
 [164] Joel 2:28;  Acts 2:17 New International Version (NIV) 
“In the last days, God says, I will pour out my Spirit on all people. Your sons will see visions…,  
 
Page 165-167. Fides et Ratio JPII; City of  God Transfixion Chapter XI §487 
(…)the natural, the written laws, and the new law of grace, the Apostles at the head.   
 

Page 168.       THEOMATHESIS  THE GOSPEL OF SCIENCE [face page] 
 
Page 169-176.  ‘GOD’S MYSTICAL AGENT OF CREATION, THE TRANSCENDENTAL ALL π 
IN PERSPECTIVE’ [176] Conclusion π can generate all as Gods transcendental and mystical agent of 
creation; the universe is ex YHWH, it is Gods creation. 
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Pages 177-182. 

  
God, the Pantocrator creates the universe & earth; man dwells in the garden of Eden; He gives the 
5+12+5+22+5+12+5 = 66 Books of the Bible. Joh1, 1-5 the 66 words of creation; Metapontum, 66 
moves to the land of peace with milk and honey. 
 

            
                  Heaven                                                                  Hell 
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©APOLOGY. Conscious’s of the fact that I am but dust and ashes, like Abraham [Gen 18-27], a mere 
nothing, except for God’s immeasurable condescending grace, received without merit, from Him who 
made me in His image & likeness [Gen 1.26], gave me life, breath [Gen 2.7] and the light of reason to 
know Him as my Father-maker, purifier and redeemer, I undertake this work or mission with fear and 
trepidation in the faith that He whose Holy name the ancients did not dare pronounce has, through many 
signs and visions spread over 38 over years, inspired and urged me to write this. Who am I to dare give 
the learned of the world, men of science & mathematics advice in matters of transcendent wisdom 
contained in this math message that gradually welled up in my mind after a vision of this mysterious 
Person who irradiated me with a shower of incomprehensible math equations that were gradually 
revealed to my inner eye, only to discover slowly afterwards, He was Christ, the Pantocrator and Pan-
Creator, who revealed himself to me as Architect of the universe, to me a heathen, totally ignorant of 
him? My only excuse is what Saint Paul says in 1 Corinthians 17-21, the folly of the Cross-.  
 
Not my words tell the story, they are a poor man’s interpretation in an attempt to clarify what is latently 
contained in these equations of what ‘happened’ after the vision. I am ignorant of math’s higher abc’s. 
My struggle with numbers began in grade school at age 5 in 1943 when I was taught to count 1,2,3 
abstractly, and instead, I used my fingers to count on, only to be hit mercilessly with a long, square blue 
ruler on my hand, so that I had fear of numbers and math all my life. 
 
But the math equations speak eloquently and convincingly enough for themselves, so I discovered bit 
by bit, by the nature of an inherent metaphysical science-language that gradually lit up my ‘number 
phobic mind’ with pure abstract - intellectual thinking in a symbolic number language with a mystical 
power to reveal this subtle and yet so apparent truth as the basis of all existence, of that what is truly 
transcendent, beyond the visible, tangible, sensible world and paradoxically yet so patently present and 
tangible in every aspect of life and in the cosmos like the sun and moon and in our every day world of 
things like cups & saucers. Through its ‘instrumentality’ we can see, and by knowing its merits and 
application we augment our movements, produce bicycles and wheels to make light with the touch of a 
finger, as if we were gods ourselves [Gen 1,3]. Yes, modern man, proud and certain as he is, acts like a 
god, and mostly does not, sadly enough, acknowledge this transcendental truth or worse, denies it 
lacking humility, saying: ‘let that God prove first mathematically that he exists as creator’. The reader 
may ask ‘but what does he mean’? Let me not leave him/her in suspense, I mean nothing extraordinary 
and yet that of which I speak is real, mystical & metaphysical simultaneously, it is Circle, 
hypostatically present in π 3.1415 and that ‘transcendentally IS’, as we shall see!  
 
Only faith & reason united, like two well matched wings of a two-headed eagle, can elevate our dark 
human mind to the contemplation of what transcendent being really, ontologically is when assisted by 
mathematics that as a rudder or bird-tail can steer us to the contemplation of the unfathomable, 
transcendent Good, the Supreme God-head who is source & goal, beyond beginning, end, decay and 
death that we all must taste; He alone is the object of our reasoned search of the summum bonum, to be 
able to ‘know, to serve, to be loved and blessed’ by Him, God, forever through his pity and grace. 
 
Though I never formally studied higher math, yet the most amazing math lesson was when I asked a 
university math professor in the USA what Euler’s famous transcendental 5-symbol formula, that 
recapitulates all of mathematics in the famous equation: ” e i π + 1= 0”, meant. 
 
He looked at me piercingly, waited, stamped his right foot hard on the ground, then his left and said to 
me loud! “IT ~ IS ~ SO!”. Then I knew in a flash: ‘therefore, a transcendental intelligence, IS’ and that 
is a transcendent God!  Yes, this transcendent God is inseparably united to circle, π, I AM WHO I AM, 
Exodus 3.14-15 describing the future of mankind in a journey from slavery to sin to true freedom in the 
land of milk and honey worked by the Cross of Christ.  
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      THEOMATHESIS                                                                                 

    
                                                                   NOTE #1 LIVING TWO-HEADED EAGLE [Page 156] 
] 

‘I AM WHO I AM’, EXODUS 3.14-15, 
UNITES FIDES & RATIO# TO π 3.1415 
WITH THE LAW OF DIVINE MEASURE; 
GOD CREATES THE UNIVERSE AND 
WORLD IN AND WITH HIM THROUGH 
THE PANTOCRATOR, HIS ONLY 
BEGOTTEN SON, OUR LORD JESUS 
CHRIST’S WHOSE CHRONOLOGICAL 
BIRTH-DATE IS 5199 ANNO MUNDI. 
1 Joh 14; Joh 3:16; “I AM ALPHA AND OMEGA” Revelation 1,8 and 22,13;  # JP II on Fides & Ratio, pages 157-158 
                                                                                                                                                
                                                                                                                                                         H.Th.Frenkel, Oss The Netherlands 
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GOD’S TRANSCENDENTAL SCIENCE 
OF π & e IS THE MATHEMATICAL 
BASIS OF THE UNIVERSE, EARTH 
AND MAN IN NATURAL LAWS, AND 
WRITTEN LAWS AND THE NEW LAWS 
OF GRACE.      City of God Book III § 487 Page 159

 

 

E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln 3.1415) = 1.37606E10  
                              
                   AGE OF THE UNIVERSE  [NASA] 
 
(π-2) : E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln 3.1415) = 5199  
 
CHRIST’S CHRONOLOGICAL BIRTH-DATE 5199 AM, RECORDED  
AND   CONFIRMED   SINCE   1584 # IN   THE   MARTYROLOGIUM  
ROMANUM  AS  THE  YEAR  THAT GOD CREATED THE WORLD  
& ADAM,  WAS  REMOVED  BY  VATICAN  II  ON  AUTHORITY OF  
J. PAUL II IN 2008; THEOMATHESIS  SHOWS  5199  IS  CORRECT! 
         # see letter to: Pope Benedict XVI  p. 74 & 145   

 

                                                                                             
 

                    5199 IS THE LEGAL SIGN   
                                       LOCUTION OF THE DOVE 22 09 2011  
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Part 1. TESTIMONY OF H. Th. FRENKEL:  
 
                              THE LORD APPEARED TO ME IN THREE VISIONS:   
                               
 FIRST VISION AS:  
 
 CHRIST WHO WASHED MY SINS IN HIS BLOOD-TEARS ON THE CROSS-; 
 
 SECOND VISION AS:  
                      
PANTOCRATOR WHO IRRADIATED ME WITH HIS DIVINE MATHEMATICS;   
 
THIRD VISION AS:  
 
 JESUS WHO CALLED ME SAYING:  “COME, PLAY WITH ME”; 
 
MY FIRST TASK WAS TO CONVERT CHECKMATE CHESS TO  
 
                    METANOIA PEACE CHESS  ~METAPONTUM~  
 
                   AS THE BRIDGE BEYOND GREED, HATE, VIOLENCE & WAR;  
 
MY THE SECOND TASK WAS TO TRANSFORM METAPONTUM’S SCORE  
 
OF COOPERATIVE PEACE CHESS, HARMONY AND DIALOGUE INTO THE  
 
          MATHEMATICS OF DIVINE MEASURE  ~THEOMATHESIS~  
 
TO RECONCILE FAITH AND REASON WITH SCIENCE FOR SCIENTISTS 
 
AND POLITICIANS AS A MODEL AND METHOD FOR ESTABLISHING  
 
WORLD-PEACE.  
 
MY THIRD TASK WAS TO PROVE THAT METAPONTUM &  
 
THEOMATHESIS CAME FROM CHRIST WHO’S CHRONOLOGICAL BIRTH  
 
DATE IS 5199 AFTER CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE, THE WORLD &  
 
ADAM. 
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Meditation: Orthodox Easter eggs are cherished and treated with care as a symbol of Christ’s 
crucifixion & resurrection from the grave. These eggs are just as vulnerable as human life. Christ’s 
sacred word promises man eternal life after death and he pardons our confessed sins. His word is truth! 
A century old Easter egg is more precious for faith, hope, & love for his word kept it safe. The egg 
reminds us to seek the truth in His words of wisdom first; they are heaven’s greatest gift to us. When 
Christ’s word stays in us, it is more precious than all the gold, for his word gives eternal life and sets us 
free.  
 
Where then do we find this word of truth?  
 
In Ex 3.14-15 where God said to Moses, “I AM WHO I AM has sent me to you… to bring you out of 
affliction;  
 
Jn 14-5 Christ says:“I AM the way, the truth and the life, no one comes to the Father, but by me”;   
 
Jn 1-5 says: “In the beginning was the Word. And the Word was God, all things were made through 
him, and without him was nothing made that was made. In him was life and the life was the light of 
men. The light shines in the darkness and the darkness has not overcome it”; 
 
Jn 1-14 “And the Word became flesh and dwelt among us, full of grace and truth; we have beheld his 
glory, glory as of the only Son of the Father”;  
 
Rev 3.14 [π] “The words of Amen, the faithful & true witness are the beginning of God’s creation”; 
 
Rev 21,6  “I am the Alpha & the Omega, the beginning and end”; 
 
Above Delphi’s Temple door is written: ‘Know thyself’.  
Jn 10,9. “I am the door of the sheep”. 
 
The “I AM WHO I AM [Ex 3.14-15] was born 5199 AM. He is man’s first cause, end and judge of life. 
It is the ‘I AM, the incarnated Word’, who created the universe and life and we may participate and be 

united with Him already here in the Eucharist~ ~ where He is hypostatically present in God and 
in π.  
 
Jn 3.14 [π] And as Moses lifted the serpent in the wilderness, so must the Son of man be lifted up, that 
whoever believes in him may have life eternal.  
 
Jn 3.16. God so loved the world that he gave his only begotten Son so that everyone who believes in 
him should not perish but have eternal life”.  
 
Jn 10-30 I and the Father are one.  
 
Jn 15.16-17. You did not choose me, but I chose you and appointed you that you should go and bear 
fruit that your fruit should abide; so that whatever you ask in my name, he [the Father] may give it to 
you.  This I command you, to love one another”.  
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As a child or young adult nobody told me who Christ really was. How could I seek him and know the 
truth? Yet, Christ, the Pantocrator, took pity and appeared to me in 3 seemingly unrelated visions. 
Gradually the hidden message in these visions began to dawn and unfold in me. After decades of work 
under his inspiration his idea became clear; his message of peace was to be given to the world; I should 
go out and bear fruit that abides, even though I am nothing but mud of the earth! My excuse for writing 
is these visions. What I know now came from him and through his hidden, continuous, loving, patient 
guidance and grace. Without asking, He provided me with the necessary books on mysticism so I could 
study his sacred words. Christ revealed Metapontum and Theomathesis to me, bit by bit, as a result of 
these visions. I am an ignoramus, incapable to count to three, but the  ~I AM WHO I AM~ Ex 3.14 ~ 
Christ, ‘plays’, counts and teaches me; his science of divine mathematics flowed in me ~his poor 
instrument~ drop-by-drop, like honey drops. History in school taught me this: ‘man makes war, he is a 
predator’! What then did I learn from Him that I was not taught in any school?  
 
CHRIST’S RULE OF RECIPROCITY: TREAT OTHERS, AS ONE WOULD LIKE OTHERS TREAT ONESELF.  
 
I know now that only God gives true science for free, for his greater glory and not for our name, fame, 
power, applause, or pleasure, although true knowledge is power. His wisdom is the power of science, 
given for our benefit. Science is to be used for the good of man so God will be praised and thanked as 
the source of all good, truth, beauty, and eternal life. All human life is sacred! Scientists who misuse 
science to kill human life for profit go against God’s will; it is an evil act to satisfy the antichrist, the 
father of lies, worker of death and chaos. God, Christ, did not create human life for suffering, death or 
hell; on the contrary, He gave life freely to live eternally after death in heaven; Christ’s love for us was 
paid for by with his voluntary blood on the cross to show us the truth of his word after he resurrected 
from the dead on Easter, so we may enter in heaven.  
What then can we learn form this? Scientific knowledge robbed of faith and love of God engenders 
pride, greed, envy, opposition, hate and war; therefore Christ gave us the scientific antidote:   
 
                                                         THEOMATHESIS 
                                                        To unite fides & ratio!  

                                                        
                                Logos & Science, Word & Number, Faith & Reason  
                                emanate from God’s harmony to transcend chaos &  
                                death. The Author of life, love, beauty & truth is the 
                                Pantocrator; all true science is knowledge of Christ! 
                     
“Lord, I pray thee; give me your knowledge so I share THE RULE OF RECIPROCITY with all scientists for 
your glory and world peace. What precisely is your true knowledge? It is ‘I AM WHO I AM’, Christ, 
true God and true man, born 5199 years after creating the world who formed Adam from the dust, 
breathing into him His Breath, Gen 2.7. Christ lived 33 years on earth, taught the truth, died, rose from 
the dead so man may participate in his glory and live eternally to give him thanks. That is true scientific 
wisdom. Christ’s new Science-Gospel is: ‘Do the will of his & our Father who is in heaven so all men 
eat His bread and receive forgiveness of sins’. This is my faith now, this is true science of life contained 
in Christ’s transcendental mathematics of π~e, that I was given to share with you all”.   
Damage this Easter egg by careless neglect, contempt for sacred things, disdain for God’s Word and 
God’s precious gift of human life, and our egg of eternal life within will spoil; dirty political lies will 
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penetrate to attack our precious soul-core, making it rot, stink to be cast away. Life cut off from God, 
Christ, lacks moral faith, hope & love for this eternal truth. Mundane thought makes it so; mans’ choice 
is not <not to think>, man must think to make critical choices between good & evil, love & hate, gift & 
grab, pride & humility, peace & war, life & death to act freely conform God’s will or Satan’s malicious 
force to end up either in Heaven or in hell forever; modern science keeps silent about all such things. 
True scientific, mathematical proof of Christ’s chronological date of birth 5199 AM is however the 
fulcrum to move world scientists & mathematicians forward, to make in dialogue with world leaders, 
plans to begin beating their nations’ swords to ploughshares for the sake of world peace! Only this kind 
of positive proof that Christ was really born as eternal uncreated transcendent God and as natural man 
can save this world from the evils and perils of perpetual war.  This is the Crux of His message to me. 
  
Next follow some more details of the three visions and their effects on me over time; 

1st Vision Montreal 1957. Suddenly  I see Christ’s face with finger-long thorns looking at 
me from a Cross during a baby’s baptism. He cries for me, not for himself! I was stunned and kept this 
silent. Later I realized: this was my INDUCTION INTO SPIRITUAL LIFE [I was baptized at age 53]  

2ND vision Albany NY. 03/1977          ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
[Au] 31 symbols 1 equation;  E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π)                             =  1. 37606041E10  age universe  ~~~ 
[Au] ((log(E11log(E11log(E11(log(E11log(E11logπ)))))))^8 : 0.033                                            =  1.376060138E10*~~~~~~~~~~~~~  
[Au]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(lnlnlnln 1447E21 : 4.541E9                                                = 1.37650521E10       ~~~~ 
[Au] ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ E4 e14 ln 3.14      =  13.76047241E9     ~~~~ 
 [Ae]   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  5199 : lnπ x E6     =  4.541683619E9 = Age earth~~~~ 
[Ae]   ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 5199 : 1.1448 x 1000,000       =  4.541404612E9 =  Age earth~~~ 
[AM] 39 symbols 1 equation;~1010(π -2) : E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π)          =  5199  Anno Mundi Christ’s birth~ 
[AM] ~~~~~~~1010(π -2) : ((log(E11log(E11log (E11(log (E11log (E11log π)))))))8 : 0.033       =  5199.000979*           
[AM]  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~1010(π -2) : (8e(0.0144817¯¹ : 4) x (ln ln π )2 -1 =  5199.02* ~~~~~~~~~~~~  
[AM] ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E4 C-1 √1448 x 642                                                                             =  5199.04 *~~~~~~ 
[AM[  ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  10x(0.1447 x 33)4    =  5199 ~~~~~~ 
[AM] ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~lnlnlnln 1447E21 x (1010(π-2) : 4.541E9 =  5199.03 ~~~~ 

[AM]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(1010(π-2) : E4 e14 ln 3.14   =  5199.05*  ~~~~~~ 
[AM]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~  (642√1448 E8  : c) =  5199 ~~~~~~~~~ 
[Md]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(√(√√((1.376E10 x 5199)  :  (51992)-1 ) x 10   =  1448 ~~~~~   
[Md]    ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~     ~ 10√(√(1010(π-2) : e14 ln lnπ  =  1448.4*~~~~~ 
[Ml]~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~     ~~~~~~~~10(lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π))))2-1  =  528.11*~~~~~~~ 
[Hz]         ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ (1010(π-2) : e14 ln lnπ :E6   =  440 ~~~~~ 
[33] lnlnlnln 1447E21 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~ ~ =  0.3300028* 
[33]  E4lnln π : 642    ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~     =  0.3300028* 
[33]  E4lnln π : (ctG : π2 )2 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=  0.3300017* 
 
Age 39. Suddenly I see Christ’s face like this icon looking at me. He irradiates me for ±3 minutes with 
hundreds of ‘math formulae’ written in light. I do not know what this means. Days later ‘amazing 
portents’ begin to transpire. I WAS INITIATED INTO HOLY MATHEMATICS 
3RD vision 7/’77. Inspired & encouraged by him, I converted chess to metanoia peace-chess, Metapontum, 
and tested the rule of reciprocity, (treat others as one would like others treat oneself) successfully with 
friends. Suddenly I see Jesus dressed in a white alb with bare feet in lush grass behind 2 pickets with 
barbed wire, and his arms extended he says in my heart:   
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”COME..…PLAY WITH ME”  
                                               [Proverbs 8.22-31, page 9] 
 
CONVERTED TO CHRIST, MY LIFE BECAME A PEACE MISSION TO SHOW THE WORLD: NOT BY 
COMPETITION AND WAR AS IN CHESS, BUT WITH GRACE, CONSENSUS, HUMILITY, A 
COOPERATIVE SPIRIT & MUTUAL CARE, AS IN METAPONTUM ~THE BRIDGE BEYOND 
VIOLENCE~ MAN WILL FIND THE WAY TO LIFE AND WORLD PEACE.   
 
10/1984. AFTER COMPLETING METAPONTUM I WAS TOLD IN A DREAM VISION: 
 
                                             ”CROSS THE RIVER OF SQUARES”  
 
I had to return to Europe; while carrying the Metapontum case I heard in my heart:  
  
                                        “WITH THE BREATH OF GOD ‘THIS’  
 
            SHALL GO AROUND THE WORLD SEVEN TIMES” 
 
 
IN A DREAM VISION IN 22/09/2011 I SEE A STANDING DOVE WITH A BLUE CROSS ON  
 
ITS CHEST; I HEAR THE WORDS: ‘5199 IS HET VIGERENDE TEKEN’  
 
                                                        [5199 IS THE LEGAL SIGN]     
 

                                                                    
                       See, Joël 2:28  & Acts 2.17 about visions and dreams [page156] 
THEOMATHESIS, THE SCIENCE OF DIVINE MATHEMATICS REVEALS  # 5199  
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 Explanation of Metapontum. The shortest transition distance in ‘metanoia chess’ of 2 
x 16 Metapontum peace pieces in 2 x 33 moves per group, exchanging sides in a friendship game 
according to Christ’s Golden game rule: “Do unto others as you would have them do unto you or love 
your neighbor’s pieces as yourself”, is 1447 or 1448 hexagons [Mp statistics p 65/66]. [wiki~ab 
creationi mundi] [Eusebius and Hiëronymus’ chronicon determined the year of creation, anno mundi, 5199 b.Chr.[3] as 
was recorded before 2001 in the  Roman martyrology of Christmas]                      
  
E4 C-1 √1448 x 642                                                                     = 5199.04 * 
 
10 x (0.1447 x 33)^4                          = 5199 Anno Mundi  
 
[AM]     (1447 x 66)^4  : 16 : E15                             = 5199[1447 Moses’ Exodus p.25; Game statistics p. 65] 
 
[AM](1448.13 x 33)^4 : 3^6 : 100 : Au)                   = 5199*   
 
[Au](1448.13 x 33)^4 : 3^6 : 100 : 5199                   = 1.37606E10*      [age universe] 
 
[Ae](1448.13 x 33)^4 : 3^6 : 100 : 5199 x 0.33         = 4.54101E9*        [age earth] 
 
[G]((1448 x 33)^4 : 3^6 : 10 : 5199  x 0.332)-1          = 6.675610 E-11*  [Gravity] 
 
[c]√(6(1448 x 33)^4 : 3^6 : 10 : 5199  x 0.332)          = 299799.5*          [light,c, - 7km] 
 
[π]log(100log((1448.13 x 33)^4 : 3^6 : 100)             = 3.141592654 *        = π  
 
[gf]  (1448.129066 x 33)^4 : 3^6 : 100)                     = 1010( π-2)            = [7.154138001E13] 
 

PART 2. π IS AN EMANATION#1 OF GOD; THE UNIVERSE IS EX π  
 

A;   E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnln π )                     = 1.376060141E10* [Au]   
 

B;  ((log(E11log(E11log(E11(log(E11log(E11logπ )))))))^8 : 0.033#3 = 1.376060138E10* [Au] 
 
C;     (lnlnlnln 1447E21 : 4.541E9) -1     = 1.37605052E10* [Age universe] 

 

D;  1010(π -2) : E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π )        =  5199.00097*  #  
 

E; 1010(π -2) : ((log(E11log(E11log(E11(log(E11log(E11log π)))))))8 : 0.033 = 5199.000979*#  
 
F; 1010(π -2) : ((log(E11log(E11log(E11(log(E11log(E11log Au)))))))8 : 0.033 = 5199#  [5198.99*]  
G;    (lnlnlnln 1447E21 x (1010(π-2) : 4.541E9 )-1 [age earth]                                                       = 5199.03## [AM]  
 
CHRIST’S LEGAL, CHRONOLOGICAL BIRTH DATE, 5199 AM. PAGE 77/83/107/127/144 
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Proverbs 8.22-31. The Lord created me [wisdom] at the beginning; when he established the heavens I was 
there, when he drew a circle on the face of the deep and marked out the foundations of the earth, I was 
beside him like a master workman and I was his delight, playing before him always, rejoicing and playing 
in the sons of men’.[the summum of the personification of wisdom in the Trinity is Christ] 
 
P#1Emanation ("dripping") is a Neoplatonism belief that the cause of beings or states of being consists of an 
overflow from the God’s essence as opposed to an act of creation in a non-temporal way as a permanent 
relationship of causation rather than as an event causing an entity to come into existence in time. 
Emanation refers to the process or the thing emanated; concepts are found in Eastern Orthodoxy & Eastern 
Catholicism. The Neo-Platonist concept is compared to the statements of the 14th century Eastern Orthodox 
theologian Gregory Palamas who drew a distinction between God's essence and energies, affirming that God 
was unknowable in His essence, but knowable in His energies.  
He never enumerated God's energies but described them as ways that God could act in the universe, and on 
people, from the light shining of Moses after he descended from Mt. Sinai, to the light surrounding Elijah 
and Jesus on Mt. Tabor during Jesus’ transfiguration. For Palamas, God's energies were not separate from 
God, but were God. The idea of energies was distinct from the three Persons of the Trinity, the unity of the 
Three Persons of the Trinity united by God's transcendent Essence.  
The Orthodox theologian Niketas Stethatos describes a tenfold hierarchy, which can be paralleled in ten 
successive emanations, known as sefirot, and the Neopythagorean belief in the power of the first ten 
numbers, as set out in pseudo-Iamblichus' Theologoumena Arithmeticae: Nikitas Stithatos' decad has 
affinities with the decads of the Pythagorean decades. It has roots in the conception of the celestial 
hierarchy formulated by St Dionysios the Areopagite. 
 
[2]This hierarchy constitutes a threefold structure, each level consists of three orders or ranks of celestial 
intelligences, a total of nine interlocking and mutually participating orders. The function of the lowest of 
these orders, that of the angels, has two aspects.  
 
The first is to transmit the divine grace and illumination, which it has received from God through the 
meditation of the orders below it, the human order, that taken as a whole represents the tenth order; the 
second is to convert the human intelligence, the "finest of all the offerings; that can be made by this human 
order, so that it mounts upward and stage by stage returns, again through the meditation of the celestial 
hierarchy, to a state of union with its divine source and in this way achieves Divinization. This double 
meditation descending and ascending, constitutes the cyclic movement..[π note Frenkel].."[3]He states in 
On Spiritual Knowledge, verse 99, that, the nine heavenly powers sing hymns of praise that have a threefold 
structure. 
 
Webster Dictionary: origination of the world by a series of hierarchically descending radiations 
from the godhead through intermediate stages to matter. 
 
#3 Christ lived 33 years on earth; a perfect Metapontum transition takes 2 x 33 moves.  
Equation A,C show the universe is ex the natural base e logarithm#2  of π to be equal to B’s common base 
10 logarithms of π, while equation D,G show [AM] is ex the natural logarithms of π to be equal to F’s 
common logarithms of π. This equates and validates the two logarithms in Christ as Creator.  
 
#2 Base of a natural~transcendantal~logarithm = is e (2.71828 …); base of a common logarithm = 10 
 
Equation E however, shows that when the age of the universe [Au] 1.376060138E10 is substituted 
for π, that the chronological birth date of Christ is again generated paradoxically; this seems a 
contradictory mystery to astound us; but it also indicates that all of science, all of mathematics, all 
thinking and human labors are to be undertaken by us to know God alone, ‘the 5199’~ Christ~, the 
PANTOCRATOR, who is latently present in the universe, while the universe is latent in God, the 
5199, pointing to a perfect divine circle to substantiate:  
 
                   THE UNIVERSE IS EX π, IT IS AN EMANATION OF GOD’S GRACE  
CONFIRMING DUNS SCOTUS, DOCTOR SUBTILUS, PHILOSOPHER AND THEOLOGIAN SAYING: 
“ONLY MATHEMATICAL EVIDENCE POSSESSES IN THE STRICTEST SENSE ABSOLUTE PROOF 
WHICH DOES NOT PRECLUDE A METAPHYSICAL SENSE”.  
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RAISON D’ÊTRE. Man blinded and divided by greed, rivalry & hate cries for justice, light & peace; yet 
the Prince of Peace was born for all men of goodwill. But many ‘big-bang’ scientists and politicians do 
not want to recognize Him without first having exact proof that He was born indeed as the transcendent 
God~man, the Christ, who incarnated 5199 years after Adam. This date is a paradox that can only be 
solved in π.  
 
The numbers’ of converted ~metanoia chess, hexagonal peace-chess Metapontum~ from which the 
science of divine measure, Theomathesis is generated, is the scientific and mathematical proof for 
scientists and politicians needed to recon verge fides & ratio, science with religion. The time is 
opportune for them to cooperate and build the bridge of concord amid men, nations & political systems 
and true faiths to end all unjust territorial conflicts causing wars, hunger & cruelty, to help bring lasting 
World Peace by recognizing Christ, the Pantocrator, as the creator of the universe and of life, Lord & 
brother of all men. 
 
2ND VISION: ‘THE SOUL OF THE UNIVERSE, DIVINE MATHEMATICS, CREATES LIFE’   
God created all things [*the universe, earth, etc.,] in number, weight & measure [Wisdom 11: 21]. 
  
Light~time~gravity, the natural forces & principal players united by God’s will, form a dynamic 
harmonious universe and bear God’s insignia and blessing for the multiplication of human life, so man 
recognize and appreciate this grand gift for the sole purpose that he returns thanks to Him who gave us 
being, existence for nothing, for all men participate equally in the transcendent ‘I AM THAT I AM, the 
God who is’, Exodus 3,14~15 and this is π.  
 
To grasp this mystery atheistic scientists & politicians might suspend cynicism, open their minds and 
hearts for a scientific metanoia of conscience to comprehend the latent truths in the universe’s ‘crude 
number data’ for this ~’big bang’~ may yet turn into a scientific hymn of God beaten on a cosmic 
drum to echo what Newton once said: "I can take my telescope and look millions of miles into space; 
but I can lay my telescope aside, go into my room, shut the door, get down on my knees in earnest 
prayer, and I see more of heaven and get closer to God than I can when assisted by all the telescopes 
and material agencies on earth."  
 
Paraphrasing Max Planck:  
In the beginning, science makes us atheistic but at the bottom of science’s beaker we find God. “All 
matter originates and exists only by virtue of a force…We must assume behind this force the existence 
of a conscious intelligent Mind. This Mind is the matrix of all matter. Anybody who has been seriously 
engaged in scientific work of any kind realizes that over the entrance to the gates of the temple of 
science are written the words: 'Ye must have faith.'  
 
"There can never be any real opposition between religion and science; for one is the complement of the 
other.  Every serious and reflective person realizes, I think, that the religious element in his nature must 
be recognized and cultivated if all the powers of the human soul are to act together in perfect balance 
and harmony.  And indeed it was not by accident that the greatest thinkers of all ages were deeply 
religious souls. Immortal mind is the true [Mind]! Because there can also not be, however, mind in 
itself, but every mind to a being belongs, we must admit, have a mysterious creator as him all cultural 
people of the earth of former millenniums have called, God”!  
 
Atheism cannot therefore produce moral, rational human life capable of believing in a transcendent 
Godhead as his prime source, goal & end to make man an eternal child and son of God through Christ  
[Joh 10-34~Ps 82-6].   
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Christ, the Godman who lived 33 years on earth was born in the world 5199 years after Adam was 
formed from the dust into God’s image and likeness [Gen1-26] after God’s breath was breathed into his 
nostrils. Proto man [Archaic Homo sapiens], became transformed into Adam, knowing good and evil 
[Gen 2,7 = e]. These 2 mystical numerical age-codes [5199 ~ 33] are discernable in the numbers of the 
universe as Christ’s signature to transcend ordinary knowledge like the transcendental constant numbers 
π = 3.14 & e = 2.718…, known to mathematicians. Likewise light, time, gravity are known by their 
number-codes to physicists and mathematicians after intense, collective, scientific effort, as a product of 
man’s inspired, intellectual, unbiased, reasoned effort. 
 
Light, time & gravity [c,t,G] shaping the visible universe 1.376E10 & earth 4.541E9 years, also have a 
metaphysical dimension, an inner nature; light refers also to man’s intellectual, spiritual insight or 
wisdom, while time refers also to his spiritual growth process or moral and rational maturity while 
gravity refers to the solemnity of the Lord’s nativity, Epiphany, Ascension and Jesus’ passion, 
death, burial & resurrection in the Gospels balancing the universe to keep it from 
collapsing  into chaos and permanent death.  
 
The ‘art equations’ of Theomathesis produce remarkable answers that only a ‘trans-human mind [God] 
can know’; a man of faith can discover them however, heuristically, for God has hidden these truths for 
the unbelieving atheistic mind but revealed them to a ‘playful child’s mind’. Though these crude 
numbers ~c, t ,G, Au, etc.,~ convey what they indicate, but combined like musical notes they produce 
new knowledge as from a Divine Person’s musical composition ‘knowing’ beforehand how to make the 
universe a harmonious song of praise for his greater glory, by employing transcendental science codes 
as from behind a cosmic screen.  
 
In short these transcendental numbers may personify God’s creation codes. Abstract knowledge can 
exist by itself in a Cosmic Mind without need of anybody’,  
 
                        Body, however, exacts number, weight & measure [Wisdom 11: 21] to exist! 
 
The formulae on page 1 summarize this entire work; the equations emerged over 36+ years of intensive 
math-work and research; they were revealed to this unworthy and ignorant person. These formulae tell 
the real scientific story of creation of the universe in number-language. These creation-codes from 
which the universe and man emerged in time were revealed for the sole purpose of giving thanks to the 
transcendent Godhead, Christ, the Pantocrator, for the sublime gift of mans’ temporary, mortal life. Yet 
this frail, mortal human life has the potential to be transformed into divine, eternal life in inexplicable 
joy, but not without each individual persons’ voluntary will and effort to exercise the theological virtues 
of faith, hope & charity in brotherly love, cooperating freely in God’s divine will: ‘Thy Will be Done 
on earth as in Heaven’.  
 
The death & resurrection of Christ make man’s eternal life possible; refusal and rejection of Christ’s 
love for us leads to its opposite value, eternal death in chaos. Christ and the Anti-Christ are the two 
fundamental opposing cosmic and eternally polarized forces!  Christ, as the eternal Son of God, can 
now be quantified & identified by the number-codes 5199 ~ 33.  
 
In the Gospel of St. John we read: “In the beginning was the Word, and the WORD was with God and 
the WORD was God”.  
 
 
Number as concept, name and symbol is word; number speaks a symbolic, exact language to validate 
the spoken word. Word & number cannot be separated; they are united in logarithms [Latin 
logarithmus; Greek logos ‘reckoning, ratio’ + arithmos ‘number] therefore:  
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Faith & Reason are one transcendent Reality;  
We may not separate them in 2 independently  
Operating, opposed belief systems;  

 
Yet many scientists unfortunately do.  
When nature’s key number data are analyzed logarithmically they reveal, after patient effort, their 
divine origin. 
  
 Explanation of the equations: 
 
The Pantocrator emits 70 [31+39] crucial ‘creation equations’ in ’transcendental e~π codes’ [Tc] to 
form within [ad intra] the Trinity, the visible universe & earth [Au/Ae] without [at extra] relative to 
Christ’s 33 earth years for, in, by whom the universe wrought.  
. 
In the 1st coded measure Christ decrees his chronological birth-date 5199 AM to incarnate in the 
universe and in the world, after forming Adam from dust; it is to be the axis of creation, his legal sign 
and Royal seal, as depicted by the dove, the symbol of the Holy Ghost, as it was also recorded in the 
Martyrologium Romanun and avowed by the clergy before 2008 Vatican II & Church Patriarchs of old. 
Vaticanum II however omitted 5199 AM. [Note author: most likely until independent scientific, 
mathematical proof can be established of its authenticity]  
 
The 2nd measure is linked to Christ’s age for 100 x age earth : age universe = 33*.   
4.541E9  : (1.37606 E : 100) = 33* 
[100 x age Earth = 4.54E9 billion yrs : age Universe =1.373E10 ± 0.11% = 33] 
 
This independent proof is now to be examined by evolution scientists, mathematicians and theologians.  
 
This document is conceived & inspired to show the Roman Catholic Church, scientists, politicians and 
the world at large by means of Metapontum peace-chess and via Theomathesis, that Christ’s scientific 
Gospel applies to life, science and politics. It serves as a model whose truth is authenticated by 
transcendental math [Tc] in the ages of the universe & earth, light time and gravity in order to establish 
Christ’s birth 5199 AM as authentic proof that the universe is God’s creation indeed and not a blind 
chance-happening called ‘big bang’. All other equations pertaining to Biblical time references are 
directly or indirectly related to this. These equations relate to the creation process of heaven & earth in 
the ‘7 days’, Israel’s 400 years slavery, Moses’40 desert years, and all the time periods with a mystical 
message. They are solved by Theomathesis to vindicate: God indeed created the universe; the numbers 
justify the name: ‘science of divine measure’.  
 
The math project began after analyzing the numbers from Metapontum’s converted, metanoia-chess to 
peace-chess on hexagons in which the numbers 1448/1447/528/66/33 of the 6 classes of chess pieces 
plus 1 new class, the 7th class, were generated ~[6 regular chess classes plus 1 new class of 3 new 
peace-laureates on each side of freely promoted pawns in a cooperative move exchange on kings 
horizontal rank; see Metapontum rules and statistics page 64]. What do these numbers represent in this 
circular ‘peace-dance’ and to what they be compared in mathematics in transcendental math? 
 
 
 
Part 3        NOTE: all calculations on: CASIO fx-82MS;  
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WIKI [Au] age Universe =1.373E10± 0.11%; [Ae] Earth= 4.54E9 billion yrs ± 1% since big bang; [c] light= 
299,792.5 km/sec; [G] Gravity = 6.6742E-11; time, t = sec/year;  # = number  

 
The log natural of π = 1.144723 ≈ 1.1448; number 1448 appears behind the period;  
For                    lnπ – 1                                       ≈ 0.1448 ≈ 0.1447;  
 
The number 1448 divided by 66 = 21.94 ≈ 7π; 1448 : 66 ≈ 7π ; (66 x 7π) – π = 1448.27 
  
and 180 divided by 2 x 2.718 [e] = 33 ;             180 : 2e ≈ 33 
  
 
Equations 5~6 [ page 15] generate the transcendental constants e~π.  
 

KNOWLEDGE EXACTS THE EXISTENCE OF A KNOWER;  
                      KNOWLEDGE~KNOWER~KNOWN ARE UNITED HYPOSTATICALLY. 
 
Christ, born in 5199 AM lived 33 years. The # representing π~e~t~c~G~Au~Ae etc., exist in God’s 
mind; # 5199~33 must therefore be identifiable as God’s signature in the universe. Theomathesis 
discovered that: #5199~33 relate to log natural π and e, transcendental constants, hence 5199~33 are of 
a transcendental order united by 1447.2849 : E4; 1447 is a [human] Metapontum number. 
 
   √(0.1(5199 : 332)-1)+ 1   =  1. 14472849 *;  
 
   ln π                                   =  1. 144729886* 
 
   E4 (lnπ -1)                               =  1447. 299886*   
 
     √(E7 x 332 : 5199)   =  1447. 28495*      
           
         ((lnπ -1)2 : 332)-1 :10       =  5199*                         [5198.899721] 
 
   √((lnπ -1)2 x 5199 x  10   =  33. 00031826*  
 
The age of the universe multplied by time divided by 1 billion x light =1448.5 
 
[Md] 1.3760604E10 x 31,557,600 :  E9 : 299,792.5  = 1448.5 = Metapontum distance. 
 
[Md]  Au         x   t                :  E9 c                            = 1448.5       [E2log E9 c= 1447.682*] 
 
(e(0.144764827-1))3 = 1,000,000,043    =  E9             = 1 billion* 
 
[Au] = (1447.606 x (e(0.1447606-1)) 3 : t x c    = 1.3760554E10 *;   
 
[AM]  (1010(π-2) : (1447.605 x (e(0.1447605-1))3 : t x c   = 5199.02*;  
 
E4 (332 x 2 ctG) = 1.375744E10* = [ctG = light x time x Gravity = 64π2].  
The [Au] is generated by Christ’s age square times 2x the # of light x time x Gravity x 10,000 
 
E4(332 x 2 ctG) x 5199 = 7.15249E13;  
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                                   log 7.15249E13 =13.85446;  
 
                               log(E2 x13.85446) = 3.14159 = π* 
 
Because π repesents God in number language#, all measurable things of nature like [ctG] forming the 
universe are to be gauged to π, to God as in Exodus 3,14-15 ~I AM WHO IS~ ! π = 3.1415... 
 
 [AM]  (1010(π-2) : E4 (332 x 2ctG) - 1    = 5199.2 *AM;  
 
The gauge formula [gf] [1010(π-2)] divided by the [Au] generates Christ’s chronological birth-date    
 
 [Md]  √(E7 x 332 : 5199)     = 1447.28*               [ln π = 1.144723] 
 
The root of 1 million times Christ’s age square divided his chronological birth date = 1447, the peace 
distance of 32 cooperating pieces in Metapontum.   
 
 [AM]  (1447.282: E7: 332)-1    = 5199.04*; [√((332 : 5199) : 10)+1 =1.144728] 
 
One divided by the peace distance of 32 cooperating pieces in Metapontum square divided by 1 million 
divided by Christ’s age square is his chronological birth date.    
 
 [π]  e(√((332 : 5199) : 10)+1      = 3.141588269* =  π – (1 : 477.52)  
 
 e to the power of the root of Christ’s age square divided by his chronological birthdate divided by 10 
plus 1= π.    
  
 [π]  ee(ln(E4(333 x ctG2)))2-1     = 3.1421*   [G = 6.676594318E-11] 
 
 [π]  ee(ln(E4(333 x ct x 6.6819E-112)))2-1   = 3.14159 * 
  
 [e] ln(10(log log (E5(5199 x ctG3)2-1   = 2.71743* 
 
 [Au]  (1447.732 x 73x ctG : 33 )   = 1.3760526E10 * 
 
 [Ae]  (1447.732 x 73x ctG : 33  x 0.33)   = 4.541E9*  
 
 [AM]  (1010(π-2) : (1447.732 x 73x ctG : 33)  = 5199.03 *  
 
 [G]  (1447.732 x 73x ctG : 33 x 0.33 x 3.3) -1 = 6.6732E--11 * 
 
[G] (E11π : 1447.9808952)-1  x E-5    = 6.67384E--11 * 
 
[G] (E11π : 14482)-1  x E-5     = 6.674016E--11 * 
 
 [c]  √(6(1447.442 x 73x ctG : 33 x 0.33 x 3.3)  = 299,792 * 
 
 [Au]  (E13log((E1(333x (c2t2G2))) :E4) : 5199  = 1.37651514956E10* 
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Part 5. 
7π DAYS AND 7 DAYS OF CREATION [7 days = 7 x 602 x 24 = 604800 in seconds]  
 

[7]   12√1.376060142E10           = 6.997* ≈ 7 = 12th power root [Au]    
  
[7] 12√(E7 10π )                                                                                 = 7.000559016  * 
 
[π]  log(7.000559016^12 : E7)                                                        = 3.141592654 = π * 
 
 [t] 1010(7.0006-1+1) -1                                                                   = 31,557,600 = t 31,57599,53]*  
 
[t] 0.70006π x 3^15                                                                      = 31,557,600   = t - 0.7 sec;  * 
                                                                                                               
[t] (0.7043947π x 10(1010(π-2) : E13            = 31,557,600 * 
 

[t]  (7.00121 x log 1448 : 10 x 10(1010(π-2) : E13          = 31,557,600*  = t – 11sec * 
 
[t]  (7 x log 1448 : 10 x 10(1010(π-2) : E13                       = 31,557,600*  = t – 1.52 min * 
 
                                                 
Eq. 1 [AM] 10(0.1447 x 33)^4                                   = 5199*; Anno Mundi   
 
               (1447 x 8√ ((1448 x 33)^8 : E30) : 1448)^4 = 5199*  [5199.1]  
 
The live Metapontum numbers 1447 & 33 to the 4th dimension generate 5199  
 
         [AM]  10(0.1447 x E4√√√(E6 e : 10) : 1448.02)^4        = 5199.04* 
 
Eq. 2  [AM]  1010(π -2) : E10√(108√ (7 x 602 x 24)-1                = 5199 *      [5198.86]  [7days]  
 

         The date of the incarnation of Christ on earth after Adam in ‘7 days’. 
 
Eq. 3 [Au]      E10√ (10x8√ (7 x 602 x 24)-1                        = 1.37609768E10 *=             [age uiverse]  
           
The universe is completed in ‘seven days’. 
 
Eq. 4 [Ae] 0.33 x E10√ (108√ (7 x 602 x 24)-1               = 4.54112E9 *=                     [age earth 7days]  
 
         The earth is created in ratio of Christ’s age of 33 yrs relative to the universe in 7 days. 
          
Eq. 5 [π] √(√(√1448 : 2) : 10 x 1448.113 : 64            = 3.141592*  =   
      
The ’transcendental π constant’ [Tc] generated from the live Md1448 divided by 8x8. 
 
Eq. 6 [e]  (1448.014 x 33)^8 : E37                              = 2.71828 *   =  e     [2.718276 = e - 4272-1]  
                ((1448 x 8√((1448 x 33)^8 : E30) : 1448)^4)^2 :  E7   = 2.7181  [2.71807= e]  
 
The ’transcendental e constant’ [Tc] generated from Metapontum number 1448. 
 
Eq. 7 [Md] E4 x 8√ ( E6 e : 10) : 33      = 1448.01*               [distance home of 32 pieces]  
 
The Metapontum number generated from the ’transcendental e constant’  
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Eq. 8 [Mn]  E4( 8√ ( E6 e : 10) : 1448   = 33.000*  [# of moves / Christ’s age] 
  
33 generated from the ’transcendental e constant’ and [Md]  
 
Eq. 9 [Ml] t : e11            = 527.066*   [1 day~1000 years] 

          
The [Ml] generated from ’transcendental e constant and time 
 
Eq. 10 [t]  527.066 : e11                   = 31,557*   [t – 24 sec] 

                 The [Ml] generated divided by the ’transcendental e constant generate time 
 
Eq. 11 [Ml] (logloglog (400t))-1      = 528 *                      [527.89]* 
 
               The [Ml] is generated from 400 x time 
 
Eq.12 [Ml] E2 x8√ (7 x 602 x 24) = 528.08*              [7 days]  
 
                      The [Ml] generated from 7 days 
 
Eq.13 [Md] E2√ ((ln40 t) x10  = 1447.6 *               [40t = 40 years] 
 
 
                       The [Md] generated from 40 years in the desert 
 
π can be said to emulate or represent God, the ~ I AM He that IS ~ [Exodus 3.14,15 = π and e 
[2.71828..] is the log natural [ln] of God’s wisdom & acting power to create, reduce, raise, make small 
or large as He pleases what or who, like logarithms do with numbers.  
 
Exodus 14,2 “Tell the people of Israel to turn back and encamp in front of Pi-hahiroth, between 
Migdol and the sea, in front of Baal-zephon; you shall encamp facing it, by the sea. Encamp before Pi-
hahiroth -,pi hachiroth, the mouth, strait פי ההירת  or bay of Chiroth.  
 

Commentary: Tell them to turn back, to turn around, to make a circle; this is not only meant 
physically but mentally, spiritually, a metanoia, in front of the Pi-hahiroth, to repent and reject all false 
gods, they still have in them, before they can cross the sea that separates them from true inner freedom 
by believing now in the only true Lord, the I AM WHO IS Ex 3,14-15.  

                     This is meant for all of us here and now also!  
 
While π transcends all visible, empirical nature, so God transcends π for he is the author of all wisdom, 
mathematics and science. In the beginning his Will, knowledge & power created, heaven, earth & the 
life of man [Gen. p1 according to measure, weight and number Wis. 11-20]  
 
[Part 1] March 08 2013  

 
[Au] ((log(E11log(E11log(E11(log(E11log(E11logπ)))))))^8 : 0.033  =  1.376060138E10* * 

 
[Au]         E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π)                 =  1.376060E10  = Age universe 
 
[Ml]  √(E20 (√ (5199 x 1447) : 1448.5)                  =  1.37606E10*  
 
[Ml]  (1448.2172 x 81)2                  =  1.37606022E10*   
  
[AM]..1010(π -2) : E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π)      =  5199.000971*  
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[AM] 1010(π -2) : ((log(E11log(E11log (E11(log (E11log(E11log π)))))))^8 : 0.033  =  5199.000979* 
 
[AM]..1010(π -2) : √E20(√(5199 x 1447) : 1448.5)              =  5199.* [5198.996] 
 
[AM]  1010(π -2) : (1448.2172 x 81)2                  =  5199.0007*  
 
[Ae]  ((log(E11log(E11log (E11(log (E11log(E11log π)))))))^8 x 10 = 4.540998457 E9* 
 
[Ae]  5199 : lnπ x E6                                =  4.541683619E9* 
 
[Ae]  5199 : 1.1448 x 1000,000                =  4.541404612E9   
 
[Φ]   √√ (5199 x1448) : 20      =  Φ2  [1.61832]* 
 
[Ml]  (E3 (√ (5199 x1448) : 1448)-1      =  528 [527.75]* 
 
[Ml]  π(√(5199 : 528) : 528)-1      =  528 [528.6]* 
 
[Ml] (E3 ((20Φ2)2  : 1448)-1     =  528.15* 
 

[Md]  π (√(5199 : 527) : 1448)-1      =  1448.3* 
 
[π]     e(√(5199 x 528) : 1448)      =  3.14*  [3.13998]* 
 
March 17, 2013 ± 2 am 
 
All equations below with 33~1447~1010(π -2), G, π, c, Au, Ae, t, point to Christ: He = Pantocrator; 
 
[G] ((log(E11log(E11log(E11(log (E11log(E11logπ)))))))^8 x 33)-1 =  6.673208677-E11*  
     
[G]    1010(π -2)      : (33 x 1447.432727 :10 ))-1                    =  6. 6766 -E11*   
  
[π]     √((1010(π -2)  : (33 x 1447.432727:10))-1 x ct : 64   =  3.1415927*  
 
[c]     √(6(1010(π -2) : (33 x 1447.28:10))      =  299,792.7 *  
 
[Au]  1010(π -2)       : (33 x 1446.7:10)) : 0.33 : 3.3    =  1. 37606E10* 
 
[Au] E3((log(E11log(E11log(E11(log (E11log(E11logπ)))))))^8 : 33) =  1. 37606E10*  
 
[Ae]  1010(π -2)       : (33 x 1447:10)) : 3.3      =  4. 540E9* 
 
[AM] (1010(π -2) : ((1010(π -2) : (33 x 1446.7:10)) : 0.33 : 3.3 =  5199.006* 
 
[gf]  G-1 x (33 x 1447.44 : 10)       = 7.1541E13; (1010(π -2)=7.1541E13  
 
[AM] G-1 x (33 x 1447.44 : 10) : 1. 37606E10       = 5199.03* 
 
[t] (332 x 1448.926 x 20))       = 31,557,608* = t - 8 sec  
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[Md]    1010(π -2) : G-1 :  3.3        =  1447.4326*  
   
[Md] E4√√(5199 : 10) : 33                      =  1447*        [1446.992] 
 
[Md] log(E11log(E11log(E11(log(E11log(E11logπ)))))^8 : .033  = 14.47* *        [14.4667] 
 
[Md] log(E11log(E11log(E11(log(E11log(E11logπ)))))^8 : π3-1    = 14.47**         [14.4768] 
 
[7] (log(E11log(E11log(E11(log(E11log(E11logπ)))))^8 : e3-1))-1    = 0.07* *        [0.06999] 
 
The [M# 33 / 1447] can generate [Au], 5199, and the exponent or power E44 = 1044; 
 
[AM] 10 x (33 x 0.1447)^4    = 5199; Christ’s chronological birth date; 
 
 (33    x 1447.09^3)  = M#   =  E11* 
 
 (52815 x 1447.08)  : E33   =  E11*           [E33 = 10^33] 
 

 (E33 :  52815 x  E11)    =  1447.08* 

 
A > lnln π     = 0.135168701  [lnlnπ = source universe]  
 
 0.135168701 x (33 x 1447^3)       = 1.351436597 E10*  1st cycle of 11 bil/yrs 
 
B >  lnlnlnln 1.351436597 E10   = 0.137393372            2nd  cycle of 11 bil/yrs 
 
0.137393372   x (33 x 1447^3)       = 1.373679185 E10*  
 
C >  lnlnlnln 1.373679185 E10   = 0.137586931              3rd  cycle of 11 bil/yrs 
 
0.137586931 x (33 x 1447^3)     = 1.375614412E10*   
 
D >  lnlnlnln 1.375614412E10    = 0.137603613               4th cycle of 11 bil/yrs 
 
0.137603613 x (33 x 1447^3)       = 1.375781202E10 
 
E >  (1010(π -2) : 1.375781202E10   = 5200.055 – 1=  5199.055*= AM 
 
                                         A > to  E >  in one equation below:  M#= (33 x 1447^3)  ≈ 1E11 
 
[AM] (1010(π -2) : M# lnlnlnln (M# lnlnlnln (M# lnlnlnln (M# lnln π)       = 5200.05 -1 = 5199.055*   
                                          
[AM] (1010(π -2) : E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnln π)           = 5199.000971*  
 
[Au]      E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnln π)                            = 1.37606E10[age universe] 
 
 [Md]   √(E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnln π))) : 3^8=           = 1448.217* 
 
Note: with the equation below any positive number may be substituted for π from e to Au to generate 
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Christ’s chronological birth-date 5199 to indicate that all phenomena revolve around Him; He alone is 
Cause, Goal and End. He says: “I AM ALPHA AND OMEGA”  Revelation 1,8 and 22,13. 

                                                                                   
[AM] (1010(π -2) : E3((log(E11log(E11log(E11(log (E11log(E11logπ)))))))^8 : 33) =  5199*  

                                                              E11 + E11 + E11+ E11 = E44 = 10 44 
 
                          (1447.093 x 331033) = 10 44* [44 = 440 :10 = A Hz : 10 = harmony as power or exponent] 
 
                               (52815        x 1447.08) = 10 44*  or    (52815) x 10 44 = 1447 
 
                          (52815        x 1447.08) : E33 = E11* 
 
[40t = 40 x 602 x 24 x 365.25] = 1,262,304,000 seconds; √(E5 ln40t) = 1447.6  = Moses’Exodus   
 
[ 64 π2 x 2E6 : t = 40* ;  64 π2 = c x G x t ] 
                                                   
1 CONFIRMATION 
 
[AM]        1010(π -2) : (ln (t :  (ln1014.47)) x E9              =  5198.77*    
 
[AM]        1010(π -2) : (ln (t :  (ln1014.48)) x E9              =  5199.03*    
 
[AM]        1010(π -2) : (8e(0.0144817¯¹ : 4) x (ln ln π )2 -1                =  5199.02 * birth Christ after Adam 
 
[AM]        (G-1 x E10 : 14472) : Au      =  5198.4 
 
[AM]        (6.6738E-11-1 x E10 : 1447.22) : Au      =  5199.1 
 
[AM]             1010(π -2) : E101010(π - 4) -1    =  5199.1*  
 
[Md]      (21010(π -2) : (E13((1010(π - 4)) -1)))2  - 1   =  1448.88*  Metapontum distance.  

 
[Md]      √(√√((1.376060398E10 x 5199) :  (51992)-1 ) x 10   =  1448.11* 
 
                        (age universe x Christ’s chronological birthdate…= Md) 
 
[Ml]..           (21010(π -2) : (E13((1010(π - 4)) -2)))2  + e1    =  528.111* Metapontum laureates. 
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[Ml]      1.37606E102-1  x E23      =  528.1*   
 
[G]..             (21010(π -2) : (E14((1010(π - 4)) -1)))^π x E -12  =  6.67139 E-11*= gravity 

 
[c].. (√(6((21010(π -2) : (E14((1010(π - 4)) -1)))^π x E -12 )-1) – 102  =  299793.6*= light 

 
[33]      √((6.6738E-11-1 x E12 : 14473) : Ae      =  33.0016* 
 
[Ml]      √(( G-1 : E-2 : 14483) : Au)-1 :10      = 528.14* 
 
[e]      ln(√(( t : E-2 : 14473) : Ae)-1 : E6)-1      = 2.7177* 
 
The equations [Au~AM] use 14x ln π + 4x E11 [1 with 44 zeros] to show the ‘countless ages’ of cosmic 
evolution after the instant of creation, from naught [t = - 0] to aught, from 0 ~ 1 because factorial 0! = 1. 
[E44 indicates harmony 440 Hz] God emitted light [c] in the darkness. He chose a compass and circle, 
drew and formed the universe & earth. Then God said ‘let us make man in our image and likeness’ and 
He formed Adam from humus [earth], and made him a rational, moral being, vivified and empowered 
by His breath. 5199 years after Adam, Christ incarnated to become the Redeemer, Teacher, Brother, 
King, Lord & God of all Adam’s descendents, of all who would accept Him as the Incarnated Word of 
God, the Pantocrator, according to prophesies in the Old and revealed in the New Testament. 
Metapontum, played on 64 hexagons, inverts chess’ war-rules into peace-rules promoting the spirit of 
cooperation with rules based on thought inversion and reciprocal love to give each piece = each man his 
due in his ‘moves of life’s hazardous game’ to become a citizen of heaven. Metapontum was ‘born’ as a 
result of this math vision.  
 
Mathematics and God’s Word confirm each other in the equations with the Metapontum numbers 
1448/1447 [Md], 528 [Ml] & 5199 [AM] to show that when an instinctive, predator man, converts to a 
baptized Christian, knowing the difference between good and evil, and acting conform his faith that he 
receives a new, a second spiritual, eternal God-nature analogous to natural & transcendental constant 
numbers to become God’s adopted and beloved child with the privileges & knowledge of divine 
mysteries. The [Md, Ml, AM] equations all share 1010 (π -2) from which [Au, Ae, G, c, t] are generated. 
True science is Gods transcendent wisdom; He alone is the Author & Ruler of the universe.  
 
Mathematics comes form God, not from the misnomer ‘big bang’. Transcendental math codes order, 
structure, vivify & harmonize matter so man can live in peace and ascend after death to heaven if he 
cooperates with the divine order and does not rebel against it. 

   “GOD’S     INVINCIBLE SCEPTER   IS   HIS   CROSS  
The Lord will send forth the scepter of thy power out of Sion: rule Thou in the midst of thy 
enemies. For I the omnipotent God, who am that is truly and indeed, control and send 
 forth the invincible scepter of my power”. [Exodus 3.14 = π][City of God, Transfixion, VII §408]  
 
This technical document is a demonstration of Theomathesis’ art and science to ascertain the authority 
of the Word [CHRIST] in the Scripture with the science of divine measure inherent in created nature, 
see p 1.  
 
Note from Internet: In the Renaissance was the understanding that in the use of mathematical disciplines the 
human mind demonstrates its likeness to the divine mind. Cusa's ‘On Learned Ignorance’:“In creating the world, 
God used arithmetic, geometry & astronomy. We use them to investigate the relationships of objects, elements & 
motions. Through arithmetic God united things, through geometry He shaped them to attain firmness, stability & 
mobility in accordance with their conditions.  
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Through music He proportioned all things; as a result the world-machine cannot perish. God created all things 
in number, weight & measure [Wisdom 11: 21], arranged the elements in an order. Number pertains to 
arithmetic, weight to music, measure to geometry”. For Cusa the human use of math disciplines are the works of 
reason by which men surpass beasts, to echo Pythagorean & Platonic ideas. "If we have knowledge of God's 
works, we derive it from the symbolism & the mirror of mathematical knowledge. If number is removed, 
distinctness, order, comparative relation & harmony of things cease; the plurality of beings ceases & reason 
cannot proceed with building, measuring, etc." For him, where the language of mathematics fails, nothing is 
knowable to the human mind. [Plato says: all evil is devoid of number]  
 
Part 6 
 
TWO GIFTS OF THE PANTOCRATOR TO THE WORLD: 
   
METAPONTUM: A MODEL ~ GAME AS BRIDGE TO PEACE IN CHRIST;   
 
THEOMATHESIS: AS THE MATHEMATICS OF DIVINE MEASURE  
 
TO PROVE CHRIST’S CHRONOLOGICAL BIRTH DATE 5199 AM.  
 
BRIEF NARRATIVE OF HOW METAPONTUM ~PEACE CHESS~ & THEOMATHESIS CAME TO BE 
 
March 1977 Albany N.Y. One morning before going to teach I suddenly received a vision of a 

living face akin to this icon  who irradiated me ± 3 minutes with beams of light like vibrating 
musical bars with math-equations in between. First one equation looking like a formula of 
numbers and letters, etc., written in light came gently floating to me similar to a math or physics 
equations. I didn’t understand what happened or what it meant. Then two such equations came, 
then more and more, ever faster and more complex until it ‘rained’ equations on and in me. I 
was so taken by surprise and absorbed by it that I did not notice anything else; I felt nothing 
unusual. Then as suddenly as this face had come, it disappeared. I sat down to meditate and 
considered what had happened without the least idea of who it was or why he had exposed me 
to this unusual experience containing apparently some scientific messages. I had experienced 
different visions before while awake and in dream, but this one being so abstract was totally 
different.  
 
Then it was time to go to work, and the day was routine. But this face fascinated me, I did not 
know who it was, but it was so majestic. Some weeks passed, then special events began to 
happen in what appeared to be in orderly, planned succession.  
 
1st event. While waiting at a friend’s home, with coffee, to drive him and his wife to the airport, 
who was to lead a delegation on peace mission to make its first official US~China University 
contact ~ we both taught philosophy at the Albany State University of New York in the days of 
the cold war~ I saw his chess game setup with a left/right, black/white position error of the 
pieces and I said to him:  
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“Say, Jim, your chess pieces  are wrongly aligned”.  
 
Well, get them right”, he said from another room. Having some time yet the idea suddenly came 
to rearrange them with legal moves without wiping them off the board, as one usually does in 
such a case. I tried this idea but failed because the pawns blocked each other. I asked Jim who 
said: ‘It is an insoluble problem; it can’t be done your way’.  
I drove them to the airport and at home I tried to solve this problem again but failed again. I 
asked some chess players on campus about this, tried it with a math professor and his son only 
to fail again.  
 
It could not be done my way.  Then I went to the New York Capital News Paper’s chess 
Columnist Mr. Emile Scraly who I knew and explained the problem to him. He said, putting his 
hand on my shoulder: ‘Young man, don’t waste your time, they tried, it can’t be done legally 
according to ICF rules your way, moreover, enemies can’t be friends, can they”.  
 
This ‘it can’t be done’ made me uneasy, I did not accept it, and the problem stuck to my mind, 
why can’t it be done, chess is after all a logical game, thus logic must solve this problem, but 
how?  
 
April. 2nd event ± a month later.  
While walking in the garden in early spring, still thinking of this insoluble chess problem in 
relation to the US versus the USSR mutual Nuclear Cold War threat (chess is a war game), I 
suddenly saw bees flying on & off to their honeycomb in a tree cavity.  
 
I stopped, looked at them intently and then an idea inspired me to copy their behavior and to 

change the squares to hexagons  and try to solve the problem as if I were a bee playing 
cooperative chess on a honeycomb. Then it was as if I heard in my heart the words: 
 

“Bees can work together without competition or 
 making war; are men less intelligent than bees?” 

 
I went to my study, drew a hexagonal chessboard instead of squares like their honeycomb, 
placed the chess pieces on it and copied their symbiotic, cooperative behavior and succeeded in 
part to play many pieces to a legal position, but not all of them.  
 
But to solve the chess problem fully I had to invert the chess rules using the reciprocity-logic, 
swapping places instead of capture and by making use of the promotion rule of pawns, I ‘pulled’ 
and exchanged them with a piece of a different color to the first and last line. After many days 
of trying to keep it as exact as possible to the ICF chess rules, I played all of them to the 
opposite side conform the International Chess Federation in ±200 moves on a board with 
hexagons numbered form 1~64. Efficient play however, I thought, must resemble counterpoint 
synchronization, not competition or resistance, this to eliminate useless moves.  
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But I had to totally rethink chess and change my mindset, turn it upside down as in a metanoia, 
to make it and myself into a cooperative chess player instead. Lastly I reduced the number of 
moves with 2 promotions per side to 2 x 36 = 72 moves and was satisfied because it was elegant 
and logical. Then much later my friend David Utterbach whom I had taught to play 
Metapontum years later reduced it to 66 or 2x 33 moves with 3 laureates per side. I remembered 
the math vision and the idea came to count the number of hexagons as the living distance of the 
32 pieces. I wrote down the new cooperative game score with the 66 moves and counted 1448 
or 1447 hexagons by adding all individual distances. Then I analyzed these numbers and played 
with them. In 1 calculation 10(.1447 x 33)^4 = 5199 emerged without my knowing its 
significance then.  
 
With this new cooperative chess-game-method of a transition instead of capture, I also corrected 
the original chess error in 2x 42 cooperative moves to prove that the chess = war problem could 
be overcome with reason, logic, effort and goodwill instead of enmity, destruction and war!  
                                             
                                   ENEMIES CAN BE FRIENDS AFTER ALL!  
 
Then I realized a new peace game had come from my hands ~A PEACE CHESS~was born,   
   
         A NEW PEACE CHESS GAME OF FEAST OF HEART AND JOY OF SOUL 
 
Providentially I had read H. Hesse’s book, Magister Ludi “THE GLASS BEAD GAME” about 
Plato’s sacred [peace] chess, Law-Book V, 737. Pythagoras’ followers had played such a game 
±528 BC in Italy’s Metapontum Mystery School. Later I named this peace-chess “Metapontum” 
for it alluded to a bridge beyond greed, violence, battle and war. I also had heard the prophesy 
of Isaiah 2,4: 
  

‘He shall judge between nations, and shall decide  
for many peoples; and they shall beat their swords  
into plouhshares and their spears into pruninghooks;  
Nation shall not lift up sword against nation,  
neither shall they learn war any more’. 
 

                        This in short, is how chess as an ancient war game  
 

  was transformed to Metapontum for Peace.   
 
Then my eyes were really opened and I saw chess as intellectual warfare, of minds wanting to 
dominate and rule over each other by force in a game of pride and ploy, to kill, grab & ‘win’ 
other’s land as tyrants did and do in history. This shocked me; I played chess as a boy with my 
dad. I had lost a good friend by beating him, though he was academically much superior, while I 
was a mere nothing in his eyes. Then I looked at world politics and saw the same thing; leaders 
who only love themselves and let others fight, suffer & die for their political megalomania, 
abusing science & other’s brains and sweat to make monster bombs to kill innocent people 
worldwide; witness WW I & II etc.  
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I once replayed a World Championship chess game where the challenger was defeated in  
2 x 33 moves by the German Champ, the same number of moves as in Metapontum to create 
peace! Then I saw another model, not with men as a predators or killers but as a cultured, 
peaceful, cooperative, spiritual beings, using science exclusively for the benefit and ascendancy 
of soul with goodwill to each other and victory over egoism, evil, for mutual benefit, world 
peace & true justice.  
 
This peace-chess came to me as a result of the math-vision and opened my heart to a new 
unknown Sacred World.  
But was it really Christ I saw? I had never paid Him any attention, but now I wanted to be 
positively sure to thank him for this blessed gift of peace, not just for myself, but also for the 
world that is lost in rivalry, deadly caste and race hate, conflict and all out war. I decided to 
continue with it to see what would happen. 
 
June; 3rdevent. After successfully testing Metapontum with friends, discussing its possible 
merits and political benefits, and after research in the Library of Congress in Wash. DC for a 

similar kind of peaces chess game, a  young Jesus appeared suddenly in a vision one day 
dressed in a white alb standing in lush green grass behind 2 barbwire pickets. He called me and 
said in my heart: “COME……..,PLAY  WITH  ME!’  
I decided directly to follow Him, began to attend the Presbyterian and RC Church for the first 
time, studied the Bible, did math research, quit teaching Hindu philosophy at the Albany N.Y. 
State University in 1980 in order to develop Metapontum as model a for World Peace to offset 
the ‘chess politics of war’ and to develop the math I had hardly explored. I introduced 
Metapontum to my new Republican Dean who said to me: ‘This is a bad, bad world, I forbid 
you to show it to your students’. Then I quit teaching for I envisioned: 

 
‘METAPONTUM’, THE BRIDGE TO PEACE, CONVERTS CHESS AS WAR GAME,  

             THE MAD-NESS-SCENARIO OF WAR WITH  ‘MUTUAL ASSURED DESTRUCTION 
 
         TO  
 
              ‘MUTUAL ASSURED SOCIAL SANCTITY AND COOPERATION FOR TRUE PEACE’ 
 
                                                                        WITH 

 
                A CHRISTIAN PEACE POLICY THAT FREES FORM EVIL, GIVES WORK, BREAD,  
                SHELTER & DIGNITY IN AN EDEN OF HARMONY IN THE KINGDOM OF GOD,  
               IN A REBORN WORLD ORDER WITH MILK, HONEY, LAW AND TRUTH FOR ALL.’  

 
Metapontum is meant for men of goodwill as a role model, particularly world leaders, politicians, scientists 
and game-players with a high profile to prove that all men are meant to realize their highest potential and 
noblest aspirations to become true winners, knowers & enjoyers of their deepest spiritual longing, eternal 
joy and peace when employing the Christian thinking methods of humility & cooperation as is 
demonstrated in this cooperative inverted transition chess game of peace.  
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All men are created equal and are God’s children, all are invited back home to return to heaven and live in 
peace forever. Not the other person is our enemy, no our enemy, that is our perverted thinking, that is why 
we are the evil ones, we are our own worst enemy with the grin face of greed, and pride wanting to rob the 
joy from others, that what is not meant to be ours. Our enemy is within, running around in our heart like a 
wild beast, called desire, freedom, wanting, to steal, cheat, kill by force to get what is theirs. Hate is meant 
to kill our own evil, lust and pride, not other persons who are children of God. The others outside are 
brothers to be respected and treated with regard, even if they harm us, and then we should pray for them, 
not prey on them as in chess and world politics. The poor, weak and innocent are to be protected, not to be 
exploited. We are rich when desiring little and poor when we desire more than we need for honest, simple 
life. The only thing we should desire is Christ’s greater glory who gave us life without any merit of ours. 

 
Each chess piece = a man who occupies only 1 space on the board = world, at a time, be it a hexagram, 
a square, a home or country, or a place of business or a palace; for by sharing with others they take 
others place and by exchanging position and following the spiritual rule of reciprocity, or the golden 
rule they become stronger and we become stronger. While remaining courteous and patient to king and 
pawn alike, we eliminate wasteful, destructive acts of hostility, moral evils like war so that all men can 
become God’s children and live in peace & harmony, like themselves, without deprivation.  

 
When we renounce our selfish pride as our lowest, darkest nature we transcend the old predator instinct 
and enter the realm of pure reason with spiritual light that tells us: ‘there is enough space, food, and 
riches for all to enjoy; but not enough for every man’s greed [Gandhi]. This is the real victory of self-
transcendence.  

 
The Metapontum peace-distance of 1447 ± 1 hexagram [Md] coincides also with Moses’ year of 
Exodus 1447 B.C. [see § below] as an analogy between it and Israel’s pilgrim-children to the Promised 
Land. All men are pilgrims, wayfarers, to eternity, all are mortal; in this light it is possible to live in 
friendship & harmony with others.  

 
By elevating the least of our brothers, if we can, we make them a laureate to give them the power of a 
queen of culture and dignity so that with each new queen the whole community profits and becomes 
richer and more powerful in doing good; that is our mission. While chess, in contrast, shows societal 
degeneration, an increase of chaos, misery, entropy, & death. This kind of ‘winning’ is self-deception 
though it is practiced & praised around the world. The World Teachers were men of deep humility & 
sobriety; the best of them sacrificed their lives for us to show us the way to true eternal happiness and 
sanctity. 

    
SHORT EXPLANATION OF THE PEACE-GAME. In Metapontum all ancient & present cultures are symbolically 
represented. The chess pawns renamed pioneers, are the workers for World-Peace with all other major 
pieces, the king, called Regent, the queen, called Magister, the bishop, called Minister, the knight, called 
Scientist/sage and the castle called, Templar.  
 
A Pioneer may be promoted or elevated to Peace laureate in the game when, in an exchange between 
pieces, one of them is placed on the ‘Sacred line’ of the King or Regent to receive a coronet that resembles 
a Hebrew Yod, inserted in its head, to give him power, wisdom and agility of the most powerful queen or 
Magister. The Yod indicates the presence of the hand or finger of God.  

 
To the right & left of the board 3 rows of counting beads are added to record moves & honor points for 
redeeming [bringing home] an ally’s piece. At the end of the game players must have equal moves, honor 
points & laureates. They thank each other & shake hands after redemptions. They use scepters [wands] to 
touch the pieces before moving them to a new position or exchange with the ally’s piece after reaching 
verbal consensus. The moves are conform chess movements but with inverted chess-rules. Only when a 
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move is beneficial for both sides it is executed. In the end of the game all 32 pieces are relocated on the 
place of the ally on the other side or a variation of a previously determined end position, to make a 
pilgrimage to the proverbial land of milk and honey, heaven, from where they came, thus making a full 
circle together.  
 
With inverted chess-rules, 2x 16 Metapontum pieces crisscross the hexagons in 2x 33 moves on a board 
with 64 six sided fields. 1447 or 1448 hexagons is the shortest distance in this metanoia peace-chess to 
exchange sides in a friendly peace transition by following Christ’s new game rule of life:  

 
                              “Love your neighbor (‘s pieces) as you love yourself”.   
 

The most efficient position exchange [called transition] from the standard chess position with 3 laureates 
per side is 2x 33 moves; the 32 pieces cross 1447 or 1448 hexagons after making the last symbolic key 
move of friendship and peace when the players rotate their partner’s regent & magister in front of them. 
This is called the Royal Peace-Ceremony. To show that the idea of the game originated in the mind of 
Christ, the Pantocrator, these equations A~F satisfy to show the correlation and harmony or musicality 
between ‘inspired human thought’ in the Metapontum numbers [1447~1448-33-64] and the cosmic players 
light, time and gravity all of which are balanced by 5199, the chronological birth date of Jesus; conversely, 
all of these ‘players’ originate in Christ as Pantocrator, the creator of the universe and human life. 

  
It seems a divine ordination that the date, 1447, for Exodus, based on a Google search for 
“biblical Exodus date”, yielded a Wikipedia article “the Exodus”:  
 
The Bible gives an exact date for the Exodus: I Kings 6:1, 480 yrs before the construction of Solomon’s 
Temple in the 4th year of his reign over Israel, in the month Ziv, the 2nd month, he build Yahweh’s house. 
Equating biblical chronology with dates in history E. Thiele’s reconciliation of the reigns of the Israelite & 
Jadeite kings imply an Exodus in 1447 BC of Pharaoh Thutmose III  (1479-1425 BC) Even the folks at 
Answers in Genesis agree with 1447.  
 
See AIG Flood.” Exodus occurred therefore roughly 1,981 + 967 + 480 years ago or 3,428 years ago or 
1447 BC +/- 1 year.  
 
In addition Eusebius and Hieronymus’ chronic on determined the year of creation, anno mundi, 5199 
b.Chr.[3] this year was recorded before 2001 in the Roman martyrology of Christmas.                     This 
makes the divine circle round! 
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A.10 x (0.1447 x 33)^4        = 5199 YEARS AFTER GOD FORMED ADAM IN HIS IMAGE 
B.(1447 x 66)^4  : 16 : E15   = 5199 & LIKENESS FROM THE DUST AND BREATHED  
C.0.1447 x 333  -1                 = 5199 INTO HIS NOSTRILS THE BREATH OF LIFE, JESUS   
D.642√1448 E8  : c                = 5199 WAS BORN IN BETHLEHEM; 5199 IS CHRIST’S 
E.E4c-1√1448 x 642                       = 5199 CHRONOLOGICAL BIRTH DATE [ANNO MUNDI] 
F.E4c-1√1448 x (ctG : π2)      = 5199     
                                                                     

[c = speed of light 299792.5 km/sec;   
  
E4√(10√440.39)2 : 7 = c;     
 
440.39 = Hz, Solfege = harmony;  
 
time = 31,557,600 sec/yr;    
  
Gravity = 6.67659E -11;  
 
ctG : 64 = π2 ;   
 
light x time x gravity : 64 = π2 ;   
 
√(light x time x gravity : 64) = π ;   
 
64 π2 = ctG ] 

 
 

Following are some recommendation letters from university Profs where Metapontum was evaluated with 
the first model peace game made in San Diego California. 
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LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION  

 
AND OTHER DEVELOPMENTS  

 
                                   ON THE FOLLOWING PAGES 
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Prof. G. Lloy of the Experimental Music Department at the California State University of San Diego 
put the Metapontum for peace-score to music; it can be listened to on our site; each move is a 
counterpoint musical note on the board with 8x8 hexagons serving as 8x8 octaves.  
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In 1984, on its 50th anniversary, General Electric Corp sponsored in the SCHENECTADY MUSEUM a 
documentary film of ‘Metapontum in the Temple where I play a demonstration peace-game with its 
Educational Director Al Hulstrunc.  
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  Research: “He is a worthy man with one can play “morra” in the dark”. In 
Kenneth John Atchety’s book “Homer’s Iliad we see a photo from Achilles’ famous Shield of Memory 
with which he vanquished Hector in the Trojan War.  
It is one of the most beautiful artefacts of Grecian antiquity. The shield made by Hephaestus represents 
two aspects of life united in one circular war & peace dance, Peace above and war below. The circular 
pursuit is compared to the patterns of a game, while the gods look on.  
 
It is a pre-philosophic conceptual picture whose expression is more intuitional than rational. The 
representation plays the part of a comparison or analogy to remind us that war is only one aspect of the 
human experience. The Shield represents the City of Peace and War, with two kinds of dance, circular 
and linear representing the cosmic circumference [cosmic π]. Achilles and Ajax playing “morra” 
[CITTA ‘DEL VATICANO] Achilles’ Book of Games 22, 23 pages 162-163.  
 
4th event. In November 1984 Jesus spoke again in my heart saying: 
 
 ”CROSS THE RIVER OF SQUARES; WITH THE BREATH OF GOD ‘THIS’  
 

SHALL GO AROUND THE WORLD  SEVEN TIMES”   
 
It meant I was to return to Holland after 27 years in the USA and arrived in November 22nd 1984.   
 
5th event.  
In May 1985 news came from my Albany Roman Catholic Church friends that the girl walking in front 
of the New York State Capital in Albany was draped in the Metapontum for Peace Ribbon and that this 
was carried around the Whitehouse, the Capitol in Washington DC & the Pentagon to end in the 
Museum of National History in Chicago with all 51 flags of the Union to commemorate the 40th 
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anniversary of the Atom bomb on Japan. This was the 1st sign than Metapontum began to move around 
the world… 
 
6th event1985:  
This Peace-Ribbon initiative spread in Holland and Metapontum participated as last and was tied to a 
string of ±100 ribbons in front of the US Embassy The Hague on a walk to the USSR Embassy. Due to 
traffic regulations all ribbons had to go via another road and somehow the Metapontum for Peace 
ribbon was tied first to the iron gates of the USSR Embassy. They allowed no photos! Then 
Metapontum was invited to participate in the United Nations General Assembly sponsored First Earth 
Run for World Peace.  
 
At this peace-conference in Brussels I was also selected as an Earth Ambassador.  

selected as an Earth Ambassador.   
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7th & 8th event1985:  
Metapontum participated in the International Peace Initiative “1 Million Minutes for Peace” by playing an 
exhibition game of Metapontum Peace-Chess with Dutch chess master Jan Timman.  
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Metapontum was presented to Prince Claus of the Netherlands at the International Court of Justice in The  
 

Hague where 19 Metapontum Peace-games were taken by the First Earth Peace 
runners to be distributed around the world. Starting at the UN in NY City, going east, they ended in Los Angeles 
Ca. Since 2008 Metapontum has a website and sends peace games worldwide.  
Jesus’ Words: “This shall go 7x around the World”, had really begun…  
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9th event.  
In Nov 1985 I made a ‘pilgrimage to Pythagoras historic Metapontum Mystery School’ and the 
’Temple of Apollo to dedicate the Peace game’ and play it with a friend who organised this. During our 

stay in Metapontum a rare sun eclipse occurred.  
 

 
 

Saint Pieter Rome 
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On our way back to Rome from Metapontum the train was stalled for hours due to a heavy rainstorm so 
that our planned sightseeing in Rome was cut short. The train arrived past midnight and the next day we 
only had time to visit the St. Pieter for ± 1 hour before we had to fly back to Amsterdam. The photo 
shows the rainy weather. As we walked towards the main building we heard the voice of Pope John 
Paul II over loudspeakers speaking in Dutch. This was surprising; the Pope spoke of Titus Brandsma, a 
Carmelite monk and PhD. Professor Philosophy and Mysticism at the Catholic University in Nijmegen 
Holland who was to be canonized as a Dutch martyr of World War II for writing against the Nazi 
regime; he was captured and sent to die in their concentration camp. I had been a student for two years 
at the Titus Brandsma Lyceum in Oss in the 1950’s that he had founded in the early 20th century. As I 
walked on the left colonnade to stay dry, I found a small-unlocked door inside the St. Pieter that gave 
access to a room with the Pieta of Michael Angelo with a bench to sit on. There were speakers so I 
could sit and listen to the voice of the Pope during the Holy Mass celebration. I was alone in that room 
looking at the Pieta when the Pope gave his homily. Then a mother with a small boy of about three 
years also entered. The boy looked at me as if he knew me. He raised his arm three times in the air as 
though he was trying to touch my head, but his mother pulled him back each time. It felt as if he had 
blessed me. Then one of our group entered and took this photo of the Pieta. This was for me a very 
special sign of God’ s grace, first for being present precisely at the right time for Titus Brandsma’s 
beatification as a sign of God’s blessing over my ‘Metapontum-mission’. 

SINCE                                                                               IN 2003 METAPONTUM HAS ITS OWN SITE 
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      3-17- 08 NCRV-TV Metapontum’s peaceful solution Tibet & China conflict.. Leaders.  

 
                                                            

 

     ‘THE NEW EDEN’ 6 WORLD LEADERS UNITE FOR WORLD PEACE;       

                                          
                       A MODEL OF THE CATHEDRAL OF PEACE! 
                                       LIST OF NEWSPAPER ARTICLES   
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                   www.metapontumforpeace.org or www.Metapontum.nl 
 
Articles: Times~Union~USA 1/9/82; Amerfoortse~Courant 8/85; Times~Record~Albany~N.Y. 
Memorialday~85; Leusder~Krant~5/85; Amerfoortse~Krant~3/85; Hoofddorpse Courant 6/86; 
Brabantsdagblad 4/86; Gala 8/86 Keine Angst um den Konig; Times Union USA 8/87; De Kaarsvlam 
8/86; De Nieuwe Stad 2/86; Geweldloos Actief 12/86; HANDBOEK GEWELDLOZE KRACHT June 
2012 [Handbook of a peaceful Society E.3.3] Nyt Aspect Norway 11/86; Ode 11/01;Brabantsdagblad 
11/01; Telgraaf 11/01; Geweldloos Actief 12/02; Metapontum: ENCYCLOPEDIE OF BRABANT; 
Metapontum’s war solution 2x on National TV after 9-11 WTC & Tibet China Olympics conflict. In‘89 
I met Paul Liekens, [p. 42] played a game made in Afrika, Kigalu Rwanda by way of a Dutch Salisan 
monk. Paul financed 1000 cardboard games made in Oss. In Norway he met Tom Saxlund [p. 43] and 
introduced him to Metapontum. Tom came to us in Oss; he financed the wooden SCHOOL MODEL 
where 32 pieces, wands, coronets & book can be stored. Design G.J. Bloomers [p. 43]. ‘08 Two 
businessmen took M’ to China. 7/1/12 M’ in the HANDBOOK FOR A NONVIOLENT & PEACEFULL 
SOCIETY, GAMES P .E3.4,5,6 [DUTCH EDITION]. 
 
 

Letters from: H. v. Rompuy Voorzitter van de Europse Raad [p. 54] 28/6/2011. 
    
      and 

Vatican Secretariat of State, General Affairs Mgr Peter Wells Assessor 8/20/2011: [p. 53] 
 
Reflection: This shows that faith in Christ changed my life radically to prepare me for a mission of 
peace. Metanoia is the act of transforming one’s mentality from rivalry & conflict, hate, enmity, etc, to 
friendship & cooperation in and for the love of Christ in whom all of mankind have their beginning and 
ultimate end, to be judged by Him in the last judgment [eschatology, heaven or hell].  
 
Ideas can be made either into guns for hostile acts of war or peace objects for cooperation & harmony 
for everyone’s benefit following Christs’ teachings of forgiveness, trust and brotherly love by applying 
his Golden Rule, to make peace visible as in Metapontum in order to bring men as pilgrims or pieces, 
home. The numbers generated in this peace-game yielded “Theomathesis” as its most important 
metaphysical, mathematical & transcendental fruit to confirm Christ’s doctrine of peace [Lev 8, 8] as 
the foundation of the visible universe based on the transcendental divine beyond. This was the result of 
the [my] firm belief in the message of the mystical irradiation of light-equations that entered my soul. 
It’s hidden significance I was to discover bit by bit, understanding that the formulae expressed a 
‘Cosmic Building process’, the universe, of which the Pantocrator is the Architect & Sustainer. That is 
the real game, the true significance behind the words:  
 
                                                  “COME PLAY WITH ME”. 
I had to follow his gentile method of ‘instruction ‘play’, like in Proverbs 8, 27-31: 
 
 ” When He established the heavens, I was there, when He drew a circle on the face  
   of the deep (…) when He marked the foundations of the earth, I was beside him,  
   like a master workman; and I was daily his delight, playing before him always,  
   Rejoicing in his inhabited world and delighting in the sons of men”.  
 
I saw Christ thrice, He spoke in me these few words and they did what they did. I became aware   
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later of prompting questions, abstract queries and woke up with them, remembering them after sleep. 
Sometimes they came while working.  But seldom I heard his silent words so clearly as in 2012 when I 
saw a standing dove with a blue cross on its chest with 5199, hearing in Dutch: ”5199, DIT IS HET 
VIGERENDE TEKEN” [“5199, THIS IS THE SIGN OF VIGOUR, THE LEGAL SIGN, P 2].  
 
I discovered heuristically over 36 years what is reported in these tractates to gather mathematical 
evidence by which to prove the phenomenon that Christ gives Divine scientific and mathematical 
inspirations, not for my benefit alone but for the benefit of mankind to offset the erroneous, atheistic & 
scientific notions that a transcendent God, Christ, is a fictitious idea of pious men, that Jesus was never 
really born, making faith a purely personal matter without any bearing on science or its applications. 
Instead, 5199 it is shown to be a purely transcendental [eπ] number out of which the universe issued 
forth ‘playfully’, thus not from a spurious big bang notion but a divine impulse. No man can conceive 
or calculate this unless Christ Himself directs him mystically.  
 
The proof is my total ignorance of mathematics! But just as Christ can generate out of the void the 
universe or a living, rational man, so He can take a poor, useless, ignorant soul like myself, a mere hand 
full of wet dust to let him do transcendental mathematics beyond any human understanding!  
     

    GOD WORKS THROUGH π!! 
 
The creation of the shapes of the play-pieces, the board with counting beads, the wands, the coronets, 
the rules, the peace theatre, the New Eden, the Cathedral of peace but most important the formulae of 
Theomathesis all came effortlessly. My effort was only to record them correctly, and that did cost me 
much effort. Writing is easy, but writing correctly and coherently that is something else. Here I did not 
have direct help from above, so it became a difficult task on which I spent very much time, correcting, 
and correcting over and over again while new math information came in sometimes daily. Sometimes I 
did not know where to place these new formulae; so yes, I did struggle with myself. 
 
While working on this, my wife and I continued our Biblical study and reading of the mystics, the 
Mystic City of God in particular, the work I quote here especially in reference to the chronological date 
of birth of our Lord, 5199. I have had no help from any priest, for the priests I know are skeptic of such 
‘mystical experiences’ especially when they have to do with a new kind of mathematics. So, I can truly 
say, all that is written here is from my hand without any outside influence. I never sought publicity, it 
just came spontaneously, as did all the rest and I will leave all to posterity to judge.  
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PEACE THEATRE 175x40x40 cm; 8 x 8 illuminated ascending hexagonal columns; Metapontum & chess pieces 
dance from heaven above to the earth below to exchange place peacefully and complete the transfiguration or 
metamorphosis of people’s thinking and actions; man’s mission is to become holy and divine.  
 
I met Prof. Architect Peter Schmid at a peace conference who introduced Metapontum at the TU~Technical University 
in Eindhoven; we became friends in 1986. He arranged that the first stone Metapontum game was made in India 
through cooperation with the Baha’i Faith International see photos below!     

 

  
 
Metapontum peace-chess based on cooperation & City of God became part of the HE group, the 
Harmonic Ellips of the TU where the future cathedral, Cathedral of Peace is featured in the centre of its  
poster page 42.  
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Leyden University. Dr. Laurens Vroonhoven, sociology/anthropology, introduced in his book ‘de al-ene mens’ or 
the all-lone man, Metapontum: he wrote page 50:  
 
“The ideal route to the individual seems to gain in relevance and actuality again. Recently a new chess game, 
Metapontum, was introduced that was possibly played in Pythagoras’s School in Metapontum South Italy.  
The game is a different form of chess and is not oriented on winning or losing. The players discuss with each 
other and help each other to realize their goal. Not on competition but on cooperation is the premium”.  
[Freckle 1990] 
 
A Dutch archaeologist & head of MADAT [help] NEPAL Foundation read an article and arranged to 
make the Nepal hand carved hardwood, Metapontum for Peace game for a reasonable price. 

   
 
‘THE NEW EDEN’ PEACE TABLE [p. 36/41/44]     Metapontum 50x40cm  hardwood game 
6 World Leaders united for World Peace! Madat Nepal ±1m2 x 85 cm high hexagonal table-model.  
 
A short peace-emulation film can be seen on this Peace Table for six between China’s President and 
Tibet’s Dalai Lama in the attempt to resolve the conflict between the two countries during the 
Olympics; the conference is enacted by two friends on our site and by pressing ‘start’ in the Dutch 
version on the bottom of the page. 
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In ‘89 I met Paul Liekens at a peace conference [p.42 top] and played with him the game made by the 
Salisian brothers in Africa, Kigalu Rwanda. He financed 1000 cardboard games made in Oss. He 
travelled to Norway & met Tom Saxlund. [p. 43] and introduced him to Metapontum; he financed the 
SCHOOL MODEL; inside the game book, pieces, coronets & wands can be stored.

 
The TU Eindhoven ”Harmonicale Ellips”-group of architects-features the Metapontum Cathedral of Peace.  
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The ‘Harmonicale Ellips group-projects; The cathedral of the future; Metapontum [peace-chess based 
on cooperation, the flower of life, the city of God, harmonic living, etc.] 
 
For details see www.metapontumforpeace.org or www.Metapontum.nl 

  Gert 
Jan Bloemers designs & brings the first 100 carton Metapontum games, photo below. 
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Gert Jan Bloomers also designs the School Model financed by Tom Saxlund, Oslo Norway. 
 
Gert Jan & Marieke go to Denmark with Tom to demonstrate Metapontum next page. 
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These are the most important items from its conception to the realization in the development of 
Metapontum Peace Chess, recapitulated in a short photo account with brief explanations. 
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In Oss Nl, I continued research in the transcendental constants π & e [Tc] and called this new math: 
‘THEOMATHESIS’, a just name because the Church’s claim that the universe is created by Jesus 
Christ, true God and true man, can be substantiated with this π & e mathematics. 
 
Theomathesis can be called the art and science of divine mathematical measure such as the term 
indicates. It is the result of calculations with the numbers derived from the Metapontum peace-game 
1448~1447~528~33 with which π & e can be emulated. With the π & e math a metaphysical account of 
the transcendental, i.e. divine origin of the ages of universe [Au] and earth [Age], the speed of light [c], 
time in seconds per year [t], gravity [G] and the cosmological principle of harmony, cog = 64π2, the 
number 440 or [EHz] and most important Christ’s chronological birth date 5199 Anno Mundi [AM] can 
be given.  
 
A few Examples with the Metapontum numbers 1448~1447~528~33 are: 
 
[AM/anno mundi]~[Au/eage uiverse~earth]~[G/gravity]~[c/light]~[t~time]~[e]~[π] 
 
[AM]   10(0.1447 x 33)4       =  5199.12*          Christ’s birth 
 
[AM]   1010(π -2) : (ee√14.474257)^0.5199    =  5199.0035*     age universe 
 
[Au] (ee√14.474257))^0.5199     =  1.37606E10*     age universe 
 
[Au] (1448.12 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4    =  1.3760334E10*  age universe 
 
[Ae] 0.33 (1448.12 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4    =  4.541E9*           age earth 
 
[G] (3.3 x 0.33 (1448.12 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4)-1  =  6.6733E-11*     Gravity 
 
[t] ((1448.099432 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4)2 : 6E12  =  31,557,599.96* time/sec/yr 
 
[e] log(E-30 (1448.12242 x √5199)^4    =  2.7182818*       [Tc] e 
 
[π] ee(log(E-30 (1448.822 x √5199)^4))2-1   =  3.1415903*       [Tc] π 
 
[c] √(6(3.3 x 0.33(√528.537E-23)-1     =  299,792.5*        speed of light  
 
[ctG] (0.5199√((7 : E2)-1 x 2       =   631.55*  [ctG = 631.4] 
 
[ctG] ((E2(((ctG)^0.5199 : 2)-1       =   7.0009* 
 
With this equation ‘the 5199’ ~Christ~ sanctifies light, time and gravity; 7 is a holy number.  
 
[Ml] ((E4((0.007 :2)-1 ^0.5199 )-1       =   528.64*  
 
These relatively simple equations show the versatility of Metapontum’s 1448~1447~528~33 
numbers and of the e & π transcendental constants [Tc] and their derivatives or transcendact 
numbers, [T’dact], a new name to indicate numbers obtained from the acts or calculations with e & 
π. The most remarkable [T’dacts] are on P.1 of which the age of the universe, earth and Christ’s 
chronological birth date are determined. In theory there are infinite [T’dacts].  
This is the sign that GOD IS, WHO HE IS, and that Christ God is, who was truly born!! 
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                     ‘THEOMATHESIS’  
                   
  ART AND SCIENCE OF DIVINE MEASURE  
 
                     DERIVED FROM THE STATISTICS OF METAPONTUM,  
 
                     PEACE-CHESS; A BRIEF TRACTATE #1 ON TRANSCENDENTAL  
 
  MATHEMATICS, THEOLOGY AND QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS 
 
By H.Th.Frenkel The Netherlands, Oss, [revised from 2007]     

 
                    Introduction of Metapontum-Peace chess 

 
SUMMARY: Thirty-two collaborating Metapontum-players try to find the least number of moves to 
exchange territory starting from a standard illegal chess position. Each piece must occupy the place of 
his counterpart of the other color on the other side in a legal position. Each side makes 33 moves in the 
best game yet. The 32 pieces cross 1447 ±1 hexagons; this transition is known as the Master π game or 
‘the metaphysical, moral or crucial distance between war and peace‘. 
 
 METANOIA MAKES “PLAYING” WITH SCIENCE, MATH AND THEOLOGY POSSIBLE 
Metapontum players practice thought-inversion, metanoia, using the Christian principle of the Golden 
Rule: “Do good unto others as you would have them do good to you; even your enemies”. Players use 
and develop the best and most practical teachings from philosophy, theology & sciences to educate, 
confirm and motivate noble-minded leaders & scientists to move their ‘parts in the political world 
game’ towards one common goal:  World Peace & Justice for all: Concordia Humana (harmony among 
peoples & nations). They show that by promoting the spirit of cooperation and friendship, chess, as 
analogue to war, can be transformed to peace chess and peace politics. Likewise, war thinking can be 
converted to good, true, and blessed thinking for all in Christ. Metanoia brings ‘syntropy, divine 
transcendence over [negative] entropy or collapse into chaos’, into action, the process of reconciliation, 
reconstruction that leads to the original order of God’s creation as it was in the beginning, man without 
lies, corruption, misery, war and death, the brotherhood of man in Christ! 

 
 T H E O M A T H E S I S is a new genus of mathematics that makes possible to reduce and simplify 
the physical constants and atomic weights to mathematical functions of transcendental constant [Tc] 
magnitudes that themselves are expressions of a stable transcendental order. A new thesis of creation: 
the “primal impulse of π”, the original, creative, cosmic, impulse (misnamed big bang) is guided by 
meaningful mathematical ordering codes to develop the dynamics for the formation of simple modules 
for building matter, and together with the 1e & 2e laws of thermodynamics, to convert the lost energy to 
balance all and establish the criteria for the generation, nurture and ultimate perfection of rational, 
moral, human life in God and for God.   
 
History foreshadows this already in Pythagoras’ and Plato’s teachings laying the basis or our western 
philosophical, socio-ethical and proto scientific thought. 
 
See Note #1, Pythagoras’ 7 steps; Plato’s creation; Einstein’s Relativity; on pages 50-54 
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This happens in conformity with three transcendental laws and measures. These “meaningful, unifying 
mathematical codes” that formed the universe, contain special messages that need to be understood, 
researched and appreciated still further. They contain endless new wholesome knowledge. But even 
here and now we see that nature, obeying metaphysical necessity, calls mortal and dependent man, to 
acknowledge and understand these seemingly paradoxical metaphysical roots in God, the I AM WHO I 
AM [Ex 3.14,15]. Only then, the yet obscured, pre-established, cosmic harmony becomes evident [Note 
#2 Leibniz page 55], lighting up a darkened universe feared and reputed to be hostile to life in a lifeless 
universe, to make place for its antithesis. The universe will be experienced in its new awe-inspiring 
simplicity, astounding complexity, clothed in the grandeur of a heavenly majesty, extending its 
boundaries to invite human life to partake of its cosmic, divine, dimension. Since constancy cannot be 
inconstant and nature manifests constancy in its laws and math, man, although inconstant, weak and 
mortal, partakes nonetheless of and in this constancy in his spirit or soul. Therefore he rightfully 
participates in that metaphysical constancy and in the transcendence of π. Hence a second nature, not 
subject to decay, entropy, and death belongs to his transcendent nature, -his ‘vested being-ness’- giving 
him a future only saints can describe worthily. All this became clear, leading me to these inescapable 
conclusions above after experimentation and contemplation on the principle and laws of inversion and 
conversion, metanoia, so apparent in Metapontum or inverted peace-chess.   
Note #3, see Metapontum, page 25  
 
T H E O M A T H E S I S, A HEURISTIC* SCIENCE OF THE “THE VITAL NUMBERS OF  
 
DIVINE MATHEMATICS” Note #4 see page        

 
Mathesis’ definition: A scientific doctrine of spatial magnitudes in preeminent numbers. Theomathesis: 
A synthesis of theological & scientific doctrines of God’s sublime laws of harmonic vitality present in 
the physical constants & atomic weights expressed in [Tc] show that a divine law directs 12 
metaphysical phenomena in order to create, save and perfect the universe by generating a survival 
mechanism fit for abundant moral and spiritual human life, capable of building:  
a ‘New Eden’, in the pilgrim, militant and victorious church of Christ. 
 
The 12 metaphysical phenomena of the creative divine right are: 
 

1. Cosmological Being, divine providence, biological & spiritual vitality, 
2. Order, measure, number, 
3. Law, mathematics, science, 
4. Harmony, musicality, form, 
5. Intelligence, goodness, holiness, 
6. Reason, doctrine, spirit- (idea, memory, free will to resist evil and do good),  
7. Word, commandment, accountability,  
8. Reciprocity, ethics, perfection, 
9. Beauty, purity, virtue, 
10. Love, mercy, nobility, 
11. Truth, fidelity, sanctity,   
12. Heavenly life, eternity, unity.   
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π DISCOVERED TO BE A TRANSCENDENTAL NUMBER, [Tc]. 
 
The chronology of π [p. 57, 58] is a constant search for Gods cosmological signature. To study the 
heavenly bodies, nature & life, classical science developed geometry, astronomy, math, cosmology, etc. 
In trying to calculate π, named so by Euler ±1750, mathematicians discovered that π is a transcendental 
constant [Tc] defined it as a non-rational, non-algebraic, non-repeating, real number, a de facto 
admission that π is divine intellect = 3.14, (ratio diameter/circle and that e = 2.7 = log natural, are divine 
numbers or measures in the way of classical thinkers. Perhaps they form the key to the knowledge of 
God [J. Davis 1854. Note #7 page 70] 
 
What the term [Tc] means ontologically remains speculative for π~e can only be approached. Math 
began to occupy an essential place among the sciences ±1700. The use of [Tc] however, developed little 
owing to its extreme complexity lacking electronic calculators until the 70’s.  
A new study began in the US in 1980 when the math properties of the Metapontum numbers 1447± & 
528 were found to relate [TCU] & Φ. [Note # 3] [Tc] & Φ, although it is not a [Tc] in the strict sense, 
[Note p 71] can redefine physical constants & atomic weights to enhance the prospects for the (re)-
convergence of physics & metaphysics, science & theology separated when religion and science 
estranged in the age of ‘enlightenment’. Now however, it is possible that this may lead to new 
cooperation between them so that a true transcendental science may develop of which Theomathesis is 
an early or first attempt.  
 
GUIDE TO DEFINITIONS OF TRANSCENDENTAL NUMBERS 
   

1.  The [Tc] belong to the ideal class of three (2 or 3) numbers, (#). 
2.  [Note #10 for calculation, see page 71]  
3.  A [Tc] is considered a divine, harmonic measure, it is dynamic through an internal faculty;  
4. [Tc]  are neither mechanical nor technical numbers.   
5. [Tc]  can be imitated mathematically, called co-variant π’ e’, Φ’.  
6. [Tc] Φ can be translated into π and e and vice versa. [see Note # 13, page based upon Georg 

Cantor’s definition of [Tc]  of 1874, new research is justified. [Note #6, see page 70] 
 
Theoretically [Tc] are math codes with which God creates, guides, & maintains the universe. Playful 
interaction between metaphysics~physics~ the [Tc] & Φ can be demonstrated with light.   
 
 
LIGHT SHOWS THE 1ST CLUE OF THEOMATHESIS’ VALIDITY AS DIVINE MEASURE IN [Tc]   
 
From a philosophical and theological perspective, the root or origin of light, c, is equal to God:  
“I am the Light of the World”, says the Logos, the 2de Person of the divine Trinity (Joh 8,12).   
The same Logos says: “Fiat Lux”, ‘There be light’, (Genesis 1,3) and (objective) light is.  
The Trinity, Father, Son and Holy Spirit are a hypostatic union.  
 
It is providential that God’s Name JWHW, “I AM THAT I AM” is revealed in Exodus 3.14,15 in the 
Bible, while π = 3.14 and π, is a [Tc]!  
 
Light, in a deific vision, represents ‘transcendental Being’; from this ‘divine being-ness’ the amorphous 
universe-energy emerges and gives it form in a ‘7 day period’; man receives his temporal and 
transcendental/spiritual being.  
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The Logos calls forth (creates) light from nothing, ex nihilo, that is, from nothing other than from 
within its God-self, which is ad intra, transcendent and unmanifest, bringing it ad extra and mixing fire 
& light plasma, hydrogen, to make –water- (man = ±90% H2O] in a mystical way.  
 
In Plato’s TIMAEUS 56 d-e he writes:  
   ”But water [H2O], when divided by fire or by air,  
   on reforming may become one part of fire [H]  
   and two parts of air [O2], and a single volume of air  
   divided becomes two of fire.  [ fire = light = H] 
 
Clearly we see here Lavoisier: AD 1777-1794 H2O, Plato ‘knew this somehow  
by means of the Pythagorean#1 math and geometry. 
 
                        E2(lnln 3.141501629)4 -1 = 299,792.5 = light,c 
  
God forms man from earth, water, & air; a priest baptizes a child to transform it in a child of light [fire 
= light = Hydrogen & and air], as a son of God and potential new eternal citizen of Heaven. This human 
light-energy is transformed into a psychophysical universe to become, in time, the new heaven in a 
spoken of in the Apocalypse [new Heaven & Earth Apo 21] in which God’s ubiquitous presence is 
lauded by sentient beings. Can this brief Biblical and Greek philosophers’#1 vision be reconciled with 
the laws of physics and are they consistent and relevant today? 
 
Note #1                    7 STEPS IN PYTHAGOREAN SCIENCE  

Pythagoras, 6th century BC, is the first mystical priest-scientist who, speaking of the “harmony 
of the spheres”, describes the universe as an undivided living Cosmos whose laws of operation 
are vested in a holy living science of mathematics; his teachings can be summarized briefly in 7 
points or steps. 

 
1. The fundamental realities of the world and universe are structural and mathematical.  
 
2. These structures constitute what is fundamental and normatively better as a rule; that what 
displays greater simplicity, regularity, and coherence in its mathematical proportions and 
parameters is aesthetic and therefore more beautiful.  
 
3. Structures in superficially dissimilar context can be basically similar. There is a pervasive 
affinity or sympathy between the inanimate and the animate, between man’s psyche or soul and 
the cosmos or universe as a whole. 
  
4. This cosmic sympathy affords the possibility of moral improvement through patterning or 
modeling of the individual psyche/soul/person on the cosmos or heaven. 
  
5. Beyond moral improvement, this cosmic sympathy affords the prospects of ascent into a 
trans-human level of existence, of immortality and [even in becoming a child of God] through a 
process of purification. Correlatively, it also poses a threat of descent into an infra-human level 
of existence to even the domain of demons [into hell]. 
  
6.True knowledge or understanding is inherently mystical and can be attained through 
disciplined study and purity of life. 
  
7. The study of mathematics is the indispensable basis for all intellectual and spiritual progress. 
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Pythagoras’ doctrine of the harmony of the spheres asserts that certain parameters, characterizing the 
celestial bodies (their number and distance from the earth or periods of revolution) relate to each other 
“harmoniously” by mathematical rule or order. Moreover, the revolution of each celestial body 
produces a distinct tone, inaudible to human ears but influencing man’s soul; while the whole set of 
tones correspond to the notes in a scale. 

 
Author’s commentary: The above is by some philosophers interpreted to mean the eternal Hymn 
of angels praising God. Extracts from encyclopedia Americana. 

 
Heavenly bodies revolve in orderly fashion having a regular orbit around a central point or 
celestial body which accords to a specific predetermined number-ratio. They have a distinct 
hierarchy and produce tones, known as the celestial music of the spheres. This theory was 
mathematically confirmed by Kepler’s astronomical observations and was later verified and 
reproduced by modern computer analysis at the University in Stamford Connecticut US around 
1980. The universe is harmonic, replete with cosmic or heavenly music. This affords a rather 
different picture that what some modern astro-physicists and scientists call the universe to be: a 
hostile non-living environment. [See Note #11 page 70 on Kepler, the Silent pulse]  

 
Further references of Pythagoras’ theory of a harmonic cosmic creation and harmonic 
mathematics we find also in Plato’s Timaues, one of his most mystical writings. We find many 
parallels with Biblical texts pertaining to a universe created by God, not by random force.  
 

Plato.  7th Letter 342b “For everything that exists there are 3 classes of objects through which 
knowledge about it must come; the knowledge itself is a 4th and we must place as a 5th entity the 
actual object itself of the knowledge which is the true reality. There is something for instance 
called a circle....” 

 
Timaues 29c. The creator of the universe was good. He has no jealousy of anything. He desired that all 
things should be like himself. 
  
Timaues 31 b. God in the beginning of creation made the body of the universe out of fire (Light) and 
earth (energy) rightly put together with a bond and union between them, and proportion is best adapted 
to affect such union. 
  
Timaues 32c. The world was created and harmonized by proportion and therefore has the spirit of 
friendship. 
 
Timaues 34c. God made the soul (of man) in origin and excellence prior to and older than the body and 
to be the ruler of the body. 
  
Timaues 37. Soul is invisible and partakes of reason and harmony, and being made by the best of the 
intellectual and everlasting natures, it is the best of things created. 
  
Timaues 37d. God resolved to have a moving image of eternity, and he set in order the heaven, he made 
this image eternal but moving according to number, while eternity itself rests in unity; this image we 
call time.  
 
Timaues 38c. The sun and moon and five other stars, planets, were created by him to distinguish and 
preserve the numbers of time and he placed them in the orbits in a circle. The creator proceeded to 
fashion in the ideal living creature the mind, which perceives ideas of a certain nature and number.  
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God spoke: ”gods and children of the gods, who are my works and of whom I am the artificer and 
father, my creations are indissoluble. All that is bound may be undone, but only an evil being would 
wish to undo that which is harmonious, good and happy. Wherefore since ye are but creatures, ye are 
not altogether immortal and indissoluble, but ye shall certainly not be dissolved, nor be liable to the fate 
of death, having in my will a greater and mightier bond than those (things i.e. your bodies) to which ye 
were bound at the time of your birth. Now listen to my instructions: The part worthy of the nature of the 
name immortal and eternal, that which is called divine, is the guiding principle of those who are willing 
to follow justice and in you- in that divine part- I, myself will sow the seed, and having made the 
beginning, I will hand the work over to you.  Do ye then interweave the mortal with the immortal, make 
and beget living creatures, give them food, make them grow, and receive them again in death. 
 
Timaues 42e. When the Creator had made all these ordinances he remained in his own customary 
nature, and his children heard all and they were obedient to their father’s word. And receiving from him 
the immortal principle (soul) of a mortal creature (body), in imitation of their own creator, they 
borrowed portions of fire and earth and water and air which hereafter were to be restored (at the death 
of the body). 
   
Timaues 47. Now sight in man, God gave as the greatest source of the greatest benefit, for the sight of 
day and night and the months and the revolutions of the years have created number and give us a 
conception of time and the power of inquiring about the nature of the universe. And from this source 
we have derived philosophy, than which no greater good ever was or will be given by the gods to 
mortal men. All other senses are given that we learn and might imitate the absolutely unerring courses 
of God and regulate our own vagaries. And music, adapted to the sound of the voice and to the sense of 
hearing, is granted to us for the sake of harmony. And harmony has motions akin to the revolutions of 
our souls, not with a view to irrational pleasures, but to correct any discord in the soul and to be our ally 
in bringing her into harmony and agreement with herself. Extracts from Timaeus.   
From the Silent  Pulse Note #10; Kepler Note # 11 
Epinomis 981sq.,  
 Protag. 320cq.,  
Statesman 269c; Listen then: There is an era in which God himself assists the universe on its way and 
guides it by imparting its rotation to it. There is also an era in which he releases his control.  
He does this when its circuits under his guidance have completed the due limit of the time thereto 
appointed. Thereafter it begins to rotate in contrary sense under its own impulse- for it is a living 
creature and has been endowed with reason by him who has framed it in the beginning. Now the 
heaven, or the universe, has received many blessed gifts from him who wrought it into being, but it has 
also been made to partake of the bodily form. Hence it is impossible that it should abide forever free 
from change, and yet, as far as may be, its movement is uniform, invariable and in one place. Thus it is 
that it has received from God a rotation in reverse.  We must believe then that at the time such change 
takes place in the universe we human beings living within that universe have to under go the most 
drastic changes also. We must therefore affirm the doctrine that in the one era it is assisted on its way 
by the transcendent divine cause [π], receiving a renewal of life from its creator, an immortality of his 
contriving. In the other era, when it has been released, it moves by its innate force and it has stored up 
so much momentum at the time of its release that it can revolve in the reverse sense for thousands of 
revolutions, because its size is so great. Its balance is so perfect, and the pivot on which it turns so very 
small. In the former age when all good things come out of man’s labor, God was the supreme governor. 
Over every herd of living creatures throughout all their tribes  
-271d- was set a heavenly daemon to be its shepherd [Christ]. So it befell that savagery was nowhere to 
be found nor preying of creature on creature, nor did war neither rage nor any strife whatsoever. We 
must go on to explain the origin of our traditions concerning man’s life in paradise. 
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A god was their shepherd and had charge of them and fed them as men now have charge of other 
creatures inferior to them. When God was shepherd there were no political constitutions and no taking 
of wives and begetting of children. For all men rose up  
 
-272- anew into life out of the earth, having no memory of former things. They had fruits without stint 
from trees and bushes. They disported themselves in the open needing no clothes, for the seasons were 
blended evenly and the grass made a soft bed for them. But with all their advantages and abundance of 
leisure, being able to converse with the animals and with each other, did they use these advantages to 
promote philosophical inquiry to apprehend some distinctive truth? This was the age of Cronus. 
 
Then the order of things came to its destined end; there was the need for a universal change. The pilot 
of the ship of the universe let go of the handle of its rudder and retired, then destiny took control of the 
world and reversed its revolution. A shudder passed through the world at the reversing of its rotation. 
 
-273- This shock set up a great quaking, which caused destruction of living creatures. Then after the 
interval needed for its recovery, it gained relief, and attaining quiet returned to its ordered course, 
having control and government of itself and of all within it remembering the instruction it had received 
from God, its maker and its father. 
  
It is from God’s act when he set it in order that it has received all the virtues it possesses, while it is 
from its primal chaotic condition that all the wrong and evils arise in it.  
When it is guided by the divine pilot, it produces much good. When it must travel on without God, 
things go well enough in the years immediately after, but as time goes on and forgetfulness of God 
arises, the ancient condition of chaos also begins to assert its way.  
 
Plato, on the Cosmos; Epinomis [1517  981] 976e 977a 
How can we believe that the cause of all the blessings is the cause of that which is the greatest blessing 
of all?.. All of us confess that the source of all the other good we enjoy is he who has given us number. 
If a man comes to the right contemplation of him he may call him by the name of Cosmos…But could 
man only see the divine and the mortal in the world process- a vision from which he will learn both the 
fear of God and the true nature of number…  
                                      
                                      ALL EVIL IS DESTITUTE OF NUMBER! 
 
Tim 52d[1151] My verdict is that being and space and generation, these three, existed in their three 
ways before the heaven. 
 
Statesman 269d Now heaven or the universe has received many blessed gifts from him who brought it 
into being…Thus it is that it has received from God a rotation in reverse, the least possible variation of 
its proper motion. In the one era the universe is assisted by the transcendent divine cause, receiving a 
renewal of life from its creator… 
 
273 a Then after the interval it gained relief and returned to its ordered course it had received from God. 
273bc It is from God’s act when he set it in its order that it has received all its virtues, while it is from 
its primal chaotic condition that all the wrong and evils arise in it. When it is guided by the divine pilot, 
it produces much good in the creatures it raises and sustains. 

 
EINSTEIN ON PURE MATHEMATICS & HARMONY (LIBRARY OF LIVING PHILOSOPHERS.  
E. writes: All our thinking is of the nature of a play with concepts. The justification of this play lies in 
the measure of survey over experience of the senses that are able to achieve with its aid…  
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The concept of truth cannot be applied to such a structure; to my thinking this concept can only come 
into question when a far-reaching agreement concerning the elements and rules of the game is ready 
at hand. Page 9 vol. 1  
    
Einstein’s general theory of relativity, accordingly, proceeds from the following principles: Natural 
laws are to be expressed by equations, which are covariant under the group of continuous co-ordinate 
systems. This group replaces the group of the Lorenz-transformations. Of the special theory of relativity 
which forms a sub-group of the former. It will always be possible to reformulate a law. Postulated at 
first only for certain co-ordinate systems, such that the new formulation becomes universally 
covariant. Beyond this it is clear from the beginning that an infinitely large number of field laws can be 
formulated, which have this property of covariance. The eminent heuristic significance of the general 
principles of relativity lies in the fact that it leads us to search for those systems of equations which are 
in their general covariant formulation the simplest ones possible. Among these we shall have to look for 
the field equations of physical space. Fields which can be transformed into each other by such 
transformations describe the same real situation.  
 
89 True laws cannot be linear nor can they be derived from such.  
“In nature is actualized the ideal of mathematical simplicity, and the pure mathematical construction 
enables us to discover the concepts of laws connecting them which give us the key to understanding the 
phenomena of nature.   
 
‘The truly creative principle resides in mathematics”. In a certain sense therefore I hold it to be true 
that pure thought is competent to comprehend the real as the ancients dreamed it”. 
  
The pure thought of which E. refers is to be understood as mathematical thinking; this refers to nature 
viz., comprehending the real, refers to nature in which the ideal of mathematical simplicity is 
actualised.144 
 
Planck, in accordance with his ideas of reality, regarded the universal constants as the gravitational 
constants, velocity of light, masses and charges of protons & electrons as the most tangible signs of a 
real world, which also keep their significance as “foundation stones” in the new world picture into 
which the new universal constant, his elementary quantum of action, entered as “a mysterious 
messenger from the real world”. [This is π]  
 
Planck’s opinion concerning the possibility of finding connections between the universal constants 
was:” It is without doubt an attractive idea to link them up as closely as possible by reducing them to a 
single one”. [This is π]  
 
NOTES: 
Note #2 from page. This also reflects the German philosopher Leibniz’ (1646-1716) pre-established 
state of harmony -“harmonia praestabilita”-, of a cosmos with concord among all causal substances, a 
concord that creates peace between things that constitute the natural and metaphysical order. This 
theory explains cooperation as a primal desire for harmony present in the hearts of all humans. After all, 
“all things were created well and very good in the beginning”  
(Gen 1,31). 
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CAN A PERMANENT BRIDGE BE BUILT BETWEEN SCIENCES, METAPHYSICS & THEOLOGY? 
 
Theomathesis presupposes the existence of three sets of three common devisors;  
 

1. one set in transcendental mathematics [Tc] & Φ,  
2. one set in metaphysics [the good, beautiful, & true]  
3.  one set in theology [Being, Divine Will, law of Love]. 

 
What these 3 sets are, that correspond in math, metaphysics and theology, is a question to be answered 
in future by scientists, metaphysicians and theologians working together to find a common ground for a 
grand unification theory. Theilhard de Chardin wrote in  “The Phenomenon of man about Christo 
genesis and the Omega point. But it is certain that a trinity of sets is everywhere observable in physics 
and philosophy. Plato, 350 B.C. writes in the Republic books 6 and 7 about the “Cave” where bound 
men, [us here below] see the shadows of the images of reality, the latter being heaven, the transcendent 
ideal state. This cave is our tangible, visible world and we ourselves see our own shadows, our body, as 
reality, disregarding the fact that we live by virtue of our invisible, intangible soul guided by the 
invisible intangible spirit who gives light & direction to life received from God, Christ through whom 
and for whom we are created.  
 
These sets can be expressed as  
1. The Region of visible, changeable nature,  
2. Region of mathematics,  
3. Region of dialectic thought & pure reason: body, mind & soul.  
 
Science without philosophy & theology is blind and religion without true science is lame said Einstein. 
Hence reconciliation of these must be man’s most urgent scientific, cultural and theological 
undertaking. The business of building a permanent mathematical bridge is an enterprise begun by 
Theomathesis. Because the first set of three can readily be discovered by examining the [Tc] properties 
of nature, light, gravity etc., the corresponding sets will be discovered also by means of heuristic 
research of ‘meta-scientists’. 
 
Math justification & reasoning of Theomathesis: The official velocity recommended by the General 
Assembly of the International Scientific Radio Union in 1957 is: 299,792.5±0.4 km/sec; 
186,282.42±0.2 ml/sec. The International Geophysical Society accepted this recommendation.   
 
The transcendental/metaphysical state of the velocity of light, c, is observed in:  
A. The root of light, c,  
B. The logarithm light, c,  
C.The natural log of light, c.  
Three separate mathematical expressions exhibit its [Tc] character.   
 
Note: Co-varying values are slightly different values of [Tc], Φ; they are written as:  
[see Note # 8,9] Einstein, Dopler, see page 70 ]  
 
The velocity of light, c, is rounded off at 299,792.5 + 14.412 = 300,000 kl/sec 
                        E2(lnln3.141501629)4 -1 = 299,792.5 = c [E2(lnln3.1415)4 -1 = 299,796.5 = c + 4km] 
 
 
Note on exponents of e’, π’,Φ’ covariants to the 4th power are written as 2.7..^4,  3.14..^4 1.61..^4 or as 
e’ ^4, π’ ^4 Φ’ Φ’^4. All calculations done on a CASIO fx-82MS; *or ok  = checked ok.  
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The 1448 ± 1 [Tc] Φ-c-t conversion table /meta conversion table with Metapontum distance [Md] 
 
[Md] E4(e(e2) ¯¹ -1                      = 1449.2059*    
[Md] E5(√e((lnln π) ¯¹ x ln π)) ¯¹  = 1448.779*  
[Md] √7c                                      = 1448.6364*  
[Md] (14e1)^2                              = 1448.25499*                 
[Md] E5 (4lnE7 π) ¯¹                     = 1448.1986*    
[Md] E5(4ln t)¯¹                            = 1447.8212*                             
[Md] E4(ln(1.2 Φ2) -1                   = 1447.45207* 
[Md] E5 (7π²)¯¹                             = 1447.445* 
[Md] E4(ln π -1)                           = 1447.2988* 
[Md] E3(3√0.33) -1                        = 1447.09* 
 
Question: does light follow math or math follow light, which is prior? Answer: [Tc] must be prior to 
created light for they are constant and thus eternal; the true, universal, un-manifest circle-idea is an a 
priori imperative and beyond empirical knowledge. Planck’s constant refers to a photon of 
monochromatic light quanta with an energy packet E = h x f; f = frequency. The higher the f the shorter 
the wavelength, the more energetic the photon is. The size of the quantum for any particular form of 
electromagnetic radiation is in direct proportion to its frequency. We see in both formulas #24 and #12 
Φ is almost perfect Φ’ = 1.618037579 and Φ’= 1.61799523  
Light as a constant contains the basic quantum of radiant energy that can be expressed by π, e, Φ  
 
Note on exponents: n4 = n to the 4th power; 10^n =10 n; 102 = 100 
#24 Planck’s 
Const.        

h, Planck's constant in 
quantum mechanics as the 
constant of  energy of a 
photon and the frequency (ν)  

 
Values of h Units Ref. 

6.62606957(29)×10−27 erg·s [1] 
of associated electromagnetic wave.  

 New formula 10(-10Φ²)= 6.6260695E−27 

10(-E2π :12)= 6.6078E−27  
6.601765662 E-27; Φ = 1.618037579  
Mn 1458 & 5.236 

#12 Planck’s H,  C  Joules 6.626196 E6-34 Jsec 
New formula:   (e(2√((10Φ’ ¯¹)4)))¯¹    

       
6.626196109  E-34Jsec; Φ’= 1.61799523          
  mn 1436.8 & 5.276 

 (e(2√ ((10 Φ¯¹)4)))¯¹    6.6505049 E-34Jsec 
 
                 4000 YEARS OF π CHRONOLOGY     
1. 2000 B.C. Egyptians used π = 16²: 9²→→→→→→→π =  3.1605  
2. 2000 B.C. Babylonians used π = 3+1/8  →→→→→→π =  3.125 
3. 1100 B.C.  The Chinese π was simply π = 3 →→→→  π =  3.000  
4. 550 B.C. In the Old Testament days →→→→→→→  π =  3.000  
5. ±300 B.C. Archimedes used π is more than3+ 10:71 → π = ≥3.1408  and  π = ≤3.1428  
6. ±200 B.C. Ptolomy finds π = 142 : 120 =  →→→→→  π =  3.14166  
7. ±600 Some Hindus used π = √10 or →→→→→→→    π =  3.1622   
8. ±250 The Chinese Wang Fau uses π = 142: 45  →→ → π =  3.1555  
9. ±300 Liu Hui uses 157:50 =   →→→→→→→→→→  π =  3.14  
10. ±450 Tsu Chung uses 355 : 113 =  →→→→→→→→  π =  3.159292  
11. ±550 Aryabhta uses √10=    →→→→→→→→→→     π =  3.1622  
12. The French born mathematician-scientist-theologian Gerbert who later became Pope Sylvester II introduced the 

numbers 1-9 from the Indo-Arabic position theory in our arithmetic thereby greatly advancing science. For zero, 0, he 
used a pebble on the abacus.   

13. 1220 Fibonacci, Leonardo of Pisa, finds →→→→→→  π =  3.141818  
14. Fibonacci finds  Φ = 1,618…  
15. 1579 F. Vieta determines  π with a 393,216 sided polygon   
16. ±1580 J. Napier invents the base 10 and e = 2.718 logarithms, collaborating with H. Briggs;  
17. Science and astronomy can now develop faster because of logarithms.  
18. 1600 F. Viète finds the first product to determine π; A. Romanus finds 15 decimals of π.  
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19. 1600 L. van Cuelen determines π to 32 decimals  
20. 1610 L. van Ceulen determines π to 35 decimals  
21. 1621 W. Snell refines the Archimedean method for π  
22. 1654 Huygens corroborates Snells method   
23. 1655 J. Wallis finds an infinite rational product for π   
24. Newton discovers calculus and calculates π to 16 decimals  
25. J. Gregory discovers the arctangent series  
26. 1674 Leibniz discovers the arctangent series of π  
27. 1699  A. Sharp calculates π to 72 places  
28. 1706  J. Machin calculates π to 100 decimal places  
29. 1710 W. Jones uses the symbol π to denote the ratio of circumference   
30. 1713  Su Li Ching shows π to 19 decimals  
31. 1719 T. Fanet de Lagney calculates π to 127 places  
32. 1722 T. Keno determines 40 decimals in π  
33. 1748 Leonard Euler publishes a theorem on π and π²   
34. 1755 Euler derives a rapidly converging arctangent series. He formulates the 5 most famous mathematical formulas. 

The best known is: “e i π + 1 = 0”, He gives no detailed explanation. 
35. 1794 G.Vega calculated π to 140 places. 
36.  1809 J. Liouville discovered transcendental numbers that are not roots of algebraic equations; He constructed a finite 

class of such numbers.  
37. M. Legendre proves the irrationality of π and π². 
38. 1844 L. Shultz and J. Dase calculate π to 200 places in ± 60 days. 
39. 1855 Richter calculates π to 500 decimals. 
40. 1873 Charles Hermite proved in 1873 the transcendence of e, the natural logarithm 2.7182818. 
41. 1874 W. Shanks publishes π to 707 places, taking 20 years. 
42. 1874 Georg Cantor showed that in a certain natural sense, almost all numbers are transcendental, however, the difficult 

problem remains of placing a given number in the proper camp.   
43. 1882  F. von Lindemann proves the transcendence of π; it is not a root of an algebraic equation. He proved this by 

relating pi to e that was known to be transcendental. 
44. 1934 Gelford, a Russian mathematician, proved that a xy b is transcendental if a is an algebraic number not equal to 0 

or 1 and if b is an irrational algebraic number. This is known as the Gelford theorem.  ( Hist. of math. Ency. Brit. 1977)  
45. 1945 Fergeson finds mistake in 528th decimal place in Shanks´ calculation!  
46. 1947 Fergeson calculates π tot 808 places taking ± 1 year. 
47. 1949 The ENIAC computer determines 2037 decimals in 72 hrs.  
48. 1955 NOR computers give π to 3100 decimals in 13 min.  
49. 1959 IBM computes 16000 decimal places.  
50. 1966 IBM computes 100,000 decimal places for π in 9 hrs.  
51. 1967 CDC computes π to 500,000 decimals. 
52. 1973 CDC computes 1 million decimals for π in 1 day. 
53. 1983 HITAC computes 16 million decimals in 30 hrs. 
54. 1989 Chudanovsky brothers find 480 million digits; Kanda 536 million digits and the brothers calculate 1 billion digits 

of π. 
55. 1997 Kanda and Kahashi calculate 51.5 billon digits of π in 29 hours. 

   Φ2  = π : 1.2  =   ee2 : E3 
 
  Φ-1           =         [π : 1.2]-1         =       [ee2 : E3]-1 
  0.618034;          0.6180387;                 0.617979 
 
     Φ             =           √ [π : 1.2]      =       [ee2 : E3] 
  1.618034;              1.618021;               1.618178* 
                           377 : 233=1.618025 
  Φ2           =          [π : 1.2]          =       [ee2 : E3]2 
      2.618034;            2.617994 ;               2.6185    
 
log (E3√(6((4lnE7 π) ¯¹ ¯¹:  π) ¯¹ = 2.718,064,625 *      dif 4604-1                                              
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 2.7182818..= e IS THE SYMBOL OF NATURAL LOGARITHM;     
 
1+[1!]¯¹+[2!]¯¹+[3!]¯¹+[4!]¯¹+[5!]¯¹+[6!]¯¹+[7!]¯¹+[8!]¯¹+[9!]¯¹+[10!]¯¹+[11!]¯¹[12!]¯¹+..=  2.718281828 
                                                                                                            π√√√ (0.1π) = 2.71828 
 
Φ = 1.618033=  golden ratio / divine proportion. Φ2 = π : 1.2 = 2.618;  Φ = ee2 : E3 = 1.61818          
Φ with the Fibonacci series: 1;2;3;5;8;13;21;34;55;89;144;233;377;610;987;1597;2584;3804.. 
 
[144: 89 ]       = 1.617977528;  [233:144]      = 1.6180555;     [ 377: 233]  =  1.618025751;  
[6765:4181]  =  1.6180339 = Φ    = [√5+1] :2 =1.618033895 = Φ …..     
 
   ON WRITING POWERS ETC. 
-1 = (1 : n); (n)-1 = c-1 = 1: c; 10 = 10 power x or 10(n); 1010 (π-2) = 7.1541E13; x√y =  x root ; n2 = nn  
2nd power; [Md~l] Metapontum numbers 1448’/528’;*or ok= checked on  Casio fx-82MS;                                     
 
ALPHABETH OF PHYSICAL CONSTANTS & THE PERIODIC SYSTEM OF ELEMENTS AND DATA OF 
COVARIANT e-π-Φ NOTATION       
 [Note; exponent: n4 = n4th power; mn can be converted to e’, π’, Φ’ covariant (√√1449.7)-1= 1.620 = 
Φ’; Notation in e’/ π’ /Φ’/mn’ covariant] 
  
CONSTANT                  SYMBOL                                        VALUE                 Covariant  
Speed of light   C 2.9979250E8 

m/sec  
e = 2.7182818    
Φ =1.6180339;  
π = 3.141592654 

New formula c 10 ( 2.720396^4 :10)     =                    
(E7(ln 1014.4865)-1            =                    
(10((lnln 3.1415016)¯¹)4 =               

299792.34* 
299792.55* 
299,792.57*  

e’ =  2.7203960;       
π’  = 3.1415016 

Electron charge  E 1.6021917E-19  
New formula        (10(E2(1.618118-12: 2)):2)-1 =  1.602184E-19 

*   
Φ’= 1.6181181[mn 
1458.68; 5.236] 

 
 
Avogadro  

 N 6.022169 ¹º26  

New formula e(E2x 1.621727-1)  =               6.022167 ¹º26 
* 

Φ’=1.621727  [mn 
1445.7; 5.26] 

New formula  Φ’^128                               6.02216449¹º2
6 

Φ’ =1.61888805  [mn 
1455.9; 5.241] 

Mass  Me  9.109,558E-31  
New formula (e(10 Φ^4))-1  =                       

(e(10 x1.621,738,1054))-1= 
9.109557E-31*  
 

Φ’= 1.621,738,105 
[mn 1445.7; 5.26] 

 Mass    Me   5.485,930E-4 * 
amu 

 

New formula (101010(-0.1448 x 2))-1= 5.48593003 
E-4*  

(101010(-
0.1448069784x2))-1  

Proton Rest Mass Mp 1.672,614E-27*    
New formula         (Φ’^128)-1                      = 

(1.618,796,36^128))-1         
1.672,614E-27* Φ’ =1.618,796,36  [mn 

1456.3; 5.24] 
Neutron Rest Mass  Mn 1.674920E-27  
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New formula (e(100 Φ -1))-1  =                       
(e(E2 x1.621,953,953-1))-1 = 

1.6749211E-27  
1.674,921E-27*    

Φ’=1.621,953,953   
[mn 1444.92; 5.26] 

 (1.618,779-1^128) =                    1.674,91E-27* Φ’=1.618778942   [mn 
1456 ; 5.241] 

Atomic Mass unit amu            1.660631 E-27   
New formula:  (e(E2Φ’-1)) -1                     =  

(e(E2x1.621,728,572-1))-1  = 
1.660,631E-27*  Φ’ = 1.621,728,572  

[mn 1455.73; 5.243] 
Electron Mass to 
charge ratio  

e/me 1.7588028 E-11 
 

 

New formula:     (e(4((0.1 Φ’)-1)))-1             = 
(e(4((0.1615260812)-1)))-1=                     

1.7588028E-11 
1.7588028E-1*      

Φ’= 1.615,260,812  
[mn 1469; 5.22] 

 Planck’s 
Constant Joules 

H 6.62619610E-34   
 Jsec.* 

 

New formula:   (e(2√ ((10 Φ’-1)4)))-1 = 
(e(2√((10x1.61799523-1)4 )))-1 

6.62619610E-34 
Jsec.* 

Φ’= 1.617,995,23   [mn 
1459.12; 5.236] 

Rydberg Const.  Roo 1.09737312E7 

¯¹ m 
 

New formula:    (10 Φ’4)-1= 
(10 1.624,227,134)-1= 

1.09737370E-7 
m* 

Φ’= 1.624,227,13   [mn 
1436.8; 5.276] 

 Gas const.  Ro 8.31434E03 J-k 
mole ¯¹K ¯¹ 

 

New formula: 0.00110(Φ-1^4)-1= 
E-310(1.621899058-1^4)-1= 

8.31434E3  J-k 
mole ¯¹K ¯¹* 

 [mn 1427.7; 5.293]; 
Φ’=  1.621,899,058  
[mn 1445.1; 5.261]  

 BOLTZMAN 
CONST.  

k    1.380622 E-23 
JK¯¹ 

 

New formula: (e(20 Φ’2)) -1  = 
(e(20x 1.6222965672))-1 = 

1.3806219E-23 
JK¯¹* 

Φ’= 1.622,296,567 [mn 
1443.7; 5.264] 

Gravitational 
Constant 

G 6.6732E-11N-
m²kg² 

 

New formula: (10101010 -1.448222 : E2) -1 = 6.67322E-11* 
11N-m²kg² 

[mn 1448] 

  
Bohr  Magneton 

Μb 9.274096 E-24 
JT¯¹ 

 

New formula (e(20 Φ’2) x2)-1           =  
(e(20x1.6177402432)x2)-1 =   

 
9.274096E-24*                    

Φ’=1.617,740,243    
[mn 1460; 5.234] 

#17 Electron 
MagneticMoment  

Μe  9.28451E-24JT-

1  
 

New formula:  (10((1447.24664: E5)-1:3))-1 = 9.284511E-24* Φ’= 1.62130           
 [mn 1447.24664; 
5.2573] 

Proton Magnetic 
Moment    

µp      1.4106203E-26 
JT -1  

 

New formula (10(16 Φ’)) -1 = 
(10(16 x 1.615661867)) -1 = 

1.4106202E-26 
* 

Φ’= 1.615,661,867     
[mn 1467.56 ; 5.22] 

Compton Wave 
length  Electron  

Λc 2.4263096 E-
12m    

 

 New formula: (e(10 Φ’^2 ) -1 = 
(e(10x1.635379152^2))-1 = 

 
2.426309E-12* 

Φ’= 1.635,379,152   
[mn1398.1; 5.35] 
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Compton wave-
length proton 

Symbool : λc,p    1.3214409 E-15 
m 

 

New formula: ((2000 Φ’^2) ^4) -1 = 
((2000x1.6193996242)4)-1= 

 
1.321440E-15*  

Φ’= 1.619,399,624   
[mn 1454; 5.245] 

Compton Wave 
length Neutron  

λc,n 1.3196217 E-15  

New formula: (10 (Φ’-1^4 x E2)x 2) -1 = 
(10(1.618346964-1x E2)x2)-1= 

1.3196216 E-15 
*  

Φ’= 1.618,346,96    
[mn 1457.852; 5.2381] 

Faraday const.  F 9.64867 E-7Ck 
mole¯¹ 

 

New formula: (e(.01(10  π’))) -1 = 
(e(.01(10 3.1414897)))-1 = 

 
9.64869 E-7* 

π’ =  3.141,489,7    [mn 
1385.13; 5.37] 

Planck’s const.        H 6.626069E-27 
erg-s   

 

New formula: 10 (-10 Φ’^2) =                              
10 (-10x(1.6179846732) = h 
  6.626069E-27erg-s    

6.626069E-27 
6.626069E-27* 
erg-s   

= 1.617,984,673    
 [mn1458.96; 5.24] 
 

New formula: (e(-200Φ^2-1 ))  =                      
(e(-200x1.6179950272-1)  = 

6.626069E-34* Φ’= 1.617,995,027    
 

    
Light   C 186282.44 

miles/sec. 
 

New formula 100 Φ’ -1 π^7 =                        
10 5.2702 =                                    

186664.4* 
186,294,4* 

π’ = 3.140673; Φ’¯¹= 
0.618; c-mps 

t = time/sec./yr.  31536000 
sec/yr 

 

New formula: e(0.0144782122 -1 : 4)=         31536000    [mn 1447.87212] 
  31,557,617.22*   
tw = 
time/sec./week 
New formula  

6048000 sec. 
log tw : π = 5.28 
0.01 Φ’2√ w= Φ’ =  

5.28^8 
(2 Φ’^2)^4 

π 10 5.28 = 
604801= tw 

[mn 5.280821] Φ’= 
1.624934047                             
[mn 5.28446263] Φ’= 
1.615769719 

 
 

 
 
PERIODIC SYSTEM OF THE ATOMIC WEIGHTS OF THE ELEMENTS OF MENDELEJEW 
Covariant expression of atomic weights related to hydrogen, H = 1.00  in 4 logarithmic formulae relative o to e-
π-Φ . Theoretically all atomic weights can ultimately can be expressed in e-π-Φ- 528 &1448. 
Symbol of element; standard number and covariant expression of atomic weights. [**= verified] 
 
VALUE           NEW FORMULA          EQUIVALENT        ADDITIONAL INFO 
1. H  1.008  
 

lnlog(10(log 528)^4                                 
lnlog(210√√(0.1448)2-1                    
lnlog(210 Φ^2)                                 = 
lnlog(2πc-1x E7(√√(0.1448)2-1)   = 

1.00794* 
1.00863* 
1.008028* 
1.008314* 

lnlog (210 x 1.618033^2) =  1.008028 
Note: Φ’= exact; 210 =14.49^2      

2. He 4.0026 
 

ln(e4)  =                                                    
ln((log200Φ2)4)                               =  

4.00* 
4.00106* 

(Φ=1.618033=exact  [mn1461.2;5.232] 

3. Li 6.940 
 

 (Φ-1^4)-1= 
(1.623079781-1^4)-1= 

6.854* 
6.940* 

e’ = 2.7149; π’=3.1434; lnπ =1.1453 
Φ’ = 1.623079781  [mn 1441 ; 5.2686]   

4.Be 9.01218 10(π^2:10)^4 =                                            8.889*  
5.B 10.810      1010(0.01448)=                                               10.811*   [mn 1448] 
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6. C 12.011 ln(10(2Φ^2)) =                                        12.057* Φ = exact  
7. N 14.0067 1.44834^4: 0.1 π                                              14.066*  [mn 1448] 
8. O 15.9994 ln(e’1)^16;  ln 2.71818^16 =                        

6Φ2 = 15.7;6 x1.632962 =                       
15.9994* 
15.9994* 

 [mn 1461.7; 5.23] 

9. Fe 18.9994 √223 Φ                                                    
√(223x1.61874)=                                            

18.995* 
18.9994* 

 [mn 1458 ; 5.238] 

10. Ne 20.17  e3=                                                         
2.72213 =                                                
[log528]3 =                                                   

20.086* 
20.17* 
20.18* 

 

11. Na 22.9898 √(200Φ^2)                                            
√(200x 1.656^2)                                                                
14Φ                                                          

22.88* 
22.985* 
22.65 * 

  

12. Mg. 24.305 15Φ                                               
15x1.620333                                 = 

14.27* 
24.305* 

 

13. Al 26.9815 4Φ^4                                                             
4x1.6116^4 =                                      

27.42 *  
26.983 * 

  

14. Si 28.086 (2Φ^2)^2                                                        
(2x1.62783^2)^2 =                                                            

27.42* 
28.086* 

 

15. P 30.9738 100(.5Φ -1)                                         
19 Φ                                                    

30.9* 
30.743* 

 

16. S 32.06 20Φ                                                       
20 x1.603                                             

 32.36* 
 32.06* 

 

17. Cl 34.453 13Φ^2                                                                
13x 1.628                                          =                  

34.034* 
34.45* 

  

18. Ar 39.948  10 Φ                                                       
15 Φ^2                                                            

41.5* 
39.27* 

Φ’= 1.601495041   [mn 1520 ; 5.13] 
Φ’= 1.631931371   [mn 1410 ; 5.326] 

19. K 39.102 15Φ ^2                                                           
15x1.61455^2                                                                                            

39.27*  
 39.102* 

 

20. Ca 40.08 10 Φ                                                          
25x 1.6032                                             

41.5* 
40.08* 

 

21. Sc 44.9559  17 Φ^2                                                          44.51* Φ’= 1.62618109    [mn 1430 ; 5.289] 
22.Ti 47.90 18Φ ^2                                                          47.12* Φ’= 1.63129124    [mn 1412 ; 5.322] 
24.Cr 51.996 20 Φ^2                                                               

20x1.6123^2                                                                           
52.36* 
51.99* 

  

25. Mn 54.9380 21 Φ^2                                                           54.97*   
26. Fe 55.847 21x 1.631^2                                                55.86*   
28. Ni 58.71 36 Φ= 

36 x 1.6308                                                            
58.25* 
58.71* 

 

29. Cu 63.546 24x  1.6272^2                                                                   63.546*  
30. Zn 65.37 40x 1.63425                                                                                  65.37*  
31. Ga 69.72 43 Φ =                                                     69.58*  [mn 1447 ; 5.258] 
32. Ge 72.59 500Φ4 -1                                                    72.95* Φ’= 1.620031   [mn 1451.8 ; 5.444] 
33. As 74.9216 46 Φ                                                         74.43* Φ’= 1.628730435 [mn 1421 ; 5.31] 
34. Se 78.96 30Φ^2                                                          78.54* Φ’= 1.622343983 [mn 1443.5 ; 5.264] 
35. Br 79.090 128 Φ -1 

49Φ                                                         
79.1* 
79.28*                    

Φ’= 1.618401222 [mn 1474; 5.21] 

36. Kr 83.80 32Φ^2                                                           83.78* Φ’= 1.618255233 [mn 1458 ; 5.237] 
37. Rb 85.467 32x1.634271627 ^2                                    85.469*               [mn 1402 ; 5.34] 
38. Sr 87.62 54 x1.6226                                                                                        87.62*  [mn 1442.7 ; 5.266] 
39. Y 88.9059 34Φ^2                                                            89.0* Φ’= 1.617058877                    [mn 1452 ; 5.23] 
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40. Zr 91.22 35 Φ^2                                                          91.63* Φ’=1.61439949   [mn 1472 ; 5.21] 
41. Nb 92.9064 57 Φ                                                         92.23* Φ’= 1.629936842 [mn 1417 ; 5.21] 
42. Mo 95.94 59 Φ                                                      95.46* Φ’= 1.62610695   [mn 1458 ; 5.288] 
43. Tc 98.9062 61 Φ                                                      98.7* Φ’= 1.621413115  [mn 1447 ; 5.26] 
44.Ru 101.07 39 x1.61^2                                                                           101.09* Φ’= [mn 1459 ; 5.183] 
45. Rh 102.9055 39 Φ^2                                                           102.1*  [mn 1436 ; 5.28] 
46. Pd 106.4 66 Φ                                                        106.8* Φ’= 1.612121212 [mn 1480 ; 5.198] 
47. Ag 107.868 41 Φ^2                                                           107.34* Φ’= 1.62201302    [mn 1444.7 ; 5.262] 
48. Cd 112.40 43 Φ^2                                                           112.57* Φ’= 1.616772553 [mn 1463.5 ; 5.228] 
49. In 114.82 71 Φ                                                        1148.88* Φ’= 1.617183099   [mn 1462 ; 5.23] 
50. Sn 118.69 45x1.6241^2                                                                    118.69* Φ’= [mn 1438 ; 5.275] 
51. Sb 121.75  75 Φ                                                        121.35* Φ’= 1.6233333333 [mn 1440 ; 5.27] 
52. Te 127.6 79 Φ                                                         127.8* Φ’= 1.615189873   [mn 1469 ; 5.22] 
53. I 126.9045 78 Φ                                                         126.2* Φ’= 1.626980769   [mn 1427 ; 5.29] 
54. Xe 131.3 81 Φ                                                      131.1* Φ’= 1.620987654    [mn 1448 ; 5.255] 
55. Cs 132.9055 82 Φ                                                         132.7* Φ’= 1.62079878     [mn 1449 ; 5.254] 
56. Ba 137.34 85 Φ             137.53* Φ’= 1.61576706   [mn 1467 ; 5.22] 
57. La 138.905 53 Φ^2                                 138.76* Φ’= 1.618903659   [mn 1455.8 ; 5.24] 
58. Ce 140.12 87 x 1.6106                                                          140.12* Φ’= [mn 1486 ; 5.19] 
59. Pr 140.907  87 Φ                                  140.77* Φ’= 1.61962069    [mn 1453 ; 5.246] 
60. Nd 144.24 55 x 1.61942^2                                         144.24* Φ’= [mn 1454 ; 5.245] 
61. Pm 145 55 x 1.624^2                                              145.05* Φ’= [mn 1439 ; 5.273] 
62. Sm 150.4 93 Φ                                                         150.47*  [mn 1462 ; 5.23] 
63. Eu 151.96 58 Φ^2                                                           151.85* Φ’= 1.618641406    [mn 1457 ; 5.24] 
64. Gd 157.25 60 Φ^2                                                            157.1* Φ’= 1.618898803     [mn 1456 ; 5.24] 
65. Tb 158.925 61 x1.6144^2                                                                                158.98* Φ’= [mn 1473 ; 5.21] 
66. Dy 162.50 62 x1.619^2                                                                           162.51* Φ’= 1.618940315   [mn 1456 ; 5.24] 
67. Ho 164.9309 63 x 1.618^2                                                164.93* Φ’= [mn 1459 ; 5.236] 
68. Er 167.26 64 x 1.61662^2                                           167.26* Φ’= 1.616612972  [mn 1464 ; 5.227] 
69. Tm 168.934 104 Φ                                                      168.3* Φ’= 1.624365385  [mn1436 ; 5.277] 
70.Yb 173.04 66 x 1.6192^2                                                                          173.04* Φ’= [mn 1454.7 ; 5.244] 
71. Lu 174.97 67x 1.616^2                                                  174.97* Φ’= [mn 1466 ; 5.223] 
72. Hf 178.49 68 x 1.62^2                                                    178.46* Φ’= [mn 1451 ; 5.25] 
73. Ta 180.947 69x 1.6193 ^2                                              180.92* Φ’= 1.619388863     [mn 1454 ; 5.24.5] 
74.  W 183.85 70 Φ^2                                                            183.26* Φ’= 1.6120625981   [mn 1449.7 ; 5.25] 
75.  Re 186.2 115 Φ                                                    186.07 Φ’= 1.619130435     [mn 1455 ; 5.243] 
76. Os 190.2 117Φ                                                        

117x 1.6257                                                     
189.3* 
 190.21* 

Φ’= 1.625641026     [mn 1432 ; 5.285] 

77.  Ir 192.22 119 Φ                                                       192.54* Φ’= 1.615294118    [mn 1469 ; 5.218] 
78.  Pt 195 2π’^4; 2x3+(7^-1)^4                                                                      

121 Φ                                                    
195.1* 
195.78* 

 

79. Au 196.9665 122 Φ                                                    
e 5.28                                                     

197.4* 
196.37* 

 [mn 1471 ; 5.213] 

80. Hg 200.59  124 Φ                                                       200.63* Φ’= 1.61766129             [mn 1460 ; 5.234] 
81. Tl 204.34 78 Φ2                                                                204.21 * Φ’= 1.618562198           [mn 1457 ; 5.24] 
82. Pb 207.2  128 Φ                                                    207.11 * Φ’= 1.61875                   [mn 1456.4 ; 5.24] 
83. Bi 208.9806 129 Φ                                                    208.73 * Φ’= 1.620004651           [mn 1452 ; 5.249] 
84. Po 209 129 x 1.62016                                       209* Φ’= [mn 1451 ; 5.25] 
85. At 210 130 Φ’                                                      210* Φ’= 1.615384615           [mn 1468.6 ; 5.22] 
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86. Rn 222 137 Φ’                                                      222* Φ’= 1.620437956           [mn 1450 ; 5.25] 
87. Fr 223 138 Φ’                                                    223* Φ’= 1.615942029           [mn 1466 ; 5.22] 
88. Ra 226 140 Φ’                                                   226* Φ’= 1.614285714           [mn1472.6 ; 5.21] 
89. Ac 227 140 Φ’                                                      227* Φ’= 1.621428571           [mn 1446.8 ; 5.258] 
90. Th 232 143 Φ’                                                   232* Φ’= 1.622377622           [mn 1443.4 ; 5.264] 
91. 231.035 143 Φ                                                    231.3* Φ’= 1.615629371            [mn 1467.7 ; 5.22] 
92. 238.029 147 Φ’                                                   238* Φ’= 1.619244898           [mn 1454.6 ; 5.244] 
93. Ne 237.48 147 Φ                                                    237.8* Φ’= 1.612571429           [mn 1479 ; 5.20] 
94. Pu 224 138 Φ’                                                  223.3* Φ’= 1.623188406           [mn 1440 ; 5.27] 
95. Am 243 150 Φ’                                                  242.7* Φ’= 1.62                          [mn1440.5 ; 5.25] 
96. Cm 247 153 Φ                                                    247.6* Φ’= 1.614379085            [mn 1472 ; 5.21] 
97. Bk 247 153 Φ’                                                  247.6* Φ’= 1.614379085            [mn1472 ; 5.21] 
98. Cf 251 155 Φ                                                   250.8* Φ’= 1.619354839            [mn 1454 ; 5.24] 
99. Es 254 157 Φ                                                   254.03*  [mn 1460 ; 5.23] 
100. Fm 257 159 Φ                                                   257.3*  [mn 1465 ; 5.225] 
101 Md 256 158 Φ’                                                  255.7* Φ’= 1.620253165            [mn 1451; 5.25] 
102 No 254 157 Φ                                                   254.03*  [mn 1460 ; 5.235] 
103 Lr?[255/265]??   Φ’ = 1.618033989         [mn 1458 &5.236] 
104-109?     
 
Note #3 from page: The numbers 1447~1448 and 528 are derived from Metapontum with 2x 16 
analogous chess pieces.  see “Master π game” on website. The game board has 8 x 8 hexagons [instead 
of squares] and is numbered 1-64 in one continuous S-motion. The length of each move is determined 
by subtracting the base number from the destination number, keeping them positive.  
The statistics of moving the 2 groups of 16 chess pieces to each other’s place to in mirror image 
position, reveal optimal efficiency and harmony. This is what is discovered by analysing these key 
numbers 1448 & 528.   The 32 pieces take 66 moves covering 1448 spaces in completing their circular 
motion: 
 
METAPONTUM METAPHYSICAL-FIELD-NUMBER 1448 or  1447 
Metapontum pieces consist of 2x 16 analogous chess pieces. With cooperative interaction they exchange 
territory or place. There are 2x 8 pioneers (pi); 2x2 templar (te); 2x 2scientists/wise men (wi); 2x2 ministers 
(mi); 2x1 magister (ma); 2x1 regent (re); laureate (la) is an elevated pioneer).  
 
MOVE NOTATIONS Example: te01 x   pi49 la1   distance of moves  = 49  - 1 =  48  
                WHITE                                                                        BLACK   
Move  nm/hex mode    nm/hex  result  distance  Move     nm/hex mode     nm/hex result   distance                                         
01 te01 x   pi49 la1  = 48 01 te64 x pi16 la1 = 48 
02 wi02 x te16 acc = 14 02 mi62 x te49 acc = 13 
03 wi16 -     18 adv = 02 03 mi49 x pi13 h1  = 36 
04 mi03 x mi13 h1 = 10 04 wi63 -    47 adv = 16 
05 mi13 x wi47 acc = 34 05 pi50 x mi47  acc = 03 
06 wi18 -    34 adv = 16 06 pi47 x wi34 acc.= 13 
07 la64 -    16 pot = 48 07 la01 -    33 pot = 32 
08 te62 -    64 rea = 02 08 te02 -    01 rea = 01 
09 mi50 -    62 rea = 12 09 wi13 -    02 rea = 11 
10 wi47 -    63 rea = 16 10 la33 -    50 pot = 17 
11 ma04 x pi52 la2 = 48 11 ma60 x pi12 la2 = 48 
12 ma52 x la04 pot = 48 12 ma12  x la60 po t= 48 
13 te08 x pi56 la3 = 48 13 te57  x pi09 la3 = 48 
14 mi06 x wi09 acc = 03 14 wi58 x te56  acc = 02 
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15 mi09 x pi53 h2  = 44 15 mi59 x mi53 h2 = 06 
16 wi07 -    23 adv = 16 16 mi53 x  wi23 acc = 30 
17 pi10 x mi23 acc = 13 17 wi56 -    42 adv = 14 
18 la57 -     25 adv = 32 18 la08 -    56 pot. = 48 
19 te58 -     57 rea  = 01 19 te06 -    08 rea  = 02 
20 wi53 -     58 rea  = 05 20 wi42 -    26 adv  = 16 
21 pi23 x wi26 acc  = 03 21 mi10 -    06 rea   = 04 
22 la16 x pi34 h3   = 18 22 wi23 -    07 rea   = 16 
23 la25 -    10 pot  = 15 23 la56 x pi26 h3    = 30 
24 ma04 -    13 adv = 09 24 ma60 -    53 adv  =  07 
25 ma13 x re61 Rex= 48 25 ma53 x re05 Rex  =  48 
26 re53 -    60 pot = 07 26 re13 -    04 pot   = 09 
27 la34 -    13     pot  = 21 27 la26 -    53 pot   = 27 
28 pi11 -    26 adv = 15 28 pi51 -    34 adv  = 17 
29 la10 x pi34 h4  = 24 29 la50 x pi26 h4    =   24  
30 la34 -    51 rea  = 17 30 la26 -    11 rea   = 15 
31 la13 x pi54 sh5 = 41 31 la53 x pi14 sh5  = 39 
32 la12 x pi55  sh6 = 43 32 la52 x pi15 sh6  = 37 
33 re60 x  ma61 key = 01 33 re04 x  ma05 key  = 01 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------          
             722                               +                                    726  
                                                            722  +   726 = 1448  
The total distance of the 32 pieces= 722 + 726 = 1448 hexagons, the critical peace distance or the 
metaphysical field number (mn). This number shows special logarithmic, transcendental and exponential 
properties. These will be examined separately in the chapter on Theomathesis. 
 
The total distance of the 32 pieces 1448 hexagons can be 1448 -1 = 1447 if the white player chooses to 
stand down hard, that is, he lifts the regent and places it back on the same hexagon without turning with the 
magister because he stands on a light hex already.  
 
GROUP STATISTICS OF THE METAPONTUM-PEACE-GAME: 
 DISTANCE PER GROUP           MOVENEMT IN DEGREES    
 Group 1;   2 regents   go                18 fields;     [ 18  :  1448] x 360 =      4˚ 
 Group 2; 10 pioneers  go              64  fields;     [ 64  :  1448] x 360 =    16˚ 
 Group 3;   4 scientists go            144 fields;      [144 :  1448] x 360 =    36˚ 
 Group 4;   4 ministers go            192 fields;      [192 :  1448] x 360 =    48˚ 
 Group 5;   4 templers  go            198 fields;      [198 :  1448] x 360 =    49˚ 
 Group 6;   2 magisters go            304 fields;      [304 :  1448] x 360 =   76˚ 
 Group 7;   6 laureates  go            528 fields ;     [528 :  1448] x 360 =  131˚ 
 32 pieces travel a distance of                    1448 fields or hexagons  =  360˚ 
Note: total of all realizations + all redemptions = the total number of pieces 16 +16 = 32.   
 
The 16 white pieces make :                The 16 black pieces make:      
Elevations to laureate               3 mp               3 mp 
Redemptions honor points      6 mp    6 mp 
Accommodations             7 mp    7 mp 
Simultaneous bypasses           2 mp    2 mp 
Realizations            10 mp              10 mp 
 
10 realizations  + 6 redemptions = 16 pieces per side reach their goal! Of the 66 moves with 2x 16 pieces, 
30% are individual, 21% cooperative, 17% redemptive, 9% elevation, 23% realization, and 0% moves that 
result in fatality. 30+21+17+9+23+18 = 100%  
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Average distance/per/move/per/group: 7 groups; 1448: 66 moves = 21.94 dist/pp/pg 21.94 : 7 = 3.134 ≈ π; 7 
π =  21.99; π ≈ 3.134; Variations of spaces are possible with different game configurations; The number 
1448 is from the standard chess position and is identical to the standard Metapontum begin position. The e, 
π & Φ numbers can be generated from 1448.  
 
With an identical strategy in a standard chess players need 2x42 moves to exchange position, 20 more than 
in Metapontum. Note: 1448 : 360  = 4.022; 4.02224 =  261.74 = 100 Φ²  (Φ = 1.618);   
√√ (100 Φ² )  x 360  = 1448.09; lnln(1.4e4) x 360  =  528.14; (528 : 16²)  - (66: 32) = 0   
 
Infinite chess variations starting from a legal begin position are claimed. Metapontum shows with an 
identical begin position 3939 possible legal moves from which players select 2x 33 efficient moves to 
exchange position. The ratio of 3939 : 1448 = 2.7203 ≈ e, the natural logarithm. 
 
Note: the symbolism of the diamond shaped base of the pieces is a cross with 4 rectangular triangles of 2.5 
x 1.9 x 3.14 cm. (2.52 cm x 1.92cm  = 3.140062). The hypotenuse is 3.14 cm.  The π here is nearly exact; 
this is also true when the metaphysical field number 1448 is used:  
 

[2.5² + (√1448 : 20)²] = 3.14162 

 

 

 
 
1448 converted to Φ’;   1458 converted to Φ;           1448 converted to e   1448 converted to π 
10(√√ 1448)¯¹ = 
1.622   ≈ Φ; 

10(√√ 1458) ¯¹ = 
1.6183 ≈ Φ 

√ln(E4(√√1448) ¯¹= 
2.718 6 ≈ e 

e( E5(1448.2¯¹ : 4 )): E7 ≈   
π  =   3.1415 

1000 xy 0.1448  = 
2.718. ≈ e   

√1448 : 14  = 2.718 
≈ e ; 

log (E6 (1448¯¹ x 2) = 
3.14 ≈ π 

ee(ln((√√1448)¯¹)xE4)) ¯¹ 
= 3.142073 ≈  π    

e(E5(1448 ¯¹ : 4)): 
E7 ≈ π =   3.14 

10√√ (1448) ¯¹   
1.621.    ≈  Φ 

√ln 1000 Φ = e; 
ee2:1000 =  Φ 

 

E6(¹º3.140261434 : 
2) ¯¹   = 1448 

E6(¹ºπ  : 2) ¯¹ = 
1443.6 

(14e1)²  = 1448.25  

1448 & 528 can be converted from π, e, Φ  
 
 ee3 : ¹º-6 = 528.5*     
¹º5(7π²)¯¹ = 1447.45 ¹º¹º(ln7π ²)¯¹x 10 = 527.6*   
(2(π + ln π + e1) e1))² = 1450 ¹º¹º(ln0.01448¯¹)¯¹x 10 =       

                            527.687* 
  

 
 
Pythagoras’ a2 + b2 = c2 applied to Au  
√(Au2 + Ae2) : E7  = 1449.05*; √(Au2+Ae2) : E7 -1  = 1448.05*; 
 
[Au]  √(1449.05E72                             - 4.541E92)      = 1.37606E10 *  
 
[AM]  ¹º¹º(π - 2) : √(1449.05E72   - 4.541E92)      = 5199.005*  
 
[AM]   ¹º¹º(π - 2) : ((√(E7√7c2         - 4.54E92)   -1   = 5199.5* 
 
[AM]   ¹º¹º(π - 2) : √(1448.25E72   - 4.541E92) - π     = 5199.05* 
 
June 11, 2013 
[AM] 7^3ee1          +1       = 5199     [5198.91]*  
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[AM] 0.1447 x 333  - 1       = 5199.08* 
 
[AM] E4(162√ 5.28 E72) -1        = 5199.09* 
 
[π] log(E2log(-E14ln5E72)           = 3.1415767 *  [π - n = 2502 -1]  
 
[G]  0.1(¹º¹º(π-2 ) : 1447 : 33) -1       =  6.6746E-11  = G 
 
[gf] ¹º¹º(π - 2)         = 7.154138007E13*  
 
[gf] (-E14ln5E72)                 = 7.145764103E13*  
 
[gf] 10G-1 x 1447 x 33         = 7.152E13*  
 
[gf] 10G-1 x 1447.43 x 33         = 7.15413E13* = ¹º¹º(π - 2) 
 
[Au] 0.1G-1 x 1447.73 x 33  : (0.1447 x 333)      = 1.3760656E10*  
 
[Au] 0.1 x 6.6732 E-11-1 x 1447 x 33  : (0.1447 x 333) = 1.3760619E10*  
 
153 FISH    &     5.48593 E-4  me ELECTRON REST MASS  
 
The Gospel of John 21. 11; Jesus said to them:”Bring some of the fish that you have caught.”  
Simon Peter went aboard and hauled the net ashore, full of large fish, a hundred and fifty three [153] of 
them; Jesus said: ”Come and have breakfast”. [The Apostles became fishers of men]. 
 
The atomic mass units fundamental constant [me] in physics relates mathematically to the Bible’s 153 
fish, the Metapontum numbers 1448, 528, time, light, gravity, the age of the universe & earth and Jesus’ 
chronological birth date, for all ‘things’ are ‘ex Christ’, Pantocrator, creator of heaven and earth and all 
things bear his signature; the ‘fish’ represent the Church!  
 
The electron rest mass (symbol: me) is the mass of a stationary electron. It is one of the fundamental 
constants of physics, and is also very important in chemistry because of its relation to the Avogadro 
constant. It has a value of about 9.11×10−31 kilograms or about 5.486×10−4 atomic mass units, 
equivalent to an energy of about 8.19×10−14 joules or about 0.511 megaelectronvolts 
 
                      Electron rest Mass me    = 5.48593E-4    =  (π6 x 0.527411-1)-1* 
 
New formula:                            (153.043 : 1000)^4 = 5.48597E-4 * 
 
(10 10 10 (-0.144807 x 2 ))-1 each  me mass-unit        = 5.48593E-04* has also this formula! 
 
                                                (π6 x 0.527411-1)-1   = 5.48593E-04*  
 
                                                 (π6 x 0.528-1)-1       = 5.492E-04* 
                                                
                                                John 21.11    153 fish  
 
The number of stable elements is ± 105 or the ratio of (t : c)  = 105.265 = 1yr/sec :  light  
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[t/c] 153 Au : 2E10                      = 105.2686*     [Au =1.3760604E10] 
  
 
                      E3√√(π6 : 0.528)-1                = 153.09*    [π6 (153.09 : E3)^4 = 0.528*] 
 
[153 fish]   (√√((10 1010 (-0.1448 x 2))) : E3)-1       = 153.031* [-0.14478 ~ 153.0005] 
 
[153 fish]  (5199 x 2E10 (t : c) : (1010(π - 2)                              = 153*      [152.995] 

 
[153fish]  G(eeee(0.1(1.3762E10 : E10)2         = 153.003*     [G = 6.676594318E-11] 
 
[153fish]  G(eeee(0.1(Au : E10)2          = 152.33* 
 
[153 fish]  2E10 (t : c) : Au          = 152.995* 
 
[Ae]  (153 : 2E10(t : c))-1 x 0.33         = 4.540835E9* 
 
[G]  ((153 : 2E10(t : c))-1 x 0.33 x 3.3)-1          = 6.67345E-11* 
 
[c]  √((153 : 2E10(t : c))-1 x 0.33 x 3.3 x 6)          = 299847.5 = c + 55km 
 
[G]  (E7(√(t : 153) x 3.3))-1                   = 6.67237E-11* 
 
[AM]  ((1010(π -2 ) : (153 : 2E10 (t : c))-1                                    = 5199.19 * 
 
[AM]  ((1010(π -2 ) : (153 : 2E10( 31557600 : 299792.5))-1       = 5199.19 * 
 
[AM]  ((1010(π -2 ) : (153 : 2E10( 31557600 : 299782.6))-1        = 5199.003 *  [c-9.9km] 
 
[AM]  (1010(π -2 ) : E7(√(t : 153) : 0.33 =         = 5198.34* 
 
[AM]  ((1010(π -2 ) : (E10(√(E1(lnlnlnln(153G-1)         = 5198.48* 
 
[Au]  E10(√(E1(lnlnlnln(153G-1)            = 1.376199E10* 
 
[Au]  2E10(t : c) : 153 =              = 1.37601564E10* 
 
[Au]  E7(√(t : 153) : 0.33 =              = 1.376234E10* 
 
[Ml]  E-9π^6 (153.09)^4              =  528.06* 
 
[Md] -E4(logloglog((153.032^4 : E3)-1 x E9) : 2           =  1448* 
 
 
RELATION Md 1447&1448 TO AGE UNIVERSE / EARTH/GRAVITY/LIGHT/AM 
 
[AM]  (1010(π -2 ) : ((0.014477821-1 : 4)16 : Ae          =  5198.9995* 
 
[Au]  (0.014477821-1 : 4)16 : Ae            =  1.37606053E10* 
 
[Ae]  (0.014477821-1 : 4)16 : Au            =  4.541E9* 
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[Au]  5199(e(ln((1448.0805 : E4 )+1))-1)2            =  1.3760607E10* 
 
[Au]  (1010(π -2 ) : (5199(e(ln((1448.0805 : E4 )+1))-1)2          =  5198.999* 
 
[Ae]  5199(e(ln((1448.0805 : E4 )+1))-1)2 x 0.33           =  4.541E9* 
 
[G]  (5199(e(ln((1448.1234 : E4 )+1))-1)2 x 0.33 x 3.3)-1         =  6.67594E-11* 
 
[G]  (5199(e(ln((1448.0805 : E4 )+1)-1))2 x 0.33 x 3.3)-1         =  6.673206E-11* 
 
[c]  √(6(5199(e(ln((1448.123 : E4 )+1))-1)2 x 0.33 x 3.3)         =  299792.1* 
 
[c]  √(6(5199(e(ln(0.1448123+1))-1)2 x 0.33 x 3.3)          =  299792.1* 
 
[c]  √(6(5199(e(ln(1.1448123))-1)2 x 0.33 x 3.3)          =  299792.1* 
 
[c]  √(6(5199(e(ln(1.1448))-1)2 x 0.33 x 3.3)                      =  168.0035* [168π=528] 
 
Note #4. Heuristic: the art of providentially inventing or discovering valuable scientific knowledge; self 
taught, auto  didactic, logical method to discover valuable scientific information while playing with 
ideas. Derived from Archimedes’ shout: “I found it!”, (the laws of  hydrostatics). see also Page 13 on 
Einstein: All our thinking is of the nature of a play with concepts. The justification of this play lies in 
the measure of concept of truth concerning the elements and rules of the game.  
 
Note #5. from page 2; Mathesis’ definition is from Kramers’ expanded dictionary of the Dutch 
language. 
 
Note #6. Cantor’s definition of [tn] of 1874 says: “In a natural sense, almost all numbers are 
transcendental. 
 
Note #7. 1854 John Davis’: MEASURE OF THE CIRCLE “The circle is one of the noblest 
representations of Deity, in his noble works of human nature. It bounds, determines, governs, & dictates 
space, bounds latitude & longitude, refers to the sun, moon and all the planets in direction, brings to the 
mind thoughts of eternity & concentrates the mind to imagine for itself the distance & space it 
comprehends. It rectifies all boundaries; it is the key to information of the knowledge of God”. 
 
Note #8: Einstein’s general theory of relativity proceeds from the principle: natural laws can be 
expressed by covariant equations under the group of continuous co-ordinate systems. It’s possible to 
reformulate a law, postulated for certain coordinate systems, so the new formula becomes universally 
covariant. The eminent heuristic significance of the general principles of relativity lies in the fact that 
that it leads us to search for those systems of equations which are in their general covariant formulation 
the simplest ones possible.  Library of living philosophers, p.69. Examples:  
 
Note #9: The co variances of π, e, Φ are like to the Doppler effect & red shift in physics. Because these 
magnitudes are dynamic, they vibrate or shift. This shifting or dynamic nature we call covariance that is 
be described as varying with something else so as to preserve certain mathematical interrelations 
[Webster’s 7th collegiate Dictionary].  
 
Note #10: The Joy of π by David Blatner For the chronology see page: 57  
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Note #11: From the silent Pulse. George Leonard; Bantan Book-Dutton 1978 
“I wanted to figure out if Kepler was the ‘screwball’ he was said to be, professor Rogers explained, or if 
he was actually on the right track. Will it come out what he promised that it was a continuous song of 
several voices? It came out as a spectacular and dizzying piece of music, Mercury the fastest moving 
planet singing the shrill ascending and descending slide of a piccolo, Jupiter the slowest sounding a 
deep powerful rumble, Venus changes from a major to a minor 6th Prof. Rogers said and the earth 
makes a minor second...in fact it was just as Kepler said”. Page 8-9.  
 

Kepler believed that each of the planets was alive and inhabited by its own Guardian angels, who alone 
could hear its music. He went so far as to work out each planet’s song in terms of its orbit around the sun.  

 
Willy Ruff, an assistant prof. of music and Rodger, prof. of geology, took Keplers laws and musical 
notations and applied the motions of the planets over a 100 years period starting Dec. 31,76. They fed this 
into a computer and connected it to a music synthesiser. What emerged was a 30 min. tape representing 
100 yrs. of planetary motion. Note #12. Calculation [Tc]. The [Tc] numbers & symbols involve complex, 
endless calculations, but practically they are contained in the first 10 digits.   

The harmonic nature of π, e, Φ is mathematical covariance.          
Covariances of π, e, Φ 
√ (lnln π )¯¹= 2.719956    
2.719956 - e = ƒ 1/600   

= e’ covariant;  ƒ = 
difference 

 

ee(e2)¯¹= 3.142191834 - π = 
π’ covariant; ƒ 1669¯¹ 

= π’ covariant   

√ln1000 Φ = 2.71826-e1= 
ƒ61000¯¹ 

= e’ covariant   

(ee2 :1000) - Φ = ƒ 6944¯¹   = Φ covariant   
 
 
e = 2.7182818..= e is the symbol of log natural; it also is a limit; a human embryo takes ± 
100e days or 270 days to birth. 0˚Kelvin is about -272˚C or -100 x e˚.  
 
e = 1+[1!]¯¹+[2!]¯¹+[3!]¯¹+[4!]¯¹+[5!]¯¹+[6!]¯¹+[7!]¯¹+[8!]¯¹+[9!]¯¹+[10!]¯¹+[11!]¯¹+[12!]¯¹= 2.718281828 
1 +       = …………………..…                         = 1.000000000000000000 + 
[ 1! ]¯¹  = [1x1] ¯¹                                              = 1.000000000000000000    = 2.0000000     + 
[ 2! ]¯¹  = [1x2] ¯¹                                              = 0.50000000000000000      = 2.5000000     + 
[ 3! ]¯¹  = [1x2x3] ¯¹                                          = 0.16666666666000000      = 2.66666666   + 
[ 4! ]¯¹  = [1x2x3x4] ¯¹                                      = 0.04166666666666666      = 2.70833333   + 
[ 5! ]¯¹  = [1x2x3x4x5] ¯¹                                  = 0.00333333333333333      =  2.71666666   + 
[ 6! ]¯¹  = [1x2x3x4x5x6] ¯¹                              = 0.00013888888888888      =  2.71805555   + 
[ 7! ]¯¹  = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7] ¯¹                          = 0.00001984122698400      =  2.718253968 + 
[ 8! ]¯¹  = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8] ¯¹                      = 0.00000248015873000      =  2.71827877   + 
[ 9! ]¯¹  = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9] ¯¹                  = 0.00000027557319220      =  2.718281526 + 
[10!]¯¹  = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9x10] ¯¹            = 0.00000002755731922      =  2.718281801 + 
[11!]¯¹  = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9x10x11] ¯¹      = 0.00000002505210839      =  2.718281826 + 
[12!]¯¹  = [1x2x3x4x5x6x7x8x9x10x11x12]¯¹ = 0.0000000020876799        =  2.71828182818 =e 
                                                                                        3.14159828√√√0.314159828 = 2.718281828 = e  
                                                                                                              π√√√0.1π = 2.718276351 = e = 
                                                                                                                            [e – 1: 427.32  = 10 5.26] 
 
Φ (Phi) = 1.618033..is the symbol of the golden ratio or divine proportion. Calculation of Φ with the 
Fibonacci series: 1;2;3;5;8;13;21;34;55;89;144;233;377;610;987;1597;2584;3804.. 
[ 8 :  5   ]      = 1.600000000;  [ 13 : 8  ]       = 1.6250000;     [ 21   : 13]       =  1.615384615;  
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[34 : 21 ]      = 1.619047600;  [ 55 : 34 ]      = 1.6176471;     [ 89   : 55]       =  1.6181818;      
[144:89  ]     = 1.617977528;  [233:144]      = 1.6180555;     [  377:233]      =  1.618025751;  
[610:377]     = 1.618037135;  [987:610]      = 1.6180327;     [1587:987]      =  1.6183445;  
[2584:1597] = 1.618338130;  [4181:2584]  = 1.618034056; [6765:4181]    =  1.6180339 = Φ  
=[√5+1]:2 =1.618033895 = Φ = 1.618033.. Symbol of the golden ratio or divine proportion.  
 
Calculation of Φ with the Fibonacci series: 
1;2;3;5;8;13;21;34;55;89;144;233;377;610;987;1597;2584;3804.. 
π, e, Φ can be converted: √[π :1.2] = Φ’= 1.618021594 ; ee[ln1000Φ] ¯¹=  π‘ =  3.142197698  
 
may 2 2013  
RELATION BETWEEN 1010(π -2) = 7.154138007 E13, CALLED THE GAUGE FORMULA [gf] 
AND GRAVITY = 6.67384E-11[WIKI ±] & G = 6.67659318E -11 ADJUSTED TO π    
 
1010(π - 2) x G                                             = 4776.56;     [wiki G = 6.67384E -11 ±]   
 

1010(π - 2) x 6.67384E -11      = 4774.56*;    
 

1010(π - 2) x 6.67659318E -11      = 4776.5*;            [G = 6.67384E -11 adjusted to π]  
 
[Md]  E5√(1010(π - 2) x 6.67659318E -11 )-1  = 1446.92*           [G adjusted to π ]  
 
[Md]  E5√(1010(π - 2) x 6.67384E -11) -1    = 1447.21*           [wiki G = 6.67384E -11 ±]   
 
[Md]            1: √(gf  x G) x E5                          = 1447*    
 
One divided [1:] by the root [√] of the gauge formula [(1010(π - 2)] multiplied [x] by gravity [G x] times  
one hundred thousand [E5 ]is the Metapontum peace distance [1447]  
 
[Md] 1: (E -5√((5199: 332 ) x E 3)                          = 1447.28* 
                                                            = 
[Md]  1: √(E -7(5199 : 332 )                                 = 1447*   
 
The root of one-millionth [E -7] times the chronological birthdate of Christ [5199] divided [:] by  
Christ’s age square [332] divided into one [1] = the Metapontum peace distance [1447]  
 
[Md]  E5(16√(E 29e )-1  = 1446.62*            
one hundred thousand times [E5 x] the sixteenth power root of 2.71828 x 1029 divided into [-1] one 1 
is the Metapontum peace distance [1447]  
 
[gf] (1447.21-1 x E5)2 :  6.67384E -11                = 1010(π - 2) = 7.154138007 E13* 
 
1: the Metapontum peace distance [1447] x one hundred thousand [E5 ] squared : Gravity =  
the gauge formua [gf] 
 
[gf] (1446.92 -1 x E5)2 : 6.67659318E -11         = 1010(π - 2) = 7.154138007 E13*  
 
[AM] (1447.21-1 x E5)2  :  6.67384E -11 : Au   = 5199.05*  
 
1: the Metapontum peace distance [1447] x one hundred thousand [E5] squared : Gravity : divided by  
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the age of the universe [1.37606E 10]  = the chronological birthdate of Christ [5199] 
 
[AM] (1446.92-1 x E5)2 : 6.67659318E -11 : Au = 5199 * 
1: the Metapontum peace distance [1447] x one hundred thousand [E5] squared : Gravity : divided by  
the age of the universe [1.37606E 10]  = the chronological birthdate of Christ [5199] 
 
 
[AM] 3√(1448 x 320 ) : 3.3     = 5198.6 * 
 
                                                                       π = 3.141592654 
 
[π] log(E2log((1447-1 x E5)2  : 6.67384E -11      = 3.1415967*      [wiki G ]   
 
[π] log(E2log((1447-1 x E5)2  : 6.67659318E-11 = 3.141591*        [G adjusted to π ]  
 
[π] log(E2log8√(E 29e ) : 6.67659318E-11           = 3.141598*        [G adjusted to π ]  
 
[AM] 8√(E 29e ) : G : Au - 2     = 5199.09 * 
 
[AM] 1010(π - 2) : (3.3-1  : 6.67384E -11  : 0.33)  = 5199.5* 
 
[AM] 1010(π - 2) : (3.3-1  : 6.6733E -11    : 0.33)  = 5199.07* 
 
[Au]                       (3.3-1 : 6.6733E -11    : 0.33)  =  1.37604E10*   
 
[3.3]                       (Au x G x 0.33)-1                    = 3.3*           [3.2983 G adjusted to π ] 
 
[3.3]                        (Au x G x 0.33)-1                   = 3.3*           [3.2997 wiki G = 6.67384E -11] 
 
[Md]                        (1010(π - 2)  x G : 3.3)            = 1447.4*     [G adjusted to π] 
 
[Md]         E 4 (e(log(1010(π - 2)  x G x 5199))-1 -1   = 1448*    [ 1447.99 wiki G = 6.67384E -11] 
 
[π]                   ee(log (1010(π - 2)  x G x 5199))-1     = 3.1418*   [ 0.144799 wiki G = 6.67384E -11] 
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A letter to: Pope Benedict XVI  
Subject: Reason removal 5199 Anno Mundi 
Date: June 28 2011 
 
From: Hans Theo Frenkel 
Metapontum Foundation 
Oyenseweg 19 5346 SN Oss  
The Netherlands 
 
 Most Reverend Holy Father, Pope Benedict XVI, 
 

Conscious of my nothingness as a truth-seeker, I turn to you Holy Father with unanswered 
questions about the elimination of Jesus’ chronological birth-date. I wrote two bishops asking them why 
our Lord’s chronological birth-date *5199 AM after Adam was removed from the ‘Officium capituli’, 
on Christmas. One bishop wrote that he would look into it without further response, the other did not 
respond at all; some priests I asked said:  
I don’t know, others said science says man is ca. 500,000 yrs old’. To day on Christmas we hear: 
‘Christ was born countless ages ago’. One Priest however, send me information that 5199 AM was 
indeed eliminated from the MARTYROLOGIUM ROMANUM in 2001: EX DECRETO SACROSANCTI 
OECUMENICI CONCILII VATICANI II INSTAURATUM AUCTORITATE IOANNIS PAULI PP.II  PROMULGATUM 
TYPIS VATICANIS MMI: Die 25 decembris Octavo Kalendas ianuarii. Luna: Innumeris transactis saeculis 
a creatione mundi, quando in principio Deus creavit caelum et terram et hominem formavit ad 
imaginem suam; (…)  
 

Is the elimination of Jesus’ chronological birth-date the Church’s tacit nod to science & 
evolution-theorists as my parish priest thought? Is this consistent with 5199AM recorded in official 
Church documents prior to Vatican II of the Roman Book of Martyrs and 4 x in the Mystic City of God 
by Maria Agreda of Spain (see enclosed items)? What must Catholics believe, Church tradition or 
science? Please clarify the Church’s position on this point for most of us are now confused about Jesus’ 
chronological birth date. To day the Son of the living God, the Pantocrator, Creator of the universe 
lacks a credible birth-date. Many scientists can now justifiably say, ‘there is no proof He was ever 
born!’ But…, is not Jesus’ chronological birth-date an integral, inalienable part of his Person’s identity 
without which He lacks ‘legal status?’ Many ‘learned man’ that shape pubic opinion do not even regard 
Him as a historical Person. Even Christmas on the official European holiday calendar was ‘mistakenly’ 
forgotten; Ramadan was not! They rectified this omission fortunately. 

 
Without Jesus’ chronological birth-date as an established fact, the Church’s authority based on 

the Gospel seems for many learned men outside reality, making faith a purely private matter. May this 
never be so! It is for this reason I focus on this point and make it ‘my business’ to defend Jesus’ legal 
right to have an official chronological birth-date for, sadly enough, no one seems to care!     

Meditating on the ‘Creationists- vs. the Big-Bang-theorists -stance relative to Jesus’ 
chronological birth-date, I ‘was shown’ a bridge across the atheists’ river of square-head arguments 
against the Church. By integrating Biblical- & science-data into a single math-system, 
THEOMATHESIS was created, a math-science of divine measure based on the transcendental 
constants of π & e. [*See Math vision].  

 
 
 
 
Theories and data on the origin of the universe and life can vary because nothing in the 

dynamics of nature, they say, is truly constant. This makes scientists rather hesitant about the ‘absolute 
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truth’ of things, especially in matters of faith, time and calendars; hence they rather speak in 
probabilities to leave room for future amendments of definitions.   

But there is such an invariable other than God, real, constant, vitally present in all (cyclical) life-
systems defined by science as the transcendental constants of π(3.14) & e (2.71).   

By gauging Biblical- and science-data of the universe to π & e these questions can be resolved 
to expose the truth in the Church’s scriptural teachings while upholding the mathematical validity of 
science’s natural constants, except for its atheistic interpretations.   

Theomathesis shows God’s signature in life and nature in the logarithmic math by which science 
apprehends & comprehends the universe, and this is conform to the ‘transcendental domain of π & e. 
Scientists rejecting God as unscientific, as the uncaused cause of the universe and rational life, cannot 
reject π & e for both contain mysteries that relate to nature, life and time.    

 
In all humility, I wish to share these new math insights with the Church’s science-theology-

oriented college of priests & researchers as an alternative to science’s Big Bang theory which holds an 
‘atheistic monopoly-grip on the origin of the universe and life’. 

 
Theomathesis’ π & e based theory shows that: God (Ex 3,14-15 ”I AM WHO IS”,  

is like  π (3.14 15),  eternally present in the circle of the Eucharistic Host, in all true science, in the 
universe & life of the spirit. This metaphor of God, Ex 3,14-15, and π requires an ad-hoc (re) definition 
of science’s terms of modern man in relation to 5199AM. π & e  are discreetly present in the major 
pericopes of the Bible. This (re) definition of modern man may read as follows:   

5199 AM yrs before Christ’s birth (Luc 2,7 = transcendental number e) refers to the pivot-point 
in time when Gods vital breath (Gen 2,7 = e) was breathed into what science calls modern man ca. 
500,000 yrs old. What is modern man other than the instinctual body mechanism, a temporal non-
person with a single-nature-soul-state (evolution?). That was transformed into an eternal, dual-nature 
moral person! (Proto~carnal~savage) man formed from and returning to dust, was transformed that 
instant into Adam, a spiritual man; MAN with a natural & spiritual life, an ennobled soul, a conscious 
rational human being endowed with knowledge of good able to transcend evil and death by 
communicating with the Logos, the transcendent Godhead, the hypostatic God-man Christ-Pantocrator-. 
Planet earth 4.5 billion yrs old became a World of Eden with God-fearing humans allowed to re-ascend 
to Heaven from whence they came, after the creation of the World & Adam, when, 5199 yrs later, the 
God-man Christ was born and died to redeem mortal man lost in sin (Gen 3,14-15) by virtue of his 
voluntary belief and obedience to Him, and his Church. Scientists with such questions want to be 
enlightened on these points, but only Rome has the true answer! 

  
CREATION OF THE UNIVERSE & MAN IN TRANSCENDENTAL π = 3.14… & e = 2.7…  PERICOPES  
REFLECTED IN LOGARITHMS THE DATA OF NATURE’S CONSTANTS  
 
Gen 3: God said: “Let there be light”; Gen 3,13: ”God said to the woman, “What is that you have 
done?”; Gen 3,14: “The Lord God said to the serpent, because you have done this you are cursed”; Gen 
3,15: ”I will put enmity between you and the woman…”.  
Ex 3,14: ”God said to Moses:” I AM WHO I AM”;  
Ex 3,15: ”Say to the people of Israel ‘I AM has sent me to you”  
John 3,14: Jesus says: ”And as Moses lifted the serpent in the wilderness, so must be the Son of man be 
lifted up, that whoever believes in Him may have eternal life” 
Mat 3,14-15: ”John would have prevented him saying, ‘I need to be baptized by you’; Jesus answered, 
“Let it be so now; then the heavens opened and the Spirit of God descending like a dove, and 
alightening on him; and lo, a voice from heaven, saying, “This is my beloved Son, with whom I am 
well pleased” [Epiphany]  
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Apo 3,14  “The words of the Amen, the faithful and true witness; the beginning of Gods creation”.  
Gen 1, 27: “So God created man in his own image”;  
Gen 2,7: “The Lord formed man of the dust from the ground and breathed into his nostrils the breath of 
life”;  
Luc 2,7: “She gave birth to her first-born son”. These are transcendental moments in the Old & New 
Testament that relate to the π & e pericopes in the cosmic history of time pointing to Jesus’ incarnation.  
 

The π & e pericopes recap the Biblical essence and meaning of life while the π & e-math may 
satisfy sceptic theologians & mathematicians of this theory. Many equations with the natural constants, 
the universe’s & earth’s age-data, etc., were discovered over many years yielding 5199 AM. (see also 
Internet: Theomathesis 24/04/2009 sequel; π a bridge between Astrophysics & Theology). It shows: 
Christ was born 5199 AM!  

 
In conclusion it is my fervent hope and prayer, that by the grace of the Lord who I believe 

inspired me to do this work, this writing may help resolve the quarrels between the Church and 
scientists; to have them rethink their atheism and rejoin the Holy Church of Christ. It may also help 
resolve the Easter-date difficulties between the Orthodox and RC Church of Rome.  

 
At the age of 73 I hereby humbly place my life’s work at the disposal of Mother the Church. I 

believe this is Lord’s will; that is what He wants from me. I can do no more than follow the dictum of 
my inner conscience.  
 
Yours very truly, 
Hans Theo Frenkel 
Metapontum Foundation 
 

www.metapontumforpeace 
www.metapontum.nl 

                                                                                                                                           
Addendum:   
*The Roman Book of Martyrs pre Vatican Council II, the RC; 
*Mystic City of God by Maria Agreda 
*Brief Vita of: Hans Theodor Frenkel 
*THE MATHEMATICS OF THEOMATHES 
*Martyrologium Romanum News Article:  [from Dutch]TIME OF PEACE  
“In the year 5199 since the creation of the World… 
 
[*1] The Roman Book of Martyrs pre Vatican Council II, the RC Canon of Christmas and in the 
Mystic City of God by Maria Agreda o.i.c., is approved by 5 Popes, Innocentius XI, Alexander VII, 
Clemens XI, Benedictus XIII & XIV, reports the year 5199 Anno Mundi. 
Following is a synopsis of the Act of Creation of the ‘CITY OF GOD’, translated by Fiscar Marison. 
She was revealed details of the mystery of creation. The selected passages from the birth year of our 
Lord in 5199 B.C., show that this universe is created conform divine idea, reason, law, measure of the 
transcendental numbers π & e 

On page 111 paragraph 138 of the ‘CITY OF GOD’ BOOK ONE, we read:  
“At the pronouncing of this “fiat”, so sweet to the hearing of God and so fortunate to us, in one instant 
four things happened. First, the most holy body of Christ our Lord was formed from three drops of 
blood furnished by the heart of the most holy Mary. Secondly, the most holy soul of the same Lord was 
created, just as the other souls. Thirdly, the soul and the body united in order to compose this perfect 
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humanity. Fourthly, the Divinity united itself in the Person of the Word with the humanity, which 
together became one composite being in hypostatical union; and thus was formed, Christ true God and 
man, our Lord and Redeemer. This happened in the springtime on the twenty-fifth of March, at the 
break of dawning of the day, in the same hour in which our father Adam was made and in the year of 
the creation of the world 5199, which agrees also with the count of the Roman Church in her 
Martyrology under the guidance of the Holy Ghost. This reckoning is the true and certain one, as was 
told me, when I inquired of my superiors. Conformably to this the world was created in the month of 
March, which corresponds to the beginning of creation”.    
 

In part IV of the Incarnation of the City of God paragraph 475 we read: 
”In this position, and at the end of the heavenly rapture, the most exalted Lady gave to the world the 
Only begotten of the Father and her own, our saviour Jesus, true God and man, at the hour of midnight, 
on Sunday, in the year of the creation of the world five thousand one hundred and ninety-nine (5199), 
which is the date given in the Roman Church, and which date has been manifested to me as true and 
certain one”.  
 

The Spanish Edition Libro VI, Chap. 21 pag.1016 & English, chapter 21 page 625, §647 reads:            
“THIS IS JESUS OF NAZARETH, KING OF THE JEWS,  
so that it may be understood by all and become universally known”….Year of the creation of the world 
5233, the 25th day of March.     ”Pontius Pilatus Judex et Gubernator  

                  Galilaeae inferioris pro Romano Imperio supra propria manu”. 
 
§648 According to the above reckoning the creation of the world happened in March; and from the 
day on which Adam was created until the Incarnation of the Word 5199 years; adding the 9 months, 
during which He remained in the virginal womb of his most holy Mother, and the thirty three years (33) 
of his life, we complete the 5233 years and three months, which according to the reckoning of the 
Romans intervened between the anniversary of his birth and the 25th of March, the day of his death. 
According to the reckoning of the Roman Church there are not more than nine (9) months and seven (7) 
days to the first year, since it begins its count of years with the first (1st) of January of the second year 
of the World. Of all the opinions of the teachers of the Church I have understood the one which 
corresponds to the reckoning of the Roman Church in the Roman martyrology to be the correct one. 
This I have also stated in the first book of the second part, chapter eleventh (11). 
 

The Spanish Edition Libro VI, Chap. 29 pag. 1099 & the English, page 776, §805 reads:  
 

‘But in regard to the revelation of these wonders in his church, the high providence of God, which 
governs it and produces new splendors for it according to the circumstances of the times, is guided by 
other reasons. For the happy day of grace, which dawned upon the world in the Incarnation of the 
Word and in the Redemption of man, has its morning and its noontide as also its eventide, and all this 
divine Wisdom disposes when and how it becomes opportune. Although all the mysteries of Christ and 
his Mother are revealed in the Holy Scriptures; yet not all of them are manifested at the same time, but 
little by little the Lord withdraws the veil of figures, metaphors and enigmas**, under which many of 
the sacraments have been hidden.  
Like rays of the sun under a passing cloud, they were covered and concealed until some of the many 
rays of divine light should fall upon men; since even the angels, though they were made aware of the 
Incarnation in a general way as being the end of all their ministry to man, were not informed of all the 
conditions, effects and circumstances of this mystery: they gradually came to know many of them during 
the five thousand two hundred years (5200) from the creation to the Incarnation.  
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This acquisition of new knowledge gave occasion for continued admiration and renewed praise and 
glory to the Author of these mysteries, as I have shown in the whole course of this history. I mention this 
example in answer to any wonder, which might be caused in those that hear of this mysteries exaltation 
of the most blessed Mary, which, with many others already described, was hidden until the Most High 
was willing to make them manifest.  
 
** Interpretation of ”The veil of figures, metaphors and enigmas” means that the numbers that pertain 
to special mathematical events relate to the Incarnation of Christ for whom and through whom the 
universe, earth and man were created (Prov. 8-31).  
 
Theomathesis shows in the equations that the Easter-date 5233 AM is a transcendental number united 
with Jesus’ age 33 yrs, 5199 AM, e & π.  
 
The crux of this letter is in Theomathesis’ transcendental mathematics, which may appear unusual and 
unorthodox to scientists and priests, but the ‘Church vs. Science’ dilemma requires for a solution an 
unusual approach. As a truth seeker I have ‘played heuristically’ with this problem, or rather, I believe, 
God has played with me to show me his unfathomable wisdom behind all mysteries in this universe. 
Yet the relative simplicity of Theomathesis’ π & e theory convinces me of its genuineness. No human 
mind, no Einstein can calculate or conceive this but God alone; He be the final judge of this.     
 

For details see: www.metapontum.nl [Eng] philosophy left red ball Metapontum & π, 
Theomathesis, π as bridge over Astrophysics & Theology page 27;  
 
Scientific data reference: The age of the Earth is 4.54 billion yrs ± 1% radiometric age dating of meteorite material. The age of the 
universe is 13.73 ± 0.11 billion [1] years old. Estimated time since the Big Bang; c, speed of light = 299,792.5 km/sec; Gravitational constant 
= 6.6742-11 

 
The age of the Earth is 4.54 billion yrs ± 1% radiometric age dating of meteorite 
material. The age of the universe is 13.73 ± 0.11 billion [1] years old. Estimated time 
since the Big Bang; c, speed of light = 299,792.5 km/sec; Gravitational constant = 
6.6742-11; * OK on scientific calculator: Casio fx-82MS  
 
The inverse / anti logarithm is written: 10 x  or 10 to the power x;  
10 2 =100;                           10π = 1385.4 ;                   1010(π -2) = 7.154 E13   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                 
                                 THE MATHEMATICS OF THEOMATHESIS: 
THE TRANSCENDENTAL π & e MAGNITUDES CAN FUNCTION AS GAGUE  FOR  THE 
CHRONOLOGY IN THE UNIVERSE, THE  EARTH,  LIGHT AND GRAVITY . 
 
  [Note: inverse or anti logarithm is written: 10 x  or 10 to the power x; 102 =100;   
    10π = 1385.4 ; ten power ten power x =  1010(π -2) = 7.154 E13 ]  
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     π CAN GENERATE  e        
  
                           π√√√0.1π             = 2.718276351 = e = [e – 1: 427.32 ; log 5.26] 

                         3.14159828√√√0.314159828 = 2.718281828 = e = [e – 1: 198.74; log 9.19; 21 Jan 2013] 
 

THE  ANTI-LOGARITHM OF π  [10π]  IS WITHIN SCIENTIFIC LIMITS OF THE AGE OF THE 
UNINVERSE ; IT YIELDS  NUMBER 5199    
 
FIRST EXAMPLE:      
The log log natural of  π       =                                    lnln π  =  0.135168701;   
 Data NASA universe  2008 = 1.373 E11 - 125,000,000 yrs  =  0.13578 x E11 = 1.3578 E10 
Age data universe         2008 = 1.373 E11 +125,000,000 yrs  =  0.13855 x E11 = 1.3855 E10 
Ten to the power   π    =                                                                                                      10π x E7 = 1.38545E10 
 
This demonstrates Theomathesis’ theory that the age of the universe could have been attuned by God in the 
beginning to the constant of  π & e . The log of the un-attuned  age of the universe   1.373 E10 multiplied 
by 5199 yields: 
 
                                        Log(1.373 E10 x 5199)    = 13.8535  
                                                                  10 π : 100 = 13.8545 
 
When 30 ½  million yrs  are added of the 120,000,000 yrs to the age of the universe it  will be  conform the 
adjustment to π; 1.373 E11 +30,603,970 yrs  = 1.3760604 E10  = age universe;   
 
                                                       Conversely: 
 
                             1010(π -2) : (E11x 0.13760601) = 5199.00097*     
 
  In a simple equation with  π  5199 can also be generated:  
 
   1010(π - 4) = 1.37576917 [ age universe : E10] 
                (1010 (π - 2) : 1010 (π - 4) : E10)  -  1 = 5199.1  
 
 
SECOND EXAMPLE:    
HYPERBOLIC NATURAL LOGARITHMS OF π & e ARE WITHIN THE SCIENTIFIC LIMITS 
OF THE AGE OF THE UNINVERSE AND ALSO  YIELD  5199         
 
A repeated process of hyper natural logarithms [tetra logarithms] multiplied by E11 [equations A-D] yield  
1.3760601 E10, the age of the universe attuned to π.  
  
               π    YIELDS       5199                       e   YIELDS      5199       
 
                          lnln π  (= 0.135168701) -  (e2) -1

  ( 0.135335283) = - 6003-1 
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                             π    YIELDS       5199                          
 
1010(π -2)   :   E11 lnlnlnln  (E11 lnlnlnln (E11 lnlnlnln  (E11 lnln π ) = 5199.00097      
                           
                                  e   YIELDS      5199       
 
1010(π -2)   :   E11 lnlnlnln  (E11 lnlnlnln  (E11 lnlnlnln  (E11 (e2) -1 = 5198.997      
 
The above equations are with  3  tetra-logarithms:  
 
THIRD EXAMPLE:      
 
[F]  √ (6 ( ln π : 5199 : 33 : 100,000  )-1            =  299,875.5* = c = light velocity [+83km/sec] 
[F1] √ (6 ( ln π : 5199 : 32.98174 :100,000))-1 =  299,792.5* = c = light velocity exact.  
The root / cause of light [c] is the Logos, Christ; 6 = 6 days of creation.  
the natural log = ln π : Christ’s birth date  5199 : His life 33 : E5  divided into one -1    
        
[Au] (ln π  : 5199 : 1,000,000)-1  : 33 x100    = 1.376267506E10*= age of the universe gauged to π 
& e, generated by the natural log: Christ’s chronological birth date x 1 million, into unity[-1] : 100 x the 
age of Jesus.   
 
 
[H] (ln π  : 5199 : 1,000,000)-1     = 4.541862771E9* = age of the earth  gauged to π & 
e  generated by the natural log : Christ’s chronological birth date x 1 million, into unity [-1].   
 
[I] ( ln π  : 5199 : 33 : 100,000)       = 6.672203197E

-11
* = Gravity gauged to π generated 

by, the natural log : Christ’s chronological birth date x 1 hundred thousand.   
   
[I1] ( ln π  : 5199  : 32.99 : 100,000)        = 6.6742E

-11
*          = Gravity 

 
[J] e(√(E-3(ln π  x 1.375248E10 : 33)): 40   =  31,557,600*  = 1 earth yr/sec 1 earth yr/sec 
generated by e to the power of the root of the natural log x the age of the universe : Jesus’ age :  40. 
 
 
*[K]  log (5233 : ln π : 33    x 10)    =  3.141534* 

log (5233.7 : ln π : 33 x 10)    =  3.1415926…= π 
33x ln π x 10 π             : 10    =  5233.7  = date of Easter 
33 x log natural π  x 10 to the power π : 10  =  5233.7  = date of Easter 
33x 1.1447..x 10 π       : 10    =  5233.7  = date of Easter 
 

 [L] 1010 (π -2) : 5199 - 30,603,970 yrs =  NASA’S 13.73 billion ±120 million yrs *   

The significance of the transcendental number -e- is clear at the time of Mary’s conception at 14 ½ 
years; She is the ‘mystical root’ of man’s redemption!  
√E7 e = 5213.7 - 5199 = 14 ½;  [√ (10,000,000 x 2.71828) = 5213.7 - 5199 =14 ½] 
 
BRIEF VITA OF: HANS THEODOR FRENKEL; JULY 1 1938, THE HAGUE NL;  
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Canada 1957-1964; USA 1964-1984; NL 1984 to date;  
Occupation 1969-1980: retired lecturer Hindu philosophy State University, Albany N.Y. 
 
Brief testimony: Frenkel received three visions of Christ;  
1st vision 1957 Montreal Can. Suddenly during a baptism, I see Christ’s head on the cross.  
His crown has finger-long thorns. I knew Christ cried for me, not for Himself. I was not a Christian and did 
not know the meaning until years later. Awed by this I remained silent for days. In 1991 I was baptized 
Roman Catholic.  
 
2nd vision 1977 Albany NY. Suddenly, one morning, I saw the countenance of Christ, resembling the 
Pantocrator who irradiated me with light-rays and numerous mathematical symbols and equations in light. I 
did not understand this at first. Days later ‘special events’ began to happen. Then I became aware of a new 
spiritual insight. I began to see things metaphysically and metaphorically. With this new insight I began, 
after a sequence of ‘special events’, to transform competition-chess to peace-chess. The inspiration idea 
came after seeing bees on their honeycomb in a tree. I saw their synergy & symbiotic behavior as if they 
played a friendly game of chess on a board of hexagons instead of squares. This impulse led to a new kind 
of cooperative chess, a new game played in the spirit of Christ’s teachings. Later I called it:  
      Metapontum, bridge to the beyond.  
By playing  the 2 sets of 16 chess pieces, as if they were 2 friendly groups of pilgrims going in opposite 
direction, each helping the other, on the road to eternity, rather than 2 opposing armies, moving with legal 
chess moves but, conform the Decalogue: thou shall not kill but love thy enemy!  The white pieces end on 
black’s place and vice versa on this chessboard with hexagons numbered from 1-64. In the end both sets 
occupy a new legal position on the other side as in a regular chess set-up; a perfect game of  position-
exchange without violence or malice, as in a circle-dance in heaven. The pieces of different colors 
exchange place instead of capturing, (killing), as if they are resurrected from the dead after each exchange.  
From the number of moves, 33 per side, and from the distances of the 32 pieces crossing  
1448 hexagons, in this circular peace-dance, a perfect transition game played in this ‘new  
manner’, a new kind of math, a transcendental math was born after analyzing  the numbers.  
A mathesis intensorum, a science of dimensions of metaphysical acts done in the spirit of  truth, love, 
virtue, etc., as per definition was born. From the math analysis of the (love) moves etc., in this peace 
game, Theo-mathesis developed over 3 decades. I was guided, corrected and instructed from above in 
this new game-playing-method, step by step, until I was able to convince myself that the vision had come 
indeed from on high by finding and identifying the number 5199 AM with Christ, the Pantocrator’s, His 
birth-date. This was after years of intensive math work, study and inspiration.  
 
3rd vision July 1977: After teaching others to play Metapontum peace-chess using the metanoia principle, 
suddenly a young Jesus dressed in a long white radiant alb with bare feet, standing in tall green grass 
behind two wooden pickets and barbed wire, with his hands extended in a friendly gesture says to me:    
  
     “Come, play with Me”.  
 
I desired to follow Him at once. 
 
In a vivid dream after perfecting this peace-chess, some math work and other research, I was told: 
     
   ”Cross the river of Squares”. I had to return to Europe.  
 
 With this work packed in suitcases the voice spoke in my heart saying: 
   
   ” With the breath of God ‘this’ shall go around the world 7 times”.   
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In Holland I continued to work on Metapontum peace-chess as:  
1: A practical model for conflict resolution by means of dialogue and consensus to reconcile rivals by 
demonstrating the logic of thought-inversion, Metanoia, using the principle of reciprocity, the Golden Rule 
(Mat 7-12), to convert competition (war and hate) chess-thinking into cooperative chess for peace-thinking; 
Metapontum peace-chess based on the principle of reciprocity & human dignity, to convert the old predator-
man to become a man of brotherly love, a peace child of God. 
2: From this the model the Cathedral of Peace and unity between all Christian faiths with  
reconciliation between Religion and Science was designed, see site;  
3: From Metapontum, Theomathesis* was conceived, showing Christ’s birth-date 5199 AM in relation to the 
age-data of the universe & earth, to reaffirm: Christ is Pantocrator and Author of Life and the universe!  
4: From this, the New Eden, a table-model of cooperative chess for six World leaders playing (planning) for  
universal Peace was developed. See site: News.  
 
* I did not know the word or the name Theomathesis, but it was Pope John Paul II who told me the 
word mathesis  and  later Theomathesis in a vivid dream some months before his death.  
Catholic Encyclopedia: Era of Abraham, from 1 Oct., 2016 B.C.; Era of the Olympiads, 13 July, 776 B.C., 
and continued to A.D. 396 (Olympiad 293); Era of the Foundation of Rome, 21 April, 753 B.C.;Era of 
Nabonassar, 26 February, 747, the basis of all calculations of Ptolemy. 
 

Martyrologium Romanum News Article:  [from Dutch]TIME OF PEACE “In the 

year 5199 since the creation of the World, when God in the beginning brought forth heaven and earth from nothing; In the year 2957 since 

the great deluge; In the year 2015 since Abraham´s birth; In the year 1510 since Moses´ exodus from Egypt; In the year 1032 since the 

anointment of David to king; In the 65th week according to Daniel´s prophesy; In the 194th Olympic in the year 752 since the founding of 

Rome; In the 42nd year of Octavianus August, when the whole world enjoyed peace; In the 6th period of the world, Jesus Christ, God in 

eternity and Son of the eternal Father, because He wanted to sanctify the world by means of His grace, was conceived of the Holy Ghost 

and thereafter, nine months, He became man, in Bethlehem of Juda and was born from the virgin Mary” 
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STICHTING METAPONTUM  Oyenseweg 19, 5346 SN Oss Nederland 0412-642611    
 

M E T A P O N T U M 
I N T E R C U L T U R E E L   S A M E N W E R K I N G S M O D E L  V O O R   
                                     V E R Z O E N I N G  &  V R E D E       
 
Letter to: de President van de Europese Unie, zijne Excellentie Herman Van Rompuy, 
Europees Parlement  Square de Meeus 1000 Brussels België,  
 
 Answer:      14 Oct. 2012 
 
Respected, 
 
I thank you for your recent letter of Oct. 10 and in particular for the fine words of appreciation that I 
was to find again. It rejoices me to be able to read that my arguments inspired you and aroused a desire 
for peace and reconciliation between people and nations. Cooperation between people and nations we 
must peruse. This is an ideal that occupies me daily on a professional level but also as a human being. 
This is without a doubt a mission mandate we both share. As I have been able to read, it is the 
motivation of the Metapontum Foundation, of which you are the secretary. I wish you much success 
with this noble initiative. I hope that it can inspire many young people and that they can carry out this 
inspiration further. 
 
With the most regards.  

 
 
 
June 14, 2013   ON THE COVARIANT 22 : 7 = 3.142857143 = π’ [π’ = covaraiant]  
 
[Au] 402(22 : 7)-1 x 51992    = 1.376052415E10 * 
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[Ae] 402(22 : 7)-1 x 51992 x 0.33   = 4.540973E9* 

 

[G] 402(22 : 7)-1 x 51992 x 0.33 x 3.3)-1  = 6.673246E-11* 
 
[c] √(6(402(22 : 7)-1 x 51992 x 0.33 x 3.3)  = 299,852* = c + 59 km 
 
[gf] 402(22 : 7)-1 x 51993      = 7.15496503E13* 
   
[gf] 1010(π-2)                        = 7.154138007E13* 
 
[AM] 1010(π-2)  :  402(22 : 7)-1 x 51992  = 5199.03 *   
 
[π’] log(E2log(402(22 : 7)-1 x 51993     = 3.141,592,575 *  ∫ (π-π’)-1 =  log 7.1 
                                                                    π = 3.141,592,654    
 
[π’] log(E2log(e(ln1.1448)-1 : E2 x 14484         = 3.141,593,996*    
 
[gf] e(ln1.1448)-1 : E2 x 14484                                    = 7.154843326E13 

  
[AM] e(ln1.1448)-1 : E2 x 14484  : 1.37619E10  = 5199.022* 
 
[t]  E7π +(440.464655 :E2)8       = 31557600  
 
[t]  E7π +(440.464655 :E2)8       = 31557600  (440.464655 :E2)8 =141,6735 
 
 
 

                                                CATHEDRAL  OF PEACE      

                                       
                     THE CATHEDRAL OF PEACE [COP] RESEMBLES A BEEHIVE & TIARA 
Cooperative, symbiotic and social honeybees make honey to show the children of God how to create 
Peace. The cells in the COP are the living human stones supported by 6 parabolic pillars with Apostles, 

while the cornerstone Christ, symbolizes the David Star  who unites them all in his TIARA as 
Pantocrator seated on his hexagonal throne.  
Outside the cells form a path that spirals to the top of the Calvary Mountain with a blue cross on the chest 
of a dove with inscription: “5199 is the Legal Sign” [vigerende nummer]. Reference: Eph. 2-20,21;  
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“YOU ARE FELLOW CITIZENS WITH THE SAINTS AND MEMBERS OF THE HOUSEHOLD OF GOD, BUILT UPON 
THE FOUNDATION OF THE APOSTLES AND PROPHETS, JESUS CHRIST HIMSELF BEING THE CORNERSTONE IN 
WHOM THE WHOLE STRUCTURE IS JOINED TOGETHER AND GROWS INTO A HOLY TEMPEL OF THE LORD.” 
[Is. 28/16; 1 Pet 2]. The New Eden’ Peace chess for 6 inspired THE C O P.  
Its measurements π~e~Ф reflect man’s natural, metaphysical & transcendental aspects, his mental & 
spiritual being created in the image & likeness of God, Father, Son & Holy Ghost.  
 
One side of the 6-sided COP has 55 x 56 : 2 = 1540 cells; 6x 1540 = 9240 cells that spiral to the top to 
form a parabola to a height of 144 units as in the Apocalypse’ 144000 chosen ones.  
144 : 55 = 2.618182 = Ф2 = ((√5 +1) : 2)2 = 2.61803, the divine proportion. This measurement of the COP 
is also found in the atomic structure, light, the photon, 440Hz, time, gravity, [Md] and the chronological 
birth of Christ, the Pantocrator 5199 AM. 
 
Numbers [COP] 55 & [Md] 1448 as hex-cells per side compared to 9240,[c] & [π] & [Md]1448 : 
[COP]   (√440.34)3       = 9240 * 
 
[COP]  (√((7c : E5))2)3                                   = 9240* [9240c’=12.5km/sec]  
 
[COP]  (7(E3(lnln 3.141509503)^4)-1)3               = 9240 * 
 
[COP]  10 π x 0.2 x E7c-1                       = 9243*   (9242.7) [E7c-1 =299,792.5-1 = 33.33564] 
 
[COP]  ((√((7x 299,780 : E5))2)3    = 9240 * [9240c’=12.5km/sec]  
 
[COP]  (14.4862)3 : 1000     = 9240 * 
 
[COP]  ee(E10x 6.6734E-11)-1 x t : c    = 9240*  
 
[Md]   (√(9240 : 440.40 x 10))    = 14.4849 

 
[Ф] 144 : 55                   =  2.61818 = Ф2; Ф = (√5 +1) : 2 = 1.618033 
 
[COP] 10 101.4486-1 : 1448                             =  55*  
 
[55] 10 10 (√(7(√6G -1)) :  E3) -1 : 1448           =  55 *[G = 6.675932E-11] 
 
[c] 10 10 ((√7c :  E3) -1) : 1448                       =  55 [ c = 299792.5 km/sec] [Md]√7c = 1448.63] 
 
[COP]  ln(c3 : t-1)       =  55.099* 
 
[Md] 1 Photon = <1 x 10-35 = (10101010 (-1.4486108 : 2 )) -1 = 10-35*;    
 
π & e , 440.4 Hz,  number of harmony, concert A Hz of  Western Music, π~e~Ф, [Md] :   
 
[Hz]  (10(10(ee(e2)– 1)    :  10(√ (lnlnπ)-1     =  440.39*    
 
[Hz]  (3√9240)2                                            =  440.33* 
 
[Hz]  π10π : π2                                                                    =  441.004* 
 
[Hz]  3.1415 x 10 3.1415 : 3.14152                    =  440.9 *[3.14,15 Yahweh Exodus]  
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[Hz]  (7c)2   : E10                                                              =  440.39*   
 
[Hz]  (1448.642: E5)                                                   =  440.39*   
 
[Hz]  (7c : E5)2     =  440.39*     
 
[Hz]  (7x 299,792.5 : E5)2      =  440.39*    
 
  [c]      E5(√440.39) : 7     =  299792.5*  
 
[AM]  E13√√√(1440002: 2 x 6 : 9240) : 1.37278E10 =  5199*  

 
[AM]  E6 x 2lnπ   :        440.36                              =  5199*  
 
[AM]  E6 x 2ln π : (10(10(ee(e2)-1)  : 10(√(lnlnπ)-1  =  5199*              (5198.7]         
 
[AM]  1010(π -2) : (e((√7c:E5)-1 : 4) x 440.3  =  5199* 
 
[AM]  1010(π -2) : (e((√7c : E5)–1 : 4)) : (3√9240)2   =  5198.7*  
 
The age of the universe and earth, harmony, light, π, 1448 united with COP.   
[Md]  E5(4ln((1.3760604 E10   :  440.3)))-1  =  1448.64* 
[Md]   (√(E5(√440.39)     =  1448.6 [Md]  
 
[Md]  (√(E5(3√ 9240)     =  1448.59*   
 
[Md]  √(9240 : 440.40 x 10)    =  14.484*  
 
[Md]  E2(e((√7c: E5)-1 : 4) x 440.3 : 4.541E9)-1      =  33* [√7c = 1448.63] 
 
[π]      log (E2 log ( e ((√7c:E5)-1 : 4) x 440.3 x 5199)   =  3.14159204* 
 
[π]    log (9240 : E7c-1: 0.2)     =  3.14146 = π’* 
 
The age of the universe and earth, harmony, light, π, 1448 are united with the COP.   
 #9240 according to the Bible:  [Note n’= covariant of # n] 
6 x 7 x 7 x 10 x (3+7-1) = 9240 = COP;   (3+1/7) ≈ π’; 6 = six/seven days of creation = sides of the COP; 7 
= 7th day of rest; 10 = Decalogue; 3+1/7= π = 3.1428 = organic π.   
Theomathesis is the math of divine measure; Mathesis is the science par excellence of magnitudes 
defined by the doctrine of the pure mathesis applied to non-physical properties like virtue & peace.  

From 04/09 THEOMATHESIS  (sequel)  reworked  [date worked on 30In 11 2012 
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π AS BRIDGE BETWEEN ASTROPHYSICS & THEOLOGY  
  
PREFACE. In the Book of (Wisdom11:20) we read:``But You [God] have ordered everything with 
measure, number and weight''. Pythagoras said: “All is number”. This tractate researches the 
mathematical & metaphysical nature of the [Tc] for little is written about them or the term 
transcendental. “THEOMATHESIS: π, AS BRIDGE BETWEEN ASTROPHYSICS & THEOLOGY, hypothesizes a 
universal answer to questions about the Absolute, God, the cosmos or universe, human life, real  & 
intangible things.  
It states:  
 
“The idea of an ideal circle recapitulated in the transcendental nature of the All number π is the key to 
understanding such inquiries”. By understanding π better all existential things can be better understood. 
We may say:  “What is that, when known, all things worth knowing are known?”  
The answer is π!  Looking at ancient sages, truth, & wisdom-seekers it is evident that π research is very 
old and extensive amongst them; nothing compares. ”A book entitled:  “THE JOY OF π” says:   
                                              

  ANCIENT HOMES & RELIGIOUS SITES WERE CIRCULAR 
“The earliest homes & sacred sites 8000 years B.C. were circular, owing to religions based on 
reverence for the Earth, the mother Goddess. Squares are rarely found; they are difficult to construct 
because one has to measure and calculate”. Page 12 Intro. “π teaches the limits of our comprehension, 
marking the boundary between the finite and the infinite. We know it best through mathematics, 
physics, statistics, engineering, biology, astronomy; it lies hidden in the sound waves of the ocean, 
ubiquitous in nature and geometry. If we would understand π better we’d have a deeper understanding 
of the universe.” Page 3.   PRAISING THE CIRCLE 
“The circle is the noblest representation of Deity in his noble works of man. It bounds, determines, 
governs & dictates space, bounds the latitude & longitude, refers to the sun, moon and planets, gives 
direction, brings to mind thoughts of eternity and concentrates the mind to image for itself the distance 
& space it comprehends, rectifies boundaries; it is the key to the information of the knowledge of God”. 
J. Davis, “The measure of the circle” 1845, page 64.   
MATHEMATICIANS LABORED TO 1900 TO UNDERSTAND THE MYSTERY OF π.   
“In 1882 F. Lindemann proved that π is transcendental based on the foundations of Hermite who 
proved that the number e was transcendental; Euler established the equation e i π +1 = 0 therefore π is 
also transcendental”. π is not an ordinary number, nor an algebraic number nor a number derived from 
known mathematical systems. What transcendental# is they venture not to say, leaving such profound 
explanations to metaphysicians, philosophers and theologians. [see WIKI definition]  
  
THE CIRCLE & THE CYCLE ARE ESSENTIAL TO LIFE 
In any circle is π present; it is absolute and fundamental to existence and life. π and the circle inhere in 
all manifestations of life. No Circle, no Life! Life is cyclical on micro, meso, and macro levels. 
Breeding, birth & death, respiration, circulation, organic & inorganic action, digestion, assimilation, 
elimination are cyclical processes to sustain life from within. Seasons are set by rotating planets around 
the sun to support life from above! Atoms, revolving electrons etc., attest to the participation in the 
grand circle of being and share in the mysterious nature of π that is ubiquitous, beyond time & space, 
cause & effect to transcend all visible nature. Man’s ability to move, think & remember rest in (the) 
circle. The wheel, its use, the dynamo, generators, pendulum, clock, time, light, the 105 elements, root 

in the circle and π. Through a circular man beholds cosmic wonders, perceives beauty, receives 
& sends messages of love.  
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Viewing the sky he is aware of rotating planets to discover number, calculation, distance, cycles, time 
& origin to develop the sciences. He meditates on constancy & change, senses danger, feels fear 
through the agency of his eye. He sees metaphysical images, communicates with unseen beings through 
his inner eye messages sent from invisible, inhabited worlds when visited in dreams, visions, 
apparitions, inspirations and he conceives ideas.  
 
With his inner eye he sees the image of the invisible realm, the Ideal state of being, heaven, an image of 
God and yearns for that divinity. Once this idea is born in him, it lays hold of him forever; he begins to 
live and toil for the ideal without rest until he finds heaven within; the ideal called God, forever.  
Lenses, telescopes, microscopes are circles that let us inspect matter and contemplate space within the 
inner wonders of Nature. This transcendental reality is the supreme source and ultimate destination of 
human life; this too is a cycle and mystery of π.  Beginning & end, eschatology, knowledge of origin, 
first principles, uncaused causes, purpose, direction & destiny of life, the good, true, the beautiful, the 
holy are hidden in the mystery of the circle.  
A mature salmon finds the river that flushed him into the ocean to return there and find his birthplace, 
to mate, spawn, die and complete the cycle. Is man less than a fish that “knows” his origin?  Such are 
the mysteries contemplated in the light of the circle, the cycle, of life and death, and the mystery of the 
transcendental π….  
 
     “THE MATHEMATICS OF π IS THE CREATIVE LANGUAGE OF THE PANTOCRATOR” 
As a student of philosophy, theology and mathematics, I was inspired by the idea that for ancient and 
modern scientists π is of paramount importance to life and the understanding of the message of life. 
This encouraged me to rewrite quantifiable science in terms of π~e in “THEOMATHESIS ON 
TRANSCENDENTAL MATHEMATICS, THEOLOGY & QUESTIONS ON PHYSICS” to show that [Tc] can 
reformulate the natural constants & atomic weights. The inspiration was a ‘circular dance’ on a game-
board with 8x8 hexagons with 2x 16 analogous chess pieces exchanging territory, (black ends on 
white’s place & vice versa using the least number of cooperative moves). The 32 pieces cross 1448 
fields to complete their circular pilgrims journey to the Promised Land of milk & honey.  
(see Metapontum statistics [Md] page 65).  #1448 relates logarithmically to π~e, the constants of nature 
and Biblical numbers like 144000. Log natural 10000 ln (π -1) = 1447 = [Md] 
 
THEOMATHESIS INVERTS THE M.O. TO FIND EQUATIONS THAT FIT THESE DATA. 
It turns procedures around to seek math expressions in π~e to satisfy scientific data. Eulers’s formula 
eiπ+1= 0; [i =√-1], yields E4 (lnπ -1) + 1 = 1448.3* when modified opens the doors to the idea that π can 
be [is] a universal key and cosmological gauge to the invisible, non-physical, transcendent Creative 
Power. π is like a cosmic agent revealed to man to better understand the truths hidden in nature. π 
ministers the creative process, oversees & directs and orders the formation of the universe; it is 
unbounded and yet constant. A circle can be infinitely small and large, immanent & transcendent 
having the same π. Therefore π must also be found in the age of the universe (the Big Bang). When 
NASA released the age of the universe he naturally focused his attention there. This resulted in:  

π AS A BRIDGE BETWEEN ASTROPHYSICS AND THEOLOGY 
The equations in the tractates are important; they tell the metaphysical story in numbers. Interpreting 
them correctly is a superhuman task, however the ‘element of inspiration’ that helped me to find these 
formulas will also help me to try to explain them.  
 
 “ALL TRUE SCIENCE/KNOWLEDGE MUST BE GAUGED TO π FOR IT IS CONSTANT” 
π has many ‘faces’, as compass it assigns place within & without, gives measure and level of 
importance, yet remains aloft. It simply IS, eternal, within, without.  
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In the Bible π is the pericope that reveals the mystical foundation of Being, esse, the most important 
passage Exodus 3,14~15, the vital statement of Being: I AM WHO I AM, says YHWH, God. Man 
participates in (this) “I am” in his person hidden behind his body-mask. Persona is sounding through of 
the indwelling god. Man’s ‘I am’, participates in the universal I AM, WHO I AM by Gods grace. 
Spiritual man participates in π’s constancy; therefore he is eternal and divine in origin, despite his sin. 
The Word, [Logos] “I AM WHO I AM”, the Alpha & the Omega, the beginning & end lifts the tip of 
the mystery of being and π where it states: the invisible, living Absolute is the GOD of Abraham, Isaac 
& Jacob whose name & nature is revealed to Moses at the burning bush that does not consume it to 
reflect the union of God and man. Ex means going out of [Egypt] or coming from π as Source and 
common factor in science and Bible. The metaphysics of π is revealed when Christ dies is resurrected 
March (3) 14th day on Easter, (3.14), or 14th of the Hebrew month of Nissan. John 3,13: “No one has 
ascended into heaven but he who has descended from heaven, the Son of man”, 3,14 “And as Moses 
lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, so must the Son of man be lifted up that whoever believes in 
Him may have eternal life”.  This attests of the cycle and the circle in Jesus’ words and meaning of the 
π pericope that underscores this truth; He is the Alpha and Omega!  
 
The domain of transcendental mathematics uses 19 codes in the equations.  
 
DESCRIPTION OF THE 19 CODES TO EXPLAIN THE ANSWERS. 
[AM]   = 5199 Anno Mundi; chronological Birth date of Christ after creation of the world  
     & Adam [see Roman Martyrology & City of God page xx]; 
[Ex]    =  Exodus 3,14-15 I AM WHO I AM = YHWH = God 
[Tc]    =  transcendantal constants e~π; π = 3.141592654; log natural e = 2.718281828]  
                    π’ & e’ = are covariant with a slightly different value. 
[Au]    = Age universe 1.37606E10 attuned to π;  
[Ae]    = age earth 4.541E9 attuned to π ; 
[c]       = speed of light 299,792.5 km/sec; 
[t]       = time 31,557,600 seconds per year (60x60x24x365.25); 
[Md] = Metapontum statistics page 65. distance1447~1448 spaces crossed by 2x16 pieces swapping 
sides with the fewest moves, 2x 33, on a chess board with 8 x 8 hexagons;  
[Ml]  = Metapontum, 6 laureates cross 528 hexagons to redeem other’s pioneers;  
[Φ]    = 1.618033 called the golden mean or divine proportion; 
[gf]   = gauge formula 1010(π -2) = 7.154318007E13 
[*ok]  = equations/answers with* are verified on a Casio fx-82-MS scientific calculator. 
Note:3√n = 3e power root of n; 10 n = 10 to the power n; 102 = 100; [Au]=13.73E10±120 MIL. YRS. 

 
32 METAPONTUM PIECES CROSS 1448 or1447 FIELDS IN A PERFECT π DANCE; 
The [Md] originates in a circular peace-dance of inverted chess with thought-inversion, metanoia, in a 
turnabout of action to contrast with chess’ warlike-thinking model. Thought takes aim and determines 
direction to ascend or descend, go right or left, to make the thinker become as the object of his thought, 
a predator or holy man. The mathesis, or moral measure is the space between peace and war expressed 
in equations. [Md] is the spirit of cooperation 10000 ln(π -1) = 1447 = [Md]; its radius = 1447.784443 : 
2 π = 230.422 spaces: conversely:  
 
[π] ee((ln(1447.784443 : 2π ) : 2) 2)¯¹ = 3.141592654* = π exact;  230.422 : 32 = 7.2007 = the space of 
each piece has a radius of 7.2 : 2 π = 1.146027 to correspond to lnπ = 1.1448 ≈ 1.146. For humans this 
the metaphysical source God. Conversely: 32 men form a circle of peace:  
2π x lnπ x 32 x 2π + 1= 1447.15*. Gen 1.3 God said: “Let there be Light”(Fiat Lux). ln1000 x (E7 c¯¹) 
= 230.42 = 32 x 7.2007;  (1 day =1000 yrs) x E7= 10 million x the inversion = ¯¹ of c = 299,792.5 =  radius 
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of 230.4 The speed of light mirrors the math or mathesis or theomathesis, the measure of God; pure 
thought mirrors the circle dance, the return of ‘play man’ to π & man to God…  
[Md] √√√528 x (t : c) x 2 π  = 1448.08* = distance of 2 x 3 [Ml] with power redeem the pioneers in 1 
move to show their relation to time, light & π in the ideal circle of peace. 
 
 [Md] IS GENERATED BY LIGHT AND THE PERFECT RADIUS  
[Md] E11(c x 230.422)¯¹=1447.622*; ln230.422 = 5.44 = 2x 2.7199; ln1000x (E7c¯¹) = 230.41;  
    

Summary supporting  equations [Md],[π] &[t] formulae: 
[π]       ee((ln (1448 : 2π) : 2)2 )¯¹                                     = 3.14156654* ≈ π 
 
[π] ee((ln (1447.784443 : 2π) : 2)2 )¯¹                      = 3.141592654*= π exact  
 
[π] ee((ln (1447 : 2π) : 2)2 )¯¹                                   = 3.14168953*  ≈ π  
 
[π] ee(ln(log 1448.092502 x 36 : 10) : 2)2¯¹                = 3.141592654* = π exact 
 
[π] ee((ln(10c : (32 ln π x 2π x 9) : 2π):2)2¯¹              = 3.1415657894* = π – (1: 1242)   
 
[π] ee((ln(c : (32 ln π x 2π x (9 : 10)) : 2π):2)2¯ ¹       = 3.1415657894* = π – (1: 1242)   
 
[Md]  E4(lnπ-1)                                                 = 1447.298858*   
 
[Md]  2πe (2(√(lnln π)) ¯¹                                         = 1447.784443*   
 
[Md]   ln π x 2π x 32 x 2π + 1                                          = 1447.1477983*  
 
[Md] 2π e(2(√ ( lnln π))¯¹                                               = 1447.784443* 
 
[Md] 2 π (log 1448.092502 :10 ) x 36                            = 1447.784443* 
 
[Md] E5(4(π2 + (e1)2) ) ¯¹                                               = 1448.548107* 
 
[Md] √√√528 x (t : c) x : 2 π                                          = 1448.079188* 

 
(0.3 log 1448.092502 x 35 )                                   = 230.4220506* 
 
2πe (2(√ (lnln π))¯¹) : 2π                                        = 230.42205062* 

  
lnπ x 2π x 32                                                         = 230.1616*   
 
2πe (2(√(lnln π))¯¹) : 2π  : 32                                 = 7.200689*  
 
2πe (2(√(lnln π))¯¹) : 2π  : 32 : 2π                          = 1.14602561*  ≈ ln π 

 
[t]                                    (1447.165241 : E3)32 x 230.422 = 31557600 = t = 1yr/sec. 
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NASA: [Au] = 13.73E9 YRS ±120 MIL. (13.85E9+120 Mil = 1.385E10 [10π x E6= 13,8545E9].   
 
 

BUT THE 17TH CENTURY DOCTRINE OF CREATION TEACHES: THE CREATION OF THE WORLD 
TOOK PLACE 5199 [AM] YEARS BEFORE THE BIRTH OF CHRIST. THIS WAS REVEALED TO THE 
ABBES MARIA AGREDA (1617-1665) IN THE "MYSTICAL CITY OF GOD". THE ROMAN BOOK OF 
CHRONOLOGY OF MARTYRS STATES: CHRIST’S BIRTH TOOK PLACE IN THE YEAR 5199 AFTER 
ADAM WAS FORMED AND THE CREATION OF THE WORLD! (see pages 111) CAN BOTH BE TRUE? 
YES:  THE GAP IS BRIDGED BY THEOMATHESIS; THE AGE CAN BE EXPRESSED IN [Tc] , [Md], [t 
&c]. 
 
[Au] 3√((2 x 3.14 x ln10 x E6)4 : 3.14 x 3 : 4) x 3.1407225 x 2  = 1.373E10* 
                 ↕                         ↕                    ↕ 
            2x π                           π                 2 x π       
[AM] 1010(π -2) : (1.373 E10 + 30,603,970)*    =  5199      
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) :  (ln( t : E7c¯¹) : E-9            = 5199.2*  
 
[AM] (10² x (lnln π)¯¹: ( t : c ))² x ( t : c )          = 5199.5*    
           
THEOMATHESIS: DIVINE MEASURE: [Au], ITS VOLUME &  # OF STARS ARE EXPRESSED BY [Tc], 
[Ф] & [Md]; THEY BRIDGE THEOLOGY & ASTROPHYSICS.  
 
 BRIEF EXPLANATION OF WORK METHOD    
Theomathesis combines the [Tc], [Md], NASA, the natural constants, mystical, theological & 
quantifiable Biblical data to form an ideal cosmological model of the universe in which each equation 
reveals a unique mathematical picture. This heuristic synthesis gives a new view of a universe in which 
all true fields of knowledge participate and cosmic sciences agree.  
 
PHILOSOPHY, THEOLOGY, METAPHYSICS, PHYSICS & MATHEMATICS UNITED IN 
COMPREHENSIVE UNIFIED FIELD-SCIENCE OF THE IDEAL UNIVERSE”   
 
Three inseparable domains of knowledge answer a wholeness-equation-theory of the ideal cosmos:1. 
The phenomena; 2. Their numerical data [Au]; 3. The ideal~heaven as in the Bible. Better 
interpretations & equations will be discovered by others.  
 
This first step gives the direction of a comprehensive universal science, Theomathesis, a unified field-
theory reaching unto the ideal. These are its fruits to date. 
 
THEOMATHESIS RECONCILES NASA & MYSTICAL & THEOLOGY EXPRESSED IN [Tc]    
  
[Au] Equation1;3√((2 x 3.14 x ln10 x E6)4 : 3.14 x 3 : 4) x 2 x 3.1407225  = 1.373E10* 
 
                  3√((2   x  π x ln10  x E6)4  : π    x 3  : 4)  x  2 x  π                       = 1.374077E10* 
 
The [Au] in π = 3.14 & ln 10 matches NASA in an equation with [Tc] as basis. Can Big Bang produce 
this math or is it derived from a ‘creative thinking impulse by another name’?  
The 3√ & 4/3πr2 show the Au participates in a Trinitarian ‘sphere’; E6 is the 6th time period. 
 
[Ф] 1  0.1√(10(lnln((2 π x  ln10  x  E6 )4 :  π  x  3 : 4 )  x  2 π  =  1.61807328*  
[Md] √(E5(ln log(( 2 π x  ln10  x  E6 )4    :    π x  3 : 4 )  x  2 π  =  1447.1* 
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[Md] shows dynamic synchronization to bring order in the universe with human intelligence as a 
reflection of a metaphysical contents and logical decision conform the law of reciprocity and divine 
purpose. The Big Bang is really a Flash-creation of light & purpose to change the status of a universe 
with: ‘god is nowhere, to a universe where: GOD IS NOW HERE!’.      
 
[Au]  3√(( 2π x  ln10  x E6)4 : π x 3 : 4) x 2 π  - 10,770,140.2 yrs = 1.373E10* 
 
A simple formula with [Md] mn mirrors the [Au] above. 
[Au]  (ln 1447 : E11) -1 -  11,400,000  =  1.373 E10*yrs; 
 
[Au]  (ln 1448 : E11)-1 - 10,000,000  = 1.373015E10*yrs; (ln 1448 : E11)-1+20,449535= 1.37606E10*yrs; 
 
When the formulas are analyzed they show a structured universe according to a mathematical principles 
and metaphysical ideals [Md] to indicate its origin is in law and order, created and directed by an 
enlightened architectural mind to establish harmony between the philosophy of the good, true & 
beautiful in the principle of eternal Being, its origin.  
 
This analysis of [AM] 5199 from theology [c & t] points to the idea of creation. 
[gf] = gauge formula =1010(π -2)  
 
[Au] NASA’S 1.373E10 + 10.7 mil yrs in [Tc] & ln 10 show the universe with [AM]   
 
[AM]   (10² x (lnln π )¯¹: ( t : c ))² x ( t : c ) = 5199.535 ; [t] & [c] point to concord between the [Tc]¯¹& 
the natural laws to prove no hindrance in combining [Au] and theology.    
  
[c] (1448.65 : E9 x ln10 )-1     = 299792.5*;   (1448.6362 : 7 )  = 299792.3* = c 
 

 
[gf] unites NASA ± 35,000,000 yrs., tuned to π & 5199.  
  

[AM] (1.373E10 + 34,752,140) x 5199 : ((3√((E7c-1: ln10 x E6)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2π = 5199.0*  
 

[gf] (1.373E10 + 34,752,140) x 5199             = 7.15294638E13 = 1010(π -2) ;  
 
[Au] (( 3√((E7c-1: ln10 x E6)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2π = 1.376475231E10 
 
[AM] 7.15294638E13 : 1.376475231E10         = 5199  
 
THE UNIVERSE HAS A DOUBLE NATURE, METAPHYSICAL AND NATURAL 
The equations harmonize NASA, math, physics and the mystical aspect with 1. [c], 2. beauty, 3. 
measure, 4 [t], 5. order 6. purpose in combination with the [Tc] to show a universe with a dual nature 
natural and metaphysical.  
 
[Au] (8 π x E6√c )  = 1.376100782 E10* - 1.373E10 = 31,007817.5 yrs.   
8 π x 1,000,000 the root[c  : into[gf] is gauged to π, the year of Christ’s birth is revealed.   
 
[AM] 1010(π-2)  : 8π x E6√c)  = 5198.85*  

 
[c]+22 km;  (E7( ln(10(√(16√ (8 π x √t  )x E2)))) -1      = 299814.9;  n -c = 22.5km/sec.* 
 
[c]+22 km;  ((E-7(√(16√ (8 π x √t ) x E2)) x ln 10)) -1 = 299814.9;  n -c = 22.5km/sec. * 
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UNIVERSE CONFORM VISION OF BIBLE, ANCIENT & MODERN PHILOSOPHERS  
Leibniz’ “pre-established harmony of the Monads”, Pythagoras & Plato stressed the harmony of the 
spheres with a spiritual-character of a living universe from which human life evolved to confirm 
concord between scientific and metaphysical principles.  
 
[Au] formula written in with the [Md]    
 
[Au] 3√ ((14.4627296 x E6 )4 :   3.14      x 3 : 4 ) x 3.14 x  2    =  1.373E10*   
 
[Au] 3√ ((14.4592764 x E6 )4 : 3.1415 x 3 : 4 ) x 3.1415 x  2    =  1.373E10*  
 
CO-VARIANCE OF [Tc] & [Md] 
Though [Tc] are unbounded ratio numbers, they can be reduced to π = 3.14 for simplification of [Tc] 
and [Md], called co-variation [‘] or varying with something else to save mathematical interrelations. 
[Au] is digital & analogue. [Tc & Ф] can be co-varied to enhance comprehensibility.  
 
105 NATURAL ELEMENTS CREATED BY DIVIDING TIME AND LIGHT EXPRESSED IN π 
                                                 31557600  :                  299792.5                    = 105.26 
  
[t]= 10( log (E1(lnln 3.141479915) ²¯¹))² : [c] = E2(lnln 3.1415016)¯¹^4       = 105.26* elements  
               
              10( log (E1(lnln π) ²¯¹))²            : 10( log (E1(lnlnπ)²¯¹)²                  = 105.1*elements   
 
Note: here we see the usefulness of covariance [±] of π in ratios because the excess in one π is 
neutralized by the deficiency of the other π, while this is also a clear demonstration that π can emulate 
and indeed substitute the values of the major players in the universe. 
[Au] 1010(π -2) : (10² x ((lnlnπ)¯¹: (t:c))² x (t:c) x E10) x E8 - 29,187,888.5 = 1.373E10* 
 
[Au] 3√ ((2 x 3.14 x ln10 x E6)4 : 3.14 x 3 : 4) x 3.1407225 x 2    = 1.373E10* 
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : (1.373E10 +30,603,970)        =  5199*  
 

[Au] 1010(π -2) : 5199 - 30,603,970 yr. = 13.73 billion years*   
 
[AM] (1010(π -2) : (8 x E7π  x (ln ln π)²¯¹ ) – 1     = 5199.8*  Co-variance  

 
[AM] 10( 10 3.1415882 : 10²) : (8 x E7x 3.1415882  x (ln ln3.1415882 )²¯¹ = 5199.00* 
                                     
Explanation: E7π =10,000,000 π  = 31,415,926.54 years. This is close to 30,603,970 years plus the 
1.373E10 of NASA, of the exact formula corresponding with 5199 = 0 yrs. A.D. 
31,415,926.54 - 30,603,970 years ≈ 800,000 years (811,956.53 yrs.) 
 
8x (lnln 3.141508..)²¯¹ = 438; 8x (lnln π)²¯¹ = 437.86 ≈ 438     
438 x E7π = 1.37606397 E10; Since (4ln E7π) ¯¹   = 0.014481986 . Therefore: 
√√e0.014481986¯¹ : E7 = π     = 3.141592653.    
 
 
 
Au] can be written with the [Md] 
 
[Au]  8e(0.014483564¯¹ : 4 )       x (ln ln π )²¯¹             = 1.373E10*  
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[Au]  8e(0.0144819628¯¹ : 4 )      x (ln ln π )²¯¹            = 1.37606E10*  
 
[Au]  8e(4ln E7π : 4 )                    x (ln ln π )²¯¹            = 1.3755855E10* 
 
[AM] (1010(π -2) : (8e(4ln E7π : 4) x (ln ln π )²¯¹ ) -1     = 5199.79*  
 
[Am]  1010(π -2) : (8e( 0.014481697¯¹ : 4) x (ln ln π )²¯¹ = 5199.003* 
 
 
LIGHT, c, IN MILES PER SECOND = 299762.5 x 0.62414 = 186,291 CONVERED TO π   
 
Log 186,29 = 5.27019; 10(2((e(lnln 3.141983785)¯¹): E3)² = 186,291* ml/sec  
 
2e(10( ln 3.1399027) = 186,291* mil/sec. must satisfy the critics.  
 
[Md] 1010(π -2) : (E2 x ((ln ln π) ¯¹ : (t : c))² x E11         = 1448.36*  
 
                                                            E2log e ( E7 c¯¹)             = 1448.65*  
 
[t] 10( log (E1 ( ln ln π)²¯¹ ))²                       =  31,477,523.19* = t      (4 ln #) ¯¹ =  0.014480343 
                                                         2x↑                                                                                   [t-22 hr] 
 
[t]  10( log (E1 ( ln ln 3.1415) ²¯¹))²            =  31,543,317.23*=t;      (4 ln #) ¯¹    = 0.014478592 
                                                                         2x↑                                                                     [t-3.97 hr] 
 
[t]  10( log (E1 ( ln ln 3.141479915) ²¯¹))²  =  31,557,600     *= t;         (4 ln #) ¯¹ = 0.014478212 
                                                                                         2x↑                                                                        [t= 602x24x365.25] 
 
[t]   10( log (E1 ( ln ln 3.1415016) ²¯¹)²       =  299,792.57*    = c  
                                                                         1x↑ 
[Au]  ln (t : ( E7 c¯¹) x E9 =  Au                     = 1.37600752E10*   
 
[Au]  ln(t : (ln1014.48)) x E9  =  Au               = 1.376052417E10 * 
 
[AM]  1010(π -2) : (ln (t :  (ln1014.48) : E9      =  5199.03*    
   
[AM]  1010(π -2) : (ln (t : ( E7 c¯¹))    x E9      = 5199.2*  
 
[c]  (1448.65 : E9 x ln10 )-1                                            = 299792.5  
 
[c]  (1448.6362 : 7 )-1                                                          = 299792.3  
 
[Ml]  1.376060397 2¯¹ x E23                            = 528.1107*  
 
[Au]  E9√ (528.1513¯¹ x E5)                            = 1.3760675E10* 
 
[Au]  E9(ln (t : E7c¯¹)                                      = 13.7600752 E10*    
 
[Ml]  E5(ln ( t : E7 c¯¹))2¯¹                            = 528.15*;  
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[Ml]  E23(1.3760604E102¯¹)                         = 528.11*adjusted to  π; 
 
[Ml]  E23(ln(t : (ln1014.48)) x E9)2¯¹               = 528.12*  adjusted to  π   
 
[Au]  E9√(528.11¯¹ x E5)                                 = 1.37606 E10*  
 
[AM]  1010(π -2) : ( ln( t : E7 c¯¹)  x E9               = 5199.2*  
 
[AM]  1010(π -2) : (eπ-1 x E10)  =  5203.758 - 5199      = 4.758 BC.*  
 
 [π]  1,374,397,493,7 x E7 x t : c : 10 : ln10  : 2 : E17    = 3.141592659* 
  

THE BIBLE’S 7 DAYS OF CREATION WHEN 1 DAY = 1000 YRS  
 
[Au] (7000(e(E7(c -1 : ln10)) + 36,762,000            = 1.373E10. 
 
[Au] (7000(e(E7(c -1 : ln10)) + 67,363,164                         = 1.37606E10 
 
[Tc] log((1010(π -2) : (7000(e(E7c-1 : ln10) x10            = 2.71805 * ± e   
 
[AM]((1010(π -2) :(7000(e(E7(c -1 : ln10)) + 67,363,164     = 5199 
 
 
NORTHERN LIGHT (NASA) : THERE ARE 7O BILLION STAR 
 
70,000,000,000,000,000,000,000   =  7E23 STARS IN THE HEAVENS; 
 
 1           2           3           4           5        6          7       ( JPL/NASA , Jet propulsion laboratory 22- 07- 2003)    
 
[c-1]    E3 x 29√7E23    =   1113.2; √1113.2         =  33.365* 
 
                 (c -1x E7)2    =  1112.65; √1112.65    =  33.356* 
 
[c-1]√ (E3x 29√7E23)                                           =   33.3646*;   
 
[c]E7(√(E3 x 29√7E23) -1        = 299792.5 (c) = -73.8 km*. 

 
[Md] 10 (ln(10x(64√7E23) = 1447.043*; converse: ((elog1447.043068) : 10)64 = 7E23*;  
 
[c] (√(E3 x 29√7E23) =  33.36462 / E7(√(E3 x 29√7E23) -1                =299718.6 -73.8*km/sec. 

    
[π]  ee(√ln7 E23)-1               = 3.140828 ≈  π*;   
 
[π] E7x ee(log log log7E23)               =31556447*–t-19 min;   
 
[Md](4ln(E7ee (log log log7E23)))-1 =  0.014478243* ≈ 0.01448;  
 
This clarifies that universal measuring units exist connect the Au, # of stars, [c] &[Md] 
 
 
[Au] 1.376063973E10 is a [t-c] circle, its radius =1.3760604E10 : 2 π   =  2190068147;  
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 THE VOLUME OF THE UNIVERSE IS:   2190068142³  x 4 : 3 x π  =  4.400089322 E28  
 
[Md] √√4.400089322E28 = 14483228.19 & (1448.322819 x 100²)4  = 4.400089321E28;   
 
                                          COMPARE THE INVERSE: 
 
 [Au] 3√((1448.000000 x 100²)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2 π = 1.3756515 E10* 
 
[Au] adjusted to π. [Md] 14483228.19 contains c; 1448,3228.19 : 1000²   = 14.48322819;  
 
[c]  14.48322819 x ln10 = 33.34886533-1 x E7     = 299860.3 –  67.77 km/sec 

   
7 days of creation of the universe = 700 million x 700 million x light x light 
     
√(4.400089212E28 : c2) ≈ 700,000,0000**                   (699,696,44.2) Expressed  precisely: 
  
√(((((1.373E10 + 34,576,942.1) : 2 π))3 x 4 : 3 x  π) : c 2   = 700,000,000* 
 
Because :  700,000,00002  x c2= 4.4039161E28 ≈  4.4E28 = vu; 
 
[Md] √√vu = √√4.4039161E28     = 14486364.28*  But also: 
 
[Au]  √(1.376060386 E10 : 38) = 1448.2173 want 1448.2173² x 38  =1.3760603973E10*    

Thus   
[AM] 1010(π -2) : (38 x 1448.21722 )      = 5199.0007*  
 
[AM]1010(π -2) : ((3√((1448.322 x E4)22 : 4 x 3 :  π) x 2π   = 5199.002* 
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : (38 x 14482 ) -1      =  5199.56*  
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : (38 x 1448.2172 )      =  5199.002*  
 
[AM]  (1.373E10 + 34,752,140) x 5199 : ((3√((E7c-1: ln10 x E6)4 : 4 x 3 : π) x 2 π = 5199.0*  
 
[AM] 10(1.447093-1 x 100 x 0.1447)4      =  5199.009*  
 
[π]  log (10² (log (5199 x 38 x 1448.2172² ))    = 3.14159252* = π!   
 
  
Mystic City of God § 138.“By Mary pronouncing this ‘fiat’ [Luk1.38] 4 things happened: 1st. The body 
of Christ was formed from three drops of blood from the Virgin Mary. 2nd. The soul of the Lord was 
created just as all other souls. 3rd. Soul & body were united in his perfect humanity. 4th. The divinity 
united itself in the Person of the Word with the humanity and became one Being in hypostatic union; 
Christ was truly God & man, Lord & Savior. This happened on the 25th of March in which Adam was 
made in 5199 of the creation of the world. This concords with the Roman Church, recorded under the 
inspiration of the Holy Spirit”.[This computation was true with a certain reckoning, so was 
communicated to me, when I, on request of my superior, sought further information. In accordance with 
this the world was created and this was the beginning of creation].  
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From the book People: The text: God creates heaven and earth, the sun, the moon and the 
elements; God the Father stands here at the beginning of all cosmic activity and is therefore to be 
considered the Creator of all things visible and invisible.  He is depicted how He with the aid of a 
compass creates out of chaos (nothing) the important parts of the universe. God the Father is 
represented here, naturally without the wounds of the crucifixion.  
 
Examples of  how to generate the numbers & e, π, Φ, t ,c 
 
[Md]   E2 log e1 x c -1 x E7                               =  1448.65 
 
[Md] (4ln(4e4 x 144000)) ¯¹ x E5                   =  1448.11* 
 
[Md] (Sin¯¹(2x 144.01762) 2  ¯¹) ¯¹                  =  1448.0001 
 
[Md]    (4(√ π)9 x E-6)¯¹                                    =  1447.990063* 
 
[Ap]    e( 528.67 : 20) : 1448²                         =  144000*[144007.8 Apocalypse]   

 
[Ml]    (20ln(144000 x 1448²)                       =  528.7* 
 
[Ml]    (10√ √ (π : √ π9 )¯¹                                =  528.13*   
 
[e]    π : 8√(10π¯¹ )                                           =  2.7182764*   
 
[π]  (9√E6( 1447.990063¯¹ : 4)) 2                               =  3.1415926   
 
[π]  ee (√(1441.90 :  √0.0014419¯¹)¯¹                         =  3.141509*  
 
[π]  log(E2log(168 x 51993 : 0.33)                                                     =  3.1415926*  
 
[π]  log(√(10(1.447183-1 x 100 x 0.1448)4)¯¹                                     =  3.1415926*  
 
[Φ]  e(1441.5 : 0.0014415¯¹)¯¹                                      =  1.61809* 
 
[Φ]  (10√ √(10 (( log 1447.1277 : 10)¯¹))¯¹                   =  1.618033973*     
 
[Φ]   (3√(ln( 1446.4354¯¹ : E- 5)                 =  1.618033992*   
 
[Φ]  e(1441.5 : 0.0014415¯¹)¯¹                                     =  1.61809 *                  
 
[Φ]  (10√ √(10 (( log 1447.1277 : 10)¯¹))¯¹                   =  1.618033973*     
 
[Φ]   (3√(ln( 1446.4354¯¹ : E- 5)                                    =  1.618033992*  
 
[Φ]   (lnlnlnlnln( Ae x 1447.455)                                    =  -1.618033992*  
 
[Ae]   (eeeee-Φ  : 1447.455)                                    =  4.540998E9*  
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[Au]   (eeeee-Φ  : 1447.455 : 0.33)                                    =  1.37606019E10*  
 
[AM]   (1010(π-2) : (eeeee-Φ  :1447.455 : 0.33)                  =  5199.0008 *   
 
[Ml]   (eeeee-Φ  : 1447.31 : 0.33)2-1                                    =  5.28005E-21 * 
 
[t]  ((e(log 1447.5858)2  x 1447.5858))                           =  31577600*- 1.3sec. 
 
[c]     E5 10(1448.18 : 0.00144818¯¹)¯¹                           =  299792.3*  
Def. Universe; Webster’s Dictionary. [L. universum turned into one; body of things observed.  
COSMOS: systematic whole held to arise by & through direct intervention of divine power.  
 
19-10-2012                          5115 THE PASSION OF CHRIST Name document: 5115  PASSION- CHRIST  

  5115 lashes THE MYSTIC CITY OF GOD, 
Book III §632 of Abbes Marie de Jesus of Agreda o.i.c., 1640 states: ‘Among other divine mysteries, 
hidden to the wise of the world, this also creates great astonishment, that the wrath of the Jews, who 
were mere men of flesh and blood like ourselves, should not have been appeased at their seeing Christ 
torn and wounded by ~ 5 1 1 5 ~ lashes; that the sight of a person so lacerated should not have moved 
their natural compassion, but should arouse their envy to inflict new and unheard of tortures upon the 
Victim’. #5115 identifies Christ’s Passion in Isaiah 53-5: “With his (5115) stripes we are healed”. 
Theomathesis’ analysis of 5115 shows π is the divine measure of הוהו, his presence in 5115 signifies 
man’s redemption.     
 
The natural logarithm of 5115 or  ln 5115         = 8.539,932,678;  
this number is virtually the equivalent of  π x e = 8.539,734,223;  
 
Therefore:  eπe + 1  = 5115  [5114.985ok];  

E3 ln 0.5199√ 0.07-1        =  5115 [5114.945]*  
 
2.7182818282^(3.14159265  x  2.718281828)+1       = 5115   [5114.985];  

 
ln 5115 = 8.539932678;      e π e +1                             = 5115   [5114.985]ok 

 
π e           = 8.53973422;                       (ee1^π)^π +1 = 5115   [5114.985]ok 
 
5115 : 365.25           =14.004107ok; Christ received 14 lashes per day in 1 year. 
 
5115 : 1 year/days =14.004107; 14.004107 x 365.25 = 5115 
 
(1010(π-2)                                                                                 = 7.154138007E13 
 
E12√5118.169                                                                          = 7.154138E13*;  
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E12√5115                                                                                 = 7.151922818E13;  
 
(1010(π-2) : E12√5118.169         = 1.000,0000,006    
               
(1010(π-2) : E12√5115         = 1   [1.00031ok]    (1010(π-2) : E12√e π e     = 1   [1.00041ok]              
 
[e π e +1 = 5115]; Christ suffered 3 extra lashes from the Jews prior to the Roman whipping.  The 
square root of 5115 times E12 corresponds to 1010(π-2); their ratio equals one. 
                                                                                    19-10-2012 [Hilde’s birthday] 
[π]  log(log(√5115 x E12) x E2                                                                  = 3.141588438 ok 

                                                                                                                      π = 3.1415927 

[π]  log((log(√5115 x1012) x102                                                                 = 3.141588438 ok    
(1010(π-2) : E12)2 – π  = 5115.027468*;      5115.027468 - 5115      = 0.027468;  
 
[Au] E12√5115 : 5199                                                        = 1.3756343E10ok     
 
[Au]  E12√5118.169 : 5199                                           = 1.3760604E10ok  
 
[Ae]  E12√5118.169  : 5199 x 33 : 100                          = 4.5409993E9ok     
 
[G]  (E12√5115 : 5199 x 33 : 100  x 3.3) -1                  = 6.6752743okE-11 
 
[c]  (√(6(E12√5115 : 5199 x 33 : 100  x 3.3)             = 299,806.5ok +14 km/sec* 

 
[t]  (6.6752743okE-11  x 299,806.5ok : 64 π2 )-1                = 31561050  - 1 minute 

 
[Md]  (√(7(√(6(E12√(5115 : 5199 x 33 : 100  x 3.3))     = 1448.67ok        
 
[Ml]  ((log 5115)^4)-1             = 5.285E-3ok Conversely: 
 
10√√5.285E-3-1               = 5115ok [5114.9994ok]    
                                                             And           
(ee1^π)^π +1                = 5115ok   [5114.985ok] 
                                                             And          
eπ e     +1                                                                          = 5115ok  [5114.985ok] 
                                                             And           
33ee Ф +1                                                                         = 5115ok  [5114.673ok] 
                                                         Therefore:  
10√√5.285E-3-1 = (ee1^π)^π +1 = eπ e +1 = 33ee Ф +1   = 5115 [5115 : 33 = 155; 33 = [age Christ] 
 
[Ф]  lnln 155           =  1.68054ok[Ф = (√5 +1) : 2 = 1.618033 ]  
 
ee Ф         = 155 [154.96ok][ee(8^3(log 1448):E3 =1.6183 = Ф]   
                        
33 ee Ф +1                                                                            = 5115    [5114.67ok]   
 
[Md]  E5(4(3√5115))-1 – e                  = 1448.25ok  
  
[Md]  10(E3Ф : 8^3) +2                = 1448.18 
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(E-9 x 1449.73)-1 : (0.144973-1 : 4)^9              = 5115 [5114.9ok] 
 
8^3(log 1448) 2                                                                    = 5115 [5115.115ok]  8^3(log 1448) = 1618.3 =1000Ф     
                      
3^3(5.28E-3) -1 +1                                          = 5115 [5114.63ok]   
 
7^13(5.28E-8)                                                                          = 5115 [5115.74ok]   
 
7^13(1.3763E10^2-1x E13)                                           = 5115  [5115.03ok]  (1.3763E10= Au)  
 
365.25 x 14.004              = 5115   [14 lashes per day]      

eee(3.14152 :10) : 440.39                            = 5115.06ok [440.39 = A Hz; 3.1415 ]הוהו 
 
CHRIST’S PASSION  ~ 5 1 1 5 ~ HARMONIZES FAITH & SCIENCE THEOLOGY & MATHEMATICS  
BOTH CALLED  ‘QUEENS OF THE SCIENCES’. 
 

5115  BRIDGES  MYSTICISM  MATH THEOLOGY  & PHILOSOPHY   
 

 Mysticism arose via Platonism & Neo-Platonism, as the "initiation" to spiritual truths & 
experiences— the pursuit of communion with conscious awareness of an ultimate reality, divinity, 
spiritual truth, or God through direct experience, intuition or insight. In religion & theology, revelation 
is the disclosing of a truth or knowledge through communication with a deity or supernatural entity.  
Judaism holds: the Torah was received from God on Mount Sinai. Christians believe that the O & N 
Testaments are God inspired. The 15,000 pages of Maria Valtorta were dictated by Jesus. When a 
revelation is communicated it is called a vision. Some revelations are conversations between the 
recipient and God. The Roman Catholic concept of interior locution includes an inner voice heard by 
the recipient. Abrahamic religions refer to the process by which God reveals knowledge of himself, his 
will, and his divine providence to the world of human beings. In secondary usage, it refers to the 
resulting human knowledge about God, prophecy, and other divine things. 

THEOLOGY IS KNOWN AS THE QUEEN OF SCIENCES. It was thought that the study of God, 
by definition the source of all truth, informed & illuminated all branches of knowledge. Recently some 
considered mathematics to be the queen of sciences. While a common worldview today is that there is 
no direct link between science and theology, it is more reasonable to state that there is no direct link 
between true theology and pseudo science or between pseudo-theology and true science. Where the 
theology is true & the science is accurate, there is no discontinuity between the two such that theology 
is the queen of sciences.  
The history of the study of theology as an academic discipline in institutions of higher education is as 
old as the institutions. The Platonic Academy in Athens included theological themes. Western 
universities evolved from monastic institutions and cathedral schools of Western Europe during the 
High Middle Ages theology was the ultimate subject at universities, named "THE QUEEN OF THE 
SCIENCES" serving as the capstone to the Trivium and Quadrivium that young men studied. 
Philosophy existed primarily to help theological thought. Christian theology’s preeminent place in the 
university was challenged during the European Enlightenment, especially in Germany.[45] Other 
subjects gained in independence and prestige; questions were raised about the place in institutions that 
were increasingly devoted to independent reason of a discipline that seemed to involve commitment to 
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the authority of particular religious traditions. In the 19th century various approaches emerged in the 
West to theology as an academic discipline.  
 
Debate concerning theology's place in the university curriculum centres on theology's methods are 
appropriately theoretical and scientific or, on the other hand, whether theology requires a pre-
commitment of faith by its practitioners, and whether such a commitment conflicts with academic 
freedom.[47]  
 

Christian mysticism: mystical practices in Christianity & mystical theology in the Catolic &  
Orthodox traditions studied and practiced from ecstatic visions of the soul's mystical union with God to 
prayerful contemplation of Scripture.  
This practice is inner spiritual life within the Christian tradition. Justin Martyr (c.105-c. used Greek 
philosophy as stepping-stone to Christian theology. Some Greeks pointed to Christ influenced by: 
Pythagoras, Plato, Plotius, Aristotle & Stoicism. Origen Christianized neo-Platonism. Augustine brings 
Platonism & Christianity together influenced by Plato. Christian mysticism prepares for the 
consciousness of a transformative presence of [the Christian] God".[1] Mystics follow Jesus, he lived the 
doctrine of the Kingdom explained in parables in which  humans should live to achieve spiritual 
perfection to inherit eternal life with God. Jesus is the Way, the Truth, the Life,[3] the bread of heaven 
and the true vine or union with Christ. In his "farewell" He prayed that his disciples may be one with 
each other and him just as he was one with the Father.[4] He reveals himself to them,  not to the world. 
Jesus says: "If a man loves me, he will keep my Word, and my Father will love him, and We will come 
to him, and make our home with him." (Jn 14,23)" This describes a mystical way of life. Paul was in 
Third Heaven.  John has a vision of the end times. Christian apologetics use Greek philosophy to 
explain Christian ideas. Neoplatonism influenced Christian mystical thought & practice via Augustine 
of Hippo & Origen. Christian Poverty is an important component of monasticism.[7] Philo taught that 
allegorical interpretations of the Scriptures provide access to the real meanings of the text to bring the 
contemplative to focus on the Stoics & Essenes in Platonism & the Therapeutae, using terms of 
Platonists. Christian scriptures provide stories & concepts for Christian mystics and practices as the 
Eucharist, baptism and the Lord's Prayer. Meditation on the Crucifixion of Jesus, his Resurrection are 
central to Christian theology. Jesus' conception in which the Holy Spirit overshadows Mary and his 
Transfiguration are important for meditation. The Gospel of John focuses on God's glory of the Cross as 
a moment of exaltation; the Cross as agape love, a love to serve and care for others. Paul focuses on 
repentance to renew our minds as we contemplate what Jesus did on the Cross, opening us to grace and 
to the movement of the Holy Spirit into our hearts.  Christian mysticism taught a spiritual 
transformation of the egoic self, the following of a path designed to produce more fully realized human 
persons, "created in the Image & Likeness of God", living in harmonious communion with God, the 
Church, the rest of world, and all creation, including oneself. This human potential is realized in Jesus 
because he is both God & man. Eastern Christian tradition speaks of transformation as theosis or 
divinization, perhaps best summed up by "God became human so that man might become god."[33] 
Genesis 15: "The Lord came to Abram in a vision"; Adam and Eve walked with God in the Garden of 
Eden. Number 12:6: The Lord speaks from a pillar of fire, 'Hear my words: I the LORD make myself 
known to him in a vision; I speak with him in a dream." The Lord speaks to Moses mouth to mouth. 2 
Peter 1:4 says that God enables Christians to be "partakers of the divine nature." John 17:21 "You, 
Father, are in Me, and I in You; [I pray] that they also may be one in Us."The mystical experience of 
Peter, John, & James, at the Transfiguration of Jesus Mark 9:2-8.  Galatians 2:20, Paul says "It is no 
longer I who live, but Christ lives in me." Ephesians 4:6, Paul writes "There is one God and Father of 
all who is above all and through all and in all. 1 John 4:16: "He who abides in love abides in God, and 
God in him."1 Corinthians 6:19: "Do you not know that your bodies are temples of the Holy Spirit, who 
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is in you, whom you have received from God?"2 Timothy 1:14: "Guard the good deposit that was 
entrusted to you—guard it with the help of the Holy Spirit who lives in us.  
Plato (348 BC) the most important philosopher whose system is the basis of later mystical forms. 
Plotinus (270 CE) provided non-Christians neo-Platonic basis for Christian mysticism.[45] Justin Martyr 
(c. 165) used Greek philosophy as stepping-stone to Christian theology influenced by: Pythagoras, 
Plato, Plotinus, Aristotle & Stoicism. Augustine (354)brings Platonism and Christianity together 
influenced by Plato and Plotinus. 
 

MATHEMATICS, THE "QUEEN OF THE SCIENCES; SHORT MATH HISTORY;  
Galilei:‘nature cannot be understood unless one comprehends the language & characters in which it is 
written. It is written in the language of math, its characters are triangles, circles & other geometric 
figures, without which it is impossible to understand a word of it.  
For 4,000 yrs man engaged in math, an unending search for hidden patterns in numbers, a philosopher's 
quest for the ultimate meaning of math relationships, of progress in engineering, etc., discoveries in 
realms of abstract beauty. Archimedes: Greek mathematician, †212 B.C. killed by a Roman soldier 
while engrossed in a problem. Galois 19th-century †20 laid the foundation for modern algebra. S. 
Ramanujan sent equations to G. Hardy who embarked on this adventure in The Queen of the Sciences. 
See History of Math by Prof. Math D. M. Bressoud. "Queen of the Sciences". Math history is one of the 
most surprising and powerful of human achievements. Gauss, 19th century, called mathematics "queen 
of the sciences", math uncovered the nature of physical reality; this observation is accurate in quantum 
physics, string theory, chaos theory, info technology & other math-intensive disciplines that 
transformed the way we understand the world.  
 
From Pythagoras’ theorem used 1000 yrs before he proved it, to the Human Genome Project, 
sophisticated math techniques are used to decipher 3 bill. letters of the human genetic code. Non-
Euclidean space is not flat. Fermat's theorem in math is the Circle Limit III inspired Escher; it relates to 
the technique that shows the way to a solution by A. Wiles in 1994. See: Math in Context The Queen of 
the Sciences. It focuses on the European tradition that grew out mathematics Egypt,  Greece, India, 
China, and Islam, all played important roles in the development of European math achievements. The 
earliest use of zero as a placeholder was found in a Hindu Cambodian Temple  in A.D. 683. Zero was 
used decades earlier by Brahmagupta not as a placeholder but as a number that could be manipulated.  π 
= 355/113 was developed in the 5th century by Zu Chongzhi. The first treatise on al-jabr (restoring) 
and al-muqabala (comparing)—the process of solving an algebraic equation—was written in A.D. 825 
by the Islamic Abu Jafar al-Kwarizmi. Al-jabr became "algebra" and al-Kwarizmi "algorithm." The 
lectures show how Western Europe in the late Middle Ages, gathered existing math ideas as powerful 
tools. Newton & & Leibniz developed trigonometry & calculus. Napier initiated logarithms, the number 
known as e (2.71828...) Leonard Euler, the greatest mathematician, summarized mathematics in 5 
symbols:  eπ i + 1 = 0. 

    
           1~            2~                 3~              4~               5~               6~               7~              8~ 
 1-2 Mosaic Priest; 3 = Theomathesis; 4 = Bridge; 5 = Philosophy; 6= Science;7= Theology; 8 = Mysticism  
 1~2 Priest with Urin & Thummim breast stones =Urin = Doctrine; Thummim = Truth [see OT Leviticus 8-8] 
[14/8/2012]    
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CHRIST, THE PANTOCRATOR, CREATOR OF THE UNIVERSE, BORN FROM VIRGIN MARY ,  
 
GOD & MAN, REDEEMS MANKIND ON THE CROSS; NUMBERS & ICONS TELL THE TALE:     
  

הוהו   
  1        2     3       4        5      6     7       8         9       10    11    12   13    14    15     16   17      18 
 
 1= Moses on mount Sinai; 2 Exodus 3.14 JWHW; 3 Annunciation; 4 Christ’s birth; 5 he gospels;  
 
6 the Pantocrator; 7 his flogging; 8 his crucifixion; 9 the universe; 10the earth; 11 the sun; 12 t, time;  
 
13 G, Gravity; 14 harmony AHz; 15 Metapontum#1448; 16 Metapontum Laureate; 17Plato#5040; 
 
18; Ф = (√5 +1) : 2 = 1.618033 = divine proportion or golden mean.  
 
AM 5199 + Christ’s death at 33 yrs = 5233 yrs; this represents His ‘mass’ to summarize the  
 
Bible in the symbolic, mathematical language of Theomathesis. 
 

5199 =    5115 =      5233 =  
 
 (G    x  0.5233      x  c2)  = π = Exodus 3,14 YHWH = I AM WHO I AM  [2 x 3.140127272ok]  
 (G    x     5233      x  c2) = 3.14ok x 10000 

  x  x ^2  : 10000 = π   Exodus 3,14 YHWH= I AM WHO I AMהוהו 
 
 √ln ( 2G               x    5233  :    c       :     c       )   -1     = 2 x 3.1383  ≈  3.14ok 

√ln(2   x : ^2)-1 = 2 x   Exodus 3,14 הוהו  = 
 
log   (10  ( 8√  (log   ( 2 G     x 5040 :    c2)-1               =  3.1407ok    = Exodus 3,14  I AM WHO I AM  

log(10( 8√(log(2  x  : ^2)-1 =      YHWH = הוהו           
 

 
E5√√        ( 4 G           x    5233  :    c2               )   : 2  =  3.14ok   [3.1398] = Exodus 3,14 I AM WHO I AM 

E5√√( 4   x      YHWH הוהו = 3.14  = 2 : ( 2^ :
 
A 10yr old child weighs ±31.75 kg.  
 
[Md]  E3( 8√(log ( 2G  x 31.75: c2 )-1                          = 1448.0002ok    
 
[Md]  E-2( 8√(log( 2G x 30.24: c2 )-1                           = 1448.1983ok           
 
[Md]  E5(4lnE7π) -1                                                    = 1448.1986 
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[Md]  E3( 8√(log ( 2 G    x 10 π            :    c2 )-1               =  1448.043232ok 

[Md]  E3(8√(log(2  x 10 :  ^2)-1 =    [ln 0.043232-1 =  3.14115]      
 
[Ml]  E7√√          ( 2  G          x   5233  :  c2                    )   =  528.048ok 

[Ml]  E7√√( 2   x : ^2 )=  528  
 
[Ml]  0.1( 2  G    x   440.00  x    c    x   c   )       =   528.055ok    

0.1 ( 2 x  x  x  )       =  
 
          
[Ml]  0.1(2G x 440.39 x c2 )                          =   528.523ok  

0.1 (2 x  AHz x ^2)    =  
 
[Au]  E12√(     2   G    x 440.39        x     c2              )-1       =   1.375523E10ok  

[Au]  E12√(2 x  AHz x ^2)-1    =           
 
           E12√(2G x 440.39    x  c2             )-1        x   33 : 100    =   4.5392276E9ok    

E12√(2 x  AHz x ^2)-1    x : 100     =     
 
[G]  (E12√     ( 2   G  x 440.39 x      c2              )-1     x   3.3       x    33  : 100)-1 =   6.675812E-11ok     

[G]  E12√(2 x   AHz x ^2)-1 x : 10 x :  100)-1 =  G  
 
[c]  (√(6E12√ (    2G      x  440.39 x      c2             )-1     x     33 : 100 x 3.3) = 299794.4ok + 1.9 km;   
 

[c]  (√(6E12√(2 x   AHz x ^2)-1 x : 10    x :  100)-1  
[c]  (√(6E12√(2G x 440.40 x c2) x 33 : 100 x 3.3)-1  = 299794.4ok  = light, c + 0.24 km;   
 
[Ahz]  (6√( 2   G     x 1448 :  c2             )-1        : 2     =  440.07ok             

[Ahz]  6√(2  x  : ^2)-1 : 2    =         
 
[Ahz]  ( 5199 x    5115   x    5233 :  t      : 10) =  440.98ok             

[Ahz]  (   x  x :   : 10) =   
 
 (5199 x 5115 x 5233)                                        = 1.391605672E11ok   
 
[e]  (5199 x 5115 x 5233 : 2^9 : E8)                        = 2.717979828ok   = e [∫ e - n = 3311.26-1] 

 
[AM]  2.717979828 x 2^9 x E8 : 5199 : 5115             = 5233.0000000ok  [5199 + 33.3] 
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[AM]  (e x 2^9 x E8 : 5199 : 5115)                              = 5233. 581449ok   
[AM]  (π x8√(0.1π)x 2^9 x E8 : 5199 : 5115)               = 5233.57ok   
 
[AM]  (7E-10 -1 x π4 : 5199 : 5115)                               = 5232.822ok   
 
[AM]  (10 x 440.98 x    t      :  5199 :   5115   )            = 5233.08ok 

[AM]  (10 x      x   : :   ) =         
 
[AM]  (1448.1622 : 10)2  x (eπ)^5 : 5199 : 5115      = 5232.9999ok 

 

 

 
Briefly: §138 ‘THE CITY OF GOD’(…)“On March 25th (…) Adam was made in the year of the 
creation of the world 5199 (…) IV§ 475: Virgin Mary gave the world our savior Jesus, true God & 
man, in the year 5199 in the Roman Church, as true and certain under the guidance of the Holy Ghost. 
Book VI, Chap. 21 pag.1016 chap. 21 page 625, §647: “THIS IS JESUS OF NAZARETH, KING OF THE JEWS; it 
be (…) known that in the year of the creation of the world 5233, ”Pontius Pilatus Judex et Guberna 
Galilaeae inferioris pro Romano Imperio supra propria manu”(…) §648 (…) To the Incarnation of the 
Word 5199 adding 9 months & 33 yrs of his life, we complete 5233 yrs & 3 months according to the 
reckoning of the Romans between his birth and the 25th of March, the day of his death. §805:‘Little by 
little the Lord withdraws the veil of figures, metaphors and enigmas**,(…) until some of the divine light 
should fall upon men; the angels, were not informed: they gradually came to know them during the 
5200 from the creation to the Incarnation.  
 
1 Mass; The Catholic Church sees the Mass or Eucharist as "the source and summit of the Christian life", to 
which the other sacraments are oriented.   
2 mass; In physics, mass (Greek µᾶζα), more specifically inertial mass defined as a quantitative measure of 
an object's resistance to acceleration. In addition to this, gravitational mass can be described as a measure 
of magnitude of the gravitational force which is exerted by an object (active gravitational mass), or 
experienced by an object (passive gravitational force).  
From modern Sciences; r clocks would tick at less than that rate, is the gravitational constant, is the mass of the 
object creating the gravitational field, is the radial coordinate of the observer (which is analogous to the classical 
distance from the centre of the object, but is actually a Schwarzschild coordinate), is the speed of light, and

is the Schwarzschild radius of M. In the Schwarzschild metric, free-falling objects can be in circular orbits if 

the orbital radius is larger than . The formula for a clock at rest is given above; for a clock in a circular orbit, the 
formula is instead Circular orbits. In the Schwarzschild metric, free-falling objects can be in circular orbits if the orbital 

radius is larger than . The formula for a clock at rest is given above; for a clock in a circular orbit, the formula is 
instead. Important things to stress: According to General Relativity, gravitational time dilation is co present with the 
existence of an accelerated reference frame. The speed of light in a locale is always equal to c according to the observer who 
is there. The stationary observer's perspective corresponds to the local proper time. Every infinitesimal region of space time 
may have its own proper time that corresponds to the gravitational time dilation there, where electro-magnetic radiation and 
matter may be equally affected, since they are made of the same essence (as shown in many tests involving the famous 
equation E=mc2). Such regions are significant whether or not they are occu-pied by an observer. A time delay is measured 
for signals that bend near the Sun, headed towards Venus, and bounce back to Earth along a more or less similar path. There 
is no violation of the speed of light in this sense, as long as an observer is forced to observe only the photons that intercept 
the orbs. 
 
 
[Name document:  Tetragrammaton. docx [last visited 10-9-2012 printed]  
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SIGNIFICANCE OF SYMBOLS  

5199 Anno Mundi Christ’s chronological birth date after Adam; 
 

10(0.1448 x 33) 4 = 5213.5 - 5199 = 14.5 = age of conception of Virgin Mary  
 

 Exodus 3,14-15   הוהוHWJW I AM WHO IAM 
 

 NASA age universe=1.373E10±120 mil; max=1.385E10yrs; min= 1.361E10yrs, age earth ±1% = 4.54E9 bil yrs; min = 4.495E9, max= 4.5844E9,    
 

= Aage the earth 4.541E9 attuned  to  π ; 
 

 c       = speed of light 299,792.5 km/sec; c = constant; 
 

G      = gravity 6.676594318E-11 attuned to π; 
 

Hz     = 440 Hz & 528 Hz harmony;  
 

Md =1448   = Metapontum distance of 2x 16 pieces exchanging position, see last pages;  
 

= Metapontum laureates’ 528 distance; Mi  = inefficient moves = e x (1448 +1) = 3939,  
 

33 age Jesus ~ Metapontum # moves per side~ratio Ae/Au = 33/100.  
 

Pl =  Plato’s  numbers  729 and  (1x2x3x4x5x6x7) = 5040 = 7!   
 

 Φ   = 1.618033 see last pages; 
 

 t, time = (602x24 x365.25)= 31,557,600 sec/yr ; t : c = 105 =  number of elements;  

 Genesis I; In the beginning God created heaven and earth. 3 God ~ the Pantocrator~ said:  

      “let there be light” and there was light .  
 

= Gravity (6.67428±0.00067)x10-11 m3 kg-1; max= 6.67495E-11;min =6.67361E-11   
 
Cosmological Principle CP = light x time x gravity = ctG = 299,792.5 x 31557600 x 6.6732E-11; is a 
constant of π;  c t G = 64π2  = 631.65 : 64 = π2  when G = 6.67659E-11.   
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 THE PANTOCRATOR, REVEALS BY MEANS OF [Tc] HIS CHRONOLOGICAL BIRTH 
DATE 5199 ANNO MUNDI AFTER CREATING THE UNIVERSE, EARTH, LIFE AND ADAM  

E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnln π) =1.37606E10okok= =age universe= Au; 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ →  

0.33 x E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnln π) =4.541E9ok = age earth=Ae 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ →  

10^10^(π-2) : E11 lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnln π)=  5199o k= birth Christ = AM 
  

GENESIS 1 In the beginning הוהו God created the heavens  and the  earth; 3 And God said: “Let 

there be light” and there was light . 
 
(103x (time : light : (ratio earth/universe) = Exodus 3,14-15   הוהוYHWH = I AM WHO I AM  

[π] 103 (31557600 : 299792.5 : (1.37319E10 : 4.541E9)-1)-1 = 3.141504ok  = Exodus 3,14-15  
 
[π] 103(31557600  : 299792.5 : (1.37606E10 : 4.55049E9)-1)-1 = 3.141504ok  = הוהו  
 
[π] e(√ (7 √( 6 ( 5199 x 1.3755617E10 : 4.541E9 x (t : c)-1 x E8)))-1 : 4 x E5) : E7 = 3.141592375ok 
 
[π] e(√(7 √(6   (AM    x         Au          :     Ae     x (t : c)-1 x E8)))-1  : 4 x E5) : E7 =    π 
 

[π] 103x(      :   :(      :          הוהו  =1-(1-( 
  103   X  (31557600  : 299792.5 : (1.37606E10   : 4.55049E9)-1)-1         = 3.141504ok 
 
[π]  e(√(7√(6(5199 x 1.3755617E10 : 4.541E9x (t : c)-1 x E8)))-1 : 4 x E5) : E7 = 3.141592375* 

 
[π] e(√(7 √(6   (AM    x         Au      :     Ae     x (t : c)-1 x E8)))-1 : 4 x E5) : E7      =    π 
 

[π]e(√(7 √(6   ( x                    :  x( : )-1 x E8)))-1 : 4 x E5) : E7 =    π 
 

[π]  (103 x (  time  :  light       :  (age earth  : age universe))-1         = 3.1415* 
 
[π]  (103 x (3155600 : 299792.5 : (4.541E9 : 1.37319E10))-1                     = 3.14,15*=Exodus   

 
[Md]  √ (7 √( 6 ( 5199  x 1.3755617E10  : 4.541E9 x (t : c)-1 x E8)))                         =  1448.198ok 
 
[Md]  E5(4lnE7π) -1                                                                                                                                                        =  1448.198ok 

[Md]  √(7√(6( x  :  x (  : )-1x E8          = 1448.198ok;  

 

[Md]  E5(4lnE7ה )-1                                = 1448.198ok 
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               T E T R A G R A M M A T O N    
       EXODUS    3,14 ~ 15         הוהוYHWH      
          TRANSFORMATION OF  GOD’S NAME      
 

   
                                              π 7 π 7  
                                                         Equations on CASIO fx-82MS calculator  
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : √((7^π^7^π) : (7^4^7): E55)-1                                            = 5199.097ok   
 
[AM]  1010  (π-2) : (4! x 7 x 33-1 x 51992 x 100)                              = 5199.03ok  
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2): E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π)    = 5199.00097ok 

 
[AM]  (1010 (π - 2) : (1010(π - 4) x E10)  - 1                                          = 5199.1ok  
 
[AM]  ((7π x (7e)4 x ((100π-1)^8  : 6.672E-11 : (E2 π-1)^8)-1)-1                   = 5199.07 ok  
 
[AM]  e10 (π - 2) : 200                                                                     = 5199.096ok  
 
[AM]  2((√(10ln(π^7^π^7) : 4 x E10) : 7) 2 : 6 )-1 -1  : 7^8                = 5198.61AMok  
 
 1.37606E10 corresponds to the age of the universe and 4.541E9  to the age the earth;  
 
[Au]  1010  (π-2) : (2((√(10ln(π^7^π^7) : 4xE10) :7)2 : 6)-1-1: 7^8   =  1.376,163,30E10ok  
 
[Au]  √((7^π^7^π) : (7^4^7) : E55)-1                                                 =  1.376,039,458E10ok   
 
[Au]   (4! x 7 x 33-1 x 51992 x 100)                                                  =  1.376,052,415E10ok   
 
[Au]   E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π)                       =  1.376,060,141E10ok   
 
[Au]  1010 (π - 4)  x E10                    =  1.375,769,17E10ok  

 
[Ae]  0.33 E11 lnlnlnln (E11 lnlnlnln (E11 lnlnlnln (E11 lnln π)         =  4.540998464E9ok                      
HWJW   ~  I  AM  WHO  I  AM  ~     EXODUS  3,14 ~ 15 
                                   Reference to Creation: Die Heiligen Tagesengel II August 22 page 127 
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God  הוהוFrom the Mystic City of God by Maria Agreda Paragraph 138. 
“In the year 5199 since the creation of the World, when God in the beginning brought forth  

                               
“BY MARY PRONOUNCING THIS ‘FIAT’ [LUK1.38] 4 THINGS HAPPENED IN 1 INSTANT:  
 
1st. The worshipful body of Christ, our Lord, was formed from three drops of blood from the Blessed 
Virgin Mary. 2nd. The sacred soul of the same Lord was created just as all other souls.  
3rd. Soul and body were united so that his perfect humanity was compounded. 4th. The divinity united 
itself in the Person of the Word with the humanity that together became one Being in hypostatic union 
and so Christ was truly God and truly man, our Lord and Savior. This happened in the spring on the 
25th of March, at the dawn of the day in the same hour in which our father Adam was made in the year 
5199 of the creation of the world. This concords with the account of the Roman Church, recorded under 
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit”. This computation was true with a certain reckoning, so was 
communicated to me, when I, on request of my superior, sought further information. In accordance with 
this the world was created and this was the beginning of creation.  
 
THE STATISTICS OF THE METAPONTUM NUMBERS 1448~1447~528~33 CHALLENGE 
SCIENCE’S ‘BIG-BANG – HERESY’ WITH A DIVINE CREATION, A WORLD OF MORAL, 
JUST AND COOPERATIVE MEN WHO LIVE NOT JUST FOR THEMSELVES BUT FIRST FOR 
THE GREATER GLORY OF GOD THE-FATHER, CHRIST THE SON AND PANTOCRATOR 
AND THE HOLY GHOST TO LEAD MANKIND BACK TO PEACE AS IT WAS IN THE 
BEGINNING IN EDEN BEFORE WE SINNED IN ADAM! NUMBER IS FOR GOD-ENCOUNTER 
FIRST, THEN FOR BUSINESS, AND NOT FOR DESTRUCTIVE WAR! 
 
EXACT-MYSTIC-FAITH, REFLECTS GOD-THOUGHT IN CREATION.   
 
Self-Existent-Intelligence ~God-thought~ rules all Life, Wisdom, Will & Love in due proportion. This 
mystery is expressed in Ideal transcendental-math numbers that mirror God’s Living Reality, guiding 
man to know and value the Universe’s mysteries and the divine origin of his soul so his soul and body 
may return to eternal Heavenly life in peace. Condensed math codes, ideal e-π -Ф numbers and their 
derivatives, called ‘transcendacts’, condense into matter to shape life in the universe. Theomathesis’ 
gives a mathematical proof of Gods creative powers; this principle is discovered heuristically in the 
Universe’s & Earth’s age-data: Jesus Christ the God-man is born in a year that corresponds to a 
transcendact number which is derived and generated from e & π: 5199 Anno Mundi is officially 
recorded in the Martyrologium Romanum as Christ’s chronological birth-date after creating the World 
and Adam! [This proof reflects the of Leibniz’ Theodicy# of Goodness of God, Freedom of Man 
vs the Origin of Evil). 
 
This idea reflects Plato’s Timaeus:  
“If mind & true opinion are 2 classes, then there are SELF-EXISTENT-IDEAS, unseen but known by 
mind only. Mind is the true trait of God. We accept one kind of being is form, always the same, 
uncreated, eternal, unseen by sense. Thought is granted to intellect only. My verdict is that being, space 
& creation existed in 3 ways before heaven; God created them by form & number”. Rep. & Timaues 
considered Divine Proportion, Ф, binding in all math relations, making it the key to the physics of the 
cosmos! Keller: “Geometry has 2 treasures: Pythagoras’ theorem & Ф.  
 
This again is reflects A. Einstein on Math:  
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Reality embodies an order free of sense; nature is the ideal of mathematical simplicity based on pre-
established harmony between thought and reality to win for man the depths of Reality conform 
Pythagorean-Platonic Ideal: Reality grasped by math ideas; God always does math”. Geometry 
becomes real; matter produces motions in the shape of the world of a metric field of motions following 
the principle of variation; physical- is and inner’ expressed mathematically. Material reality is 
actualized math to bring us to scientific monotheism”. Nature is simple math idea; pure math 
constructions are the key to understanding nature in pure math-thought as the ancients dreamed. All 
laws of physics can be expressed by “covariant” equations. The immense heuristic value of general 
covariance restricts the possible laws of nature to those that satisfy the covariance condition; it is 
possible to express all laws of nature in covariant form. “Someone should formulate covariant 4D 
equations”. 
  
In the Mystic City of God’s theology of Maria Agreed (1602-1665) we read: 
 
God’s knowledge is the act of pure intelligence that heads by its nature the act of the will; ideas divide 
into instants of knowledge of divine science, visions of ideas of creatures, God created to make them 
partakers of his divinity of whom He be the Head. When He made heaven, I was present with law & 
compass playing in the world, see Prov. 8-31; my delights were to be with men as its head and Ideal; 
“When He prepared the heavens, I was there with law and compass to enclose the depths; He was to be 
enclosed 33 years.  
 
“My delight is to be with men, my recreation is to work for them, show them favours; my happiness is 
to die for them, to be their Teacher and Redeemer.  
 
He numbered, weighed the gifts of his glory; knowing (Was 7,18) beginning, middle & end of time; He 
weighed & counted all. Sap 11,21. I alone know all weights & measures without being measured or 
known Wis. 9,13 unless I give intelligence and light Job 32,8. I AM the beginning, Author of wisdom 
& science. I desire men to give me praise & glory for ever.” The Father is not created, has no 
beginning; the Son has his origin in the Father by eternal generation, equal from eternity. The Holy 
Ghost is from the Father & the Son through love, constant Essence, Being above all other beings, 
infinite in length, breadth, height, depth, glory & cause. Divine mind prearranged the harmony of 
human nature composed of an organic body & vivifying soul endowed to know & enjoy its Creator, 
discern between good & evil, with a free will to love that same Lord. For them He creates heaven & 
earth including the creation of members, of which Jesus is King. He decreed the creation of a people 
formed in the divine mind & will according to the image and likeness, so the incarnate Word find 
brethren. “At this “fiat” Christ was formed March 25th when Adam was created in the year 5199, which 
agrees with the Roman Martyrology under the Holy Ghost; the true date when I inquired of my 
superiors; Mary gave birth to the true God and man in the year of the creation of the world five 
thousand one hundred and ninety-nine, given in the Roman Church, which date was manifested to 
me as true and certain one”. The mysteries of Christ are revealed in the Scriptures not at the same time; 
little by little the Lord withdraws the veil of figures, metaphors & enigmas of them. Like rays under a 
cloud concealed until some divine light should fall upon man. Angels came to know them during the 
5200 years from the creation to the Incarnation.  
 
Ephesians 3.14-18. For this reason I bow my knees before the Father, from whom every family in 
heaven and on earth is named, that according to the riches of his glory He may grant you to be 
strengthened with might through his Spirit in the inner man, and that Christ may dwell in your hearts 
through faith; that you, being rooted and grounded in love, may have the power to comprehend with all 
the saints what is the BREADTH, AND THE LENGTH AND THE HEIGHT AND DEPTH, and to know the 
love of Christ which surpasses knowledge.   
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Definition of mathesis: science of dimensions of incorporeal things; truth, virtue etc. [Kramers’ 
interpretation of artificial words [Zondervan] Mathesis intensorum: science of measurements of things 
as virtue, vice  [www.encyclo.nl] Kant’s, Critique of pure reason writes specifically about mathesis 
intensorum in his Prolegomena.   
Explanation of numbers & equations of page 1; 1448~1447 = The Metapontum distance of 2 x16 
chessmen’ cooperating to help each other to reach the other side in harmony of thought & action as 
pilgrims en route to heaven, life eternal.  
Both sides take 33 moves. The age of Christ, whose life is love in action was 33 years. 1447~1448 
corresponds to Moses’ Exodus B.C.  
 
E11= (33 x 1447.093) = E11        = 100,000,000,620.ok 
 
E11=  (1447.08E-33 x 528^15)        = 1.00000318 E11ok 
 
[Au]  E11 lnlnlnln (E11 lnlnlnln (E11 lnlnlnln (E11 lnln π)        =1.376060141E10ok 

  
[Ae]  0.33 E11 lnlnlnln (E11 lnlnlnln  (E11 lnlnlnln (E11 lnln π)   = 4.540998464E9ok                            

                                                   
[AM]  1010( π -2 ) : E11 lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnln π)  = 5199.00097ok 
 
[AM]  e(10^π : 100) : 200            =  5199.0955ok   [10^π = ten ~10 ~ to the power π] 
 
[AM]  E4 c-1 √1448 x 642                  =  5199.044ok    [c = 299792 = km/sec]  
 
[AM]  10x (0.1447 x 33)4                =  5199.12ok   [1448~1447~33~64 from Metapontum] 
 
[AM]  E4 (loglog (1448E-87) -1)-1  =  5198.99873ok  
 
[G]  (1.37606E10 x 332: E3)-1       = 6.6732E-11ok NASA G Constant value 6.6726 x 10-11m3 kg-1 
 

[c]  (√(6((1.37606E10 x 332: E3) = 299,853ok       = c + 60 km/sec 

 
[c]  (√(6((1.37606E10 - 4E310^π) x 332: E3)                               = 299,792.5ok  = c 
 
[π]  log (5.285094 x 4^9 : E3) = π         = 3.141592638ok 
 
[Al]  (5199 : 10^π)^3                                                                     = 52.84227313ok  
 
[Au]  (√(5199 : 10^π)3 -1 x E11                                                     = 1.37564123E10 ok   
 
[AM]  (1010(π -2 ) : (√(5199 : 10^π)3 -1 x E11) -1                         = 5199.54ok 
 
 4x E11= 4x 100,000,000,000 = 4x 100 billion= Eq 8;(33 x 1447.093) = E11ok = log 11.00000057 is a chain 
with 16 logs natural π that generate the age of the universe 1.37606E10 in years.  
This is the mysterious time key of eternity in relation to the age of universe, man and God united in Exodus 
3,14-15. God is from eternity to eternity symbolizing God’s incomprehensible everlastingness. God is as 
mysterious as the chain of equations that are mathematically true, just as God and 3.14-15 = π is true!   
E11 = 33 x 14473 can be compared to the measure of time in harmony with divine love by means of 
which the universe is created by God, so man may learn to love the Eternal Father whose nature is the 
Love between Him, the Son & the Holy Ghost. This is expressed in the Metapontum Numbers 33 x 
1447 to symbolize human thought inspired by Gods Mind.  
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 Pythagorean Tetractys merges  with the Tetragrammaton.  
 
This is logical & verifiable by playing converted, Metanoia peace-chess: the mysterious made clearer 
just as 5199 conceals the mystery of Christ’s incarnation in the equation 1010 (π - 2) divided by the age of 
the universe to equal 5199, the chronological birth date of Christ and in the Host where Christ wholly is 
present sacramental and mystically with body mind and soul in his God-nature and human nature in the 
circle of bread where π is in the hand of the priest.  1010(π - 2) is 10 to the power 10 to the power π-2; Gods 
trinity Father-Son-Holy Ghost;  -2 isolates the Son born 5199 BC who balances the universe in weight of 
love and harmony. Equation 4 is a shorthand of 1; equation 5 combines light and the root of love (1448) 
with the square matrix of (8x8) to show the same answer; 6-7-8 use the Metapontum numbers to do the 
same; equation 9 substitutes Metapontum’s 1447 & 33 for E11. Because the chain equation is too 
(overflow) long, the calculator leaves off the last chain to reflect the age of the universe divided by E11.   
  
June 20 2012     Relationship of  π ~ 3.1415 ~ 64 ~ c ~1447 ~ 1448~ Exodus 3,14-15 
 
Log (√(64c :10)                      = 3.14150037ok  
 
[c]  (64(10 3.1415)-12 : 10)-1        = 299,792ok  ;  God = light 

 
[c]  E3 ((10 3.1415:10)2 : 64        = 299,792ok 
 
10(10 3.1415)-2-1-1    : c            = 64ok               [this π equals Exodus 3,14-15] 
 
10(10 π)-2-1-1    : c                       = 64.0272ok 

 
E5(64c : 14483) : π2                     = 64.03ok 

 
[Md]  (√(ln(642 c) x E5) + 1               = 1448   [1447.67]ok 

 
[Md]  (E2 (-ln(10 3.1415)2-1             = 1447     [1446.71]ok  
 
[Md]  (E2 (-ln(10 π)2-1 )   +1               =  1448     [1447.76]ok  
 
June 23/25 2012 Thomas More day; dream turn bread around.  
E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11 lnlnlnln (E11lnln π)=1.37606E10; .33 x (E11lnlnlnln(E11 lnlnlnln (E11 lnlnlnln ( E11lnln π )= 4.541E9= Ae;  
10^10^ (π-2) : E11 lnlnlnln ( E11lnlnlnln ( E11lnlnlnln ( E11lnln π) = 5199okok AM  [ARCHIVE]  
 
[Md]  ((5.28 E-4)-1 x 323 : c2)-1                                   = 1448.19ok 

 

[Md]  ((5.279307626 E-4)-1 x 323 : c2)-1                     = 1448  ok 

  
[Md]  E2√√(440-1: E2)-1                                                                = 1448.31ok  
 
[Md]  E5(4√√(5199 x 2πe))-1                                                   = 1448.24309ok   
 
[Md]  200e(1.37610 x 4.549 -1 : 6)-1                        = 1448.043ok  

 
[Md]  200e(Au x Ae -1: 6) -1                                      = 1448.55ok 

 
[Md]  200e(0.33 -1 : 6)-1                                           = 1448.55ok  
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[Md]  200e((1.376310 x ((5199 : lnπ x E6))-1) : 6)-1 = 1448.48ok  
 
[Md]  √(E5√(E2log√( 4.549-1 x 7)-1                          = 1448.8ok  
 
[Md]  √(E6x 2e(1.37610 x 4.549 -1 x 7)-1                 = 1447.94ok 

 

[Md]  E4(10(33(lnπ-1)^4                                             = 1447.927ok  

 
[Md]  (1.376060410 x 31557600 : E14 : 3 )              =  1447.5ok =  (Au x t : E14 : 3)                   
 
[c]  (200e((1.376060410 x 4.541149-1) : 6)-1)2 : 7      =  299,792.9ok     
 
[c]  (200e(0.33 -1 : 6)-1)2 : 7                                        =  299,756.2ok     - 36.35 

 
[c]  (200e(0.33001 -1 : 6)-1)2 : 7                                  =  299,792.1ok       
 
[c]  √(10√440.39)2 x E4 : 7                                         = 299,792.5ok  
[(10(10(ee(e2)- 1) : 10(√(lnlnπ)-1 = 440.4 =  ♫A;  (10(10 3.14)  :  10 2.718 = 440 Archive] 
 
[c]  E5√√(440.39 -1)2-1 : 7                                     =  299,792.5ok 
 
[Ahz]  E2log √(4.549 -1 x 7)-1                            =  440.59ok  
 
[Ahz]  ((√7c : E2)2 : 10)2           =  440.39 ok = [440.39 A Hz = eπ covariant] 

 
[Ae]  (5199 : lnπ x E6)                                         =  4.541683E9ok   
 
[Ae]  (10π : E2 x 323 x E4)                   =  4.53986E9*

  
 
[Au]  ((10π : E2 x 323) : 33 x E2                             =  1.37572E10*   

 
[AM]  (1010 (π -2 ) : ((10π : E2 x 323) : 33x E2) -1  =  5199.3 

*
 

 
[Ae]  10((443.9426-1 : 7)2 x E6) -1                                     =  4.541169 ok 
 
[AM]  E-6lnπ (10((443.9438-1 : 7)2 x E6)-1                 = 5199.024ok 

 
[AM]  (1010 (π -2 ) : (E9c x 1448.5 : t)                           = 5199.026ok  
 
[AM]  (1010 (π -2 ) : (E5Φ x π^25 : t)                    =  5199.084ok 
 
These equations demonstrate the transcendental [eπ] relationship between the universe [Au], the earth 
[Ae], Metapontum, light [c] and harmony [A Hz] and 5199 Anno Mundi. 
 
[MEDITATIONS] WITH THE BREATH OF GOD THIS SHALL GO AROUND THE WORLD SEVEN TIMES  
This thought was on the advocacy of T. More during the prayers on Radio Mary. Later I heard during 
the reading of the T. Higginson’s book on the veneration of Christ’s holy Head that Tomas More was 
near me.  
 
Will the Lord ‘blow over his icon of the Pantocrator when it comes on the 29th of this month? 24 June 
2012 Birth of John the Baptist Luc 1, 57-80. During Holy Mass on Sunday  
I saw abstractly the meaning of the words spoken to me in 1984: “CROSS THE RIVER OF 
SQUARES”. All sciences must be baptized, cleansed from atheistic heresies by Christ’s blood, united 
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to his Cross, fastened by the nails of faith & mathematics (Theomathesis) to become a bridge for man to 
eternal Heavenly Peace. Faith and science must join again in a song of praise glorifying Christ the 
Pantocrator, Son of God the living Father. [June 25, 2012; Note: because of the daily math information 
that I have to work out, not knowing where to place it sometimes, and my inability to manage the 
documents properly on the computer, many of the same equations may be found in different documents. 
Also I am not a writer nor a mathematician, all work is done purely by inspiration. 29 June 2012 The 
day that the Icon of the Pantocrator comes to live in our home.  
 
[Md]  (E3 x2^7√ (2π x Au x Ae) = 1448.406ok This shows that Gods creation is a divine game with man 
to benefit to bring him to heaven through the game rule of grace: the ‘love one another’; don’t play 
chess! (E6 x2^7√ (2π x Au x Ae))2 : 7 = 299,700ok = c-95km;  God = light! 
 
7 July 2012 
[Au]  16 (0.01π) -1 x 51992     = 1.376606275E10 ok   
 
[Au]  16 (22 : 700) -1 x 51992    = 1.37605E10ok 

 

[Au]  (E5Φ x π^25 : t)                                               =  1.3760382E10ok   
                    
[Ae]  16  x 51992 x (22 : 700)-1 x 0.33   =  4.540972968E9ok =  e22.236 
 
[Ae]  (E5Φ x π^25 : t)  x 0.33                                    =  4.540926061E9ok         
             
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : (16 (22 : 700) -1 x 51992      =  5199.03ok  
 
[AM]  528 x 51992 (0.01 π)-1 x lnπ : E8 -1  = 5199.28ok  
 
[AM]  528 x 51992 (22:700)-1 x lnπ : E8 +1  = 5199.18ok  
 
[Ml]  (7E-11x 51992 )-1     = 528.521ok 

 

[Ml]  1010 (π-2) : 51992  x 2 : E 4   -1               = 528.36ok 

 
[G]  (16 x51992 x 0.33(22:700)-1 x 3.3)-1                   = 6.673246134E-11ok   
 
[c]  ((√(6(16 x 5199 2 x .33 (22 : 700)-1 x 3.3)           =  299,852ok -59.6km  
 
[π]  log(E2(log(51992 x 528 :  2  x : E4 )     =  3.14155774 ok 
 
 
 

[9/7/‘12]          The  e√ π - set ^ e√ π - set  = π = 3.141592654  
 
                                   1.854105968  ^ 1.854105968  = π = 3.141592654* exact  
   
                                                     1.854105968√ π  = 1.854105968 
 
       ((36π)-1x (1448.083025 : E2)2) = 1.854105968 
 

e√ π   = 1.523671055  [The e√π-set is a series of 44 successive 
e√π equations in which each answer   

1.523671055√ π  = 2.119748094   is the new e√ root value of π. In other words: the e√root value of π is  
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2.119748094√ π  = 1.716060223   only constant after 44 adjustments to reach the value of 1.854105968. This 
n√ π   = 1.799462022   number when raised to itself becomes π or 1.854105968 ^1.854105968 = π 
n√ π  = 1.889195692   Number 1.854105968 has special properties some of which are shown. 
n√ π  = 1.832965          here; more research is needed]   
n√ π  = 1.8673 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~44x 
n√π  = 1.854105968 = e√π-set ; e√π-set ^ e√π-set = π exact 
 
(1448.083025 : E2)2 : 36π = 1.854105968ok = 

e√π-set  

[Md] (e x π)√5199        =1.4473  [3rd set as above] 
 
((1448.083025 : E2)2 : 36π) ^ ((1448.083025 : E2)2 : 36π)     = 3.141592652 ok  
 
[Hz]  E2ln 44 x e√π-set               = 440.16ok     =  Hz  
 
[Hz]  260 (π : e√π-set )                                    = 440.54ok          =  Hz   
 
[Hz]  E3lnlnln 36π     = 440.55ok          =  Hz                [36π = 113.097]  
 
[Hz]    [(10(10(ee(e2)- 1) : 10(√(lnlnπ)-1 = 440.39 ♫  ;  10(10 3.14  :  10 2.718)  = 439 Archive] 
 
[π]  7√(5199 : 0.014488453-1) ^ (7√(5199 : 0.014488453-1)   = 3.141592564ok 

 
[π]  (lnln(0.14489074 x 642))^(lnln(0.14489074 x 642)          = 3.141592668ok 
 
[Φ]                                                                                            = 1.618033983 
 
[Φ]  3 x 1.854105968-1                   = 1.618030497 = -∫ 5352 = log 5.457 

 
[π]  = (Φ : 3)-1 ^ (Φ : 3)-1                                                                                        = 3.14157232   = π-  -∫ 2222                        
 
[e]  ee(e√π-set :  642)                         = 2.71951285ok   
 
[Au]  √5.277488279-21 -1             = 1.376532157E10ok   
 
[Au]  √√√(5199^e√π-set )-1 x E11            = 1.376532157E10ok   
 
[Md]  1010 e√π-set-1 : 2   -  1          = 1448.109ok 

 
[Md]  E4ee e√π-set :  642           = 1448.90101ok 
 
[Md]  E5(5199 : e√π-set ^7)-1           = 1448.8454ok 
 
[Md]  E2√(36π x e√π-set )            = 1448.083025ok 
 
[Md]  E5(2^7(e√π-set-1)) -1              = 1448.52ok                  
 
[Md]  E2√((1010(π-2) : (E113√(√√(1448 : e√π-set ): 2^7)x10)   = 1438.6458ok 
 
[Md]  E2√((1010(π-2) : (E113√(√√(1440.64 : e√π-set ): 2^7)x10)= 1440.64ok 
 
[Ml]  √√(1448: ^e√π-set )           = 5.2863815ok 

 
[AM]  1010(π-2) : (√52.812-1  x E11)                     = 5199.05 ok 
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[AM]  1010(π-2) : (E11√(c : e√π-set ^14)-1)  - 1         = 5199.27 ok 
 
[AM]  1010(π-2) : (E11√(√√(1448 : e√π-set ) x10) -1)          = 5201.6ok 
 
[AM]  1010(π-2): (√√√(5199 ^e√π-set )-1 x E11        = 5197.218ok  
 

7√ ( 5199 : 0.014488453-1)                  = 1.85410595ok  = e√π-set  
 

 [Ml]  √√(1448: e√π-set )                  = 52.863815ok 
 

[Ml]  c : e√π-set ^14              = 52.83686465ok 
 
[Ml]  √√(5199 ^e√π-set )                         = 52.77488279ok 
 
(t : c)^2                = 11080.7 ok 
 
(e√π-set √ t)                           = 11081.35ok 
 
√(e√π-set √ t)                = 102.268028ok 
 
(t : c)                  = 105.264808ok[elements periodic system] 
 
[t]  (t : c)2 ^e√π-set                           = t = 31,554,021ok -1 hour 
 
[c]  E2(√√t^e√π-set )                                      = 299,249.5ok  - 543km/sec 
 
[c]  E3(√√(G x e√π-set )-1               = 299,797.2ok  4.7km/sec 
 
[c]  E3(√√(6.67701-11 x e√π-set )-1              = 299,792.56ok  -0.063km/sec 
 
Now we apply this method to the e√π-set by substituting 0.5199 for e to discover that the 4th mutation 
generates 0.052811811; this is convertible to the Au & 5199 AM. We observe a recurring theme with 
the numbers 1448~528~Au~Am in relation to complex roots of e. 
 
e√0.5199 = 0.786127051ok;                     0.786127051√0.5199 = 0.435144244ok; 
 
0.435144244√0.5199= 0.222412191ok;          0.222412191√0.5199 = 0.052811811ok;  
 
[Au]  E11√(528.11811 : 10 )-1                                              = 1.376050808 E10ok 
 
[Au]  1010(π-2) : E11√(528.11811 : 10)-1                              = 5199.0362ok            
Now we apply the same method to the e√π-set and substitute 0.5199 for e to 1.854105968 to discover 
that in the 4th mutation 1.448044084 is generated. 
 
0.5199√1.854105968          = 3.279008558ok     3.279008558√1.854105968   = 1.207182849ok; 
 
[Md]  1.207182849√1.854105968   = 1.667692359ok;   1.667692359√1.854105968   = 1.448044084  
 
July 16, 2012 
 
[Ml]  π√e =1.374802227; (π√e =1.374802227) 2 -1= 0.529077808 
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e√πe√π=1.254; 1.254e√π=1.6355;1.6355e√π=1.458e√π=1.458e√π=1.526e√π=1.498306951xE10 = 
 
(1.498306951E10)-1;=6.674199832E-11=G; √(6(1.498306951E10)-1) =299,830.65-c = 38 
 
299,830.65; √ (7x 299,830.65) =1448.7286 
 
Meditation: The e√π-set number converts to Metapontum’s 1448 & 528 to signify man’s earthly 
pilgrimage to heaven after God formed our soul in His image & likeness.  
Each man will meet his Maker after death, the Pantocrator, Creator and Sustainer of the universe; in 
whose and his Father’s mind he originated as divine thought before his birth having received this 
specific task. Man may participate in God’s divinity and Glory [see part V Chap. 18 § 203 of the Mystic 
City of God] when he cooperates with Christ’s divine will in giving Him thanks and loving-his-
neighbor-as-himself-in-God from whom he has come and to whom he must return to be judged in this 
cosmic round journey in the mystical cycle of π. Man, by denying his divine origin, frustrates Gods plan 
risking eternal death in hell instead of heavenly life.  
  
For √3: 2 see Mathematics and Mysticism by Andrew May 
 
[Md]  10 (√3 : 2)-1 ^8       = 1447.084285ok;  
 
[Ml]  61(√3 : 2)       = 52.82754963ok;  
 
[Au]  (√((61(√3 : 2))) x E-11) -1    = 1.375845813E10ok 
 

[AM]  1010 (π-2) : (√((61(√3: 2))) x E-11) -1    =  5199.81ok 
 
from game statistics   22-25 Mei 2012 Pie Iesu [πeisu] 
 
[Md]  (eπ x 5199)2 : E7                        = 1447.4126 ok 
 
[Md]  E12√(2π : 0.1 c)        = 1447.70ok    
 
[Md]  (-0.004(logloglog(cGπ)-1))-1        = 1448.019ok 

 
[Md]  E4 ( 4 ( log ln ( πe ^51.99))) -1             = 1448.96ok 
 
[Md]  101010 ( c : E8) : E7       = 1448.02329ok 
 
[Md]  (E-3 ( 5199 +1.06) x eπ )2 :10      = 1448.003ok 
 
[Md]  √(10(Au x Ae)-1 x E20 x 2^17                                      = 1448.3ok 
 
[Md]  10(100 e : 86)   = 1448.08ok  
 
[Md]  E2ln(c3: (10 π x E7)                                       = 1448.066ok  [14/12/12] 
 
[Md]  E2ln(c3: Au)                                       = 1448.746ok  [14/12/12] 

 
[AM]  √ ( 1448 x E7) : eπ  - 1                  = 5199.05ok 
 
[AM]  √ (1.448E10 ) : eπ  -  1                        = 5199.05ok 
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[AM]  (10 ((√ (101010 ((c : E8 )) : E7 : eπ ) -1)-1 x 33 )4  - 1   = 5199.4ok; 
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : (E11√(E3(2^8√ (eπ)^51.99)-1 :10) -1) -1              = 5199.13ok; 
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : (51.99π^42 : Ae : (ctG))                                                  = 5199.6486ok;[ctG = 64π2]  
 
[AM]  0.005e (10 π : E2)   = 5199.0.96ok 
 
[AM]  333 x 0.14467   = 5199.006ok 
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : ((E5 φ x(1448x100)2 x 2 x64 : t)                         = 5199.08ok 
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : (51.978 x eeee3.3-1 : ctG : Au : 0.33) - 33           = 5199.08ok  
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : (1010 (ee1:10) : 6.6766E-11-1 : 64π2 : 4.484E9)  = 5199.19ok 
 
[AM]  E29( 1447.138 x 1447.1383-1) 4  = 5199.007 
 
[AM]  10( 1.447093-1 x E2 x 0.1447) 4  = 5199.09* 
 
[Ml]  E3 (2^8√ (eπ)^51.99)-1                 = 528.34ok 

 
[Ml]  E6 lnlnπ : 16 2       = 528.0027ok 
 
[c]  Log log log (1448.0234 x E7) x E8     = 299,792.5 ok 
 
[c]  Log log log (1448 x E7) x E8      = 299,779.6ok -12.8 km/sec 
 
[Au]  E11√(E3 (2^8√ (eπ)^51.99)-1 :10 ) -1      =1.375760466E10

ok 
 
[G]  (Φ√0.5199) x  E-10      = 6.67465 E-11* 
 
[G]  (Φ√0.5198) x  E-10      = 6.67386E-11* 
 
[33]  E6 lnlnπ : 642       = 33.00017ok 

 
[π]  ee(33 x 642 : E6)        = 3.14159013ok 
 
[π]  ee(528.0027407 x162 : E6)      = 3.14159265ok 
 
[e]  ee(528 : 162 : E6)        = 2.71828743ok 
 

Pentacost 27-5-2012 Inspired by what is: Au x Ae: [wiki Au = 13.75 ± 0.11bill; Ae = 4.54± 0.05bill]   

Covaried time-margines relative to 1448-528 don’t compromise NASA’s integrity but add the 
transcendental dimension of a created Universe by God, a Cosmos ex Theos. 

[Au =1.376060397E10; ctG = 64π2; Ae = 4.540,999,31E9; Au : Ae = 3.0303 = 0.33-1] 

[Md]Au x Ae = 6.248689313E19; E5(4(16√6.248689313E19)))-1   = 1447.782ok 

[Md]  E5(4(16√(1.373E10 x 4.54 E9)))-1      = 1448.003ok  
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[Ae]  (0.01447782-1 : 4)16: (√5.2811075-21)-1                 = 4,541,003,92ok 

[Ae]  (0.01448-1 : 4)16 : (√5.28-21)-1                                 = 4.529,602,693ok 

[Au]  (0.01448-1 : 4)16 : (√5.28-21)-1 : 0.33                      =1.372606E10ok 

[Au]  (0.01448-1 : 4)16 : (√5.28-21)-1 : 0.329171793        = 1.376060397E10ok 

[Au]  (0.01448-1 : 4) ^16 : 4.54E9       = 1.373E10ok 

[G]  (8√ 3.947138549E22 ) x E-13                                            = 6.67626522E-11            [        
3.946521477E22 = 51.99π^42 ]   

0.1447055√ 

[c]  (√ (6(8√(Au x Ae x 64π2 ) x E-13)-1)                      = 299,784,26 -8.23  

[AM]  Au x Ae x 64π2 : π^42 x100                                           = 5199.65 
ok

 

[Au]  51.99π^42 : Ae : 64π2                                                                                     = 1.375888736E10ok 

[e]  ln(E1(loglog(Au x Ae x 64π2 x G-1)                 = 2.718329951ok 

[Au]  (1010 (e 2.718329951 : 10) : G-1 : 64π2 : Ae)                = 1.376060499E10ok   

[c]  E48 (528.75 x 1448^7 : G : t-1)-1                   =  299,792.46ok    

[G]  (1448.09767^7 : 2 : E32)                  = 6.67659E-11ok 

[c]  (E-48 (528.5 x 1448^7 : (1448^7: 2 : E32) : t-1)-1                                = 299,792.7ok 

[c]  (1447.932983^7 : 4)-1 x E27                  = 299,792.5ok  

[t]  e((1447.8212  : E5) -1  : 4                 = 31577600ok -17 sec 

[t]  √(eeeee(-1.448,935,898)            = 31577600ok= t 

 

 

 

 

Wiki: 5040 is a factorial (7!), of 4 items out of 10 choices (10 × 9 × 8 × 7 = 5040). 

List of numbers — Integers← 1k 2k 3k 4k 5k 6k 7k 8k 9k → 

 Cardinal 5040 

Divisors 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,14, 15, 16, 
18, 20, 21, 24, 28,30, 35, 36, 40, 42, 45, 
48, 56,60, 63, 70, 72, 80, 84, 90, 105,112, 
120, 126, 140, 144, 168,180, 210, 240, 
252, 280, 315,336, 360, 420, 504, 560, 
630,720, 840, 1008, 1260, 1680,2520, 
5040 

Binary 1001110110000 
Duodecimal 2B00 
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Hexadecimal 13B0 
 
Plato’so  Laws V 740 d says that 5040 is used for dividing things, citizens, land into lesser parts; 5040 can be divided by all 
the numbers from 1 to 12 but not 11;  5038 : 11 = 458.  5040 can be divided by12 twice  Pythagoreans says that the well-
being of the city depended on 5040 as on justice and moderation."[1]▪ 5040 is used an in numerology; the sum of the radii 
Earth and Moon is 3960 + 1080 = 5040 miles .[2]  The sum of their diameters = is the number of minutes in a week (7 days × 
24 hours × 60 minutes = 10,080). The ratio of the radius of moon & earth = 1080/3960 = 3/11= 0.27272. or (4 - π)/π, = 22/7 = 
π.  5040 has 60 divisors. 5040 has 12 groups of 20's and 12 groups of 20-squared's (12 • 20 = 240, 12 • 202 = 4800, and 240 
+ 4800 = 5040). ▪ 5040 is the sum of 42 consecutive primes (23 + 29 + 31 + 37 + 41 + 43 + 47 + 53 + 59 + 61 + 67 + 71 + 73 
+ 79 + 83 + 89 + 97 + 101 + 103 + 107 + 109 + 113 + 127 + 131 + 137 + 139 + 149 + 151 + 157 +163 + 167 + 173 + 179 + 
181 + 191 + 193 + 197 + 199 + 211 + 223 + 227 + 229).  5040 and 7920 ▪ 5040 is the product of both 1 × 2 × 3 × 4 × 5 × 6 × 
7 and 7 × 8 × 9 × 10.  7920 is the product of 8 × 9 × 10 × 11. ▪ The ratio 7920/5040, which is (11!/7!)/7!, or equivalently 
11!/(7!)², also equals 11/7. ns 11 & 7 are the only pair of natural ns (along with 3 and 2) for which this occurs: (n!/m!)/m! = 
n/m; or equivalently: n!/(m!)² = n/m. ▪ The ratio 7920/5040 simplifies to 11/7, = π/2 (using 22/7 for π). 5040/7920 is 7/11, = 2/π 
(using 22/7= π).▪ A circle with radius 5040 units, a quarter of that circle's circumference is 7920 units (22/7 = π). 

[Ml]  lnln(5040^eπ)                         = 5.2846 ok 
[Au]  √(E-21lnln(5040^eπ))-1                  = 1.375603714E10ok 
[Ae]  √(E-21lnln(5040^eπ))-1   x 0.33    = 4.539492256E9ok 
[G]  (√(E-21lnln(5040^eπ))-1   x 0.33  x 3.3 ) -1     = 6.675422844 E-11ok 
[c]  √(6√(E-21lnln(5040^eπ))-1 x 0.33 x 3.3)   =  299,803.2 ok – 10.7 km 

[AM]  1010 (π-2) : √(E-21lnln(5040^eπ))-1  - 1    =  5199.73ok 
[AM]  262 x 0.5040-1x10     =  5198.41ok 
[Md]  E6(348 : 0.5040)-1     =  1448.276ok 

[Md]  (E2(e x 2^7 : 5040)-1     =  1448.525ok 

[Md]  (eπ(1010(π-2) : E11√(lnln(5040^eπ) x10)-1))2 : E7 =  1448.37ok  
[Md]  73 x 0.05040-1      =  1448.41ok  
[Hz]  (5040 : lnπ) :10     =  440.28 ok   
[e]  ln(π√5040)       =  2.713643143ok   
 
10 June 8, 2012               Inspiration; what is 10 e π ? 
10 eπ         = 1.38258752123

ok
 

 

[c]  10 eπ : 2^62 x 10      = 299,800.8 – 8.4ok
 

 

[Ml]  32√10 eπ        = 5.286237178ok 
 

[Au]  √(E-21x 32√10 eπ ) -1      = 1.37539258E10* 
 

[AM]  (1010 (π-2) : (E-21x 32√10 eπ)-1 - 2   = 5199.52ok 

 

2^62                                     = 4.611,686,01818
ok 
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1448.16 : 2 x 1448.16^5      = 4.611,787,51918
ok 

 

[c]  10 x10 e π : (1448.16 : 2 x 1448.16^5)    = 299,794.5ok  -1.8 km 
 

[Md]  π10 e π : E15 c       = 1448.844ok 
 

[π]  lnlog (0.1c x1448.16 : 2 x 1448.16^5 )               = 3.1415925ok  
 

[Ml]  10 π e : 3^8 : E2       = 528.158ok 
 

[Au]  √(10 πe : 9^4 : E3)-1 x E11    = 1.37599810
ok 

 

[AM]  1010 (π-2) : (√(10 πe) : 9^4 : E3)-1 : E-11  = 5199.23ok 
 

[AM]  1010 (π-2) : E10(√(128√ (π 10 92)-1 x10   = 5198.46 ok 
 

√(6G-1) x 2^62  : 10       =  1.38247683223 * 
 
[π]  lnlog(√(6G-1) x 2^62  : 10     =  3.1415911ok 
 
[π]  lnlog(√(6G-1) x 1448.16 : 2 x 1448.16^5 :10)   =  3.141591564ok 
 
[π]  lnlog(√(6 x 6.6758-11 -1) x 1448.16 : 2 x 1448.16^5 :10) =  3.14159268ok 
 
[Md]  10 eπ : c : 1448.16^5 x 20      =  1448.16ok 
[Md]  10 eπ : (c2 : 6)  : 1448.33^5 x E6    =  1448.33ok 

 
[Md]  10 eπ : 6.676-11-1 : 1448.33^5 x E6    =  1448.33 ok 
 
[Mm]  log(G-1 x 1448^5 x E7)     = 33 (32.98)ok 
 
[Mm]  log (6.6732 E-11-1 x 1448^5 x E7)     = 33  (32.98)ok 
 
[Mm]   E2( 1.44708 3-1)                  = 33.0006* 
 
[G]  (E10(128√10π^e )) -1  = G =     = 6.67633054E-11ok   
 
[c]  √(6(E10(128√10π^e )   = c – 9.7                = 299,782.8ok -10km 
 
A question arises regarding to the true values of G & c; which are correct? Scientific 
measurements can show a slight variance, yet e & π values are absolutely constant, at least that 
what we have been told. One is inclined to believe that the transcendental values are more 
correct than the scientific empirical ones, although the values are so close sometimes that one 
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may disregard these minute differences; but one very important factor remains and  
that is the absolute transcendental value that has, without doubt, been established here. A 2nd 
question is: are not c & G primarily of a metaphysical or Transcendental Order [TO], and if so, 
than this TO must be priory for π & e are constant and if constant eternal, ergo π & e can only 
exist by the act of thinking, thus by a Thinking agent, one with Supreme Intelligence. Thus c & 
G must be ex a TO. These equations are absolute because π & e exist independently of man, and 
in a so-called random math system these equations would eventually come about along with 
their consequences, producing the kind of math values as shown above. Is it not reasonable to 
call the TO the highest principle or true First Principle, the Cause supreme, and if supreme, can 
such a Supreme Agent then justifiably be called a Big Bang??? Me thinks not, for intelligence 
must be modest, and if modest it would never be rude out of respect and fear of God, for all man 
are mortal knowing that we may partake of this Supreme Intelligence. This intelligence I call 
God! This whole chapter is about establishing that the TO or God is the substratum of the 
universe and thus of man in whose Image and likeness we are formed, not to mock, but to adore 
Him and give thanks for ever! 
 
[Au]  E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11 lnlnlnln (E11lnln π)        = 1.376060141E10ok   
 
[Au]  √((7^π^7^π) : (7^4^7) : E55)-1                                       = 1.376039458E10ok  
 
[Ae]  √((7^π^7^π) : (7^4^7) : E55)-1 x 0.33                            = 4.540930211E9ok 
 
[G]  (√((7^π^7^π) : (7^4^7) : E55)-1 x 0.33   x 3.3)-1                     =  6.673308969E-11 ok  
 
[c]  √(6(√((7^π^7^π) : (7^4^7) : E55)-1 x 0.33   x 3.3)            = 299,850.6 - 58 km

ok      
 
√(206,8296 x 10) = 1438.157 + 10 = 1448.15 [1.376060397E10ok - 1.376039458E10 = 206,829,6];  

 
[AM]  1010(π-2) : E11 lnlnlnln ( E11lnlnlnln ( E11lnlnlnln ( E11lnln π) = 5199.00097 
 
[AM]  1010(π-2) : √((7^π^7^π) : (7^4^7) : E55)-1                                   = 5199.07912  

 
[Md]  E2log ((π^7^π^7) : (π^7^π^7 : E76)^117       = 1448.7867ok 
 
[Md]  E2 (π  x 7 x π x 7) : (c : E7) -1  -  1                                                = 1448.828ok 
 
[Md]  √((√(10ln(π^7^π^7): 4 x E10) : 7) 2 : 6 : E5 x14                          = 1448.39ok   
 
[Md]  (E5((((E2log((π^7^π^7) : (π^7^π^7 : E76)^117)2):7) : 6)-1) -1    = 1448.4886ok  

 
[Md]  E5(7π2)-1 +1             = 1448.445ok  
 
[Md]  E5(4lnE7π)             = 1448.198ok 
 
 [Ml]  E2lnln(7π)64               = 528.76ok 
 
[Ml]  E23(1010(π-2) : (2((√(10ln(π^7^π^7) : 4 x E10) : 7)2 : 6 )-1-1 : 7^8))2-1  

                                                                                                                                                                         = 528.03ok 

 
[Ahz]  ((10ln(π^7^π^7) : 4                         = 440.544 ok   
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[c]  (E2log((π^7^π^7) : (π^7^π^7 : E76)^117))2  : 7                         = 299,854.7ok  62.2km 

 
[c]  (√(10ln(π^7^π^7) : 4 x E10) : 7                            = 299844.75 52km ok   
 
[G]  ((((E2log((π^7^π^7) : (π^7^π^7 : E76)^117))2):7)2:6)-1)                  = 6.6731291-11ok  

 
[G]  ((√(10ln(π^7^π^7) : 4 x E10) : 7) 2 : 6 ) -1                                         = 6.67357196-11ok  

                                                                                                      
[G]  (1010(π-2) : (2((√(10ln(π^7^π^7) : 4 x E10) : 7)2 : 6)-1-1 : 7^8 : 0.33 : 3.3))-1 =  

                     = 6.6727082-11ok     
 

[AM]  2((√(10ln(π^7^π^7): 4 x E10) : 7) 2 : 6 ) -1-1  : 7^8          = 5198.61ok    
  

[Au]  1010 (π-2) : (2((√(10ln(π^7^π^7) : 4 x E10) : 7)2 : 6)-1-1 : 7^8           = 1.376163310ok  
 

[Ae]  1010(π-2) : (2((√(10ln(π^7^π^7) : 4 x E10) : 7)2 : 6 )-1-1 : 7^8 : 0.33 = 4.541,339E9ok  
    

July 20, 2012 HWJW =   ≈    הוהוπ 7 π 7 (reading from right to left) 
 
7^π^7^π                                          =  2.429,312,2858 ok  

 
[Ml]  7^π^7^π  : (7^4^7 x E32)               =  528.1268227ok  
 
[Md]  7^π^7^π  :  (8^8 x E3^16)             =  1447.982955 ok                             
 

528.1268227732  x (7^4^7)               =  7^π^7^π     
 
1447.982955 x 8^8 x E3^16           =  7^π^7^π 
 
1448 x 8^8 x E3^16                      =  2.429,340,877 58ok 

 
528.13E32 x 7^4^7                             =  2.429,326,895 58ok  
 
[c]  (√(6(32√(7^π^7^π) x E-12)-1      =   299,779.8ok =c-12.6    
 
[Ad]  √7c          =  1448.63* 
 
[AM]  (√(0.10(7π x 7π)π )  -  10      =  5199.5ok 

 
25th July 2012 Transformations 
 

[Au]  √52.812,682,277-1 x E11          = 1.376039458 E10 
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : (√52.812,682,277-1 x E11)     = 5199.079  
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : 1.37603945 E10     = 5199.079     
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : (√((7^π^7^π) : (7^4^7) : E55)-1     = 5199.079ok     
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29th of July 2012 Inspiration: What is Ae : 51992 = 168.00097 
 
168.00097  = 2 x 3 x 4 x 7 =  4! x 7 = 168 
 
[Ae]  (1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 7 x 51992)      =  4.540972968ok ln22.23 
 
[Au]  (1 x 2 x 3 x 4 x 7 x 33-1 x 51992 x 100)    =  1.376052415E10ok   
 
[G]  (1x 2 x 3 x 4 x 7 x 33 x 51992 : 10)-1    =  6.673246134 E-11 ok  
 
[c]  (√(6(1x 2 x 3 x 4 x 7 x 33x 51992 :10)) - 60    =  299,792 ok    
 
[Ae]   (4! x 7 x 51992)       =  4.540972968E9ok 
 
[Au]   (4! x 7 x 33-1 x 51992 x 100)      =  1.376052415E10ok   
 
[G]  (4! x 7 x 33   x 51992 : 10)-1     =  6.673246134 E-11 ok  
 
[c]   (√(6(4! x 7 x 33 x 51992 :10)) - 60     =  299,792 ok   
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : (4! x 7 x 33-1 x 51992 x 100 )    =  5199.03 ok 
 
[t]  (((4!x7x33x51992:10)-1x (√(6(4!x7 x33x51992:10))-60):64π2)-1= 31,573,478  

 
[Ad]  E5((4ln(((4!x7x33x51992:10)-1 x (√(6(4!x7x33x51992:10))):64π2)-1))-1 = 1447.8ok  

  
[Ae] factorial 4! (1x2x3x4 x 7 x 51992) = 4.540972968E9ok; [Au] = [Ae] x 33-1x E2;   

 
Theomathesis is a ‘dare bridge’ to faith! [Au]~[Ae]~[G]~[c]~[Mn] accord with normal & [Tc] 
to challenge the Big Bang with the design of the supreme intelligence of Christ, Pantocrator, 
Creator of heaven & earth whose chronological birth-date is 5199 [AM]!  
 
5/8/12 Inspiration on Sunday. Number is given first for God-encounter; then for other business; reverse 
not this order! 

 
 
1010(π-2):E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnπ) - 2((√(10ln(π^7^π^7) :4 xE10) :7)2 :6)-1-1 :7^8=5199.0009-5198.6 
 
1010 (π-2) : (4! x 7 x 33-1 x 51992 x 100)      = 5199.03ok   
 
The Divine proportion (√5+1)  : 2                  = 1.68033989    
   
[Φ ]  64√(7(π^7^π^7)) : 10                                      = 1.618043656ok  
[Φ ]  √(c-((E7((10(π-Φ))-1)))) : 10                            = 1.618036872ok 

 
[AM ]  10√(c-((E7((10(π-Φ))-1)) : 10                          = 5194.607112ok 

  
 [Md]  E3√√(5199-(10√(c-((E7((10(π-Φ))-1)) : 10)     = 1447.7299ok 

 
[Md]  ((log((π(π^7^π^7)) : 10)) : 2)2 + π                   = 1448.184ok  
 
Leabhar Gabahála The Book of the Conquests of Ireland 2. The calculation of the Seventy-two respecting 
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the four first ages of the world — 
From Adam to the Flood 2242, From the Flood to Abraham 942, From Abraham to David 940, From David to the 
Babylonish Captivity 485, the fifth age From the Captivity to the birth of Christ 590 yrs.  
2242+942+940+485+590 = 5199 yrs;  [note author on 2242 =  [e(1010(π-2) : E14 + 7)]= 2242.65] 

2242  942  940  485   590 

3. For this reason have the men of letters who followed the Seventy-two added the number of years of the fifth  
epoch to the four first ages, namely, to complete the number of years 5199; and that is the tale of years from the  
creation of Adam to the birth of Christ. 4. Of the authors who follow the Seventy-two, regarding the four first ages, 
there are — Eusebius, who counts in his Chronicle from the creation of Adam to the birth of Christ 5199: Orosius, in 
the first chapter of his first book, says that there are from Adam to Abraham 3184, and from Abraham to the birth of 
Christ 2015. Their total together is 5199. Those are the two leading historians of the Church of Christ. Further, S. 
Hieronymus said in his "Epistle to Titus" that six thousand years of the age of the world were not completed till then. 
Then S. Augustine says in the tenth chapter of the twelfth book De Ciuitate Dei that he does not reckon from the 
creation of man till then, six thousand years. Let it be said of both these that they agree with those named before them 
in the reckoning of calculation, from the creation of the world to the birth of Christ, 5199. Another proof of the same 
reckoning is the Roman Martyrology, which makes certain that the fullness of years of the ages from the creation of the 
world to the birth of Christ is 5199 - 
 
Dictionary definitions of cooperative, reciprocity, GOLDEN RULE#1: COOPERATIVE: adjective; involving mutual 
assistance in working toward a common goal: members have a defined task in a cooperative enterprise• 
willing to be of assistance: to be considerate, polite.• RECIPROCITY: noun; practice of exchanging things with 
others for mutual benefit; privileges granted by one country or organization to another. Latin; reciprocus 
‘moving backward & forward’. Reciprocate: respond to a gesture or action making a corresponding one. 
RECIPROCAL;  Mathematics; quantity or function related to another so that their product is one (1). Technical; 
a mathematical expression or function so related to another that their product is one (1); the quantity 
obtained by dividing the number one by a given quantity.  GOLDEN RULE: principle to be followed ensuring 
success in general or particular activity; biblical rule: “do unto others as you would have them do unto you” 
(Matt. 7:12). Note: definitions of cooperative, reciprocity & GOLDEN RULE merge so that the person applying 
the reciprocity principle as a rule can enter with ease in the respective domains of action, purpose, mechanics, 
mathematics or faith. The domains of Mysticism, theology, philosophy, mathematics, (astro) and physics down 
to human life are brought together in Theomathesis. This principle is flawlessly demonstrated in the cooperative 
peace-game Metapontum.   
 
Genesis 1 In the beginning God created the heavens and the earth. 2. The earth was without form and void, 
darkness was upon the face of the deep; and the Spirit of God was moving over the face of the waters. 3 And God 
said, “ Let there be light” and there was light. 4 and God saw that the light was good; and God separated the light 
from the darkness. 5 God called the light Day and the darkness he called Night.   
And there was evening and there was morning, ONE DAY. 
 
Credo: I believe in ONE God… 
 
 
August 6th 2012.  Scripture reading Daniel 7 
 
In the first year Belshazzar, king of Babylon, Daniel had a dream and vision as he lay in bed. He wrote down the 
sum of the matter. 3 I saw in my vision by night and behold the four winds of heaven were stirring up the great 
sea... 3 Four great beasts came up out of the sea. The first was like a lion and had eagles wings….and the mind of a 
man was given to it. 5 And behold, another beast, a second one, like a bear…it had three ribs in its mouth between 
its teeth. 6 I looked and lo, another like a leopard with four wings of a bird on its back; and the beast had four 
heads…7 ….I beheld a forth beast, terrible and strong. 23…There shall be a fourth kingdom on earth, different 
from all kingdoms and it shall devour the whole earth…24 As for the ten horns, out of this kingdom, ten kings shall 
arise. 25 He shall speak words against the Most High, and shall think to change times and the law; and they shall be 
given into his hand for a time, two times, and a half time. 26 But the court shall sit in judgment and his dominion 
shall be taken away to be consumed and destroyed to the end. 27 The kingdom and the dominion of the kingdoms 
under the whole heaven shall be given to the people of the saints of the Most High; their kingdom shall be an 
everlasting kingdom and all dominions shall serve them. 
 
Commentary: Satan tries to change times & laws to confuse calendars, dates & feasts. The chronological date of 
birth 5199 of our Lord Jesus Christ was replaced by ~ zero year. Looking at the different dates mentioned that 
Christ was born one can conclude that Daniel prophesized this, not to mention the Julian, Gregorian, Hebrew, 
Hindu, Mayan, Chinese calendars. What is the answer? An independent measure of time must be a transcendent or 
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transcendental constant from all eternity and that is π! Math alone, having no bias, can give the answer.  
Duns Scotus, doctor subtilus, philosopher ~theologian ca. 1270-1308 [from Dutch Catholic Encyclopedia] In 
opposition to faith Scotus limits the domain of knowledge; he rejects the reasoned evidence of the omnipotence of 
God and the immortality of the soul. This depends, he says, on the demands which he places at the evidence; only 
mathematical evidence possesses in the strictest sense absolute proof, which does not preclude a methaphysical 
sense.  
 
Internet; edited. Relation of philosophy & theology. Scotus maintains that science & faith can contradict 
each other, that a proposition may not be true in philosophy and false in theology or vice versa. He shows the 
importance of harmony between scientific knowledge & faith; he proves the dogmas of faith not only from 
authority but, as far as possible, from reason. Theology presupposes philosophy as its basis. Facts which have 
God for their author can be known by our natural powers especially miracles & prophecies, are criteria of the 
truth of Revelation, religion, and the Church. He strives to gain thorough insight in the truths of faith, to 
disclose them to the human mind, to establish truth upon truth, and from dogma to prove or to reject a 
philosophical proposition. He believes that many philosophical and theological proofs of other scholars are not 
conclusive. He lays stress on the authority of Scripture, the Fathers, the Church & attaches importance to 
natural knowledge & the intellectual capacity of the mind of angels & of men in this world. He is inclined to 
widen attainable knowledge. He sets great value upon mathematics and the natural sciences and especially 
upon metaphysics. Dogmas are to be explained in an intelligible sense. He was given to the study of math & 
insists on demonstrative proofs in philosophy & theology. He grants that senses, internal & external 
experience & authority together with reason, can furnish us with absolute certainty & evidence. The difficulty 
which truths present lies not in ourselves as in the objects. In itself everything knowable is the object of our 
knowledge. Reason can of its own powers recognize the existence of God, His attributes, the creation of the 
world out of nothing, the conservation of the world by God, the spirituality, individuality, substantiality, unity 
of the soul & free will. He asserts that reason can come to know the immortality and the creation of the soul. 
Theology with him is not a scientific study in the strictest sense of the word, as are math & metaphysics, 
because it is not based upon the evidence of its objects, but upon revelation & authority. It is a practical 
science; it pursues a practical end: the possession of God. But it gives the mind certainty and unchangeable 
truths. He is no precursor of Luther; he emphasizes ecclesiastical tradition & authority, the freedom of the 
will, the power of our reason & co-operation with grace. He values metaphysics highly & calls it the queen of 
sciences. His writings contain modern ideas, e.g. the stress he lays on freedom in scientific & religious 
matters, the separateness of the objective world & of thought, the self-activity of the thinking subject, the 
dignity & value of personality; he remains in opposition to the Modernists. He asserts the necessity of an 
absolute authority in the Church, the necessity of faith, the freedom of the will & rejects absolutely monistic 
identification of the world & God. Scotus is a Scholastic philosopher who works out ideas from Aristotle, St. 
Augustine & preceding Scholastics. He is recognized as a deep thinker, a thoroughly scientific man. He was 
an Aristotelean. Sootus's teaching, the Church the doctrine of the Immaculate Conception he so strongly 
advocated, has been declared dogma.  
 
 
 
 
 
There is only one soul in man, we can distinguish in it several forms; for conceptually the intellectual is not 
the same as the sensitive, or the vegetative, nor the vegetative with that which gives the body its form; yet 
all these belong formally, by their concept & essence, to the one indivisible soul. Scotus also maintains a 
formal distinction between the universal nature of each thing and its individuality, e.g. in Plato between his 
human nature and that which makes him just Plato--his Platoneity. 
 
7th of August 7, 2012 Inspiration” substitute e for π 
 
[Φ]  64√(7(π^7^π^7)) : 10                           = 1.618043656ok  
 
[Md]((log((π(π^7^π^7)) : 10)) : 2)2 + π      = 1448.18ok   
 
[AM]  2((√(10ln(π^7^π^7) : 4 x E10) :7)2 : 6 )-1-1  : 7^8     =  5198.611076ok 

 
[AM]  1010(π-2):(((2((√(10ln(e^7^π^7): 4 x E10) : 7)2: 6)-1-1 : 7^8x E6 : .33 = 5198.606518ok 

[AM]  (2((√(10ln(e^7^π^7) : 4 x E10): 7)2 : 6)-1-1 : 7^8 x E6) = Ae              = 4.541,343,019E9ok     
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[AM]  ((2((√(10ln(e^7^π^7): 4 x E10): 7)2 : 6)-1-1 : 7^8 x E6) : 0.33)           = 1.37616455E10ok          
 
[G]  ((2((√(10ln(e^7^π^7): 4 x E11): 7)2 : 6)-1-1 : 7^8x E6) x 0.33)-1            = 6.672702364E-11ok 
 
[c]  (√(6(2((√(10ln(e^7^π^7): 4 x E11): 7)2 : 6)-1-1 : 7^8x E6) x 0.33)   = 299,864.3 ok +72.2km 
 
[Md]  (2((√(10ln(e^7^e^7) :4 x E10) :7)2 : 6)-1-1 : 7^8) : e + π                      = 1448.696ok  

[Md] √(7√(6(2((√(10ln(e^7^π^7) : 4 x E11) : 7)2 : 6)-1-1 : 7^8 x E6) x 0.33) = 1448.81ok  

 [Tc] generates [AM], [Au], [Ae], [G], [c] & [Mp]; GOD’S NAME Exodus 3,14~15 is transformed into 
the universe and transcends it. This is a mathematical and ontological proof of God.    

Ontology in philosophy. Parmenides (See Plato) was among the first to propose an ontological characterization 
of the fundamental nature of reality. Ontology (from onto-, from the Greek ὤν, ὄντος "being; that which is", of the 
verb εἰμί "be", and -λογία, -logia: science, study, theory) is the philosophical study of the nature of being, 
existence, or reality, and the basic categories of being and their relations. Traditionally listed as a part of the 
major branch of philosophy known as metaphysics, ontology deals with questions concerning what entities exist 
or can be said to exist, and how entities are grouped and related within a hierarchy according to similarities and 
differences. Ontology, in analytic philosophy, concerns the determination whether some categories of being are 
fundamental and asks in what sense they can be said to "be." It is the inquiry into being in so much as it is being, 
or into beings insofar as they exist. Some of the Platonic school, contend that all nouns (including abstract 
nouns) refer to existent entities. In this view, mind, instead of referring to an entity, refers to a collection of mental 
events experienced by a person; geometry refers to a collection of a specific kind of intellectual activity. When 
one applies this process to electrons, energy,space, time, truth, causality, and God, ontology becomes 
fundamental to philosophy.  
 
Note of Frenkel: Theomathesis tries to do this with Gods Name  הוהוYHWH. 
 
 
11-14/8/12 WHAT IS ± 70 KG IN RELATION TO GRAVITY?  
Wiki G = 6.67384E-11 ~ Cav. 6.754E-11±1.2E-4; G = difficult to measure with accuracy; CODATA G value (standard uncertainty) 
Answer *or ok;  equations: [Au], [Ae],  [conception MARY]; [AM] , [Tc] -Ф; Natural  constants.  
 
                        64π2 : tc =  G = 6.676594318E-11 adjusted to π  [(t : c) = 31,557,600 : 299792.5 = 105.265] 
[G]  ((100π-1)^8                  : 70.33586)-1                               = 6.67384 E-11 ok 
 
[G]  E-10 ( t2 : (t x c))-1     x 70.25205                               = 6.67384 E-11 ok 
 
[G]  (E-25 ( G2 : (t x c))-1 x 70.60077)-1                           = 6.67384 E-11 ok 
 
[G]  (E-25 ( G2  : (t x c))-1 x 70.54253)-1                           = 6.67384 E-11 ok  
 
[G]  ((100π-1)^8                  : ee1.44769)-1                             = 6.67382 E-11 ok   Conversely: 
 
 [70] 6.676594318E-11 x  (100π-1)^8                                 = 70.365ok 

 
 [70]  6.67384E-11          x  (100π-1)^8                               = 70.3358ok 

 

[70]  6.676594318E-11   x  (E10 x ( t : c ) =                      = 70.281ok    
 
[70] √√(6.67384E-112         x t x c)-1                 =  69.796ok 

 

[70] √√(6.754E-112 x t x c)-1      = 69.38ok[G of Cavendish] 
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#70 relates to G via the [Tc] factor (100π-1)^8 =  the nat. constants c, t & 1447 ; This is also:  
 

[G]  (1.3760606141E10(lnlnln(E3(14482 : 7))))-1   =  6.6731641E-11 ok  (Au x (ln3(E3([Md]: 7))))-1 = G 
 
[G]  (c 101010(-1.448128276-1 : 4)) -1     = 6.6732616 E-11 ok 
 
[G]  (c 101010(-E-2 (4ln E7 π) : 4))-1     = 6.67109 E-11 ok 
 
[G]  ((1448.252 : 7)  101010 (-1.44825-1 : 4))-1    = 6.673074 E-11 ok 
 
[G]  ((101010 (c : E4)-1 : 69.59)-1     = 6.67633 E-11 ok 
 
[G]  (lnlnln(E3c))-1 :  1.3760606141E10    = 6.67307 E-11 ok  
 
[G]  E-10 (t2 : (t x c))-1 x 70.25205                                    = 6.67384 E-11 ok 
 
[c]  (√((6(100π-1 )^8 : 70.3575)        =  299,792.6ok  
 
[c]  (6.67323E-11 x 101010(-1.4481288-1 : 4)) -1    =  299792.5ok 
 

E = Mc2 
2π x E12 : c2       = 70ok        [69.9098] 
 
√√(G x 64π2)-1       = 69.79ok  

 

2π(lnln(c : E5))-1 
                                                        = 67.26ok  [π2 = g = ±9.8 m/sec] 

 

(101010 (c : E4)-1 x G      = 69.564 ok 

 
ONE DIVIDED BY THE CHRONOLOGICAL BIRTH DATE OF CHRIST DIVIDED BY G : (7e)4 = 7π  
 
[π]  1 : 5199 : G : (7e)4      = 21.9763* ≈ 7π; 7π = 21.9912   
 
[G]  5199-1 : (7π x 2^17) =      = 6.673018E-11ok 
 
[AM]  (7π x (7e)4 x 6.672E-11)-1                             = 5199.07ok   
     
[AM]  (7π x 2^17 x ((100π-1)^8            : 70.327)-1) -1           = 5199.015ok 

 
[AM]  ((√1448 : 2 )4 x 22 x ((100π-1 )^8  : 70.313)-1)-1   = 5199.069 ok   

 
[AM]  ((√1448 : 2 )4 x 7π x ((100π-1 )^8  : 70.342)-1)-1   = 5199.017ok   
 

 [AM]  ((7π x 2^17 x ((100π-1)^8             : 70.327)-1)-1   = 5199.015 ok 
 
[AM]  ((7π x (7e)4 x ((100π-1)^8              : 70.317)-1)-1   = 5199.034 ok 
 
[AM]  √(5199 : 6.673E-11 : 7π : 2^17) =    = 5199.007ok  
 
[AM]  ((7π x (7e)4 x ((100π-1)^8  : 6.672E-11 : (E2 π-1)^8)-1)-1     = 5199.07 ok  
 
[Au]  (lnlnln(E3c))-1 : 6.673018 E-11     = 1.376071123E10ok 
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[Au]  (6.6731641E-11 ((0.699932466) -1^128 : 0.33  = 1.376043E10ok 
 
[Ae]  (6.6731641E-11  ((0.699932466) -1 ^128    = 4.540999112E9ok 

 

 

POST SCRIPT Jan 3rd 2013 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eAuGDdAbQes Christmas Eve 
Mass Russian Orthodox Church Our Lady Glastonbury in Hamilton Ontario Canada 24 jan. 2009. 
Kalenda - In Vigilia Nativitatis Domini Www.youtube.com/watch?v=lDLf1TKn3rQ 
 

  
32 Metapontum pieces cross 1447 hexagons, multiplied by 33, the number of moves per side, to the 4th 
power gives  5, 1 9 9,1 2 0, 5 1 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 0, 0 0 quintillion [1018]   
                                          1       2    3     4      5    6     7      8      9   10     11   12   13     14  15   16     17   18.   
What does this mean? Following is the analysis of this number of which we accept that it is Christ’s 
chronological date of birth multiplied by one quadrillion [1015]  
 
  
 

                        
                       10x(0.1447 x 33)^4 = 5199 =1010(π -2) : E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π)  = 5199     
                
               (1447 x 66)^4  : 16 : E15  = 5199   
 
 
Also the transcendental constant e = 2.7182818 can be determined with the Metapontum numbers.   
      ((1448 x 66)^4  : 16 : E18)2 : 10 = 2.718 = e  ((1448.01437 x 66)^4  : 16 : E18)2 : 10 = 2.7182819 = e    
 
log ((1447.47 x 33)^4 : 10 t2                     = 2.71828 = e *            [10t2 = 9.958821178E15] 
 
10 e x 31537265.052 x10 secs/year = 5.19912051E18    
 
[31557600 -31537265.05] = 20,335 : 602 = 5.65 hrs. ≈ 6hrs. 
 
10 2.71772195 x 10 t2    = 5.19912051 E18 *  
 
10 e x 10 t2     = 5.20527373 E18    
                
10 (eπ) x G-1     = 5.19228392 E18*  [GSt = 6.67384E-11]  
 
(1447 x 33)^4 : Ae : E9   = 1.144928929  ≈ ln π = 1.14472≈  
 
                                                    ln π = 1.14472871.6 
 
 e((1447 x 33)^4 : Ae :  E9   = 3.1422*        ≈ π      = 3.14159 
 
log((1447 x 33)^4 : G-1   = 8.54031*   =  (eπ = 8.5397)  [GSt = 6.67384E-11]  
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log((1447 x 33)^4 : G-1 : π   = 2.71846*   (e – n) = 5498-1  [GSt = 6.67384E-11]  
 
10 10 (π-2) : (( ln((1447 x 33)^4 : Au) : e )-1  x E11= 5197.91* ≈ AM 
 
 E9ln π x Ae : E15            = 5198.22*  ≈AM  
 
 √√ (E9ln π x Ae) : 33              = 1447 [1446.937] *   
 

 √√ (E9ln π x 5199 : ln π  xE6) : 33            = 1447 [1446.9916] *     
 
[Data γ = 0.57721566490153286 is the Euler–Mascheroni mathematical constant recurring in analysis & number 
theory, denoted by letter γ (gamma); the limiting difference between the harmonic series and  natural logarithm]: 
 
5199 : γ = 9007 
 
(1447 x 33)^4     = 5.19912051 E18   
 
(1447 x 33)^4  : 2^53: E3  = 0.577218329* = γ   
                                          γ = 0.577215664  
(1447 x 33)^4  : (2^53γxE3)   = 1.0000046* 
 
10(5√(5199 : γ)-1 = 1.6183 ≈ Φ  
 
                         [Φ’= 1.618034]       [Φ’- Φ = 2795-1] 
5199 has the unique distinction to be a transcendantal [Tc], a [γc] Euler–Mascheroni constant and a Φ 
number constant.    [10x 1.6177712] x 1.617771^11 = 5199 [Φ - 3802 -1] 
 
                                       [10x Φ2] x Φ^11 -11                 = 5199  
 
18th Jan 2013  
[Dr. Insp. 3:20 PM]  [Note; log3 = log log log or hyperlogarithm 3] 
 
[Au]   E11√(log3(1010 (π-2) : 33.13) : 2)-1-1   = 1.37606019E10* 
 
[Ae]  (E11√(log3(1010 (π-2) : 33.13) : 2)-1-1 : E2 x 33  = 4.541E9* 
 
[G]  (E11√(log3(1010 (π-2) : 33.13) : 2)-1-1 : 10 x 33 x 0.33)-1= 6.6732E-11* 
 
[c]  √(6(E11√(log3(1010 (π-2) : 33.3) : 2)-1-1 : 10 x 33 x 0.33) = 299,791.2* 
 
[AM]  (1010 (π-2) : E11√(log3( 1010 (π-2) : 33.13) : 2)-1-1 = 5199.0008* 
 
[AM]  (1010 (π-2) : E16(√(1010 (π-2) : 33.866) : 2)-1                   = 5199.05* 
 
[AM]  (1010 (π-2) : E9(lnlog2(1010 (π-2) : 0.33) : 2)-1                   = 5198.8* 
 
[Ml]    (log3(1010 (π-2) : 33.09) : 2)-1     = 52.8008* 
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[t]       (log3(1010 (π-2) : 0.33026) : 2 x E9    = 31,557,599* = t - 1.15 sec[t]   
 
22-01-201 

[Internet; The [Au] age of the universe defined in physical cosmology is the time elapsed since the Big 
Bang 13.772 ± 59 million years. [13.772+59E9 = 13.831E9; 13.772-59E9 =13.713E9 years]  
 
IN THEOMATHESIS’ ALL DATA MUST BE ATTUNED/SIMULATED TO e~π MATH: 

[lnπ] 13.772 E9 : e14 : 10,000      = 1.14518*  = ln 3.143    

[lnπ] 13.713 E9 : e14 : 10,000      = 1.140275*  = ln 3.1276  

[lnπ] 13.831 E9 : e14 : 10,000      = 1.150087*  = ln 3.1585    

                                                      CONVERSELY  

[Au±] lnπ x E4x e14        = 13.7666E9 * 

[π]  (e(13.76657065E9 : E4 : e14)      =3.141592654* = π exact  

                                               IN SIMPLE NUMBERS  

[Au] (2.7182^14 x 1.1447 x10,000)      = 13.76041E9*  

          (e14                  x       ln π                x E4) 

[Au]  (2.718^14 x 1.1447 x 2.718^0.1447-1 x10    =  13.7789E9*  

[Au]  527 x 1447^4-1 x E20 x ln 3.1415     = 13.7603E9 * 

[Au]  528 x 1448^4-1 x E20 x ln 3.1415     = 13.7484E9 * 

[Au] E4(7000√2-1 x 3^5 x ln 3.14)              =  13.76258179 E9*    

[Au] (√(( c2)^0.5199 : π^10 x10) x E-11)-1     = 1.3751506 E11* 

[Au]      E4 e14 ln 3.14       =  13.7604724 E9*    

[±AM]  (1010 (π-2) : (2.718^14 x 1.1447 x 2.718^0.1447-1 x10)  =  5192.07* 

[AM]  (1010 (π-2) :  (527 x 1447^4-1 x E20 x ln 3.1415)   = 5199.1*  

[AM]  (1010 (π-2) : (527 x 1447^4-1 x E20 x  ln π)    = 5198.98*  

[AM]  (1010 (π-2) : E4 (527 x 1447^4-1 x E16 x  ln π)    = 5198.98*  

[AM]     (1010 (π-2)  : E4 e14 ln 3.14      =  5199.05* 

[Au] (1010 (π-2) : (√(( c2)^0.5199 : π^10 x10)-1   x E11) - e = 5199.72*  

[AM]  (1010 (π-2) : (√(( 14482 :7)2 ^ 0.5199 : π10x10)-1  x E11) - 1 = 5199.06*  

e14 =  ln 1,202604.284       =  14*  
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ln(528 x 1448^4-1 x E16)       = 13.9987* 

ln(527 x 1447^4-1 x E16)       = 13.9996* 

ln (7000√2-1 x 3^5)                                    =  14.00015* 

(1010 (π-2) :  E4(7000√2-1 x 3^5 x ln 3.14)     =  5198.25* 

(1010 (π-2) :  E4(7000√2-1 x 3^5 x ln 3.13948)    =  5199.005* 

ln(33,000π^π)           =  14.0005* 

(33E7π^π x ln π)        =  13.774E9* 

(33E7x 3.1415^3.1415 x ln 3.1415)      =  13.771E9* 

(33E7x 3.14^3.14 x ln 3.14)       =  13.721E9* 

In the calculations above we see that the Au and AM can be simulated/emulated by means of the  [Tc] 
e-π math and they can be expressed in by the simple numbers e = 2.718 and π = 3.14 and 527~528 and  
1447~1448 also. Can a Big Bang have a Big Brain capable of transcendental math? Is not rather the 
reverse true that this Big Brain can smite us in one big bang if we do not adjust, correct, modify our 
terminology which deceives many into thinking that an ultimate uncaused cause or Prime Cause [God] 
does not exist?  
 
Hyperlogs, etc., 33± : in 1010(π-2) yield Au, AM, Ml, G, t, c pointing at Easter. Christ created the 
universe & earth to incarnate & and deliver us from sin. 5199 begins the redemptive process of 33 years 
to make mankind perceptive for his messages. 33 is a critical player in our history.   
 
APOLOGY 21/1/2013 
Theomathesis’ tenet: “THE UNIVERSE & LIFE ARE EX ln π”, defended 
“The universe & life, created in divine spirit are generated by logarithm natural π”    
  
π = circle : diameter = 3.14 = this constant is an irrational, transcendental, non-algebraic, concept-
number described with e [see Internet]; π makes circles/bodies to size relative to their radius; the natural 
#logarithm e [2.71..] is π’s exponent/power to create/raise ideas from image to material shape, thus from 
the thinker’s mind into substance as ‘artists’ do. π~e are metaphysical, abstract, ideal, transcendental 
agents beyond time & space united by logarithms. Logos [Word] united to arithmetic 
[reckoning/number] law and truth.   
 
[Irrational = baseless/illogical; transcendental = beyond the universe; logarithm of a n= power/exponent 
by which base 10 or e = 2.718 is raised to produce that n; metaphysical = abstract, ideal; beyond 
matter] Example: lnπ =1.14473.. conversely:  e^1.14473.. = π  
 
A logarithm can be compared to God’s Word of wisdom that magnifies or demeans a number or person 
at will. This idea raises eyebrows and arouses mixed feelings by people who deny the existence of a 
transcendent order. π is like the highest Scientific Authority, like El Shaddai, the Hebrew word for the 
ultimate sublime all knowing Truth. 
 
Can science know what/who caused the universe & life? Does the BBT answer this question 
satisfactory and does this appellation express veneration or contempt to what is a priory the visible 
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universe? Does science exclude an unseen cause, a prime or principle cause of existence? Scientists 
look in the distance; philosophers look within to find answers that satisfy science and theology.  
 
 
When science looks at the universe, it sees innumerable larger and smaller globular, circular heavenly 
bodies that all partake to a greater or lesser extent in the nature of π. π is within and without, manifest 
and unmanifest, intellectual and physical, it comprises knowledge of arithmetic and geometry, the 
straight and the curved, number, sequence, order, law, beauty and harmony, all told, π exists as 
noumenon and phenomenon; it simply IS! 
In fact if any concept can approach what is meant by the word God, it is π. But π has a hidden part that 
is revealed in the logarithms of science. Logarithms join two critical terms, logos, Word and 
Arithmetic, mathematics. To put it differently logarithms can unite science and theology after nature’s 
significant numerical data is analyzed to reveal the inner & interior nature, the mind/spirit, and 
body/matter of the universe. Here we show that the [Tc] E4 e14 ln π = 13.766E9 = the age of the 
universe can confirm and duplicate science’s latest discoveries to remove the uncertainty principle for 
now all is fixed to π because √(E4 e14 ln π x 0.33 x 3.3 x 5.995*) = 299792.9 = c 
(E2 e14 ln 3.14 x 0.33 x 3.3) = 6.673E-11;  
 
[33 = age of Christ: /x 10;   *5.995 = 6 days of creation] 
 
Jan 26-2013 
[c]  √(5.99945( π^1510 e)    =  299792.5*  
 
[c]  √(6π^1510 e)       =  299806.12 = c + 13.68*  
 
[c]  √(6(E6√2)2: 440.61 x 3.3)    =  299792.26*= c  [440 hz] 
 
[c]  √(6(√√√( t : 8 )xE-11 )-1       =  299795.26 = c  
 
[c]  √(6(√√√( 602 x 24 x 365.30 : 8 )xE-11)-1  =  299792.7   = c  [c = 299792.5] 
 
                  Wiki Gravity = 6.67384E-11 ~ Cav. 6.754E-11±1.2E-4; G  
[G]  ((E6√2)2: 440.61 x 3.3) -1    =  6.675909 E-11* 
 
[G]  ( π^1510 e)-1      =  6.675289128 E-11* 
 
[G]  (20 x144000 x 5199)-1     =  6.67863478 E-11* 
 
[G]  (E-11√√√ (t : 8)      =  6.675775872 E-11 
 
[G]  (E-11√√√( 602 x 24 x 365.25 : 8)  =  6.675775872 E-11 
 
[Md]  E8√ (π^1410 e)-1    =  1448.14* 
 
[Ml]   E11 (6t)-1      =  528.135* 
 
[Φ]  E-7(6π10 e x π10 e)   =  1.618134* 
 
[Au]  (E6√2)2 : 440.44 : 0.33   =  1.376034E10* 
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[Au]  E6√6t     =  1.376029069 E10* 
 
[Au]  E6√(6(602 x 24 x 365.25)  =  1.376029069 E10* 
 
[Au]  E6√(6(602 x 24 x 365.2665)  =  1.37606015 E10* 
 
[Au]  32(5.2805E-12 -1 : 440.39)  =  1.376029069 E10*     [440.39 hz] 
 
[AM]  (1010 (π-2) : 32(5.2805E-12 -1 : 440.39)  =  5199.0001* 
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : E6√ (6(602 x 24 x 365.2665)=  5199.0009* 
 
[AM]  1010 (π-2) : E6√6 t     =  5199.12* 
 
[AM]  (1010 (π-2) : ((E6√2)2 : 440.44 x 0.33-1)  =  5199.091*  [440.39 hz] 
 
[Ae]  (E6√2)2 : 440.44        =  4.540919E9*         [440.39 hz] 
 
[t]  (Au2: 6E12)        =  31559025* = t + 1425 sec = 23.7min 
 
[t]  (1.376029069E102 : 6E12)       =  31557600* 
 
 
1 Feb 2013    On eπ^4  
 
eπ^4        =  2.014,794,345E42*  
 
528.096064E10 x 3^62    =  2.014,794,345E42*  
 
0.014477234888-1^23     =  2.014,794,345E42*   
 
[Md] (23√ eπ^4)-1      =  0.014477234888*  
 
[Ml]  eπ^4 = 2.014794345E42 : 3^62  =  5.28096064E12* 
 
[Au]  √(E-33eπ^4 : 3^62)-1     =  1.37607953E10* 
 
[Ae]  √(E-33eπ^4 : 3^62)-1 x 0.33    =  4.541062451E9* 
 
[ G]  (√(E-33eπ^4 : 3^62)-1 x 0.33 x 3.3)-1   =  6.6731146E-11* 
 
[ c]  √(6(√(E-33eπ^4 : 3^62)-1 x 0.33 x 3.3)   =  299,855 * = c-62.5 
 
[AM]  (1010 (π-2) : √(E-33eπ^4 : 3^62)-1   =  5198.93* 
 
[Hz]  16√ eπ^4      =  440.57* ; 440.57 ^ 16 = eπ^4  
 
[Hz]  16√ (0.01448-1^23)     =  440.55* 
   
[Md]  E5(23√ eπ^4) -1      =  1447.7234*  
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[Md]  E5(23√ 440.44^16) -1     =  1448.02*  
 
[Md]  π^119 : E56     =  1448.22* 
[π]  119√ 1448.22103344 x E56    =  3.14159264*   = π  
 
[π]  119√ 1.448E59      =  3.141588624* = π – 498 2-1  
 
[π]  119√ 1448E56      =  3.141588624 = π – 498 2-1  
 
[Md]  3.141588625 ^119: E56    =  1448.00000* 
 
[c]    ( 3.14160022^119 : E56) 2 :7    =  299,792.4* = c  [ π + 364 2 -1] 
 
[33]  ln(πe100 : 3^62)     =  33.03077* 
 
 
 
Feb 12 2013 
 
[7]       E2(log(eπΦ2)^4) -1    =  6.998912*  = 7 – 919-1 
 
[33]     (ln(eπΦ2)^4)      =  32.899*  =   33 – 0.1 
 
[Hz]     E2(lnln(eΦ2^π)^4    =  440.98*  = A Hz 
 
[Md]    E3√(π: (lnπ)^3)     =  1447.17* 
 
[Ml]     E3(eπ-1)2-1 -1    =  528.08* 
 
[Ml]    E4√(1447.74 : E3 x (2π)3)  -1  =  527.7* 
 
[Md]    1447.74 2(2π)3)  x E-5   =  5199.01*  
 
Feb 14 2013 
[ G]  (5199eeee(-144.7)-1 )-1     =  6.6729E-11 
 
[ G]  (5199eeee(-144.5)-1 )-1     =  6.6754E-11* 
 
[G]   (3.3 x 0.33 x 5199(e(ln(1.144808053)-1 )2  =  6.67317E-11 
 
[c]    (√(6(3.3 x 0.33 x 5199(e(ln(1.144808053)-1 )2  =  299792.1 
 
[Au]  (5199(e(ln(1.144808053)-1 )2    =  1.376060353E10 
 
[Ae]  (0.33 x 5199(e(ln(1.144808053)-1 )2   =  4.54100E9 
 
[AM] 333 x 0.1447 - 1    =  5199.08 
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Feb 16 2013 

[gf]  (1010 (π-2)    = 7.154138007 E13  [Hf= head formula] 
 
[gf] 1.376060398E10 x 5199  =  7.154138007 E13 [Au= age universe= 1.376060398E10] 
 
[gf]  (1010 (π-2) =  (1.376060398E10 x 5199)     =  7.154138007 E13  
 
[gf]  (1010 (π-2) =  (Au x AM)       =  7.154138007 E13  
 
[gf] (1448^7 : 2 : E32)-1 x 33 x1447 :10)    =  7.155377 E13  
 
[gf] (1.448^7 : 2 : E10)-1 x 33 x1447      =  7.155377 E13  
 
[gf] (0.014472163-1)2 xG-1       = 7.154138 E13 
 
[gf] G-1 (E2(lnπ-1)2-1         = 7.15332 E13 
       
[gf] (0.0144721632-1   x (1448.62 :7)2 :6   = 7.154355 E13 
 
[Ml] (1010 (π-2) x  [1.376060398E10 : 5199] : E23 )-1  =  528.11* 
 
[Ml] (Au2 : E23)-1        =  528.11* 
 
[Md] √(√√(1010 (π-2) :  (51992)-1 ) x 10     =  1448.11* 
 
[Md] √(√√((1.376060398E10 x 5199) :  (51992)-1 )x 10   =  1448.11* 
 
[Md] √(√√((Au x AM) :  ( AM2)-1 ) x 10     =  1448.11* 
 
[72]   ln(1010 (π-2) :  (51992)-1      =  49.01* 
 
[52] log(1010 (π-2)  :  (51993)-1      =  25.002* 
 
[52] log((Au x AM) )  :  (AM3)-1      =  25.002* 
 
[33] 10log((Au x AM) )  x  (AM3)-1     =  27.07* 
 
STRAIGHT NUMBERS, CURVED NUMBERS, AND PREFERENTIAL NUMBERS 
Why are there slight differences in the equations? That is probably because there are two kinds of 
numbers, straight and curved; we use straight numbers but in the transcendent world only real or curved 
numbers exist without the thickness of the ‘shadow-lines’. Preferential numbers are those that carry 
significance in both theology and Theomathesis such as # ±527&1448. 
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PLATO: LAWS BOOK X § 892, 893 
 
Note: Plato counts 10 sorts of motions or change all in relation with a view to soul. They are: 

1. Motion on axis; 2 locomotion; 3 both of the above; 4 separation; 5 composition; 
      6 growth; 7 decay; 8 destruction; 9 external motion; 10 spontaneous motion. 
 

ATHENIAN: Soul is that of whose nature and potency all but the few would seem to know nothing; in 
this general ignorance of it they know not in particular of its origin, how it is among the primal things, 
elder born than all bodies and prime source of all their changes and transformations. If this is indeed so, 
must not all that is akin to soul needs be of earlier birth than all that is proper to bodies, seeing that soul 
herself is older than body? CLINIAS: necessarily.(…)  
 
ATHENIAN: Let us take the motion, which can regularly set other things in movement but not itself. 
As a 2nd single type of motions we will take that which can regularly set itself going as well as other 
things (…) CLINIAS: So we will. 
 
ATHENIAN: §896 What is the definition of the thing for which soul is the name other than the motion 
which can set itself moving or self- movement?   CLINIAS: No indeed, our proof that soul, since it has 
been found to be the source of movement, is the first born of all things, is absolutely complete. 
Consequently it will be right, decisively, true, and final statement to assert, that soul is prior to body and 
body secondary and derivative, soul governing in the real order of things, and body being subject to 
governance (…) if we mean to assert it is as the universal cause.  
 
ATHENIAN: Soul then, by her own motions stirs all things in the sky, earth, sea, and the names of 
these motions are wish, reflections, foresight, counsel, judgment, true or false, pleasure, pain, hope fear, 
hate, love, - and (she) stirs them. If the whole path and movement of heaven are of like nature with the 
motion, revolution and calculations of wisdom, and proceed after that kind, we must say it is the 
supremely good soul that takes forethought for the universe and guides it along that path.  
 
§c,d We have found that it is soul which conducts the revolutions of all things, and are also bound to 
say that the soul by which the circle of the heavens is turned about with all foresight and order is the 
supremely good, or its contrary…or if what has gone before is true, it were blasphemy to ascribe the 
work to aught but soul or souls of absolute goodness. Since soul guides the sun on his course (…) we 
take it to bring light to the world by driving the sun as its car, each of us should esteem a god, should he 
not? (…) We are not wrong then in pronouncing soul as the primary source of all things, so man must 
yield and live henceforth a believer in gods.  
 
§902 c Thine own being also, fond man, is one such fragment, and so, for all its littleness, all its striving 
is ever directed toward the whole, but thou hast forgotten in the business that the purpose of all that 
happens is what we have said, is to win bliss for the life of the whole; it is not made for thee, but thou 
for it! 
 
§904 cd Thus all things that have part in soul change, for that cause of change lies within themselves, 
and as they change they move according with the ordinance and law of destiny; if they are wicked, they 
fall into the depth of Hades. If a soul have drunk deeper of vice or virtue by reason of its own volition 
and the potent influences of past converse with others, when near contact with divine goodness has 
made it itself especially godlike, so it is surely removed to a special place of utter holiness, and 
translated to another and better world. (…) He that has grown better shall make his way to the better 
souls… 
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§ 905c …’Tis well, and God’s grace be thy aid!  
THE PANTOCRATOR WITH TIARA, THE TRIPLE CROWN, UNITES ALL 
 

                                                                         
 Christ Jesus, creator, all-ruler, sustainer of life, heaven and earth.  
 
 

 ALL CHRISTIAN FAITHS IN HIS  CATHEDRAL OF PEACE 
 
 

                                                               
                 THE PANTOCRATOR WITH HIS SCEPTER OF THE CROSS SEATED  
                                          ON A HEXAGONAL THRONE   
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                     AS IS WRITTEN IN THE MYSTIC CITY OF GOD    

 

                                      
               Jesus invites us to come, and play with him! 

 
                                                                  

                                                             
                                 
                                                 “5199 IS THE LEGAL SIGN”  
                    CHRIST’S CHRONOLOGICAL DATE OF BIRTH AFTER ADAM 
 
                  

                            Christ, the Pantocrator 
       
 
                                CATHEDRAL OF PEACE 
 
                                                                          
                THE PANTOCRATOR WITH HIS SCEPTER OF THE CROSS SEATED  
                                          ON A HEXAGONAL THRONE   
 
                                                       
               5199 AS IS WRITTEN IN THE MYSTIC CITY OF GOD  
                               BY SOR MARIA OF AGREDA O.I.C ± 1665 
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PLEA:  “RESTORE  CHRIST’S  CHRONOLOGICAL   
 
     BIRTH  DATE  ~5199~  YEARS  AFTER THE  
 
CREATION  OF  THE  WORLD  AND  ADAM WITH”: 
 
E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π)=1.37606E10 = Au 
                                    Age of the universe 
 
 
0.33E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnlnlnln (E11lnln π)=4.541E9=Ae  
                                       Age of the earth   
 
 
1010(π -2) : E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π) =  5199 AM= 
                         Anno Mundi, birth of Jesus Christ 
 
*“Christ our Lord was formed God and man, on the twenty-fifth of March in which our father Adam 
was made in the year of the creation of the world 5199, which agrees with the Roman Church in her 
Martyrology under the guidance of the Holy Ghost, which corresponds to the beginning of creation”. 
[Mystic City of God, by SOR MARIA OF AGREDA O.I.C.  Pages 77/83/107/127/144] 
 
May 16-2013    lnlnlnln 1447E21 = 0.330002  [ln41447E21 = 0.330002;*#Md 1447-1448 see page 65] 
 
[Ae]  ln41447E21 x E11 ln4 (E11 ln4 (E11 ln4 (E11 lnln π)                    =  4.5410265E9ok                      
 
[33] ln4 1447E21        =  0.3300028* 
 
[33]  E4lnln π : 642        =  0.3300028* 
 
[33]  E4lnln π : (ctG : π2 )2      =  0.3300017* 
 
[Ae] ln4 1447E21 x (1010(π-2) : 4.541E9       =  5199.03* 

 

[Au]  (ln41447E21 : 4.541E9)-1                   =  1.37650521E10* 

 

[G] ((((ln4 1447E21 : 4.541E9 )-1)x ln4 1447E21 x 10 x ln41447E21 )-1  = 6.67316E-11 
 
[c] √(6(((ln4 1447E21 : 4.5391E9 )-1)x ln4 1447E21 x 10 x ln41447E21) = 299,792.5   c+1.3 
 
 
 
 
H.Th.Frenkel 2013, Oss NL 
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Published by Jesuits of the United States 
 
CHRISTIAN FAITH TAKES HISTORY seriously. Jesus was born in Bethlehem, a real place, and at a 
specific time. A traditional way to proclaim the birth of Jesus is found in the Roman Martyrology. 
When I was a first-year Jesuit novice in 1957, this was read during dinner on Christmas Eve and then 
sung in Latin at Midnight Mass. That version had been assembled and approved in 1584. Calculating 
from the Old Testament, it put: ~the birth of Jesus, 5,199 years from the creation of the world~. 
From the birth of Abraham, 2,957 years had passed and from the Exodus, 1,510 years. A newer version, 
published by the U.S. Catholic bishops in 1994, spoke of “unknown ages from the time when God 
created the heavens and the earth,” 21 centuries from the time of Abraham and Sarah and 13 centuries 
after Moses led the people of Israel out of Egypt. In 2001 the Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship 
updated the entire Martyrology to be more historically accurate. The entry for the Nativity began, 
“From the creation of the world...countless ages have passed.” Abraham remained at “about 2,100 
years,” and since the Exodus, 13 centuries. 
Biblical scholars continue to establish more accurate dating of historical events of the Old Testament, 
and scientists refine the age and stages of the universe.  
 
A Martyrology entry for the Nativity based upon contemporary biblical scholarship and science (and 
allowing for further development) might picture the history of the universe into which Jesus Christ 
entered as follows: 
The Twenty-fifth Day of December 
 
From the creation of the world, when in the beginning God created the universe, 13.7 billion yrs, 
From the formation of the first galaxies, 10 billion years, 
From the formation of our galaxy, sun and solar system, five billion years, 
From the formation of planet Earth, 4.6 billion years, 
From the origin of life on Earth, the first living cells, 3.5 billion years, 
From the time when the continents of earth stabilized, 2.5 billion years, 
From the time of the first ice age, 2.3 billion years, 
From the birth of sea life and fish in the ocean, 550 million years, 
From the first plants and vegetation on land, 400 million years, 
From the age of the dinosaurs, 230 million years, 
From the age of the first apes and monkeys, 35 million years, 
From the age of Homo habilis, 2.6 million years, 
From the time of Homo erectus and the use of tools, 1 million years, 
From the time of the first female from whom all human DNA can be traced, 160,000 years, 
From the time of Homo sapiens and the use of language, 80,000 years, 
From the time of the last ice age, 12,000 years, 
From the time of the first cities, 10,000 years, 
From the invention of phonetic writing, 3,500 years, 
From the time of the flourishing of civilization in Egypt, 3,000 years, 
From the time of Abraham and the Patriarchs, 1,925 years, From Moses and the coming of the Israelites 
out of Egypt, 1,280 years, From the anointing of King David, 1,011 years, From the time of the 
prophets Amos, Hosea and Isaiah, 750 years, In the 194th Olympiad, In the year 752 since the founding 
of the city of Rome, From the time of the poet Homer, 700 years, From the time of Socrates, Plato and 
Aristotle, 450 years, In the 42nd year of the empire of Octavian Augustus, when the Roman world was 
at peace, Jesus Christ, eternal God and Son of the eternal Father Desirous to sanctify the world by his 
most merciful coming, Having been conceived of the Holy Spirit, And nine months having elapsed 
since his conception, Is born in Bethlehem of Judah, Having become human of the Virgin Mary.  
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RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FIDES AND RATIO  
 
5199 signifies Fides’ Anno Mundi [AM]= Christ’s chronological birthdate, and 1.37E10 & 4.6E9 
signifies Ratio’s scientific age of universe [Au] =1.37606E10  & [Ae] = earth 4.54E9 years.  
 
ANALYSIS [AM] times [x] [Ae] 5199 x 1.37606E10 = 7.1541E13 shows a logarithmic relationship 
with the [Tc] transcendental constant π;  [log(E2log( 5199 x 1.37E10) = 3.14153256 ≈  π -16,640-1] 
[π] log(E2log( 5199 x 1.37606E10) = 3.14159 *= π exact therefore the inverse is true because : 
[AM] 1010 (π -2) : 1.37606E10  = 5199* and thus is the reverse true also 
[Ae]   1010 (π -2) : 5199   = 1.37606E10*   for the universe is ex π is ex God, 
 
[Au] : divided [:] by [AM] shows a natural logarithmic relationship with the Metapontum number 1448, 
a human faith number.   
 
[lnπ] e(ln√( 1.37606E10  : 5199)) -1)     = 1.1448.08 * 
 
[Md] E4((e(ln√( 1.37606E10  : 5199)) -1)-1 = 1448.08 * 
 
[Au] 5199(e(ln(( 1448.08 : E4) +1)) -1)2     = 1.37606E10 * 
 
[Au] E10eπ¯¹        = 1.3748E10* 
 
[Ml] (e(π¯¹))2-1              = 0.52908*          
 
[AM] E10e(3.1327¯¹)             = 1.37605E10 * 
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : E10eπ¯¹     = 5203.76*   [5203.76 - 5199  = 4.75794] 
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : E10eπ¯¹ + √(64 π2 xE3)-1         = 5199        √[5199 : 4.75794 = 33.056] 
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : E10eπ¯¹ + √(ctG     xE3)-1         = 5199         √(ctG64 xE3)-1 = 794.8-1                  
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : E10e(3.1327¯¹)           = 5199         
 
[AM] (52eπ¯¹xE12)  :  1.375E10     = 5199         [5199.25] 
 
The equations (above and below) reveal God’s ‘playfulness’ in creating the universe, we read: 
 
“I [Christ] was with him [the Father] forming all things: and was delighted every day, playing before 
him at all times; I was by him, as a master workman; and I was daily his delight, rejoicing always 
before him, rejoicing in his inhabited world and delighting in the children of man”.  
[Douay-Rheims Bible Proverbs. 8,30-31]    
 
Christ, in hypostatic union with the Father & the Holy Spirit ordered all things in measure & number 
& weight [Wis 11-20] so that man can understand that life did not begin with a big bang scenario but in 
God-thought ordering all things through Divine measure, transcendental mathematics. Christians 
recognize Christ as Creator of life who wants to become our Friend, Teacher, Redeemer, King Lord, 
Judge. He is true God and true man, incarnated from heaven on earth in human flesh from the virgin 
Mary, 5199 years post Adam to save us humans, made from dust, from eternal death and pain caused by 
Adam’s original sin.  
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Christ the God man formed in God’s image and likeness is from [ex] the immutable transcendent 
Trinitarian Godhead. He thanks & worships the Father. He is sinless and gave us the precious gift of 
life, pure grace, received for naught, without our merits. He promises even more heavenly gifts if we 
follow him and love him, by practicing his Laws of ethical life for He raised us from non being to 
being, mortality to immortality, darkness, ignorance & sin to transcendent levels of wisdom, beauty, 
goodness, light and every other conceivable blessing, letting us participate in eternal divinity as Gods 
children forever in heaven. He asks us is to recognize and praise the eternal Father and Him for this gift 
of life.   
 
What is our main ‘job’ on earth? To thank, praise, know and love Him daily first above all else. What 
do we get by doing this? Unspeakable, eternal bliss! What price must we pay? To have faith like 
Abraham, in Christ’s Words in the Gospel. How do we know his words are true? We cannot know for 
He & his wisdom is transcendent, we are but dust. The things from above are eternal. In life we know 
but sorrow, lies, war and death, yet we long for Peace, joy and truth, not for a moment but forever. Joy 
however is not fun or fun seeking, winning things from weaker men by beating them, joy is a blessing, 
grace from God, a transcendent good that can be felt in soul and known by reason. Can reason know 
transcendent truth? Not fully on earth, but by careful, patient faith, study and practice of the spiritual 
virtues and receiving the holy sacraments the veiled truths can be lowly discovered in the physical 
world and spiritual world where each physical act has a mathematical equivalent, and each 
mathematical act has a physical equivalent in the world, something like analogue and digital forms of 
the same invisible things like time etc. Much of the universe is invisible but by careful measurements its 
digital truths become known by immense collective scientific effort that has lasted three thousand years.   
 
Lies cannot be made into mathematics or truths anymore than darkness can be made into light. 
Transcendental math can lead truth seekers with faith in God-to-God who helps us to know and find 
Him who is life’s profoundest truth! 
God, the Absolute and Supreme, created before anything the idea ad intra of heaven inhabited with 
angels made from light [Gen 1,3] and a free will & earth inhabited with men [Gen 1-27-28] from dust 
and with free will and God blessed them. His idea became real [ad extra] with time in the beginning 
Gen. 1 and light Gen 1,3. God divided time by Light to create the [t : c = 105 elements] to form the 
visible universe for angels and earth for man. The angels and man He created perfect for pure joy out of 
nothing. God wanted to be thanked, loved, praised and obeyed by them, this was His true justice.  
  
Why is man born in sin? Our patriarch Adam listened to the brightest angel Lucifer who became the 
arch-liar Satan. Adam ate from the forbidden fruit of knowledge of the tree of good & evil ideas of 
greed and hate to infect Adam’s mind & soul who was created very well, capable to learn God’s divine 
wisdom. But Lucifer having free will to serve and worship God was jealous of other angels whose 
blessings he could not have. He became angry, his pride was hurt. He avenged this on Adam making 
him sin’ to infect his descendents with evil ideas to show God his anger by not respecting God’s 
Decision to incarnate as Christ, a God-man made from dust born from a virgin woman who was to bash 
his head Gen 1. 14-15. His rage and hate against God made him say: ‘Non Serviam’ I will not serve! 
The loyal angel Michael warred against him saying: ‘who is like God’ and cast him and the angels loyal 
to Lucifer into hell. Isaiah 14,13 ‘I will ascend to heaven above the stars of God, I will set my throne on 
high; 14,14 I will make myself the most high’. 14,15 But you [Satan] are brought down to Sheol [hell] 
to the depths of the pit. 
 
Angels are invisible spirits; Satan’s angels lie to us to make us sin and cast us in hell after death and 
torture us. Holy angels give true advice to lead us to heaven’s eternal bliss. This in a nutshell is the 
story of creation and of heaven and hell, our own future state after death [eschatology]. We have a free 
will to choose and do good or evil, to follow Christ, our final Judge after death, or to listen to the 
Antichrist whose reward is eternal punishment in fire.     
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Gods’ playfulness, [‘Come, play with me’, Jesus said to me after Metapontum was ‘born’ in 1977 in the 
US] is expressed in the Metapontum numbers #1448, 528, 33.  #1448 represents the distance of the 2x 
16 converted chess pieces united in cooperative interaction conform Christ’s’ law of brotherly love to 
lead them, us, to the land of milk and honey, to cross the square river of sin over the chess-trap of 
winning by killing others, corruption, sin, war and death, all things which Christ destroyed for us in his 
voluntary death on the cross, to lead us into the paradise of heaven just as he did with the ’good 
murderer’ who repented his sins just before he died. [I repented my sins and became Christian]  #528 is 
the equivalent of grace, the promotion or elevation of the humble poor pawns on the new hexagonal 
board of life, raised to sublime heights of blessedness with wisdom and power by Christ. The saints 
who walked on earth in His light, in whose life Christ’s power and wisdom was operative, attest to this; 
they show that God’s grace worked in and through them. They realized this and conquered their inborn 
pride, greed, arrogance, love of wealth, power, name & fame, realizing:  
 
 ”I am nothing but a hand full of dust, drenched in the tears of my sins”.   
 
Only Christ’s grace made the difference in their life [and mine]. Without Him they [I] would die a 
wretched death. No one is different, I am not different! 
 
How do we know that this is true? There are 2 ways: Faith in the Scripture and mathematics. 
Mathematics, how? 
 
Science discovered: the universe is ±13.7 billion years old; this facts is shown in the 1st transcendental 
equation ~E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π) = 1.376 E10 = age of the universe ~   
 
Science does not recognize yet what some scientists do know that the chronological birth date of the 
creator of the universe is 5199 measured from the creation date of Adam who knew good & evil is 
shown in the 2nd formula page 1. 1010(π -2) : E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π) = 5199     
 
1010 (π-2) is the gauge formula [gf]. It represents the Trinity, Father, Son & Holy Spirit in hypostatic union, 
three in One essence as in π; [Hebrews 3.14 i.e. man participates in Christ].  (π–2) means that one of the 
three divine Persons [the Son] creates out of love the universe for himself to populate it with rational, 
moral beings as a reflection of Christ himself who is our archetypal model and father to become our head 
and share his holiness and eternal life and joy with us. Christ is shown in the 2nd equation; #33 signifies 
two things: Christ’s age on earth and the number of moves in the most cooperative game, ~ Metapontum’s 
master π-game~ where all the [ethical men] pieces survive and reach their new eternal home. A list of 
formulae can tell this more accurately, for math has the power to prove and say in brief what in the many 
words say in the language of the New Testament. This is shown in Metapontum where peace is the object 
whose math verifies Theomathesis origin in Christ’s sign 5199.  
 
With the 3 major cosmic players 1. light, 2. time and 3. Gravity, the universe and earth are generated:  
 
[c]  light  √(6 ( 3.3 x 0.33(1448.032 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4)   =  299,792.03*  
 
[t]  time   ((1448.099432 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4)2 : 6E12  =  31,557,599.96*   
 
[G]  gravity   (3.3 x 0.33 (1448.12 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4)-1  =  6.6733E-11 * 
 
[Au]  (1448.12 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4      =  1.37603E10*  

 
[Ae]  0.33 (1448.12 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4      =  4.541E9*  
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In these equations the Metapontum numbers 1448 & 33 are prominently present underlining the playful 
nature of the Lord in creating the universe and us as his children; we are his’ property, not our own; he 
gives us a free will, he does not demand, like a tyrant, he acts like a reasonable, loving father, elder brother, 
friend, guide, or head of the human family. Respecting our free will to obey or not, he suffers when one of 
us goes astray and falls prey to Satan’s lies. His love for our life is so immense that he knowingly accepted 
to die for us on the cross, suffering for our sins in advance to persuade us to follow him on the way to 
holiness. His rules of life’s game are simple, cooperate, apply the golden rule, and do well (good) to the 
other, even the enemy; he too is confused and led astray by Satan; do not take his land, home, food, wife, 
children or property. Be a peace-player in life, not a chess player, to say it as an allegory or metaphor. This 
is simple to see, yet hard to practice in a world addicted to violence and war. 
 
This universe can be ‘understood’ in analogue and or digital form. The analogue form is the visible, the 
digital is the invisible knowledge. Theomathesis shows that they do not conflict; however scientific 
knowledge is still raw, it must be distilled, refined yet through further logarithmic math to show the 
universe has a double nature in tune with the harmony of the divine mind distilled from the visible 
analogue state. Likewise man too has two forms, the analogue and digital to correspond to the body mind 
or body/soul dichotomy. One can experience the difference in nature, the body is heavy, mortal, full of 
darkness and every other lack; the spirit is pure and unfettered carrying the hidden message of life i.e. God 
who is our ultimate source of being. In this body mind or body/soul dichotomy we observe a dichotomy, a 
war condition, a bifurcation to the  
 
Right or left 
Good or evil. 
Life or death 
Heaven or hell 
Truth or lie 
Order or chaos 
Light or dark 
Time or eternity 
All pairs of opposite.    
 
 
Summarized:  Christ or Antichrist, God or Satan, the choice is ours!  
 
 
 
 
 
 
1448, 528, 33 generate [AM/anno mundi]~[Au/eage uiverse~earth]~[G/gravity]~[c/light]~[t~time]~[e/log natural] 
 
[AM]        1010(π -2) : (ln (t : (ln1014.47)) x E9              =  5198.77*   [archive] 
 
[AM]        1010(π -2) : (ln (t : (ln1014.48)) x E9              =  5199.03*   [archive] 
 
[AM]        1010(π -2) : (8e(0.0144817¯¹ : 4) x (ln ln π )2 -1                 =  5199.02 * [archive] 

 
[AM]      10(0.1446992 x 33)4      =  5199.006* 
 
[AM]      10(0.1447 x 33)4       =  5199.12* 
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[Au]   (1448.12 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4    =  1.37603E10*  
 
[Ae] 0.33 (1448.12 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4    =  4.541E9*  
 
[G] (3.3 x 0.33 (1448.12 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4)-1  =  6.6733E-11*  
 
[c] √(6 ( 3.3 x 0.33(1448.032 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4)  =  299,792.03*  
 
[t] ((1448.099432 : √5199)^4 : 5199 : E4)2 : 6E12  =  31,557,599.96*   
 
[t]  (60 x 60 x 24 x 365.25)     =  31,557,600 [archive] 
 
[e] log(E-30 (1448.12242 x √5199)^4    =  2.7182818*= e - 107.6 = [81.674] 
   
[π] ee(log(E-30 (1448.822 x √5199)^4))2-1   =  3.1415903*= π+ 106.4 = [39.4] 
 
[AM/anno mundi]~[Au/eage uiverse~earth]~[G/gravity]~[c/light]~[t~time]~WITH Ml #528 
 
[Au]  (√528E-23)-1        =  1.37606E10* 
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : (√528.12E-23)-1      =  5199.04* 
 
[Ae] 0.33 (√528.00E-23)-1       =  4.54147E9* 
 
[Ae]  0.33 (√528.1E-23)-1       =  4.54105E9* 
 
[G] (3.3 x .33 (√528.537E-23)-1)-1     =  6.6758E-11* 
 
[c] √(6(33 x 0.33(√528.537E-23)-1     =  299,792.5* 
 
[t] ((√528.1348E-23)-1)2 :  6E12     =  31,557,599.81*   
 
[t]  (60 x 60 x 24 x 365.25)     =  31,557,600. 
 
GENERATING MD~ML WITH AU~ AM & π 
 
[Md]  (29(528E-6)-1) ^0.528      = 1448.58*  
 
[Md]  (527(527E-6)-1) ^0.5268      =  1448.1* = (528.1=1.37606E102:E23)-1  
 
[Md] ((E23 x 1.37777E102-1) x (E17 x 1.37777E102-1)-1)^(E20 x 1.37777E102-1) = 1448.11*  
 
[Md]   E4(1.3799771E102-1)3)      =  1448* 
 

[Md] √(√√(1010 (π-2) : (51992)-1 ) x 10     =  1448.1* 
 
[Md] √(√√((1.376E10 x 5199) :  (51992)-1 )x 10    =  1448.1* 
 
[Md] √(√√((Au x AM) :  ( AM2)-1 ) x 10     =  1448.1* 
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[Md] E3 log log ((14482 : √5199)^8 : 5199 : E4   =  1447.04*  
 
[Ml] (1.37606E10 2 : E23)-1      =  528.1* 
 
[Ml] 10(lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln π))))2-1   =  528.11* 
 
[AM] (10π : E5)2-1 -  10       =  5199.7 * 
 
[AM] (103.14204 : E5)2-1        =  5199.002* 
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : E11√ (8√(7 x 60 x 60 x 24) x 10)-1          =  5198.86 * 
 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : (1447.5 E14 x 3 : t)    =  5199.019* 
 
[Au]    (1447.5 E14 x 3 : t)       =  1.376055E10* 
 
[Md] E10 (7t : 32) -1       =  1448.59* 
 
[c] ( E10 (7t : 32) -1)2 : 7       =  299,776.7*  = c - 17. 
 
[c] 642√1448 E8  : 5199       = 299,795*  = c - 2.5 
 
[AM] (528.533  x 16000)2 : (√(528.533 E-17)-1   =  5199.005* 
 
 (528.638  x 16000)2 = 1010(π -2) = 7.154138E13 ; (√(528.638 E-23)-1= 1.37606E10 ; √(1010(π -2) : 16000 = 528.638  
 
[AM] 642√1448 E8  : c       =  5199  
 

                                                                                    ~“ 
 
                                                    WITH THE BREATH OF GOD 
                               ‘THIS’ SHALL GO AROUND THE WORLD SEVEN TIMES” 
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   “COME PLAY WITH ME”                                                ‘5199 IS THE LEGAL SIGN’ 
 

                                      
 
                                                          10x(0.1447 x 33)4  =  5199 

                                                                             ~“ 
                                            WITH THE BREATH OF GOD 
                ‘THIS’ SHALL GO AROUND THE WORLD SEVEN TIMES” 
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 ”COME,   PLAY WITH ME”  
                                                                                                                               10x(0.1447 x 33)4  =  5199 

                                                     
 
                                                      ‘5199 IS THE LEGAL 
 
 
 
          (1010(π-2) : e15 ln lnπ :E8   =  1.619 ≈  Φ  
[Hz]   (1010(π-2) : e14 ln lnπ :E6   =  440 [Page 124]  
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                                                                                              ↑  
                                                                          Arrow points to hexagon 
                                                                                  
 
No physical thing exists without measure, weight, and number. 
          (1010(π-2) : (332 x 2ctG xE4) - 1  =  5199.19  
                            (332 x 2ctG xE4)        =  1.3757 E10    = Au 
 
April 6, 2013   Relation of 2π and the age of the universe. This is special because: 
 
Au : 2π = 2,190,068,142; 
  
log(E2log(Au : 2π : π^5 xE7) = 3.141597358  = π    [π - 4602 -1] 
 
 √lnln 2π√Au = 1.447355127;  
 
however,  (ee1.4473551272 )^2π = 35,782,193 ≠ 1.3760604E10 = Au  
 
because 2π√ Au = 3375. Conclusion this equation has no reciprocal function, it cannot be inverted?  
   
2π = 6.28318√ Au =     41.08 
2π√ Au                   = 3375.0  
 
This is an anomaly and points to the transcendence of π as a symbol of God who is other than π’s  
numerical indication. 
  
What then is √lnln 2π√ Au = 1.447355127  if it has no reciprocal function? 
This number 1.447355127 or 1447 : 1000 might be called a God-spark or Gottesfunken because, 
coming from Metapontum  (1.447359 x 33)4 : 1000 = 5199  
 
(1010(π-2) : (3√ (Au : (ee1.4473592 )^2π)-1 xE11) – π = 5199.07*    [Au =1.3760604E10]  
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Gottesfunken und Gottesleben- G.K. Holderer -// Der Mensch hat bekanntermaßen ausser seinem 
Aussenkörper noch eine Seele und einen Geist. Im Leben auf Erden gilt es, die Seele an den Geist heran zu 
führen, denn dieser hat die führende Kraft der ewigen Wahrheit in sich. Im Kern des Geistes ist aber noch der 
Gottesfunken in einer besonderen Umhüllung eingelagert, der nicht nur das Abbild von Jesus trägt, sondern 
auch die göttliche Wesensart besitzt.Der Gottesfunken ist uns gegeben und will uns helfen das Gottesleben in 
uns auf zu nehmen, um Kinder des ewigen Gottes zu sein.„Liebe Gott über alles und deinen Nächsten so 
wie dich selbst.“ Auf dieser Basis sollen wir leben, denn nur diese Erkenntnis kann uns wieder zu Menschen 
in Gottes Ordnung verändern. In ihren Gesprächen – die von Max Seltmann in ähnlicher Weise wie bei Jakob 
Lorber aufgeschrieben wurden – wird uns vieles über den Gottesfunken und das erwachende Gottesleben im 
Menschen mitgeteilt: Er fühlt den erwachenden Gottesfunken in sich, der strahlendes Leben aussendet. 
Maria sagte damals zu Jonas: „Wenn dein in dir wohnender Geist die einengenden Fesseln der Seele 
gesprengt haben wird, dann wird dir dein Geistfunken so manches offenbaren, was dir heute noch als 
unmöglich erscheint.“ Doch ist dies nicht so einfach. . Denn gerade durch den harten Kampf mit dem 
Irdischen wird eure Seele freier und selbstständig, wodurch der in euch noch still ruhende Geistfunken aus 
Mir erwacht.“ Dem Erwecken des Gottesfunken in uns muss unsere besondere Aufmerksamkeit gelten. Ist 
er einmal in Tätigkeit, so kann man in sein Herz gehen und mit ihm Zwiesprache halten. Nicht immer wird 
eine Antwort kommen. Wenn nicht, dann war es eben noch nicht an der Zeit mich über meine Frage in 
Kenntnis zu setzen. Jedoch ist die Freude groß, wenn man eine Antwort erhält. Der Gottesfunken gibt uns 
reichliches Wissen über das Sehnen des heiligen Vaters, dass Seine Kinder in Ihm nicht nur den großen 
Schöpfer und Gott erkennen mögen, sondern in Ihm den liebenden Vater erschauen sollen. Einer der Römer, 
die im Hause des Lazarus anwesend sind, erläutert an Paulus das Gefühl zu seinem Geistfunken: „Ich weiss 
bestimmt, dass auch der größte Eifer meinerseits, Ihm ein treuer Diener zu sein, an meiner Ohnmacht 
scheitern würde. Nun aber habe ich mein Leben ganz in die Hände der Liebe des Herrn gelegt und so kann Er 
mich umgestalten. Nicht ich selbst, o nein, nur Er ist in mir die Triebkraft all meines Tuns.“ Unsere 
Informationsquelle ist also der Gottesfunken, der uns in Verbindung mit Jesus bringt, um dann Ihm die 
Initiative für unser Leben auf der Erde zu übergeben. Wir dürfen ganz sicher sein, dass sich Seine Liebe auf 
uns überträgt. Unser gefundenes Innenleben, das sich auf der Jesusliebe aufbaut, wird sich dann auf unser 
Aussenleben auswirken. Bis es aber so weit ist, werden wir oft durch tiefe, schmerzliche Zeiten in innerer 
Dunkelheit geführt, um diesen Funken der göttlichen Liebe in uns zu befreien und unser Wesen zu 
verändern, bis wir zu einem neuen, glücklich machendem Innenleben erweckt sind. Gottes Boten müssen klar 
sehen und dazu hilft ihnen der im Menschen erweckte Gottesfunken. Im tiefsten Grund könnte jeder 
Erdenmensch die geistige Welt schon jetzt in sich erleben. Wer dies alles nur mit seinem Verstand erfassen 
will, der wird herzlich wenig vom Wehen des Gottesfunken verspüren. Aber es ist auch nicht die Folge des 
bloßen Glaubens, sondern es ist die vollständige Einigung des in uns lebenden Gottesfunken mit dem 
Feuer des ewigen Ur-Geistes. Werde ganz Liebe, dann kannst du täglich solche Wunder erleben, die eine 
natürliche Folge des in dir sich regenden Gottesleben sind.    Einen Rat hören wir in den Gesprächen bei 
Lazarus: „Bleibe einfach und schlicht und sei dir bewusst, dass es viel besser ist, wenn man Brücken baut 
zu den Herzen der Mitmenschen, als sich von ihnen zurück zu ziehen. Nach dem Maß deiner Liebe zu allen 
Seelen wird dir Kraft zufließen und nach dem Maß deiner vollen Hingabe an Gott wirst du Licht und Klarheit 
erhalten.“Auf diese Weise wird uns der Gottesfunken zum erkennenden Gottesleben führen, das aus dem 
Herzen kommt und sich auf alles ausdehnt was wir tun. Das Erdendasein erleben wir dann aus geistiger Sicht 
und verwundern uns, mit welch unglaublicher Liebe und Geduld wir vom himmlichen Vater geführt werden. 
Es versteht sich von selbst, dass wir für Seine Führung sowohl danken als auch immer wieder darum bitten 
müssen, damit wir in Seiner Wahrheit bleiben dürfen und Sein Segen nicht endet. Sein heiliges Leben in uns 
ist Sein großes Gnaden-Geschenk! Er sorgt dafür, dass uns nichts Böses schaden kann, dabei kommt es nicht 
so sehr auf das materielle sondern auf das innere, geistige Wachstum und Wohlsein an.Wir dürfen uns freuen, 
wenn wir begonnen haben Jesus lieb zu haben, aber das schließt mit ein, dass wir andere, die noch Seine 
Gegner sind, nicht verurteilen sollen, denn auch auf sie wartet die väterliche, göttliche Liebe. Vergessen wir 
nicht, dass wir alle – also die ganze Menschheit – von Gott abstammen. Deshalb trägt auch jeder Mensch 
den Funken des göttlichen Lebens in sich, der die Entwicklung des Menschen garantiert. Durch verkehrtes 
Handeln ist dieser Funken zunächst zwar verdeckt, wird aber gewaltig tätig, wenn wir wach gerüttelt werden 
und beginnen an Gott zu glauben und Ihn zu lieben."Gottesfunken und Gottesleben" - G.K. Holderer 
2006. 
_______________________________________________________________  

     

  
Joel 2:28 Joel 2:28  King James Version (KJV) 
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28 And it shall come to pass afterward, that I will pour out my spirit upon all flesh; and your sons and your daughters shall 
prophesy, your old men shall dream dreams, your young men shall see visions: 

 
Acts 2:17 New International Version (NIV)17  
“‘In the last days, God says, I will pour out my Spirit on all people.Your sons and daughters will prophesy your young men 
will see visions, your old men will dream dreams. 
 

EAGLE 
                                                
LIVING TWO-HEADED EAGLE 
 

  

  
                                           THE PANTOCRATOR 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
[Edited by H.Th.F.] 
FIDES ET RATIO OF JOHN PAUL II ON THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FAITH AND REASON 
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 My Venerable Brother Bishops,  Health and the Apostolic Blessing! 

Faith and reason are like two wings on which the human spirit rises to the contemplation of truth; and 
God has placed in the human heart a desire to know the truth—in a word, to know himself—so that, by 
knowing and loving God, men and women may also come to the fullness of truth about themselves (cf. 
Ex 33:18; Ps 27:8-9; 63:2-3; Jn 14:8; 1 Jn 3:2). 
 
INTRODUCTION “KNOW YOURSELF”1. In East and West, we may trace a journey which has led 
humanity to meet and engage truth more deeply. The admonition Know yourself was carved on the 
temple portal at Delphi, as testimony to a basic truth to be adopted as a minimal norm by those who 
seek to set themselves apart from the rest of creation as “human beings”, that is as those who “know 
themselves”. 
4. A single term conceals a variety of meanings. Hence the clarification. Driven by the desire to 
discover the ultimate truth of existence, human beings seek to acquire those universal elements of 
knowledge which enable them to understand themselves better to advance in their own self-realization. 
It is as if we had come upon an implicit philosophy of which all feel that they possess these principles in 
a general and unreflective way. Once reason successfully intuits & formulates the first universal 
principles of being and correctly draws from them conclusions which are coherent both logically 
and ethically, then it may be called right reason or, as the ancients called it, orthós logos, recta 
ratio. 
5. The Church sets great value upon reason's drive to attain goals which render people's lives more 
worthy. In philosophy we see the way to come to know fundamental truths about human life. It has a 
focusing attention upon man. Anthropology, logic, the natural sciences have been involved. Yet the 
positive results achieved must not obscure that reason, in its one-sided concern to investigate human 
subjectivity, it has forgotten that men is called to direct its steps towards a truth which transcends 
them. Sundered from that truth, individuals are at the mercy of caprice, and their state as person is 
judged by pragmatic criteria based upon experimental data, in the mistaken belief that technology 
must dominate all.  It has happened that reason, rather than voicing the human orientation towards 
truth, has wilted under the weight of so much knowledge and has lost the capacity to lift its gaze to the 
heights, not daring to rise to the truth of being.  Abandoning the investigation of being, modern 
philosophical research has concentrated upon human knowing, rather than make use of the human 
capacity to know the truth. Modern philosophy preferred to accentuate the ways in which this capacity 
is limited and conditioned. 
 
CHAPTER II CREDO UT INTELLEGAM “Wisdom knows all and understands all” 
(Wis 9:11) What is distinctive in the biblical text is the conviction that there is a profound and 
indissoluble unity between the knowledge of reason and the knowledge of faith. Faith intervenes not to 
abolish reason's autonomy nor to reduce its scope for action, but solely to bring the human being to 
understand that in these events it is the God of Israel who acts. Thus the events of history cannot be 
understood in depth without professing faith in the God who is at work in them. Faith sharpens the 
inner eye to discover in the flux of events the workings of Providence. The Book of Proverbs is 
pertinent: “The human mind plans the way, but the Lord directs the steps” (16:9).  
 
Therefore, reason and faith cannot be separated without diminishing the capacity of men to know 
themselves, the world and God in an appropriate way. 17. There is thus no reason for competition 
of any kind between reason and faith: each contains the other, and each has its own scope for 
action. Proverbs exclaims: “It is the glory of God to conceal things, but the glory of kings is to search 
things out” (Prov 25:2).  
 
In their respective worlds, God and the human being are set within a unique relationship. In God lies the 
origin of all things, in him is found the fullness of the mystery, and in this his glory consists; to men and 
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women there falls the task of exploring truth with their reason, and in this their nobility consists. The 
Psalmist adds in prayer: “How deep to me are your thoughts, O God! How vast is the sum of them! If I 
try to count them, they are more than the sand. If I come to the end, I am still with you” (139:17-18).  
29. It is unthinkable that a search so deeply rooted in human nature would be vain and useless. The 
capacity to search for truth, to pose questions, implies the rudiments of a response. Humans would not 
search for something of which they knew nothing or for something which they thought was beyond 
them. Only the sense that they can arrive at an answer leads them to take the first step. This is what 
happens in scientific research. When scientists follow their intuition they set out in search of the logical 
and verifiable explanation of a phenomenon, they are confident that they will find an answer. They do 
not judge their original intuition useless because they have not reached their goal; rightly enough they 
will say that they have not yet found a satisfactory answer. 
31. The human being—the one who seeks the truth—is also the one who lives by belief. 
39. It is clear from history that Christian thinkers were critical in adopting philosophical thought.  
Origen adopts Platonic philosophy to shape his argument and mount his reply. Assuming many 
elements of Platonic thought, he begins to construct an early form of Christian theology. The name 
“theology” itself, together with the idea of theology as rational discourse about God, had to this point 
been tied to its Greek origins. History shows how Platonic thought, adopted by theology, underwent 
profound changes with regard to concepts such as the immortality of the soul, the divinization of man 
and the origin of evil. 
40. In this work of Christianizing Platonic and Neo-Platonic thought, the Cappadocian Fathers, 
Dionysius the Areopagite and Saint Augustine were important. Though he accorded the Platonists a 
place of privilege, Augustine rebuked them because, knowing the goal to seek, they had ignored the 
path which leads to it: the Word made flesh. 
 
46 In the field of scientific research, a positivistic mentality took hold which not only abandoned 
the Christian vision of the world, but more especially rejected every appeal to a metaphysical or 
moral vision. It follows that certain scientists, lacking any ethical point of reference, put at the 
centre of their concerns something other than the person's life. Further still, some sense the 
opportunities of technological progress to succumb not only to a market-based logic, but also to 
the temptation of a quasi-divine power over nature and even over the human being. As a result of 
the crisis of rationalism, what has appeared finally is nihilism.  
 
As a philosophy of nothingness, it has attraction for people who claim that the search is an end in itself, 
without any hope or possibility of ever attaining the goal of truth. In the nihilist interpretation, life is no 
more than an occasion for sensations and experiences in which the ephemeral has pride of place. 
Nihilism is at the root of the widespread mentality, which claims that a definitive commitment should 
no longer be made, because everything is fleeting and provisional. 
48. This rapid survey of the history of philosophy reveals a growing separation between faith and 
philosophical reason.  
 
Yet closer scrutiny shows that even in the philosophical thinking of those who helped drive faith 
and reason further apart there are found seminal insights which, if developed can lead to the 
discovery of truth's way. The theme of death can become for thinkers an incisive appeal to seek within 
themselves the true meaning of their own life.  
 
 
 
 
But this does not mean that the link between faith and reason as it now stands does not need to be 
carefully examined, because each without the other is impoverished and enfeebled. 
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Deprived of what Revelation offers, reason has taken side-tracks which expose it to the danger of losing 
sight of its final goal. Deprived of reason, faith has stressed feeling and experience, and so run the risk 
of no longer being a universal proposition. It is an illusion to think that faith, tied to weak reasoning, 
might be more penetrating; on the contrary, faith then runs the risk of withering into superstition.  By 
the same token, reason which is unrelated to an adult faith is not prompted to turn its gaze to the 
newness and radicality of being. This is why faith and philosophy recover the profound unity which 
allows them to stand in harmony with their nature without compromising their mutual autonomy. The 
parrhesia of faith must be matched by the boldness of reason. 
 
THE CITY OF GOD The Transfixion Chapter XI §487 
(…) The Lord desired to work this miracle in order to pledge Himself to include the ancient natural and 
written laws in the benefits of the Incarnation, Redemption and general resurrection;(…) since all these 
mysteries were contained in the most holy Eucharist. By thus communicating Himself to the two holy 
men, Enoch and Elias, who were still in their mortal flesh, these blessings were extended over the 
human race such as it existed under the natural and the written laws, while all the succeeding 
generations were to be included in the new law of grace, the Apostels at the head.  
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                  THEOMATHESIS    
                                                                              

                NOTE #1 LIVING TWO-HEADED EAGLE [Page 158] 

       
                 THE GOSPEL  
 
              OF SCIENCE  
 

 
 
           H.Th.Frenkel, Oss The Netherlands 
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‘GOD’S MYSTICAL AGENT OF CREATION’, THE TRANSCENDENTAL* ALL-π, IN 
PERSPECTIVE     [adepted version for book]                                                                                                                                                                                   

 

 
               Figure 1                                          Figure 2                                 Figure 3                                 Figure 4  
 
                                                                    [Zechariah 4: 11-14]  
                                                                                Figure 5 

3 x 22 = 66 Books of the Bible: 5 Torah + 12 History OT  
+ 5 Wisdom + 22 Epistles + 5 NT History + 12 Minor Prophets + 12 Major Prophets  =  
    
                             5  + 12 + 5 + 22 + 5 + 12 + 5 =  66 Books of the Bible 
 

22 = 7π; 3 x 7π  = 66 
 

                                           ST.  JOHN’S  1,1-5   66 WORDS OF CREATION    
                             

 “In1 the2 beginning3 was4 the5 Word6 and7 the8 Word9 was10 with11 God12, and13 the14 Word15 was16 
God17;He18 was19 in20 the21 beginning22 with23 God24; all25 things26 were27 made28 through29 him30, 
and31 without32 him33 was34 not35 anything36 made37 that38 was39 made40. In41 him42 was43 Life44 and45 
the46 life47 was48 the49 light50 of51 men52. And53 the54 light55 shines56 in57 the58 darkness59, and60 the61 
darkness62 has63 not64 overcome65 it66”.    
 
        CHRIST COMES  IN THE MIDDLE, THE FULLNESS, AND THE APEX OF TIME.   
 
                               [see also Tagesengel -II- St. Beroel, page 224] 
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[c]E5 (√10(10(ee(e2)- 1)  : 10(√(lnlnπ)-1)) :7)                                  = 299,794.06  = c-1.5km/ 
[G]((E5 (√10(10(ee(e2)- 1)  : 10(√(lnlnπ)-1)) :7))2 :6) -1                          = 6.675828945E-11= G  *   
 
[Au]5198.22 : ln(π) x E7 : 3.3             =1.376061E10=Au; * 

 
[Ae]5198.22 : ln(π) x E6                = 4.54100 E9   = Ae; * 
        Figure 6                                                                             Figure 7 

Jesus’ Light inspires Metapontum’s men to cross 1448 
hexagons in circular π chess to exchange sides in a peace dance without war!  
 
66 moves in Metapontum to cross 1448 places; 1448 : 66 = 21.939 ≈ 7π; 7π =21.99 

Moses’ Exodus with the children Israel’s began in 1447 AD. Their circle was 
completed 40 years later as they entered the Promised Land.  3√40 x t : c = 360o 

Fig 1.  God gauges the age of the universe; he takes light as a radius to draw the time circle 

as periphery, π. : , time(t):(c)light =105 elements in the periodic system. His divine circle 
encoHis divine circle encompasses the entire universe. His All π is transcendental, omniscient, 
omnipresent, and omnipotent, with the 105 elements God creates Life.  

Fig 2. Number = Word = one, two, three; All number = All π; Circle = π = all number. 

Fig 3. 100 x God’s Holy name YHWH = the speed of light. 

 His Name YHWH radiates Light in Exodus 3,14-15 = π = YHWH = fire = light = c.  
His divine circle encompasses the entire universe. His All π is transcendental, omniscient, omnipresent, 
and omnipotent, with the 105 elements God creates Life.  

 His Name YHWH radiates Light in Exodus 3,14-15 = π = YHWH = fire = light = c. 
E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnlnlnln(E11lnln 3.141590)                  = 1.376060E10 =Au; * 
                                Covariant π’; Math π = 3.141592654                                

   
[t]  10(log(10(lnln 3.141479915)2-1))2                                               = 31,557,600 * 
 
[G] (eeee(10 3.14179075:E4))-1    = G=                                              = 6.67659437E-11*  
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Christ died 5233 Anno Mundi  This light spec’s essence, Exodus’ 3.14 ~π~ returns to God in a 
prefect circle from ‘naught’. ex-‘out of’ + hodos ‘way’  from Greek.  Nothing blocks God’s All π in the 
absolute void before, during and after the zero moment of his All π light Birth π-inggg that goes from 
within to without, from His ad intra to His ad extra. This All π light emission returns to God, the eternal 
source of all. All is in π and π is in all things that truly have being without end; outside the All π 
nothing is but death’s shadow, non-being, chaos & sorrow and horror.  

The time cycle is like God’s circle-icon  fig 1, creating the ‘universe’ in which man’s task is to 

distinguish between good and evil. Life’s potential is to reunite with its Source to complete the 
All cycle in π in God. This might describe the All π, yet it transcends and defies all descriptions and 
limitations, like God himself. Cyclus is kuklos ‘circle’[Greek]. Christ is present in the π of the tiny 

circle of the Holy Eucharist, in a hypostatic, mystical union of God & man, present in body & 
spirit, living, breathing, real and mystical. He descended from heaven to re-ascend to heaven. This is 
God’s Holy mystic Cycle. Just as light ~c~ is defined as a wave & particle, so also the vibrating and 
constant nature of light is as non-contradictory as the vibrant, constant, metaphysical and mysterious 
nature of π. Without π, the circle, the cycle, the sphere, life cannot be, let alone its manifestation ad 
extra in the universe and the world.  
 
FROM THE MYSIC CITY OF GOD~THE CORONATION §60. 
 
This petition of our Redeemer in heaven was supported on earth by the most holy Mary in a manner 
befitting the merciful Mother of the faithful. Prostrate upon the earth in the form of a cross and in 
profoundest humility, She saw, how in that consistory of the blessed Trinity, the request of the Savior 
was favorably accepted, and how, to fulfill and execute it, the persons of the Father and the Son, as the 
Principle from which the Holy Ghost proceeded, decreed, the active mission of the Holy Spirit; for to 
these Two is attributed the sending of the Third Person, because He proceeds from Both; and the third 
Person passively took upon Himself this mission and consented to come into the world. Although all the 
three divine Persons and their operations spring from the same infinite and eternal will without any 
inequality: yet the same powers, which in all three Persons are indivisible and equal, have certain 
operations ad intra in each Person, which are not in the others. Thus the understanding engenders in the 
Father, not in the Son, who is engendered; and in the will breathes forth in the Father and the Son, and 
not in the Holy Ghost, who is breathed forth. On account of this reason the Father and the Son, as the 
active Principle, are said to send the Holy Ghost ad extra, while to the Latter is attributed the being sent, 
as in a passive manner.  
 
π is as Father God, e  is  as God’s  Son Christ,  ln π is as God’s Holy Ghost; All three Persons and 
their operations spring from the infinite, eternal will without inequality: yet the same powers, which 
have certain operations ad intra in each Person are not in the others;  understanding engenders in the 
Father, not in the Son; the will breathes forth in the Father &  the Son, not in the Ghost, who is breathed 
forth. On account of this the Father and the Son, as the active Principle, are said to send the Holy Ghost 
ad extra, while to the Latter is attributed the being sent, as in a passive manner.[to reflect the acts of 
transcendental trinity of π ~e~ lnπ]. 
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John 3.14-15. No one has ascended into heaven except he who descended from heaven, the Son of Man.  
And just as Moses lifted up the serpent in the wildernis, so must the Son of Man be lifted up, that 
whoever believes in him may have eternal life [in the All π, heaven, God].  
 
God is in Exodus’ fire 3.14; 14-19 The Lord’s angel who went before the host of Israel moved & went 
behind them.16-10…and behold, the glory of the Lord appeared in the cloud. God assumes the shape 
He wants; He comes in the Eucharistic circle whose abstract expression is π. *TRANSCENDENTAL: 
relating to a spiritual, nonphysical realm: a person's soul; Kant presupposed in and necessary to 
experience a priori. The Only Possible Argument in support of a Demonstration of the Existence 
of God is that the internal possibility of all things presupposes some existence: Accordingly, there 
must be something whose nonexistence would cancel all internal possibility whatsoever. This is a 
necessary thing; this must have all the characteristics ascribed to God. Therefore God necessarily 
exists.  
 
This a priori step is followed by a step a posteriori, in which he establishes the necessity of an 
absolutely necessary being. Matter contains the principles which give rise to an ordered universe; 
this leads to the concept of God as a Supreme Being, which "embraces within itself everything 
which can be thought by man. God includes all that is possible or real."[1] 
2 Math of e or π, real but not a root of algebraic equations; π is hypostatic and  independent of 
sense perception. 
                                                                           
Different ways with to yield 5199 Anno Mundi 
[AM] 1010(π -2) : eeee√52.81-1   = 5199.006 

*
 

                              ↑4 x e↑	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  

 [AM] (π-1eeeee-0.528344878-1  : 1010 (π -2 ))-1    = 5199.0001 * 

              ↑5 x e↑	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  

[AM] e(10(π -2)) : 200                        = 5199.095     
*

  

 
[AM] (1.3760604E10 : 1010 (π -2 ))-1                 = 5199 * 
        

 

[AM] 1010 (π -2 ) : (32e  x E11 : 64π2) + π     = 5198.2256 * 

 
[AM] 1010 (π -2 ) : (32e  x E11 : ctG)     + π     = 5198.2256 * 
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  

[AM] 1010(3.141548 - 2) : ((-log log log log (c2)^3.141548 )-1 x E10  = 5199.09 * 
 

[AM] 3.140635√(1.37606141E10 x c2) : 1000                            = 5199.099 * 
                

[AM] 5.199663√(14482 x E13)       = 5199.014 * 
 
[AM] 1010( π -2 ) : (1448.212 x 94)                       = 5199.0524  * 
 

[AM] 1010( π -2 ) : (((4 x E-5 ln E7π)2-1) x 94)     = 5199.13      * 

 
 
                                    π, e, 5199, 1448, 528, 6 yield the age of the universe;       
 
 
[Ml] [128√(π1092) x E2        = 528.000074* 
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[Ml] 102(128√(π 10 92π)        = 528.000074  * 
 
[Au] π -1eeeee-0.528344878-1                                =1.3760604E10 * 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 
	 	 	 	 	 	 ↑5 x e↑	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 

[Au] eeee√52.80999101-1      = 1.3760724E10   * 
↑4 x e↑	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	  
[Au] (e(ln(1448.080546:E4+1)) -1)2 x 5199         =1.376060142E10* 
 
1448.212 x 94    = 1.376046537E10 * 
 
(5199 x E3)^3.14063889 : c2     = 1.376060198E10*  

 

[Au] (1448.217159)2 x 812      = 1.376060141E10*    

 
[Hz] (10(10(ee(e2)- 1)           :        10(√(lnlnπ)-1  = 440.3947 ;  ♫A = 440 Hz [archive]  
 
[Md]100√(10(√ (10(10(ee (e2)-1) : 10(√(lnlnπ)-1)                = 1448.64[archive]* 
 
[Md]((4logloglog(G-1 : c)))-1                                             = -1.44801928 *4x))))-1 
 
[Md](E5 (4ln((E710 π : 443.33))) -1                                        = 1448.64* 
 
(E4(e(ln√(1.376060141E10 :  5199))-1 -1                                  =1448.08055* 
 
[Md]√(5199.6 ^ 5.1996 x 10) : E7     = 1448.033 * 
 
[Ae]1448.212 x 94  x .33                = 4.54095357E9 = Ae *   
 
[c]E5 (√10(10(ee(e2)- 1)  : 10(√(lnlnπ)-1)) :7)                          = 299,794.06 = c-1.5* 
 
[c]((101010((-1.44801928-1 : 4)) : G-1)-1                           = 299792.3 = c * 
       
[c](√(6(14482 x 94  x .33 x 3.3)               = 299,808.=  c+ 15 km  * 
   
[G]  ((E5 (√10(10(ee(e2)- 1)  : 10(√(lnlnπ)-1)) :7))2 :6) -1             = 6.675828945E-11= G* 
 
[G]  (1448.212 x 94  x .33 x 3.3)              = 6.673274637E-11=G *   
    
[G]  (101010((-1.44801928-1 : 4)) x c)-1                               = 6.676589644E-11 = G * 
 
[e]  π x 8√(0.1π)                                                                       = 2.71827635 = e–4272-1* 
 
[c]  E2(lnln3.141501629)-1^4                                                                      = 299792,499 = c* 
 
[6]  (101010((-1.44801928-1 : 4)) : c )-1                                     = 6.00062* 
 
[6]  (G-1 : c2) -1                                                                         = 6.00062 * 
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The equations above or combinations can produce the entire spectrum of the age of the universe, the 
earth, light, gravity, time, 1448, ♫A 440 Hz, 5199AM, e, etc., with π.  
 
CIRCUMFERENCE OF A CIRCLE = 2πr2; VOLUME OF A SPHERE = 4 : 3 x π x r3; 
 
When r = the age of the universe : 2π the equation reads:volume universe [Vu] 
 
[Vu]  (1.376060141E10  : 2π)3 x 4 : 3 x π        = 4.400087E28  * 

log√√(((1.376060141E10  : 2π)3 x 4 : 3 x π )      = 7.160865312 * 

 

 

[Md]  √√ (Au : 2π)3 x 4 : 3 x π                          = 1448.322616 x E4 * 
 
 log (1448.32 x 10,000)                             = 7.160865312 * 
 
[Md]  E7 √√ (E44 : 4.4E28) -1                                         = 1448.315469 * 
  
[Md]  E11 (√√ ((E66 : 4.4E28) -1x E6)               = 1448.315469 * 
 

There are 66 Books of the Bible  Zacharia 4: 11-14 page 7    
            
                                           AGE OF THE UNIVERSE  
 

[Au]  3√(((1448 x 1002))4 : 4 x 3 : π ) x 2π                            = 1.3756515E10  * 
 
[Au]  3√(((1448.3226 x 1002))4 : 4 x 3 : π ) x 2π                  = 1.37606012E10 * 
 
[Au]  3√(((1448 x 1002))4 : 4 x 3 : 3.1415 ) x 2 x 3.1415  = 1.3756244E10 * 
 
[Au]  8π106√c                                             = 1.376100782E10*  
 
106√c                                                                               = 547533104 *     
 
 
 [gf]  1010( π -2 )                                                                                 =  7.154138007x10

13  * 
 
 [Au]  8π x 547533104 =1.376100782 x1010                          =  1.376100782E10  * 
 
[Au]  8π106√(1448.5942 : 7)                        = 1.376060478E10 *  
 
[G]  (8π106√c x 33 : 100 x 3.3)-1     = 6.673011583E-11 *= G 
 
[AM]  1010( π -2 ) : (8π 106) √c           = 5198.85* 
 
[AM]  1010( π -2 ) : 8π106√(1448.63642 : 7)      = 5198.85 * 
 
 [AM]  1010( π -2 ) : 8π106√(1448.592         : 7)          = 5199.01 * 
 
[c]  (√(6((5196.1 : lnπ x E6 x 3.3)  = 299,792    = c = light * 
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HOW MUCH IS E44 = 1,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,000,00?  
(E11 x  E11 x E11 x E11) = 1 x 1044 log (E11 x  E11 x E11 x E11) = 44  
 
The equation with E44 + 12x ln + 2lnπ gives an idea of  “after incalculable ages” the universe is created. 
44 represents 1. Harmony (10(10(ee(e2)- 1) : 10(√(lnlnπ)-1 = 440 =AHz, 2, light (7c)2 : E10 = 440  and  3, human thought 
conform reasoned, esthetical, ethical conduct (1448.64)^4  :  E10 = 440; 1448 = Metapontum. 
 
Compare E44 and 1.085919392E44 generated from π as as shown to the left and right below. 
 
π√ E44                        = 1.01305959E14 *    || π√ 1.085919392E44    = 1.039991329E14  *                       
 
π√ 1.01305959E14      = 28716.53797   *     || π√ 1.039991329E14    = 28957.37127  *                           
 
π√ 28,7116.53797    = 26.24626534 *           || π√ 28957.37127         = 26.31613116  *   
 
π√ 28,7116.53797       = 26.24626534   *      || π√ 28957.37127          = 26.31613116  *                  
 
π√ 26.24626534          = 2.829457788   *      || π√ 26.31613116          = 2.831853072 *                 
 
2.829457788 : 20 + 3 = 3.141472889 *        ||(2.83185307 : 20)+3 = 3.1415926536= π* 
                                                                       = 2.831853072 = 20(π-3)  
   
 (334 x 1447.112)      = 1.000088151E44  *; log(334  x 1447.112)      =   44.00003828     * 
 
Number 440 and 44 epitomize harmony and purpose; both are linked to the universe to show that chaos, 
randomness, arbitrariness, probability, chance, etc., is excluded and thus design, purpose, reason etc., 
are the motivation factors that are applied in creating the universe, the world and man; ergo: Man is 
created by Reason and reason is the property of the mind of God, ergo man is created by YWHW 
(GOD)! But the math of Theomathesis speaks more eloquently for those who are capable of ‘reading 
these numbers’.  
 
log 1.085919392E44 = 44.03579759 = 440.3579759  : 10 ;   * 
 
(10(10(ee(e2)- 1)    :   10(√(lnlnπ)-1  = 440.3947;    ♪A Hz; *  
                                           musical tones , solfege scale  
 
(7c)2   :  E10                                     = 440.39016;  ♪A Hz; * 
                             light and harmony are synonymous  
 
 (1448.64)^4     :  E10                      = 440.39;         ♪A Hz; * 
                            light, harmony and caritas are also synonymous in Metapontum 
 
10 x log(1.085919392E44)             = 440.3579759 ♪A Hz; * 

(10(440.3579759 : 10)                    = 1.085919395E44 ♪A Hz; * 
 
 This is a living universe created by the Word = God! 
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CONCLUSION: π CAN GENERATE ALL AS ‘GODS TRANSCENDENTAL AND MYSTICAL 
AGENT OF CREATION’. 
These equations show that in the universe light, time gravity, and the atomic/subatomic particles whose 
numbers are shown in an other tractate can be generated from π & e.  Thus the emulation of these vital data 
via the transcendental π-e  is prior to the universe itself so that all natural data are facsimiles there of.  Is 
therefore universe not a reflection or ‘shadow’ of the transcendental universe for YHWH and e/π are a 
priori to it?  
 
The next step is to declare: THE UNIVERSE IS EX YHWH IT IS GOD’S CREATION!  
 
As to the moral aspect of the universe which science does not approach, Theomathesis’ mathesis 
intensorum, measures the non physical things like the moral qualities. They can best be expressed through 

`Metapontum` as exegesis of the divine reality of which the physical reality which science approaches 
exclusively is only a minor aspect of the universe. However, there is a vast, essential difference between 
the inner [definition: relating to mind or spirit] and interior [definition: inward~inside] and the manifest. 
The universe has an inner and an interior dimension; while the inner pertains to the spiritual aspect, the 
interior views the sub/atomic aspects. Therefore to have a holistic perspective science must add the inner, 
moral dimension as a neglected aspect that complements the interior. The inner can be compared to 
Metapontum’s ethical dimension of peace chess where the components or moving parts cooperate to 
perform a unifying function consistent with the principle of harmony, UNI-verse while the interior is like 
chess = conflict where every part or ingredient collide and oppose the other parts and is separated and 
analysed in its elements. Exegesis, Greek ἐξήγησις from ἐξηγεῖσθαι 'to lead out' is a critical 
explanation or interpretation of a text, especially a religious text. The term was used primarily for 
exegesis of the Bible; in contemporary usage it means a critical explanation of any text. The terms 
exegesis and hermeneutics have been used interchangeably. Hermeneutics is a more widely 
defined discipline of interpretation theory. 
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2 2 = 7 π                            [Zacharia 4: 11-14] 

Isaiah 
41.4 

7x in Scripture the Creator uses the words 1st & last conveying the idea: he is the eternal God, beyond 
time: Who hath wrought and done it, calling the generations from the beginning? I the LORD, the first, and with the 
last; I am he. 

Isaiah 
44.6 

Thus saith the LORD the King of Israel, and his redeemer the LORD of hosts; I am the first, and I am the last; and 
beside me there is no God. 

Isaiah 
48.12 

Hearken unto me, O Jacob and Israel, my called; I am he; I am the first, I also am the last. 

Rev. 
1.11 

I am Alpha and Omega, the first and the last. 

Rev. 
1.17 

Fear not; I am the first and the last: 

Rev. 2.8 These things saith the first and the last, which was dead, and is alive; 

Rev.  I am Alpha and Omega, the beginning and the end, the first and the last. Rev. 22.13 
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Genesis 1-26 Then God said:” let us make man in our image and likeness. So God created man in the image of God, he 
created him; male and female he created them. Genesis 2 thus the heavens and earth were finished, and all the hoast of them. 
2.2 And on the 7th day god finished his work which he had done.2.3 so God blessed the 7th day and hallowed it, because on 
it God rested from all the work he had done in creation. 
 
In that day, saith the LORD of hosts, will I take thee, O Zerubbabel, my servant, the son of Shealtiel, 
saith the LORD, and will make thee as a signet: for I have chosen thee, saith the LORD of hosts.  
Haggai 2.3 

Isaia 30,26  The light of the moon#1 will be will be as the light of the sun, and the light of  
the sun#2 will be sevenfold, as the light of seven days, in the day when the Lord binds up the hurt of his 
people#3 to heal the wounds inflicted by his blow. See also Mystic City of God part 7 Chap. 2 §10#1: 
the moon is the Virgin Mary as she ascends with Christ to heaven; #2 the divine Sun Christ will be 
sevenfold, as the light of seven days;  
[the root √ of 7x licht, c = √7c = 1448.65 “With the breath of God this [Metapontum] shall go 7x 
around the world.] 
 
These 7 verses come from Isaiah & Revelation, the 1st and last Spokes of the Wheel, Aleph & Tav. 
God declares:  he is the 1st and last only on the 1st & last Spokes of his Wheel; He designed the 
geometric structure of his Word with its content to cohere with the form of the Wheel. Revelation 2.8 
speaks from the mouth of the risen Lord Jesus Christ, a witness of his true identity as the everlasting 
God. In bilateral symmetry Wisdom & Torah correspond; these portions of the canon are interchanged; 
the Wheel reflects its line of symmetry with the teaching of Scripture in verses as "For I give you good 
doctrine, forsake ye not my Law (Torah). Get wisdom, get understanding: forget it not; neither decline 
from the words of my mouth.  
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Wisdom is the principal thing; therefore get wisdom." "The law (Torah) of the LORD is perfect, 
converting the soul: the testimony of the LORD is sure, making wise the simple." “The law (Torah) of 
the wise is a fountain of life, to depart from the snares of death.”  
The bilateral correlation between the Prophets & N. T. is that The Wheel geometrically displays the 
reciprocal correspondence between the Prophets and History. Each of the N.T.– Matthew, Mark, 
Luke, John, and Acts – quote Isaiah, and speak of the ways Christ fulfilled the prophecies. The 
bilateral symmetry of the Wheel geometrically manifests this link between the Major Prophets and 
N.T., which are interchanged when the Wheel is reflected in a mirror. The N.T. book Romans, is a 
manifestation of radial symmetry since Isaiah & Romans lie on the same Spoke (radius); both the 
radial & the bilateral symmetry of the Wheel state the content of Scripture. The radial symmetry of 
the Canon Wheel refers to the subdivisions on Cycle. One corresponds exactly with the subdivisions 
on Cycle Two; the radii dividing the Cycles coincide. In radial symmetry, the O.T. corresponds to 
the Minor Prophets. Thus we view the Canon Wheel in terms of radial or bilateral symmetry, there is a 
geometric correlation between the Prophets and History. The radial correlation linking the Law and 
the Major Prophets relates to the division of the O.T. spoken of by the Lord Jesus when he said, "Think 
not that I am come to destroy the law, or the prophets: I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil." From 
Internet; Next article: A Great Cloud of Witnesses.  
  
                             HISTORICAL ARCHIVE OF THE BIBLE WHEEL SITE 
 
Jesaia 40,22 Have ye not known? have ye not heard? hath it not been told you from the beginning? 
Have ye not understood from the foundations of the earth? It is he that sitteth upon the circle of the 
earth, and the inhabitants thereof are as grasshoppers; that stretcheth out the heavens as a curtain, and 
spreadeth them out as a tent to dwell in. 
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The most striking characteristic of the Wheel is that it forms a perfect Circle which visually displays the full integrity  
of the Canon of Scripture. Beyond this most obvious point, there are numerous reasons God chose the Circle as the  
figureupon which he would engrave his everlasting Word. Our Creator is the Author of reason, beauty, love and logic.  
It goes without saying that there is none more creative, intelligent or artistic than the God who made us!  
Indeed, the title of the Lord Jesus Christ as the Word, or Logos, of God signifies that in him dwells the sum total  
of all wisdom, understanding, science, and art, whether it be natural or divine. "For by him were all things  
created, that are in heaven, and that are in earth, visible and invisible, whether they be thrones, or dominions, or  
principalities, or powers: all things were created by him, and for him." The Logos, then, is He Who articulates the  
Mind of God, and by Him all iscreated, as it is written, "In the beginning was the Word (Logos), and the Word was  
with God, and the Word was God. All things weremade by him; and without him was not any thing made that was  

made."  Greek Icon of Christ. As the Divine Artist, God recognizes the Circle as the ideal symbol of "things  
eternal." In concert with this heavenly thought, mortal artists have throughout the ages used the Circle in religious  
art. It appears in the glorious rainbow roundabout God’s throne, in the radiant halos above the headsof his saints, and  
even as a symbol of the very act of creation when God "placed a compass upon the face of the depth." No other  
figure expresses with such simple elegance the ideas of wholeness, completion, and perfection. The significance of  
the cirular form of the Bible Wheel is greatly amplified by the threefold cruciform symmetry disponeerde in the  
Canon Wheel which is essentially identical to the halo used in traditional Christian Iconography to indicated Deity.  
The correspondence is too simple and striking to think it anything but  a product of Divine Inspiration. 

 the   This is discussed at length in Art, Theology, and Prophecy. As the Divine  Mathematician, God delights in the  
f        form  of the Circle because it possesses significant properties found in no other two-dimensional object. 

  
         It is most compact, meaning that the ratio of the perimeter to the area is less than any other figure.  The wheel, 

therefore, is the most compact two-dimensional representation con-ceivable in which the Bible may be geometrically  
 integrated with the Hebrew alphabet. This follows the same principle God the Divine Physicist used when he designed  
the laws Physicist used when he designed the laws governing the motion of objects. Indeed, the profound dependence of  
Physics upon Symmetry is the basis of A. Zee's excellent book Fearful Symmetry which I discuss in the Research and 
Reviews section.The Circle is unique amongst all two-dimensional objects in that it, and it alone, is infinitely  
symmetric.Any two-dimensional figure has a degree of symmetry that can be measured by its behavior under rotation.  
An equilateral triangle, when rotated about its center, returns to its original orientation only when the angle is a multiple 
of 120 degrees, or one third of the Circle. It has, therefore, a three-fold symmetry. Likewise, a square returns to its original orientation  
only when the angle is a multiple of 90 degrees, or one fourth of the Circle. It has a four-fold symmetry. In general, a 
regular polygon with "n" sides will have an n-fold symmetry. Here are three simple objects that exemplify these idea, 
a circle, a square, and a rectangle:  Most objects are not symmetric at all, and of all that are symmetric, the degree of 
symmetry is always finite, except in the unique case of the Circle which can be rotated through any angle with no variation  
in form. It is, therefore, a natural analog of the relation between God, "with whom is no variableness, neither shadow of  
turning", variableness, neither shadow of turning", and everything else in his creation. It is He, and He alone that is  
infinite and unchanging, as it is written, "For I am the LORD, I change not," and again, "Jesus Christ the same yesterday,  
and to day, and for ever." Thus, the spiritual significance of the Circle as the most excellent symbol of things divine  
is impossible tomiss and to behold "the word of God, which liveth and abideth for ever" to be supernaturally structured on this  
eternal pattern strikes the mind that has faith to see as nothing less than an immutable miracle, endlessly ablaze.  
See Chapter 3 of  the Bible Wheel book for more details on this theme.  
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DIE HEILIGE TAGESENGEL [blz. 58 VII Chor St. Abariel 12 Jan.] When Lucifer rose up against God, he tore off 
thousands and again thousands of angels from all the Choirs to be with him. The richest harvest was in the ring of Thrones, 
in the ring of Rulers and in the ring of Powers. From all these three choirs half of the Angels fell off.  
In this lay the chess-move of this hellish opponent: because the choir of the throne standing in the first ring of worship 
would, when broken, bring disorder to Throne of God over all the Heavens. The choir of Powers in the second ring of the 
Order of God, would have by this crash the same goal, namely to crash the Throne of God in the second ring of creation and 
so bring chaos over the entire creation. The choir of Powers lies in the third ring of the Redemption, and here too it was 
Lucifer’s wish, by this collective breach of these choirs, to thwart God’s plans. God saw it a long time. One thought: He 
does not hear, He does not see. Yet nothing is forgotten. When it is the time, then He too is there, then the Word of 
Judgment will be spoken, and blessed, who endured in the good! This endurance in the Good is carried by the Angels of this 
day.DIE HEILIGE TAGESENGEL [blz. 58VII] Chor St. Abariel12 Jan. Als Luzifer sich gegen Gott empörte, 
riss er Tausende und Abertousend von Engeln aller Chöre mit sich. Die reichste Ernte hielt er im Chor der 
Throne, im Chor der Gewalten und im Chor der Mächte. Von allen diesen drie Chören fiel die Hälfte aller Engel 
ab.  Darin lag ein Schachzug des höllischen Gegenspielers: den der Chor der Throne steht im ersten Ring 
der Anbetung und sollte, when er brach, diesen Ring zur Unordnung bringen und so den Thron Gottes 
über alle Himmeln stürzen. Der Chor der Gewalten, im zweiten Ring der Ordnung Gottes, sollte durch seinen 
Sturz den gleichen Zweck erreichen, nämelich den Thron Gottes in zweiten Ring- der Thron in der Schöpfung – 
zu stürzen und so das Chaos über die ganze Schöpfunbg zu bringen. Der Chor der Mächte ligt im dritten Ring der 
Erlösung, und auch hier war es Luzifers Wunsch, durch den Zusammen-bruch dieses Chores den Plan Gottes zu 
verhindern. Gott sieht lange zu. Man meint, er höre nicht und sehe nicht. Aber nichts ist vergessen. Wenn es an 
der Zeit ist, dann ist Er auch da, dann wird das Wort des Gerichtes gesprochen und selig, wer ausgeharrt hat im 
Guten! Dieses Ausharren im Guten trägt der Engel dies Tages. VII Choir of St. Abariel 
 
Hell This theological, philosophical tale is about Hell, Hortus deliciarum. In mythological, 
folklore & religious traditions, hell is a place of suffering and punishment in an afterlife, after 
resurrection. Religions with a linear divine history depicts hell as endless with a cyclic history as 
a period between incarnations. Afterlife destinations are Heaven, Purgatory, Paradise, and Limbo, 
sheol & Hades. Hell is populated with demons who torment those dwelling there by the Devil. See 
Dante’s Divine Comedy.  In the Gorgias, Plato (c. 400 BC) wrote that souls were judged after death 
and those who received punishment were sent to Tartarus for punishment in a hell. The classic 
Hades is similar to Old Testament Sheol. 
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Die Heilige Tagesengel, II St. Beroel blz. 224 
(Joh 1,1-3) Ehe aber das Wort Fleish wurde, hat der Vater jahrtousendlang den Boden vorbereitet. 
Unser Herr Jesus Christus, das menschgewordene Wort, sollte ja in der Mitte der Zeiten, also in der 
Fulle., im Hohepunkt und Wendepunkt der Zeien kommen. 
 
(John1,1-3) Before the Word became flesh, the Father prepared the Messengers thousands of years. Our 
Lord Jesus Christ, the Word become flesh, was to come in the midst of time, and in the middle of time 
and also in the fullness of time, and the apex of time.   
 
Commentary: Daily log p 38 Die Heilige Tagesengel, II St. Beroel blz. 224 
 
5199 Anno Mundi is the midst, the middle, the fullness of time, and the apex of time 
 
 
E44  Number 44 shows  Harmony (10(10(ee(e2)- 1) : 10(√(lnlnπ)-1 = 440 =AHz, 2, light (7c)2 : E10 = 440  and  3, human 
thought conform reasoned, esthetical, ethical conduct (1448.64)^4  :  E10 = 440; 1448 = Metapontum. 
   
 (334 x 1447.112)      = 1.000088151E44  * ;log(334  x 1447.112)      =   44.00003828     * 
 
Number 440 and 44 epitomize harmony and purpose; both are linked to the universe to show that   
chaos, randomness, arbitrariness, probability, chance, etc., is excluded and thus design, purpose, reason 
etc., are the motivation factors that are applied in creating the universe, the world and man; ergo: Man 
is created by Reason and reason is the property of the mind of God, ergo man is created by YWHW 
(GOD)! But the math of Theomathesis speaks more eloquently for those who are capable of ‘reading 
these numbers’.  
 
log 1.085919392E44 = 44.03579759 = 440.3579759  : 10 ;   * 
 
(10(10(ee(e2)- 1)    :   10(√(lnlnπ)-1  = 440.3947;    ♪A Hz; *  
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                                           musical tones , solfege scale  
 
(7c)2   :  E10                                             = 440.39016;  ♪A Hz; * 
                             light and harmony are synonymous  
 
 (1448.64)^4     :  E10                             = 440.39;         ♪A Hz; * 
                            light, harmony and caritas are also synonymous in Metapontum 
 
10 x log(1.085919392E44)                = 440.3579759 ♪A Hz; *(10(440.3579759 : 10)                       = 
1.085919395E44 ♪A Hz; *  
 
All Saints 1-11-2012  

The numbers # 1447~1448 ~528~33~5199 ~ e ~ π ~ φ ~ belong to one family that praises God in the 
language of Theomathesis’ equations that speak in mathematical symbols words in parables sung in an 
unending hymn of praise to Christ born 5199 AM who gave us 4 Gospels to guide his children with the 
holy ghost, to elevate them, to give them wisdom and peace making skills, laureates 528, like pilgrims that 
move 33 x to help each another return to the home of the transcendent Father in the π~e land of milk and 
honey on the other side 1447~1448 from whence they came,  returning to a state of permanent joy and 
Royal beauty φ in heavenly friendship with God. 
 
Nov 19 2012 
0.14472-1        x (lnπ)^72         =  5199*          (5198.996] 
 
ee0.5289-1      x 0.14484-1      =  5199*         (5199.1) 
 
5.2731           x (lnπ)^51                 =  5199*         (5199.003) 
 
5.28                x 1.1447^51                   =  5199*         (5198.8) 
 

June 25 2013 

[Ml]    (26√(π^ 201 : E19 Au)    =  528.00023* 
 
[AM]  (1010(π-2) : (π^ 201 : 528.00023^26 : E19)  =  5199*  [5198.9998] 
 
[AM]       (E19(14482 :15)-1 : Au    =  5199 * [5198.96]*            [1/7/2013] 
 
[π]       (201√(E19Au x 528.00023^26 )    =  3.141592653 = π* 
 
[Au]     π^201 : 528.00023^26    =  1.376060431E10* 
 
[e]       (230√(1.448E59 x 5040^11)    =  2.718276* = e   [ 5040 = 7!; Plato’s #] 
 
 


